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Introduction

iNtroductioN

Neo-Aesthetic Theory is oriented toward research and interpretation of THE 
unmissed encounters between Philosophical Theories and Contemporary Arts.

this book can be read from different positions of understanding, experiences, 
living, events and interpretations of “contemporarity”, but there is one 
characteristic and visible platform from which it is written: this is the platform 
of a permanent state of emergency. the writer of these lines could say, similarly to 
those who have “strongly” experienced the differences and conf licts of the 20th 
and early 21st century: my life unwound and is unwinding between the public 
and private – the depicted and the undepicted – in a permanent state of emergency: 
communist revolutions, self-governed freedoms from bureaucratic communism, 
crises of real-socialism, transitional primary accumulations of capital, nationalistic 
hysterically-paranoid proscription and the establishment of global neo-liberalism 
and a global crisis. this is something which cannot be overcome even with good 
intentions or a cheery disposition. it is something which is always played out with 
consequences. this is why there is a recurrence, in the lines of the letter which 
follows, with the only weapons which modern man has been able to build-up in 
his resistance to a permanent state of emergency, and this is a minimum of rationality, 
a critical approach and radical analysis. the tradition of the oppressed teaches us 
that the “state of emergency” in which we live in is the norm. We have to reach a 
concept of history which suits this (Walter Benjamin).

it is the construct that emerges from the encounter between object and subject, 
between an effect and an affect, or affect and concept or meaning: “But what’s 
the real or more precise linkage among these texts or topics? – the constitution of 
a territory (is it literature, the legible, an unordered catalogue of images of life?)” 
( Jeanlouis schefer).

i would like to get out of the bottle just like that f ly which was taught this by 
ludwig Wittgenstein in his Philosophical Research, but i am afraid that by coming out 
of ‘my’ bottle i will find myself in some other bigger or smaller bottle which will 
once again be mine and for me, for us and for the “lives” of others. if i am always 
caught in a space and time of supervision, control and regulation – the burnt ships 
behind me from adolescent pirate stories remain just a spectre of childish fictions 
and commercial prose – then, carrying out a minimum of rationality, a critical 
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approach and radical analysis remain the means which “keeps” a precarious hope in 
place of the broken class-based and ethnic “utopias” about God’s graciousness, the 
heavenly Kingdom, the island of humanity, brotherhood, equality and freedom, 
about socialism, about communism, about individual freedoms and liberalism.

But, towards what are a minimum of rationality, a critical approach and radical 
analysis oriented? definitely towards that which is caught – meta-physically and 
existentially – between the undepicted, mute life and the depicted, enunciated 
life. What is “that” which is in a trap? that which will maybe be recognised, 
i.e. named as “life”. in other words, there will be word of a state of emergency in 
which “life” is played out in all the evasions and approaches within the events of 
contemporarity. 

this is a desire for an unfulfilled, real and direct democracy.
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it is self-evident that nothing concerning art is 
self-evident anymore, not its inner

life, not its relation to the world, not even its right to exist.1

it is self-evident that nothing concerning art is 
self-evident anytime, not its inner

life, not its relation to the world, not even its right to exist.

it is self-evident that nothing concerning art is 
self-evident anywhere, not its inner

life, not its relation to the world, not even its right to exist.

note:
“Generally, i hardly ever quote a text as such, but i lightly modify it in such a 
way as to make it ‘meld’ into my own text. this is much closer to the effect of 
memory in a text”.2

1 theodor W. Adorno: Aesthetic Theory, trans. robert hullot-Kentor. london: continuum, 2002, 1.
2 Jean louis schefer: in: paul smith “introduction”, in The Enigmatic Body. Essays on the Arts by Jean 

Louis Schefer, ed. and trans. paul smith,. cambridge GB.: cambridge university press, 1995, xv.
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... thought immanent to the multiple ...1

... life immanent to the multiple ...

... art immanent to the multiple ...
... body immanent to the multiple ...

... production immanent to the multiple...
... postproduction immanent to the multiple ...

... economy immanent to the multiple ...
... time immanent to the multiple ...

... politics immanent to the multiple ...
... space immanent to the multiple ...

multiple

complexity    complicity

1 Alain Badiou: ”so Near! so far!”, trans. louise Burehill, in: Deleuze. The Clamor of Being. 
Minneapolis: university of Minnesota press, 1999, 4. 
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1

theories of ModerNisM 
politics of  time and space

the ModerN, ModerNisM, ANd repetitioN:  
NeW/ the NeWest

the modern and modernism are artistic, cultural, and social formations that refer 
to changes in art, culture, and society in historical and geographical terms. the 
modern and modernism are viewed as formations that should uncover a new “state 
of affairs” within contemporaneity. on the other hand, viewed ontologically, 
the modern and modernism are also about redefining the potentially new into 
a sustainable new or the “tradition of the new” as a permanent search for and 
realisation of a “different world” as “the horizon of possibility” for the newer 
than new. this search for and realisation of a “different world” or “new state 
of affairs” as the horizon of feasible possibilities for the newer than new may be 
identified with the concept of permanent modernisation.

the modern and modernity are interpreted as situations of a new sensibility of 
time within contemporaneity. the paradigms of the modern or modernity were 
established as contexts of Western society, culture, and art between the 18th and 
the mid-20th centuries.1 the feeling of modernity signifies the possibility of 
identifying the current moment: the here and now as opposed to the overcoming 
of the past and an expected future. the modern begins in the history of the West 
at the moment of an artistic and aesthetic, as well as a cultural and political break 
with the past as a safe tradition. the modern is characterised by opposing the 
present or contemporary time of the past – it rejects all narratives of memory, 
tradition, and history. for instance, peter osborne views the modern and 
modernity as expressions of a specific politics of time:

“Modernity”, we have seen, plays a peculiar dual role as a category of 
historical periodisation: it designates the contemporaneity of an epoch 
to the time of its classification; yet it registers this contemporaneity in 
terms of a qualitatively new, self-transcending temporality which has the 

1 Jürgen habermas: “Modernity: An incomplete project”, trans. seyla Ben-habib, in: Postmodern 
Culture, ed. hal foster. london: pluto press, 1985, 9.
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simultaneous effect of distancing the present from even that most recent 
past with which it is thus identified.2

in the european context, the politics of time signifies procedures whereby social, 
cultural, and artistic phenomena are selected with regard to contemporaneity, 
which means regarding differences between the past, the contemporary as the 
new or newer, and the future.

Modernism is a developed and “accelerated” modern. Modernism emerges when 
the contemporary interval of being here and now is posited as a practice that is 
superior to all aspects of social life and when the desire for the new is posited as a 
source of permanent social “breaks” leading either to emancipation or to cultural 
fashion. Whereas the relatively static modern was characterised by the bourgeois 
national industrial capitalism of the 18th and the 19th centuries, modernism is 
characterised by moving from capitalism as an “industrial system of production” 
toward an internationalised global market system. in other words, the modern is 
defined by a recognised modernisation of production within national cultures, 
whereas modernism is determined by a global modernisation of mass consumption. 
permanent modernist emancipation refers to processes of social, cultural, and 
artistic progress that direct human life toward ever-increasing freedom. permanent 
fashion refers to the consumerist craving for the new and newer-than-new that 
over time starts repeating itself, directing itself toward the production, exchange, 
and consumption of the newest. Modernism is thus a selective political practice 
that enables a choice that inevitably leads toward the new and newer-than-new.

At this point, the stable model of the bourgeois proprietary modern, based on 
aesthetic identification by way of a culturally protected privacy and established 
autonomous art, is replaced by a permanent emergence of ever-newer artistic 
products with aesthetic or anti-aesthetic properties. Artistic products suggest 
novelty and consumerist enjoyment in the new, as opposed to the traditional 
model of identifying within one’s own class and its patriarchal structures. terry 
eagleton has emphasised the class model of the modern aesthetic:

My argument, broadly speaking, is that the category of the aesthetic 
assumes the importance it does in modern europe because in speaking 
of art it speaks of these other matters too, which are at the heart of the 
middle class’s struggle for political hegemony.3 

2 peter osborne: The Politics of Time: Modernity and Avant-garde. london: Verso, 1995, 13–14.
3 terry eagleton: The Ideology of the Aesthetic. oxford: Blackwell publishers, 1990, 3.
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eagleton’s discussion of “the ideology of the aesthetic” and then t. J. clark’s 
critical identification of, say, the role of impressionist painting in the construction 
of modern bourgeois life point to a transition from a static to a dynamised 
modernity, i.e. liberal modernism:

As the context of bourgeois sociability shifted from community, family 
and church to commercialised or privately improvised forms—the 
streets, the cafés and resorts—the resulting consciousness of individual 
freedom involved more and more an estrangement from older ties; and 
those imaginative members of the middle class who accepted the norms of 
freedom, but lacked the economic means to attain them, were spiritually 
torn by a sense of helpless isolation in an anonymous indifferent mass. By 
1880 the enjoying individual becomes rare in impressionist art; only the 
private spectacle of nature is left.4

the modern is viewed as the determining context of a realised, urbanised, liberal, 
and bourgeois contemporaneity. in The Arcades Project, for instance, Benjamin 
wrote about the analogy between capitalism and nature: “capitalism was a 
natural phenomenon with which a new dream-filled sleep came over europe, and, 
through it, a reactivation of mythic forces”.5 

in his Philosophy of New Music, Adorno critically characterises the realised modern 
as the “dialectics of loneliness”.6 he thereby identified bourgeois contemporaneity 
as an effect of alienation in the industrial and emerging market world. fredric 
Jameson likewise emphasizes the capitalist character of the liberal modern, 
regarding modernist abstract art, positing a correspondence between the abstraction 
of money and that of painting and sculpture: “Modernist abstraction, i believe, is less a 
function of capital accumulation as such than rather of money itself in a situation 
of capital accumulation”.7

4 t. J. clark: The Painting of Modern Life: Paris in the Art of Manet and his Followers. london: thames 
and hudson, 1985, 3–4.

5 Walter Benjamin: “K (dream city and dream house, dreams of the future, Anthropological 
Nihilism, Jung)”, in: The Arcades Project, trans. howard eiland, Kevin Mclaughlin. cambridge, 
MA: the Belknap press of harvard university press, 2002, 163. 

6 theodor W. Adorno: “dialectic of loneliness”, in: Philosophy of New Music, trans. robert hullot-
Kentor. Minneapolis: university of Minnesota press, 2006, 37–40.

7 fredric Jameson: “culture and finance capital”, in: The Cultural Turn: Selected Writings on the 
Postmodern, 1983–1998. london and New york: Verso, 2009, 136–161.
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the oNtoloGicAl core  
of ModerNisM

there is more than one periodisation of modernism. for instance, according to 
raymond Williams, modernism is periodised as art after 1950.

“Modernism” as a title for a whole cultural movement and moment has 
then been retrospective as a general term since the 1950s, thereby stranding 
the dominant version of “modern” or even “absolute modern” between, 
say, 1890 and 1940 [...] determining the process which fixed the moment 
of Modernism is a matter, as so often, of identifying the machinery of 
selective tradition.8

regarding Williams’s notion of modernism, i will use the term “high modernism”, 
dating it in the Western world in the post-World War ii period. unlike Williams, 
i will use modernism to label various phenomena in society, culture, and art 
that began around 1900, when there was an accelerated shift of cultural and 
artistic fashions: post-impressionism, various expressionisms, fauvism, cubism, 
futurism, cubo-futurism, suprematism, Neo-plasticism, constructivism, 
surrealism, Art deco, Retour à l’ordre, New objectivity, etc. We may understand 
Williams’s modernism, that is, in my modification, “high modernism”, as the 
highest or final stage of international modernisation as a social, cultural, and 
artistic project.

historically, modernism, as the phenomenon of acceleration in the sequence 
of various paradigms of emancipation and types of fashions, signified 
technological, social, cultural, and artistic changes during the 20th century. in 
such a periodisation, modernism signified three characteristic phenomenological 
moments: (1) the break with the past, (2) the establishment of the contemporary, 
and (3) the anticipation of the future. every fresh seizure of contemporaneity was 
signified with the demand that the feeling of confronting the new be repeated 
regarding the new that had become the old and regarding the future that would 
become potentially possible only with the next turn from the new that would 
grow obsolete into the new that has yet to come and be the newest. this obsessive 
repeatability of attaining the newer-than-new would become the ontological core 
of modernism.

thus emerges the formula of permanent repetition: “times have changed” 
and again, “times have changed”, and again […] the consequence is that 

8 raymond Williams: “When Was Modernism?”, in: Politics of Modernism. london: Verso, 2007, 
32.
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things no longer stand in the stable traditional or usual way. it seems as though 
something from the past has become superf luous or impossible,9 and something 
new from the present has emerged in a way that was erstwhile unthinkable. to 
its contemporaries, the new therefore always seemed unjustified, opaque, and 
incomprehensible, although, at the same time, fatally attractive as well. that is 
probably why theodor W. Adorno at the beginning of his Aesthetic Theory felt 
compelled to call for a redefining of the self-evidence of contemporary art: “it 
is self-evident that nothing concerning art is self-evident anymore, not its inner 
life, not its relation to the world, not even its right to exist”.10

With the accelerated shifts of modernist paradigms, art increasingly differed 
from the real or the ideologically projected ideal tradition of great Western 
art (Antiquity, renaissance, Baroque). it became necessary to perform a new 
interpretation of art and culture simultaneously and in parallel with the emergence 
of new art within a changed culture. that was probably why Arthur c. danto 
made his claim that interpretation was constitutive of modernist art: “My view, 
philosophically, is that interpretations constitute works of art, so that you do not, 
as it were, have the artwork on one side and the interpretation on the other”.11

this claim enables the understanding of the modernist notion of “artworld”, which 
danto opposed to the tradition of understanding the pure and universal work of art 
within the modern and an imaginary Western tradition that linked the modern 
with the timelessness of the classical, i.e. that of Antiquity: “to see something as 
art requires something the eye cannot decry – an atmosphere of artistic theory, a 
knowledge of the history of art: an artworld”.12 therefore, the art of modernism 
must be viewed in its variability as a complex web, intertwining the sensory and 
the discoursive, and relating to cultural and social contexts.

the modern and modernism traversed the path from an anticipated potentiality, 
which would be the regime of alternative and avant-garde practice, to a realised 
potentiality as an attained new with all the consequences that accompany the 
establishment of artistic, cultural, and social hegemony in relation to other 
historical and geographical formations. Between anticipating a potentiality and 

9 cf. the logic of thinking about a changed state of things in: Jacques rancière: “in What time do 
We live?”, in: The State of Things. london: office for contemporary Art, Norway and Koening 
Books, 2012, 12.

10 Adorno: Aesthetic Theory, 1.
11 Arthur c. danto: “the Appreciation and interpretation of Works of Art”, in: The Philosophical 

Disenfranchisement of Art. New york: columbia university press, 1986, 23.
12 Arthur c. danto: “the Artworld”, in: Philosophy Looks at the Arts: Contemporary Readings in 

Aesthetics, ed. Joseph Margolis. philadelphia: temple university press, 1986, 162. 
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realising it as something new, there comes the demand for something newer 
than what was already achieved, which leads toward transcending the realised 
modernity in order to reach an even more characteristic modernity. Modernism 
was more modern than the modern, and post-World War ii modernism was more 
modern than interwar modernism.

liBerAl DIFFéRANCE: ModerNist pAiNtiNG

the historical debates about modernism were developed on the basis of a 
canonical definition of the international – and this signifies hegemonic – Western 
modernism as a grand and totalising post-World War ii style. this is the “Western 
story” of universal modernism and its realised autonomy, i.e., its emancipatory 
potentiality. here we will mention clement Greenberg’s concept of modernist 
painting and charles harrison’s critique of that concept.

clement Greenberg interpreted the concept of “modernist painting”, as it was 
established after World War ii, ranging from abstract expressionism to post-
painterly abstraction, as an expression of a historically directed evolution of the 
immanent means and effects of painting. Greenberg’s aesthetics of painting is a 
neo-Kantian aesthetics of liberal artistic creativity with a precise experiential 
distinction between aesthetic judgement and aesthetic enjoyment in relation 
to intuitive insight.13 this evolution led from illusionistic realist painting via 
impressionism, expressionism, and cubism, to “pure abstraction”, free of direct 
references to literary narratives or sculptural three-dimensionality. Greenberg’s 
evolutionism posited modernism not as a break with the past, but as a gradual 
self-ref lexive perfection and development of the autonomy of the artistic medium 
in discovering the immanent nature of painting. the medium of painting thus 
became the essential topic of a creative treatment of surface:

Modernist painting asks that a literary theme be translated into strictly 
optical, two-dimensional terms before becoming the subject of pictorial 
art – which means its being translated in such a way that it entirely loses its 
literary character [...] it should also be understood that the self-criticism 
of modernist art has never been carried on in any but a spontaneous and 
subliminal way. it has been altogether a question of practice, immanent to 
practice and never a topic of theory.14

13 clement Greenberg: “intuition and the esthetic experience”, in: Homemade Esthetics: Observations 
of Art and Taste. oxford: oxford university press, 1999, 4–9.

14 clement Greenberg: “Modernist painting” (1965), in: Modern Art and Modernism: A Critical 
Anthology, eds. francis frascina and charles harrison. london: harper & row, 1986, 8–9.
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Greenberg advocated aesthetic formalism based on the transformation of the 
“modern tradition”:

thus, constructivism – in the works of Gabo and pevsner, and most 
certainly in the words of Greenberg in 1958 – finally had reached the stage 
of the “mirage”. What had once been tactile and contingent had become 
“optical”, what had been rigorously anti-illusionistic in emphasizing 
weight, physical mass, and process, in foregrounding surface and texture, 
and in “baring the structural device” had turned into an “illusion of 
modalities”.15 

Modernist painting might therefore be interpreted as an evolution within the 
“tradition of modernity”. he understood this notion of evolution, predicated on a 
modernisation of painting, not in the Marxist sense of “social practice”, but in terms 
of liberal, i.e., individual mastering of creative skills in art as a free and specialised 
pursuit of human “self-expression” and “self-positing”. Greenberg’s interpretative 
discourse recognised the painterly production of claude Monet, pablo picasso, 

15 Benjamin h. d. Buchloh: “cold War constructivism”, in: Formalism and Historicity. Models and 
Methods in Twentieth-Cenrtury Art. cambridge MA: the Mit press, 2015, 402.

03 provisional salta ensemble: Claude Monet – Jackson Pollock, photo-essay, photomontage, 2011.
courtesy provisional salta ensemble
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Jackson pollock, and the like as exceptional achievements of the modernist evolution 
whereby the pictorial plane witnessed pictorial inscriptions of the hand or the body 
of the artist. those inscriptions could not be related verbally; they are exclusively 
a painterly trace and as such geared toward an optical effect that one may only 
indirectly and insecurely verbally present as metaphor in judging a work as such.

in charles harrison’s view, clement Greenberg was the critic who set up terms 
for periodizing and defining modernism in the sense of identifying the essential 
properties of a painterly work of art.16 harrison viewed Greenberg’s method of 
defining modernism as an essentialist objectivism opposed to the theoretical 
relativism of the avant-gardes and popular culture. for Greenberg, painting was 
always a matter of objective taste, rather than a demonstration of a theoretical position 
in a work of art. or in harrison’s words: “for example, asked for evidence that 
esthetic judgments are indeed involuntary and objective, rather than being governed 
by specific theories or individual preferences, Greenberg pointed to a ‘consensus (of 
taste) over time’ which has settled on the defining high point of an artistic tradition”.17

Greenberg’s theory is characterised by his claims that the creative transcends 
the critical, that artistic practice is governed by intuitions as direct expressions 
of emotions, and by a direct, all-encompassing experience of the work of art. 
therefore, artistic creativity invariably precedes theory, i.e. art theory is merely 
a secondary addition to the organic wholeness and fullness of artistic expression. 
Greenberg wrote: “Art is a matter strictly of experience, not of principles”.18

harrison opposed Greenberg’s neo-Kantianism, which excluded any kind 
of intellectual engagement with artistic creativity and advanced an intuitive 
establishment of a unitary and universal model of modernism. in harrison’s 
view, in contrast to Greenberg’s “one-dimensional definition of modernism”, the 
history of modernism after World War ii has been determined by two mutually 
opposed concepts of understanding the character of artistic labour.

the first is Greenberg’s concept of high modernism, based on the link between 
intuition and taste, which brings the values of the autonomy of abstract painting 
into a position of aesthetic dogma in Abstract expressionism and in post-painterly 
abstraction:

16 charles harrison: “introduction: the Judgment of Art”, in: Greenberg, Homemade Esthetics, xiii.
17 ibid., xvii.
18 clement Greenberg: “Abstract, representational and so forth” (1954), in: Art and Culture: Critical 

Essays. Boston: Beacon press, 1961, 133.
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the production of the modern artist, it is assumed, are determined by 
some special insight into the nature of reality – be it the reality of the 
natural or of the social or of the psychological world. the work of art is 
an assertion of the human in the context of the real. Although the values 
of humanity are seen as “relatively constant”, art of “quality” is a form of 
stimulus to spiritual change.19

the other voice, and this is harrison’s innovation, is critical of high modernism, 
where intuitions, spontaneity, expression, and aesthetics are independent of the 
semantic and political conditions of contemporary society, culture, and art:

in the second version of the story, the first is taken as given. it is quoted 
in a spirit of scepticism, not as a true story, but as one typical of a certain 
culture and rooted in certain interests. the second voice seeks to explain 
what the first has said, and how it has come to be saying it.20 

19 charles harrison: “A Kind of context: Modernism in two Voices”, in: Essays on Art & Language. 
oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1991, 5.

20 idem.

04 provisional salta ensemble: Robert Morris/Social Context, photo-essay, photomontage, 2013.
courtesy provisional salta ensemble
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harrison’s thesis is that the first voice intended to show that artistic production 
always and by necessity intuitively preceded theory (the painting of Jackson 
pollock and Kenneth Noland). By contrast, the other voice disregards this 
separation of the creative from the critical and shows that that distinction in 
artistic positions is not an effect of the nature of art or creative individualism, but 
a consequence of the organisation of artistic culture in society. this other voice 
( Jasper Johns, robert rauschenberg, donald Judd, robert Morris) is determined 
by a critical approach that insists on a link between the conceptual and the sensual 
in the context of social differences and antagonisms. 

ModerNisM ANd the Neo-AVANt-GArde:  
diAlecticAl DIFFéRANCE

if one transferred harrison’s “second voice” from its Anglo-American context 
to a european, Asian, or south-American context, the critical potential of the 
artistic acting against the autonomous aestheticism of high modernism could be 
identified with the term “neo-avant-garde”. the concept of neo-avant-garde 
signifies a “second avant-garde” about which rather divergent interpretations 
exist.

for instance, the early avant-garde of the early 20th century is viewed as original 
pioneering artistic acting with a pronounced transgressive and innovatory 
potential. the post-war avant-gardes are identified as institutionalised avant-
gardes, i.e. second-hand avant-gardes, remakes of the first (the “historical”) 
avant-garde in the context of high modernism. for instance, in his retrospective 
defence of his thesis of the neo-avant-garde as an institutionalised avant-garde, 
peter Bürger made the following suggestion:

the argument of Theory of the Avant-garde runs as follows: the neo-avant-
gardes adopted the means by which the avant-gardists hoped to bring about 
the sublation of art. As these means had, in the interim, been accepted by the 
institution, that is to say, were deployed as internal aesthetic procedures, 
they could no longer legitimately be linked to a claim to transcend the 
sphere of art. “the neo-avant-garde institutionalizes the avant-garde as 
art and thus negates genuinely avant-gardiste intentions”.21

21 peter Bürger: “Avant-garde and Neo-avant-garde: An Attempt to Answer certain critics of 
theory of the Avant-garde”, trans. Bettina Brandt and daniel purdy, in: New Literary History 41 
(2010), 695–715, here 707. the interpolated quotation is from peter Bürger, “the Avant-gardiste 
Work of Art”, in: Theory of the Avant-garde, trans. Michael shaw. Minneapolis: university of 
Minnesota press, 1984, 58.
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Against Bürger’s conception, one could argue that after World War ii the avant-
garde realised and concretised those technological utopias and projects of the 
early avant-gardes that could not be realised before. for instance, solutions in 
art, design, and architecture that the soviet avant-garde, Bauhaus, and de stijl 
offered on a utopian level became part of the international style and mass market 
only in American high modernism.

likewise, one might also argue that the neo-avant-garde was a specific set of 
movements and individual effects between 1950 and 1968 that critically provoked 
the unitary essentialism and universalism of high modernism. therefore, the 
neo-avant-garde regime denotes a critique, subversion, or deconstruction of the 
realised possibilities of high modernism, or, more accurately, the artistic, social, 
and cultural hegemonies of the realised modern and modernisms.

the neo-avant-garde may be understood in two ways: (1) as a transgression that 
disrupts the newly established order of the latest hegemonic high modernism and 
(2) as a strategy and tactic of established modernism itself that, out of fear that 
otherwise it might turn into a frozen or petrified “new tradition”, produces its 
own self-critique to destabilise, destroy, or overcome the attained state of affairs. 
We might compare this dynamic as it is established between the avant-garde, 
modernism, and the neo-avant-garde with thomas s. Kuhn’s theory of scientific 
revolutions. the theory of paradigm shifts in science was applied to art by charles 
harrison in his interpretations of the activities of the Art & language group.22 

in other words, my position is that the avant-garde was an artistic or aesthetic 
vanguard or anticipation of modernism, whereas the neo-avant-garde was a 
critical and excessive practice within the dominant high modernist culture. one 
might say that in the context of liberal Western high modernism, predicated as it 
was by an aesthetic and poetic fetishisation of the autonomy of the disciplines and 
the media of art, the neo-avant-gardes performed a trans-disciplinary critique 
or transgression by pointing to the potentialities of “the open work of art and 
acting in art”, that is, to a political critique of the modernist professionalisation 
and institutionalisation of the production, exchange, and consumption of art 
(lettrism, experimental art, happening, Neo-dada, fluxus, New tendencies). one 
might also say that the historical avant-gardes (futurism, dada, revolutionary 
constructivisms) generated alternative micro-social formations (groups, 
movements) that opposed the system of modern art at the time, which was still 
insufficiently institutionalised. on the other hand, the neo-avant-gardes became 

22 charles harrison: “introduction”, in: Art & Language: Text zum Phänomen Kunst und Sprache, eds. 
paul Maenz, Gerd de Vries. cologne: Verlag M. duMont schauberg, 1972, 14.
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05 szalma lászló: Homage to Dada, photo, 1972.
courtesy Marinko sudac collection
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active against high modernism’s formally and pragmatically established system of 
institutions. Whereas the historical avant-gardes, with their various techniques 
(collage, montage, assemblage, readymade, avant-garde periodicals as collage-
montage visual texts), anticipated the aesthetic nature of emerging consumer, 
popular, and mass culture, the neo-avant-gardes acted in historical conditions 
where the paradigms of elite high art modernism were explicitly opposed to those 
of consumer, mass, and popular culture. the aesthetic dialectic23 of high taste 
(the autonomous values of art) and popular taste (the functions and effects of mass 
consumption) were thus confronted with a third party – the critical-subversive 
and emancipatory potential of the neo-avant-garde, which was nomadically 
traversing both systems—the high and the popular – of modernist art, relativising 
their boundaries, deemed to be unconditional and impregnable at the time.

ModerNisM ANd the Neo-AVANt-GArde:  
ArGAN’s proJect theory 

the relationship of modernism and the neo-avant-garde may also be noted in 
italian art historian Giulio carlo Argan’s theory of “the modern project”. As a 
leftist intellectual writing in the european context, he recognised the emancipatory 
social potential of an innovative artistic practice that had traded its imaginary 
creative autonomy for the context of real social antagonisms. unlike American 
conceptions of high modernism (Greenberg, harold rosenberg, Michael fried), 
in Western europe high modernism had no dominant canonical current; instead, 
the differences between various artistic modernisms were established in terms 
of political differences and their implementations in the then contemporary 
artworlds.

for Argan, it was important to critically re-examine the conditions of the 
relationship between art and society. in his view, the basic dispositif of modernism 
was established around the concept of the project of a critical and exploratory 
art within a neo-capitalist system that enslaved and alienated the individual. the 
dialectic of the individual (liberal) and the collective (social) is essential in his 
thinking. the modern project denotes plans, visions, projections, and anticipations 
of an emancipatory transformation of society and art. the “modern project” is 
associated with critical approaches to the notions of social, technical, and artistic 
progress in the name of social liberation. the project of art is characterised by 

23 cf. the exhibition concept in: High and Low: Modern Art and Popular Culture, eds. Kirk Varnedoe 
and Adam Gopnik. New york: Museum of Modern Art, 1990; thomas crow: Modern Art in the 
Common Culture. New haven, ct: yale university press, 1996.
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participation in the social event. therefore the artistic project is opposed to social 
passivity:

Just as it once discovered in the object the immobile structure of the 
objective world, today art is discovering in the project the mobile structure 
of existence. the project, which art must furnish with a methodological 
model, finally constitutes a manoeuvring defence of social, historical life 
in its perennial conf lict with eventuality and chance.24 

By positing art as a project, Argan takes art itself into a complex and multifaceted 
fight for actualising human life in the modern world. therefore, artistic 
projecting is the opposite from as well as an alternative to technological projecting 
qua programming, i.e. controlling alienated living in liberal neo-capitalism. 
in Arganian thinking, a liberal aesthetic and artistic liberation from the non-
optical in the work is insufficient; art should instead be viewed as a domain of 
sociality and, therefore, of the social struggle for human liberation and genuine 
emancipation. the target of his discourse is the technocratic and market alienation 
of neo-capitalist neoliberalism.

Argan developed his theoretical position by linking critical Western Marxism 
with an existentialist sartrean examination of forms of life and the modernist 
trust in the potentiality of art as a dispositif of emancipation. in Argan’s view, 
the survival of art in tomorrow’s world hinges on the project, making the art of 
today conditioned by the art, culture, and society of tomorrow. in this respect, 
he is quite close to the neo-avant-garde way of thinking. opposed to “market 
fashions”, Argan offers the conception of a political change in art as an important 
factor in social emancipation. rather than privileging the immanence of artistic 
form, Argan advocates anti-form (informalism: lucio fontana, Alberto Burri) 
and art beyond the borders of artistic disciplines (post-informalist art: piero 
Manzoni, enrico castellani), to point to the place of the work or act of art in 
a web of antagonistic social relations. According to Argan, art that acquires an 
exploratory character25 initiates the passage from the work into performing practices 
and production that provoke or even change forms of modern life amid alienated 
consumption.

24 c. G. Argan: “progetto e destino”, in: Progetto e destino. Milan: il saggiatore, 1965, 9–74.
25 G. c. Argan: “Arte come ricerca”, in: Arte in Europa: scritti di storia dell’arte in onore di Edoardo Arslan. 

Milano, 1966, 3–8.
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ModerNisM ANd the Neo-AVANt-GArde:  
Multiple ModerNities

Beyond the Western context, the term “neo-avant-garde” signifies complex 
processes of artistic subversion and a critique of locally dominant modernisms, 
i.e. alter-modernisms. these are manifestations of modernisation “beyond the 
cultural-geographic sphere” of Western europe and the united states. Alter-
modernisms may denote various geographical modernities and modernisms that 
occurred in the specific contexts of colonial or real-socialist societies, away from 
direct or profound impacts of Western liberal modernism’s hegemonies. Alter-
modernisms differ from Western international modernism. in local environments, 
certain Alter-modernisms become hegemonic centres of artistic inf luences, while 
others become their peripheral followers. in relation to the notions of “global 
modernity” as a multiplicity of Alter-modernisms, Western modernity and 
modernism are viewed only as one possible instance of modernisation. that is why 
one speaks of “Multiple modernisations” or “Multiple modernisms”: “this is seen 
to be indicated by the move away from an idea of the singularity of modernity, 
based on more traditional, non-linear, historical understandings, to discussions 
about the multiplicity of modernities”.26

destabilising “unitary” or “holistic” modernism led from asking “how to 
periodise unitary and universal modernism?” to asking how and why modernism 
took place and under what social, cultural, and artistic conditions. furthermore, 
the concept of theoretical ref lection on multiple modernities and multiple 
modernisms stems from three theoretical models that question unitary and 
universal Western modernism:

(1) postcolonial studies, which project notions of modernity and modernisms 
in the third World whilst “avoiding euro-centrism”27 – the colonial 
societies of Asia, Africa, south America, and the pacific islands;

(2) socialist and post-socialist studies, that address modernity and modernisms 
in the real-socialist societies of europe and beyond, highlighting 
asymmetries with Western modernism – the so-called second World 
societies;

26 Gurminder K. Bhambra: “introduction: postcolonialism, sociology, and the politics of 
Knowledge production”, in: Rethinking Modernity: Postcolonialism and the Sociological Imagination. 
New york: palgrave, 2009, 5. 

27 Bhambra: “from Modernisation to Multiple Modernities: eurocentrism redux”, in: Rethinking 
Modernity, 56.
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(3) the humanities and social studies, above all art-history studies,28 led by 
concepts from the spatial turn.

the concept of horizontal or geographical distinctions in modernism is notable in 
authors working outside of the european context (china, the Arab world, south-
American cultures), as well as in some european theorists of art. for instance, 
British art theorist paul Wood’s discussion of conceptual art may be read in terms 
of a horizontal distinction between Western and other modernisms:

“conceptualism” takes on a double identity. “Analytical” conceptual art 
gets downgraded as the art of white male rationalists, mired in the very 
modernism they sought to critique. the expanded history, on the other 
hand, begins to excavate a huge array of artists, men and women alike, 
deemed to have been working in a “conceptualist” manner from the 1950s 
onwards, on a range of emancipatory themes ranging from imperialism to 
personal identity in far-f lung places from latin America to Japan, from 
Aboriginal Australia to russia.29

this shows that in alter-modernisms, different neo-avant-gardes are established, 
too. for instance, neo-avant-gardes working in alter-modernist contexts are 
characterised by critiques of racial, gender, and class identities, as well as Western 
economic or cultural imperialism (lygia clark, hélio oiticica, Antonio dias, M. 
f. husain, Wang Jin).

sociAlist ModerNisM ANd Neo-AVANt-GArdes:  
perMANeNt trANsitioNs

the notions of the Western capitalist, i.e. the liberal concept of modernisation, 
developed from modernity to modernism, were confronted by those of 
revolutionary communist modernisation in the countries of real socialism (i.e., 
the second World). the primary communist modernisation was based on a 
revolutionary and anti-liberal ideology of modernisation. Above all, it concerned 
the urbanisation and industrialisation of the underdeveloped russian empire in 
the form of the soviet union. 

one leninist slogan ran as follows: “industrialisation + electrification = 
communism”. the slogan may be explained by reference to lenin’s programmatic 
speech about the overcoming of russia’s industrial backwardness:

28 piotr piotrowski: “on the spatial turn, or horizontal Art history”, Umèni/Art: Journal of the 
Institute for Art History 56 (2008), 378–383. 

29 paul Wood: “Approaching conceptual Art”, in: Conceptual Art. london: tate publishing, 2002, 9.
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communism is soviet power plus the electrification of the whole country. 
otherwise the country will remain a small-peasant country, and we must 
clearly realize that […] only when the country has been electrified, and 
industry, agriculture and transport have been placed on the technical basis 
of modern large-scale industry, only then shall we be fully victorious.30

in the soviet context, modernisation determined industrial and economic 
development, associated with realising the ideal of the “class struggle”. But 
in terms of aesthetics and art, modernisation ranged from radical avant-garde 
projects (cubo-futurism, suprematism, constructivism) in the early days of the 
revolution to the canonisation of socialist realism as a stable expression of modern 
revolutionary and didactic creativity. the ideal of modern art in terms of modern 
realism was established as the canonised ideal. for instance, leon trotsky defined 
revolutionary realist art in the following way:

When one speaks of revolutionary art, two kinds of artistic phenomena 
are meant: the works whose themes ref lect the revolution, and the works 
which are not connected with the revolution in theme, but are thoroughly 
imbued with it, and are coloured by the new consciousness arising out of 
the revolution.31 

trotsky’s understanding of the revolution was in terms of “the permanent 
revolution”.32 one might understand it as a radical and permanent modernisation, 
passing through constant transitions toward the universal and geographically 
global communist society of the future. Moving from an avant-garde to a 
revolutionary and then to a socialist-realist modernisation of art meant creating a 
specific modern expression serving the party and the state.

then, in the 1950s and 1960s, the movement from socialist realism to socialist 
modernism marked the constitution of a hegemonic artistic pattern in eastern 
europe. socialist modernism pointed to the potentiality of a liberal-oriented 
creation of abstract – qua Western – artistic forms and, at the same time, to a 
symbolic or topical interpretation of such forms, articulated by the party. the 
liberalisation of socialist realism in favour of socialist modernism enabled the 

30 Vladimir lenin: “report on the Work of the council of the people’s commissars. december 22, 
1920”, http://soviethistory.macalester.edu/index.php?page=subject&subjectid=1921electric&y
ear=1921, 3.4. 2014.

31 leon trotsky: “revolutionary and socialist Art” (1924), in: Literature and Revolution, trans. rose 
strunsky. london: haymarket Books 2000, 123.

32 leon trotsky: “What did the theory of the permanent revolution look like in practice?”, 
in: The Permanent Revolution, and Results and Prospects, trans. John G. Wright. seattle: red letter 
press, 2010, 231–252.
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establishment of eastern european socialist modernism as a bureaucratised and 
institutionalised art in state socialism.

the emergence of the neo-avant-garde in eastern europe was a critique of the 
link between socialist realism as a revolutionary art and the phenomenon of 
socialist modernism33 as the art of a bureaucratised post-revolutionary state. 
eastern european neo-avant-garde practices34 were motivated by seeking to 
establish an “alternative artistic space” or alternative artworlds. Alternative 
spaces were outside of the bureaucratically led institutions of socialist realism 
and modernism. Alternative spaces were “dark zones” within tightly controlled 
societies with one-dimensional state programmes of supporting and surveying 
culture and art.

Alternative artistic space might also be termed “the second public sphere”.35 
in eastern europe, in the domain of culture, neo-avant-garde and conceptual 
artistic practices took place outside the official state public sphere, in spaces where 
privacy was territorialised as public space (from the studio to the commune). 
eastern european neo-avant-garde artists created alternative institutions, such as 
exhibitions and theatre plays, in private apartments or studios, founded communes 
on the principles of self-organising and direct democracy, published so-called 
samizdat periodicals and books in small print runs. Also, eastern european neo-
avant-gardes occupied socially indeterminate spaces that were meant for youth 
culture, student cultural institutions, as well as amateur cultural institutions (for 
instance, photo and film clubs), which in socialist societies had state support as a 
matter of policy.

eastern european neo-avant-garde artists built their production by moving 
nomadically through various art disciplines (literature, theatre, music, film, 
fine arts). they produced open and multimedia works of art (happenings, 
performances, installations, artists’ books) that represented generational, gender, 
and cosmopolitan identities geared toward stepping out of closed societies. in the 
collectivist cultural order of real and self-managed socialism in eastern europe 

33 Ješa denegri: “inside or outside Socialist Modernism? radical Views on the yugoslav Art scene, 
1950–1970”, trans. Branka Nikolić, in: Impossible Histories: Historical Avant-gardes, Neo-avant-
gardes, and Post-avant-gardes in Yugoslavia, 1918–1991, eds. dubravka Đurić and Miško Šuvaković. 
cambridge, MA: Mit press, 2003, 170–208.

34 piotr piotrowski: In the Shadow of Yalta: Art and the Avant-garde in Eastern Europe, 1945–1989, trans. 
Anna Brzyski. london: reaktion Books, 2009.

35 the term was introduced by performing arts theorists Adam czirak and Katalin cseh–Varga 
at the conference “performing Arts in the second public sphere” held at the freie universität 
Berlin, on 9–11 May 2014.
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and in contrast to the pronounced individualism of their Western colleagues, 
eastern-european neo-avant-garde artists worked with dialectical differences halfway 
between liberal individualism and self-organised collectivism. Noteworthy 
examples of eastern-european neo-avant-garde practices certainly include the 
theatre experiments of polish director tadeusz Kantor and multimedia artist 
Józef rabakowski, those of czech visual poets and performers (Milan Knižák, Jiři 

06 Vojin Bakić: Model for the Monument to Marx and Engels, 1953.
Magazine Jugoslavia, Belgrade
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Valoch, Jiři Kovanda), the slovenian oho group, the croatian group Gorgona, 
hungarian experimental artists Miklós erdélyi and támas szentjóby, serbian 
composer Vladan radovanović, yugoslav novelist Bora Ćosić, serbian painter 
radomir damnjan, hungarian visual poet and conceptual artist sazalma laszlo 
and szombathy Balint (group Bosc+Bosch).

coNclusioN: differeNce / diAlectics

My intent in this chapter was to point to the hybrid complexity of modern and 
modernist phenomena in relation to the criteria of the politics of time (dialectic 
historicisation) and politics of space (geographic difference). in relation to every 
contemporaneity that has occurred or is occurring at different times and in 
different places, the modern and modernism required different conceptualisations 
of “modernisation” and different conceptualisations of a critical response to the 
transition of modernisation practices from the margins of society to its hegemonic 
centre, both internationally and locally.

07 radomir damnjan: In Honour of the Soviet Avant-garde, b/w print, 1973.
 courtesy radomir damnjan
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08 Bálint szombathy: Bauhaus, photo, 1972.
courtesy Bálint szombathy
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2

the returN of the politicAl  
in contemoporary Aesthetics, philosophy and Art 

the crisis of philosophy and aesthetics certainly began during the philosophical 
century. it started when Marx highlighted the “misery of philosophy” in a world 
of real human misery, in the industrial society of exploitation.36 it also began 
with friedrich Nietzsche’s “grandiose” and immanently philosophical failure 
to derive yet another great totalising philosophical system of thinking about 
everything and for all. it was then, for the first time, that the idea of a failed 
philosophical project became a basis for reorganising philosophy. finally, it also 
began when dr. sigmund freud set up the universal discourse of the subject and 
subjectivity in human life, a humanistic discourse that passed over the empirical 
and pseudo-empirical fields of biomedical and socio-cultural hypotheses beyond 
the professional security of philosophical paradigms/styles. then, in the first 
half of the 20th century, the philosophy of Martin heidegger was an attempt 
to find the essential potentiality of only yet another important step for philosophy, 
there and then, in what was for him an unacceptable modernity.37 that one step for 
philosophy was assumed in the conservative direction of invoking and responding 
to “originary” philosophical voices amidst the nightmare of the great Western 
tradition of thinking in metaphors, i.e. metaphysical figures of being, truth, 
and the subject. But “that one step for philosophy” was also marked with the 
concretely political failure of the traditionally and conservative-oriented modern 
philosopher with almost nihilistic misgivings regarding progress. facing the 
powers and events of an all-human catastrophe, the devastating totalising state 
of emergency that Nazism produced with its anti-liberal programmes in the third 
reich,38 this philosopher reconstituted his anti-modern “right to universal truth”.

Quite asymmetrically, in relation to Martin heidegger, stood the anti-
philosophical endeavour of ludwig Wittgenstein, anti-philosophical in terms 
of preserving and cherishing the tradition of autonomous Western philosophy, 
with Wittgenstein trying to pose, in his individually manifested everyday human 

36 Karl Marx: “the Metaphysics of political economy, vols. 1–5”, in: The Poverty of Philosophy. 
Boston: Adamant Media corporation, 2005, 112–192. this elibron classics replica edition is an 
unabridged fascimile of the edition published in 1920 by charles h. Kerr & company, chicago.

37 Martin heidegger: Being and Time, trans. Joan stambaugh. New york: state university of New 
york press, 2010, 63–66.

38 emmanuel faye: Heidegger: The Introduction of Nazism into Philosophy in Light of the Unpublished 
Seminars of 1933–1935, trans. Michael B. smith. New haven: yale university press, 2009.
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drama, some basic commonsensical questions – almost “dilettantish” – in the face 
of the security of philosophical jargon and its abstracting of the individual’s lived 
activity. Wittgenstein’s critical and analytical philosophy of philosophy is “dilettantish” 
inasmuch as he is commonsensical and, from platforms of everyday speech, asks 
questions about philosophy’s internal affairs, which learned philosophers, who 
mature in philosophical discourses and jargons, as theodor W. Adorno, for instance, put 
it, do not ask.39 here, a “dilettante” in philosophy implies not a “self-taught” or 
“committed amateur philosopher”, but one who deliberately and self-ref lexively, 
demonstratively violates the professional ethics of philosophising by straying from 
the normative/canonical jargon of Western philosophy. such a philosopher asks 
“impolite questions” concerning the basic meanings of words and their impact on 
the lived activity of philosophers and philosophy as a social practice. he diverts 
from the doxa of philosophers who do not pose those basic questions as important 
questions of philosophy, but construct narratives or models for presenting 
thought within already established philosophical networks and methods. those 
philosophies are quite close to the discourse of the philosophical hierarchy of 
power. this concerns the canonical acceptability of jargon and the conceptual 
atmosphere of stable thinking in defined social frameworks. these frameworks 
disable writing or thinking about something or anything related to philosophy 
outside of jargon topics or objects of debate. Wittgenstein’s reductionist transgressive 
solution was to translate philosophical terms from the discourse of philosophy to 
the language of the everyday use of words in speech, a task he saw as showing the 
f ly out of the f ly-bottle.40 finding a way out of conceptual and linguistic traps 
was the main task of Wittgenstein’s philosophising. in that sense, another great 
“anti-philosopher” was the french doctor, founder of theoretical psychoanalysis, 
Jacques lacan, who, unlike Wittgenstein’s analytical reductionism, resorted to a 
“baroque” passage through all the spaces and times of philosophy, metaphorically 
speaking, like “a bull in a china shop”. this metaphor bespeaks an author who 
sees discomfort in the order of meaning precisely as his key intervention in the 
materiality of speech, which is under the impact of the signification order, that 
is, the unconscious. lacan’s luxurious “dilettantism” differs from Wittgenstein’s 
puritan analytical work on the “absurdities” of philosophy, but the point is the 
same: to achieve something with philosophy in a way disallowed by its traditional 
discourses, that is, jargon frameworks. for lacan, this meant moving the reality 
of the unconscious in any discourse, including philosophical. in lacan’s mind, 

39 teodor Adorno: Filozofska terminologija: uvod u filozofiju, trans. slobodan Novakov. sarajevo: 
svjetlost, 1986, 51 [theodor W. Adorno: Philosophische Terminologie: zur Einleitung. frankfurt: 
suhrkamp, 1992].

40 ludwig Wittgenstein: Philosophical Investigations, trans. G.e.M. Anscombe. oxford: Blackwell, 
1986, 103.
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philosophical discourse must face its supporting web of signification that modifies 
webs of signified, i.e. conceptual ideas. that means having to face the structural 
principle of determination that eludes the philosopher’s conscious intent and will 
to express “this and that, there and then”; that is, a psychoanalytic theorist faces 
the material order of speech, including philosophical speech, which shows, in its 
complexity, what it omits, represses, covers, or negates.

finally, french philosopher Jacques derrida’s intervention showed that the 
“central world of philosophy” as much as “the margins of philosophy” constitute 
the problem of philosophy. he was entirely committed to philosophy, although 
his early concept of deconstructing european philosophical logo-centrism – the 
centrism of thinking as opposed to speaking and writing – offered some potential 
directions for thinking and presenting inter-textually the limits of the philosophy 
of transcendence. those who have invoked derrida and radicalised his offers and 
promises have either moved out of philosophy and into the domain of the material 
practice of writing, of which philosophy is only an instance, or, like others, who were 
never in philosophy in the first place, have embraced the possibility of performing 
the event of theorising and thereby pointed to the resistance of the materiality of 
theory to the illusory esoteric quality of philosophy. After derrida, there occurred 
quite diverse inter-textual and multidirectional rearrangements of the relationship 
between philosophy and theory, from literary critic paul de Man, artist and theorist 
of culture Victor Burgin,41 to novelist and essayist Kathy Acker.42 the extent of the 
crisis of philosophy was also enhanced by the feminist, feminine, gender, and queer 
theorisation of philosophy, more precisely, by asking that really singular question 
extending from simone de Beauvoir via hélène cixous to Judith Butler and Joan 
copjec: does philosophy have a gender? then another, even more complex and 
philosophical question may be posed: “how was gender in philosophy, i.e. history 
of philosophy, and thereby the singularity of the identity of philosophy itself as a 
social practice reduced to a universal philosopher?” But that question, as well as similar 
questions, despite their attractive and seductive philosophicality, were closer to 
the singularity of the practice of theorisation within social, humanistic, or hybrid 
platforms of interpretation and textual production about and against philosophy.

in the late 1960s, the notions of theory and theorisation gain a special meaning and thus 
certainly an exclusive role with regard to knowledge (discourse, thinking, writing, 

41 Victor Burgin: “the end of Art theory”, in: The End of Art Theory: Criticism and Postmodernity. 
Atlantic highlands NJ: humanities press international, 1987, 140–204.

42 Kathy Acker: “realism for the cause of future revolution”, in: Kathy Acker: Bodies of Work: 
Essays. New york: serpent’s tail, 1997, 14–26. 
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behaviour), culture, and society.43 Theory and theorisation denote the hybrid genres 
or poly-genres that developed in parallel in artistic, activist, and academic circles 
(france, Great Britain, usA, eastern europe) by means of critiquing autonomous 
canonical models and institutions of scientific and philosophical labour in society, 
culture, and art. the theoretical was posited as the textual and theoretical labour as 
a more literal or less literal textual production of a critical discourse. Writings by french 
structuralists from the 1960s and international post-structuralists from the early 
1970s advanced the critical position that philosophy should be essentially redefined. 
that meant transforming philosophy as general thinking about sciences into a 
critical theory based on ref lecting the material practice of signification whereby 
philosophic texts are produced. the practice of philosophy was thus interpreted as 
material production of specific social texts. in his Consequences of Pragmatism, richard 
rorty pointed out that modernity witnessed an unprecedented “blending” of the 
borders of certain autonomous scientific and theoretical disciplines.44 the result 
was a new kind of writing, which was neither about evaluating aspects of literary, 
artistic, scientific, or cultural products, nor intellectual history, nor a philosophy of 
good and practical acting in culture and art, nor the interpretation of society, but 
all of that combined in the open and variable poly-genre of writing. theoretical 
writing exceeds the boundaries between individual social and humanist sciences, 
pointing to forms of production, presentation, and expression in contemporary 
plural and global mass and media culture. As a poly-generic practice, theory 
asks questions regarding the self-ref lexive character of writing about the nature, 
conditions, paths, and concepts of generating theoretical texts and their effects.45 
then, questions were also posed regarding the epistemological character of 
mediating knowledge and therefore also of institutions that establish and govern 
meanings, sense, and values within a culture or interrelations between different 
cultures. likewise important are questions regarding the critical character of the 
conditions and circumstances whereby a theory emerges, is exchanged, governs a 
certain or uncertain scene of writing or scene of presenting, and then experiences a crisis, 
disappears, or transforms. Also important are questions regarding deconstructing, 
dislocating, or decentring the inscription of theory or its effects into a certain mass, 
elite, or professional public opinion, as well as traces of theory in its modifications, 
their erasure or accumulation on the jetties46 of meaning, sense, values, and 

43 patrick ffrench: “the ferment”, in: The Time of Theory: A History of tel Quel (1960–1983). 
oxford: clarendon press, 1995, 5–44.

44 richard rorty: “the World Well lost”, in: Consequences of Pragmatism: Essays, 1972–1980. 
Minneapolis: university of Minnesota press, 1982, 3–18.

45 Brian Wallis: “telling stories: A fictional Approach to Artist’s Writings”, in: Blasted Allegories: 
An Anthology of Writings by Contemporary Artists, ed. Brian Wallis. New york: New Museum of 
contemporary Art and cambridge, MA: Mit press, 1987, xi–xvii.

46 Jacques derrida: “some statements and truisms about Neo-logisms, Newisms, postisms, 
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identities of culture. But there also emerge psychoanalytical questions about how 
the desire for knowledge emerges, how pleasure occurs in a theoretical text or in a 
process with texts (inter-textuality) in media culture. for something – a thought, 
speech, writing, or media representation – to be theory, it must contain aspects that 
enable or realise an identification, description, explication, and interpretation, that 
is, debate. this is the open and indeterminate conception of theory. it is open enough 
to encompass quite varied procedures: identifications, descriptions, explications 
(readings), interpretations, and debates. What distinguishes theory from all other 
cultural activities, disciplines, and institutions is the demand that any kind of 
speaking or writing aspiring to be theoretical must meet, and that is to ask what 
theory is, how it functions and identifies, describes, explains, and interprets itself as 
theory or theorisation within quite specific cultural and social practices. therefore, 
theory is not the opposite of practices, but the performance of an invariably specific 
material social practice that is posited in such a way that it problematises – ref lects, 
explains, interprets, produces – concepts, discourses, and representations of theory 
as a practice, from specific conditions and circumstances.

the crisis of postmodern liberal pluralism after the fall of the Berlin Wall in 
1989, that is, following the end of the cold War and the establishment of “global 
politics” and domination of a single superpower and, more importantly, of a 
single economic and biotechnological political order, re-provoked possibilities for 
examining “politics” and “the political” as a significant response to the apparent 
weakness or absence of any kind of the political in the apparently apolitical or 
extra-political neoliberal technological practices of organising public and private 
everyday life in post-modernity.47 in postmodern and then globalised neoliberal 
society, politics has acquired the character of a techno-managerial cultural 
practice, moving from fundamental social, global questions to individual cultural 
as well as artistic activities in the domain of identity and representation in the 
everyday. A cynic might conclude that in globalised times, everything – meaning 
culture and art – is politicised, except politics itself, which is depoliticised.48 
therefore, in the 1990s and 2000s, it became important to invoke and reconstruct 
“politics” and “the political” in relation to politics as a form of sociality, as well 
as a form of organisation, governance, control, and implementation. At that 
moment, “politics as a practice within or across general sociality” manifested 

parasitisms, and other small seismisms”, trans. Anne tomiche, in: The States of “Theory”: 
History, Art, and Critical Discourse, ed. david carroll. New york: columbia university press, 
1990, 63–94.

47 chantal Mouffe: The Return of the Political. london: Verso, 2005, 1.
48 Jela Krečič: “pogovor s filozofinjo Alenko Zupančič: Vse se politizira, ker se politika depolitizira” 

[interview with philosopher Alenka Zupančič: everything is politicised, Because politics is 
depoliticised], in: Delo 21 ( June 2008), 24–25.
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a need or, even, desire for meta-theory as the organisation of the singular as 
opposed to the particular in relation to universal political knowledge and action, 
and traditionally, the meta-theory of “politics” is philosophy.49 As the meta-
theory of big politics, philosophical universalism was “used” as an intervening 
sign for a critique of the anti-essentialism and social constructivism of “small 
politics” and “micro-ecologies” in culture and, certainly, art. philosophical 
universalism thereby enabled asking questions about acting responsibly for every 
social intervention and risk of intervention. this kind of demand for another 
large-scale politicisation on the level of philosophy and intervention in global 
social processes after the cold War occurred in very different ways, above all in 
philosophers, sometimes mutually incomparable and often confronted: Jacques 
derrida and his new reading of Marx,50 chantal Mouffe and her discussion of 
the return of the political, ernesto laclau and his theory of emancipation in the 
epoch of post-modernity and then globalism, Alain Badiou and his platonist-
oriented metapolitics, terry eagleton and his leftist critique of hybrid theories, 
Jacques rancière and the preservation of the traditional european Aristotelian 
philosophical “political”,51 Antonio Negri and Michael hardt and their critique 
of the current global empire, Giorgio Agamben and his reconstruction of great 
philosophy by means of bio-politics,52 paolo Virno and his theorisation of labour 
in global or post-fordist capitalism, and Brian Massumi and his analysis of the 
new media on the horizon of critical sociality.

philosophy’s invoking of “the political”, its “return to the political” emerged not 
out of a structuring of reality undertaken by a party or state, but of performing 
a philosophical desire for post-theoretical speculative philosophical constructions of 
the “crisis” character, functions, and plural, which also means arbitrary, effects 
of current socialities in capitalism, dominant but crisis-ridden. for example, 
the separation of politics and power, which characterises the neoliberal rise and, 
certainly, the global crisis of neo-liberalism, has had the effect of depoliticising 
“politics” and transferring the complex of the political and politics into the field 
of culture and art. Almost all of early-21st-century vital art is politicised, from a 
“political fictionalisation of the real” (the irwin group with their NsK global state 
project) to various political or cultural activisms (the critical Art ensemble, slavs 
and tatars, Alfredo Jaar, tadej pogačar, Zoran todorović, Artur Żmijewski). 

49 Alain Badiou: Metapolitics, trans. Jason Barker. london: Verso, 2006, 1.
50 Jacques derrida: “injuctions of Marx”, in: Specters of Marx: The State of Debt, the Work of Mourning, 

and the New International, trans. peggy Kamuf. New york: routledge, 2006, 1–60.
51 Jacques rancière:“the distribution of the sensible: politics and Aesthetics”, in: The Politics of 

Aesthetics: The Distribution of the Sensible, trans. Gabriel rockhill. london: continuum, 2004, 12.
52 Giorgio Agamben: “poiesis and praxis”, in: The Man Without Content, trans. Georgia Albert. 

stanford: stanford university press, 1999, 68–93.
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09 irwin: Time for a new state, print, 2012.
courtesy irwin
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for instance, the conf lict, a sort of revival of the cold War in 2007 in 2008, 
between the us and russia is not a conf lict between the liberal and the 
communist, that is, between capitalist and social property, but between two 
capitalist imperial models. it is a conf lict between the American neoliberal 
model of capitalism and russian autocratic nationalist capitalism. therefore, 
the philosophical derivation of meta- and macro-politicisation marked a critical 
and that means analytical reactivation of the contradictory relations of local – 
minority – bodies of knowledge as opposed to global – dominant, majority – 
bodies of knowledge in establishing and performing “universal” historical and 
geographical power. Moreover, this is not about opting between the local and 
the global, i.e. the particular and the universal; opting like that has cost dearly, 
with the defeats of modern projects in totalitarian regimes (the ussr, the third 
reich, fascist italy, the Khmer rouge democratic Kampuchea, the cultural 
revolution in china), as well as the defeats of postmodern conceptions, i.e. in 
the preservation of “weak” or “soft” power and its concomitant comprehensive 
plurality in ethnic wars and genocides, from the former yugoslavia to Africa in 
the 1990s. this concerns deriving a philosophical understanding of how global 

10 irwin: Time for a new state, billboard, leipzig, 2012.
courtesy provisonal salta ensemble
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as universal power is realised in relating – naturalising the universal with the 
particular and, to be sure, conversely, the particular with the universal. if one 
pays attention to questions regarding the character of today’s society, then one 
must ask about relations between global and local modes of material production 
and their fundamental refractions in individual and, certainly, global projections. 
then one may ask, in philosophic-metaphysical terms, “who” or “what”, “when” 
or “where” constitutes the production of universal knowledge and thereby global 
as universal power. the relationship between the global and universal is posited as 
a problematic and intriguing trap. in other words, the important philosophical 
question is how singularity produces universality and what it is that enables 
surveying and regulating that production not only behaviourally, but also 
epistemologically and existentially? the critical question is this: can singularity 
produce universality?

interpreting the complex process of integrating hybrid and anti-essentialist 
theorisations into the neoliberal global system of power, some philosophers have 
suggested, as an alternative, the potentiality of resisting global market capitalism 
by means of a universalistically posited philosophy. this would be a philosophical 
intervention stemming from:

(1) the collapse or disorientation of the traditional left and its theory and
(2) the global domination of “rightwing”, “neoliberal”, and “populist” 

discourses, as well as the integration of “soft” or “weak”, that is, “post-
philosophic” hybrid theories into the neoliberal system of a f lexible 
technocratic regulation of power.

in theoretical terms, such an intervention would mean a philosophic/theoretical 
turn from the 20th-century linguistic turn to the early 21st-century philosophy of the 
event.
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3

trouBles With the ecoNoMy,  
GeoGrAphy ANd history 

the social turn

WhAt MAKes these sculptures so differeNt?  
GrAdes of ABstrActioN

Zygmunt Bauman made the following almost tongue-in-cheek remark: 
contemporary “workers” protests held in front of a MNc (multinational 
corporation) premises seem to be doomed to fail: protesters are confronted by a 
slightly dismayed official (a manager, administrator, coordinator, pr executive) 
who doesn’t know exactly who should be given information regarding the protest. 
in other words, he/she knows that the message will be conveyed through an 
endless, intricate maze managing a global corporation topped by no individual 
or coherent team, but by abstract networks of hybrid governing and executive 
boards or “decision-making platforms” connected to other bodies of management 
and funding. indeed, this scheme of governance is incompatible with that of a 
personified owner and his way of running things in 19th century companies. in 
those times, workers protests tended to personally address the factory owner or 
his direct representative, who resided in his villa inside the factory grounds or 
somewhere nearby.

let’s try to observe the matter from another angle. let’s take a look at two 
sculptures from two different periods and two different political systems: the 
monument (ArcelorMittal orbit) raised for the 2012 olympic Games in london 
and lenin’s statue at Kaluzhskaya ploshchad in Moscow erected in 1985. 

the former piece was designed by the postmodern sculptor Anish Kapoor with 
cecil Balmond from the engineering group Arup and Ushida Findlay Architects. 
the latter was executed by the sculptors lev Kerbel and Vasiliy dmitriyevich 
Fëdorov. Both pieces came about at the peak of a crisis: the global financial crisis 
and the global real-socialist crisis, respectively. the former was funded by the 
British corporate system. the latter was funded by the soviet state. one stands 
for the f luid, abstract order of neoliberal global power. the other stood for the 
stability and matter-of-fact soviet tradition of representing the revolutionary 
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power of initiation. Both pieces are “political abstractions”, stressing their 
assertiveness with monumentality and affirming “the power of corporate market 
capitalism” and “the power of the workers’ revolution” (respectively). the 
economic abstraction tends to be presented as an abstraction, namely, an abstract 
power. on the contrary, the political abstraction tends to be presented as a non-
abstraction, i.e. as concrete power expressed by single or multiple personifications 
(a leader, leadership, people). 

the crisis of politics  
ANd the returN of the politicAl

What began with the postmodern and evolved in the times of global transition was 
a progression from the modern bureaucratic capitalist or socialist state which sets 
politics in relation to social conf licts (and even economic models of competition, 
domination, monopolies and global expansion of the market), towards a society 
wherein politics as technology of government departs from the real power. 
politics becomes a mechanism of minimal corrections of the social conf licts 
conditioned by the real powers – which became increasingly abstract within the 
global systems of finance, production, exchange and consumption. for instance, 
the sociologist richard sennett asserts there has been a “divorce between power 
and authority”53 in relation to politics. furthermore, he concludes that “the crux 
of politics becomes marketing” (which seems bad for political life).54

the point of describing this rather complex scheme is to point to the moment 
following the divorce between power and politics in relation to contemporary 
art. in the neoliberal society of the postmodern and, subsequently, globalisation 
era, politics assumed the character of a techno-managerial cultural practice 
(policy): it is now displaced from the domain of fundamental social issues 
towards individualised cultural (even artistic) actions in the realms of identity 
and representation of the “ordinary”. A cynical conclusion might be that in times 
of globalisation, everything – meaning culture and art – is politicised, except 
politics itself which is being de-politicised.55 

53 richard sennett: The Culture of the New Capitalism. New haven: yale university press, 2006, 62.
54 ibid., 135. 
55 Krečič: “pogovor s filozofinjo Alenko Zupančič”, 24–25.
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i argue that we encounter two synchronous and antagonistic claims:

(1) the claim that there has been a transfer of the political of politics and politics of 
the political outside the realm of politics – meaning, into the contexts of culture 
and arts. in other words, politics and the political are put into practice in the 
regimes of aesthetisation of the art world and culture. politics itself becomes a 
formalised technique of government (policies) in the name of the power which 
is no longer politics (meaning, a transparent social practice of responding to 
the “human condition”); and 
(2) the claim (quite opposite to the first) that social space, which no longer 
appears as political space (but as the space of the market), is again posited as a 
space of the construction of the social by means of art. this implies that the 
politicisation of art again brings into play the “human condition” as a specific 
condition of a desired sociality.

in both claims art is politicised or, more to the point, in both claims regimes 
of art and regimes of politics gain visibility by way of aesthetics. however, the 
former claim remains heavily determined by the de-politisation of politics; the 
latter conceives art and culture as “ladders” to escape from depoliticised preserves 
or spaces of apparent politicality to the realms of real sociality as politicality. this 
contradictory contemporary situation may be pictured by the following diagram: 

stAte of AffAirs
after the end of modern politics

split between power and politics
economy at the place of politics

Management techniques

efforts towards constructing the social
performing the forms of life

Appropriation of politics in arts and culture

Grey ZoNe
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this model demonstrates that the split between power and politics leads to the 
effects of split narratives of synchronic “geography” and diachronic “history” i.e. 
to replacing the canonical Western historical thought on culture and arts with a 
new canon of geographical ref lection. this train of thought was anticipated by the 
notions of contextualism, evolving from structuralism (partly post-structuralism) 
to cultural studies and their impact on “postcolonial studies” i.e. “geo-aesthetics” 
and “theories of cultural memory”.

Modern history seemed complete with modern phenomenologies of emancipation, 
freedom, new sensuality, solidarity, self-organisation and social security.

What both diagrams show is the supposition of a grey zone in the split between 
power and politics (and, analogously, between geography and history, i.e. between 
space and time), which is to be restructured. 

the outlined theoretical issues have their instances in artistic practices. 

split between power and politics    
economy at the place of politics   
Management techniques

history
emancipation

freedom
New sensuality

solidarity
self-organization

social security

GeoGrAphy
identity
postcolonial studies
theories of cultural memory

Grey ZoNe
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11 peter eisenman: Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe, Berlin, 2005. 
courtesy provisional salta ensemble

12 igor Grubić: Scarves and Monuments, 2008.
courtesy igor Grubić
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cultural memory appears as a poetical model with a “distanced politicisation” in 
relation to contemporaneity. With his Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe (2005) 
architect peter eisenman simultaneously points to the “strategies of memory” 
(paying tribute to the victims) and cultural truce in the contemporaneity of new 
europe. With the projects of the Atlas Group, Walid raad reconstructs the 
memories of the traumatic lebanon civil War, expressing the “unspeakable of 
the war” through the visibility of the archives indexing the ethical and political 
“stains” of its witnesses and accomplices. With his project Scarves and monuments 
(2006) igor Grubić disclosed testimonies of socialist yugoslavia from the national 
contemporaneity. 

13 Nika radić: At Home (eating), instalation, 2015.
courtesy Nika radić
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Between the cultural memory of revolutions of modernism and the modern, 
homages to 1968 or expressions of yearning for a radical new “sensibility”, 
contemporary artistic practices referring to “revolution as an event” are played out 
(in, for example, Marina Naprushkina’s ironic installations, actions and workshops 
of the platform Chto delat?, the iranian islamic revolution as featured by the 
group Slavs & Tatars, Jun yang’s or Ai Weiwei’s parody of the relations between 
revolution and counter-revolution in the chinese transition…)

14 Nika radić: At Home (brushing teeth), instalation, 2015.
courtesy Nika radić
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furthermore, activism and social participation (complicity, action) feature as 
movements from art into the realm of culture and, finally, via culture to situations 
of social antagonisms and conf licts, i.e. to the real political. As artistic practice, 
activism appears in quite specific situations when institutions of cultural, social or 
governmental work underachieve. the artist somehow becomes a social or cultural 
worker who operates in “micro-cultures” (of sexual workers in the case of tadej 
pogačar or cultural symptoms of transition in the case of Nikola džafo or every 
day politics Nika radić). escape from the micro-cultures into the “restricted macro 
systems” is associated with the investigative work of the critical Art ensemble in 
the sphere of economic, production, market and political practices, like the global 
internet or genetic engineering. the Belgrade movement Žene u crnom stepped 
out from the commonly feminist “politics of difference” into an “anti-war politics” 
common for critical political practice on a totalizing level. 

A radical turn from micro-politics to “politicised sociality” may be entertained 
with political movements like occupy Wall street or the egyptian revolution of 
2011 and 2013 protests in turkey. these phenomena did not come about with 
artistic intentions; however, aestheticisation was part of their renewal of the 
common, i.e. social political resistance. the failure of these movements testifies to 
the vulnerability of “self-organised resistance”, when exposed to the technologies 
of government which conceal the real centers of power.

one of the phenomena of the “politicisation of art”, approaching the models of 
modernist politicisation (for example, realist art of the 19th and 20th centuries) 
is artists” reaction to terrorism and the war against terrorism in the first decade 
of the 21st century.56 this refers to the realist propaganda or anti-propaganda art 

56 W. J. t. Mitchell: “War is over (if you Want it)”, in: Cloning Terror/The War of Images, 9/11 to the 
Present. chicago: the university of chicago press, 2011, 6.

15 tadej pogačar: Red Umbrellas March, 
performance, 2001. 
courtesy tadej pogačar
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dealing with september 11 (thomas ruff ’s photos) or the war against terrorism 
as a form of global repression from a military superpower like the usA (richard 
serra’s Stop Bush billboard, Abdel-Karim Khalil’s sculptures or Guy Gladwell’s 
critical painting).

ecoNoMy ANd Biopolitics

on a street book stand in Belgrade i accidentally found a book titled Theories of 
Collapse,57 a selection of classical texts on the dialectics of social crises and collapses 
(Karl Marx, Vladimir ilič lenin, heinrich cunow, eduard Bernstein, Karl 
Kautsky, rudolf hilferding, rosa luxemburg, Nikolaj ivanovič Buharin, fritz 
sternberg, henryk Grossman, friedrich pollock, Maurice dobb, paul sweezy, 
eugen Varga, paul A. Baran, paul Mattick, samir Amin, ernest Mandel and 
Joel Jacoby). the book contains elaborated typologies, analytical and polemical 
insights behind the causes of modern crises and fairly detailed chronologies of 
local and global crises from 1815 to the early 1980s when the book was published. 
using additional sources, i have composed an approximate chronological sequence 
of major crises: 1815, 1825, 1836, 1847, 1857, 1866, 1873–1874, 1879, 1886, 1891–
1895, 1899–1904, 1906–1908, 1919–1922, 1929–1932, 1973, 1981–1989, 1987, 
1997, 2008–2013.

At the time, i was not interested in the reasons behind the crises, but in the 
frequency of their emergence. in the 19th century, crises broke out almost every 
ten years. the frequency of the crises did not change dramatically after World 
War ii. their permanence and abundance raised the question “what were all those 
crises about!?” there may be plenty of answers to that question (the economy, 
resources, production, the market, society, politics) i was interested in those that 
could be identified as political – and not all political crises, but specifically those 
that establish some relation between the derived forms of life affected by the 
crisis. in other words, merely superficial insight into statistical data shows that 
each crisis resulted in changes in the forms of life, from demography (settlement, 
migrations) to standards of living, social security or buying power, i.e. to free 
or limited choices in the ways one lives ones everyday life. this insight stirred 
some vague intuitions which led me to conclude that, at all times, a crisis was 
an instrument or effect of the biopolitical disciplining of society. crises i had 
personal experiences with – from the economic crises of self-management 
socialism (1960s, 1970s, 1980s) to the crises of transition in the 1990s and the 
first decade of the 21st century – showed that “economic crises and collapses” 

57 Karl Kautsky: “teorije kriza” (crisis theory), trans. Mirjana pavlović, in: Teorije sloma (theories 
of collapse), eds. Branko caratan, rade Kalanj, Vjekoslav Mikecin. Zagreb: Globus, 1981, 93.
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were used either by governments or government-detached bodies (secret services, 
banking and business corporations, tycoon alliances) in order to transform the 
effects of the crises (most often intentionally or randomly caused by them) into 
biopolitical instruments of surveillance and, furthermore, reshape the public and 
private daily lives of citizens. i propose the following scheme: 

A crisis taking place for a possibly “objective” reason, brought about by the inner 
contradictions of capitalism, appears as a convenient “resource” for performing 
discipline. Without a crisis i.e. “state of emergency”, this disciplining could not 
be imposed legitimately. this exceptional crisis situation permits the government 
to reclaim a share of its impact on society, permits the market to restructure the 
habits of the citizen-consumers and, finally, permits production to modify itself. 
it allows for passing from one stage to another without perceiving the crisis 
as a revolution or reform followed by all the consequences of revolutions and 
fundamental reforms. A crisis, therefore, may be identified as a situation which 
claims necessary economic renewal as an excuse for a biopolitical “drill” of the 
population for the new conditions of consumption, exchange and production. 

examples of artistic representation (or, in recent times, the indexing) of the crisis 
as an instrument of biopolitics abound. the painter George Grosz witnessed 
the crisis of the Weimar republic (Grauer Tag [Grey day], 1921; Die Stützen 

effected crisis:

economy-

resources-

Market-

production-

society-

politics-
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societal collapse

Non-revolutionary and non-reformist 
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Biopolitical transformation 
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der Gesselschaft [the pillars of society], 1926). Joseph Beuys and, subsequently, 
Alfredio Jaar spotlighted the transfer of the “symbols of political economy” into 
the realm of art – for instance, Beuys: “Kunst = Kapital” (1979) and Jaar: “Kultur 
= Kapital” (2012), followed by Jota castro (Mortgage, 2009) or Melanie Gilligan 
(Crisis in the Credit System, 2008).

coNclusioN

politics and art are current issues at the beginning of the new century. 

the relation between politics and art is traditionally assumed as didactic: it implies 
that art transposes politics to a level of general knowledge or abstract stances 
on human relations in the particularities of “real life”. the didactic function of 
art indeed means that the purpose of art is propaganda. in art, politics claims 
presence – sensually/bodily displayed as active knowledge or a cognitively packaged 
experience of desired or desirable sociality. it becomes a trace or evidence of 
choice for an optimal form of life surpassing the critical distance towards life 
itself.58

in the modern sense, the relation between politics and art is assumed as a critical 
practice – wherein art questions the didactic claims of hegemonic politics and its 
“normative” performance of forms of life which comply with the apparatuses and 
discourses of real and fictional power. Adorno insisted that art should be analyzed 
as an element of wider social processes: “it is self-evident that nothing concerning 
art is self-evident anymore, not its inner life, not its relation to the world, not 
even its right to exist”.59

politics posits art as an instrument of enframing and performing a social 
problem as a challenge to the normative order of power. Art posits politics as an 
instrument of spectacularisation (becoming visible, audible) of a social problem 
which is concealed behind the normative order of power, administration, and 
government. 

in the postmodern sense, the relation between politics and art is assumed as 
performance or, in other words, as the representation of art and politics in the 
realm of cultural discourses and figures.60 A lyotardian critique of the metanarrative 

58 Georg lukács: Essays on Realism, ed. rodney livingstone. cambridge MA: the Mit press, 1980, 
37–42. 

59 Adorno, Aesthetic Theory, 1. 
60 Aleš erjavec: “introduction”, in: Postmodernism and the Postsocialist Condition. Politicised Art under 
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indicates that politics is being depoliticised, and art is being de-articised to the level 
of plural cultural production, exchange and consumption of arbitrary f loating 
“artifacts”. politics and art are realms of articulation and re-articulation of the 
new form of depoliticised politics: that is, “cultural policies”.

Late Socialism, ed. Aleš erjavec. Berkeley cA: university of california press, 2003, 18–20.
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4

GrAy ZoNes – politicAl ecoNoMy  
THROUGH forMs of life 

eleven theses on feuerbach, friedman,  
hayek and speculative realism

in what follows, i will point to theorisations of modern and contemporary 
human, cultural, and artistic practices that relate to antagonistic and certainly 
turbulent processings of production and reproduction,61 political economy, 
real life, and forms of life in the field of contemporary non-transparent or 
gray sociality. in broadest terms, the field of performing sociality and its 
performativity is the field of politics, which one may trace, with its rises and 
falls, from Aristotle’s local (zoon politikon) to the utterly contemporary multiple 
confrontation of antagonisms and the potentiality of globality. that field is not 
only that of a voluntary or coercive ordering of the social, but also an affect or 
expression of human concern as well as wish that appears in all those activities 
that constitute real life as real, true life. 

My discussion rests on an analysis and application of a fragmentary statement that 
engels made in a letter written long ago: 

According to the materialist conception of history, the ultimately 
determining element in history is the production and reproduction of 
real life […] hence if somebody twists this into saying that the economic 
element is the only determining one, he transforms that proposition into a 
meaningless, abstract, senseless phrase.62 

therefore, the focus is on the following syntactic model:63

61 hannah Arendt: “the term Vita Activa”, in: The Human Condition. chicago: university of 
chicago press, 1958, 15. 

62 friedrich engels, in: Karl Marx and friedrich engels: Selected Correspondence. Moscow: progress 
publishers, 1975, 396.

63 ronald schleifer: “introduction”, in: A.-J. Greimas: Structural Semantics: An Attempt at a Method, 
trans. daniel Mcdowell, ronald schleifer, Alan Velie. lincoln: university of Nebraska press, 
1983, xxxv.
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16 provisional salta ensemble: Beuys – KAPITAL – Jaar, photo-essay, photomontage, 2014.

courtesy provisional salta ensemble
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the diagram above indicates that the production and reproduction of real life 
form the fundamental grounding of sociality, which may be implemented by 
regulating and deregulating political economy, whereby ideal and non-ideal forms 
of life appear as a disciplinary idealisation or disciplinary regulation of real life. 
this concerns the disciplining, i.e. ordering, structural control, or phantasmatic 
projection of giving shape to the shapelessness of real life according to the demands 
of the ruling class; bureaucratic state apparatuses; techno-bureaucratic actants of 
the political economy of the state, union, or corporate network; as well as the 
will of the ruler and his “circle”; and the structural potentialities of the “world 
system” at present, defined by international agreements and alliances. 

the diagram above shows two modular routes leading (1) from production and 
reproduction to political economy and from political economy to production and 
reproduction and (2) from real life to forms of life and from forms of life to real 
life. in other words, in diagrammatic terms, one may note the following relations 
between real and ideal events: 

and

 

production and reproduction

real life

political economy

forms of life.
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therefore, the important question concerns the relationship between real life and 
forms of life with regards to practices of production and reproduction according 
to the idealisations and biopolitical functions of political economy in modern and 
contemporary societies. if real life “cannot be separated from its form”,64 then the 
impact of political economy is fundamental and indisputable in giving shape to 
the shapelessness of real life. if real life may be isolated from its forms and those 
forms may be viewed as expressions of speculative realism or, more traditionally, 
idealism, then production/reproduction is aimed directly at real life, while real 
life, as the relationship between political economy and forms of life, persists as an 
alienated abstraction or idealisation, which is supposed to perform the function of 
disciplining the “world of consciousness” on the abstract level of a superior model 
of governing life. in other words, therefore, we have the following two schemas 
as two opposing solutions of “concrete reality”:

64 following Giorgio Agamben: “A life that cannot be separated from its form is a life for which 
what is at stake in its way of living is living itself. What does this formulation mean? it defines a 
life – human life – in which the single ways, acts, and processes of living are never simply facts but 
always and above all possibilities of life, always and above all power. each behavior and each form 
of human living is never prescribed by a specific biological vocation, nor is it assigned by whatever 
necessity; instead, no matter how customary, repeated, and socially compulsory, it always retains 
the character of a possibility; that is, it always puts at stake living itself. that is why human beings 
– as beings of power who can do or not do, succeed or fail, lose themselves or find themselves – 
are the only beings for whom happiness is always at stake in their living, the only beings whose 
lives are irremediably and painfully assigned to happiness. But this immediately constitutes the 
form-of-life as political life. ‘civitatem […] communitatem esse institutam propter vivere et bene 
vivere hominum in ea’”. cf. Marsilius of padua: Defensor pacis, V, ii; “form-of-life”, in: Radical 
Thought in Italy: A Potential Politics, eds. paolo Virno and Michael hardt. Minneapolis: university 
of Minnesota press, 1996, 151–152.

production
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reproduction

political economy

real life

forms of life.
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eleVeN theses

1

the main shortcoming of materialism thus far (including feuerbach’s, as well 
as friedman’s and hayek’s pragmatic materialism and the new ontologists’ 
speculative realism and materialism) is that its subject, reality, sensibility is 
understood only in terms of dynamised objects or functional perceptions, and not 
as a complex human perceptual activity, a genuine material practice that is a non-
subjective positing and performance, i.e. production and reproduction of real life, 
irreducible to a single aspect, such as the economy or, in freud, sexuality or, in 
postcolonial theory, race, etc.

that is why Marx argues the following: 

hence it happened that the active side, in opposition to materialism, was 
developed by idealism – but only abstractly, since, of course, idealism 
does not know real, sensuous activity as such. feuerbach wants sensuous 
objects [objekte], differentiated from thought-objects, but he does not 
conceive human activity itself as objective [gegenständliche] activity. in 
the essence of christianity [das Wesen des christenthums], he therefore 
regards the theoretical attitude as the only genuinely human attitude, 
while practice is conceived and defined only in its dirty-Jewish form of 
appearance [erscheinungsform]. hence he does not grasp the significance 
of “revolutionary”, of “practical-critical”, activity.65 

in pragmatic realism, hayek and friedman necessarily reduce practical-critical 
activity to a ref lected economic activity that ref lects and renders sustainable 
contemporary late-industrial or post-industrial forms of life without addressing the 
activity of the production and reproduction of life that transcends human labour, 
which means its real and ubiquitous problematic nature of actant being in life and 
becoming real life. the problem concerns economic sustainability – what enables 
sustainability? does this concern the instrumental potentiality of the economy, 
which reduces the “political” in favour of the effective or the other way around, 
enables sustainability as the ideal of politicisation even when sustainability itself 
no longer functions on the level of sustainability, as in contemporary economic 
crises since 2000?

65 Karl Marx: “theses on feuerbach”, in: Marx/engels internet Archive (marxist.org). source: 
Karl Marx: “theses on feuerbach”, in: Marx/Engels Selected Works, vol. 1. Moscow: progress 
publishers, 1969, 13–15.
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Moreover, contrary to all idealisms: abstraction or speculative re-ontologisation 
is an effect of real human activity, i.e. practice. there is no abstraction outside 
practice. that is why in traditional terms, abstraction is not an expression of 
idealism, that is, contemporary speculative realism, but a point of resistance to 
them – or is it!?

2

the question whether objective truth pertains to human thought is not one of 
theory as an alienated practice, but “only a practical” question. in practice, one 
must prove the veracity and power of one’s thinking, in other words, that one’s 
thought is both-sided as an individual and collective bodily activity. the debate 
concerning the reality or non-reality of thinking is a purely ‘scholastic’ debate.

But the problem today begins with the operative/instrumental projection of 
speculative realism as the thesis of the object-oriented mind. is that the same 
schema that holds true for political economy after friedman and hayek as well – 
focused on responding to the mass and global distribution of objects for permanent 
consumption?

however, that is not the only possible relation, because for us, who live within 
social forms of life that hide real life, objects are mind-oriented. Mind-oriented 
objects are “designed objects” of contemporary hyper-production of objecthood in 
a world of universal mass and global consumption. they are oriented to the mind 
in the same way that affects are oriented to the body! therefore, this concerns 
not the mind, but the body. in real life, the notion of the body is not just a form 
of life – performed to the level of a sensually distributed figure. let us remember 
Barthes’s words from his essay on schumann’s romanticist music: “soul is merely 
a romantic name for ‘body’”.66

therefore, speculative realism or new materialism point to an object-oriented 
mind, forgetting that in the practice of human being and becoming, the mind 
is nothing but a doing and labouring individual or collective body – that is, a 
potentially active labour of an emerging real life in the transformation of the 
existing state of affairs into the actual, which becomes the possibility of a future 
world (compare with dragomir ugren’s “fictional models”). Moreover, it is not 
just the mind, i.e. “real life” that is oriented toward objects, but equally so are 
objects oriented toward real life – especially if we are talking about art and culture 

66 roland Barthes: “rasch”, in: The Responsibility of Forms, ed. and trans. richard howard. Berkeley: 
university of california press, 1991, 308. 
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as a world of objects designed by people for people, for the sake of genuine human 
life realised through exchange, which today inevitably becomes consumption. 
the matter is further complicated by the fact that neither objects nor people are 
homogeneous, but reside in a domain of produced differences that perform the 
functions of natural differences, i.e. operate in a way that creates the illusion that 
natural differences are at work.

3 

Marx’s demand was an optimistic one: 

the materialist doctrine that men are products of circumstances and 
upbringing, and that, therefore, changed men are products of changed 
circumstances and changed upbringing, forgets that it is men who change 
circumstances and that the educator must himself be educated. hence 
this doctrine is bound to divide society into two parts, one of which is 
superior to society. the coincidence of the changing of circumstances and 
of human activity or self-change [selbstveränderung] can be conceived 
and rationally understood only as revolutionary practice.67 

But what will happen when the axis 

67 Marx: “theses on feuerbach”, 13–15.

17 dragomir ugren: The Ugren Room - Project for Tate Modern, london, 3d drawing, 2011.
courtesy dragomir ugren
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“has no alternative” but only the demand for a rational realisation of the chosen 
operative model of a pragmatic and self-interested political economy? What is the 
meaning here of the phrase “no alternative” (Margaret thatcher)? 68 does it mean 
that there is really no topos or interval or topos-interval to which “revolutionary 
practice” might lead, or exactly the opposite, for which hayek69 and friedman 
provide a potential basis in the theorisation of proto-neoliberal economy: that the 
phrase “no alternative” means that any alternative practice may be appropriated 
by the practice of economy, i.e. political economy founded on understanding the 
axis 

and always and concretely implementing it as that of 

that means then that production and reproduction have been appropriated by 
political economy, whereas real life appears in terms of forms of life as a function 
of political economy and its idealisations, which have turned into the pragmatic 
operativity of a designed world of objects, geared toward the body of the consumer.

then it means that “revolutionary practice” is no longer revolutionary practice 
as promised by leftist revolutionary nostalgics (Žižek,70 Badiou), but appropriated 
esoteric capital that enhances indirect material talk of turning from one mode of 
production and reproduction to another according to the functional demands 

68 Margaret thatcher was prime Minister of the united Kingdom from 1979 to 1990 and the leader 
of the conservative party from 1975 to 1990. 

69 friedrich A. hayek: “the political Aspects of economic power”, in: Law, Legislation and Liberty, 
vol. 3: The Political Order of a Free People. chicago: university of chicago press, 1981, 80–83.

70 slavoj Žižek: “how to Begin from the Beginning”, in: The Idea of Communism, eds. costas 
douzinas, slavoj Žižek. london: Verso, 2010, 219.
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of the dominant political economy. the thing with real revolutionary practice 
within real life is the opposite: revolutionary practice does not initiate turning from 
one mode of production – and reproduction – to another; rather, revolutionary 
practice is itself initiated by turning from one mode of production to another. the 
switch must be the causal event of a collapse or crisis, with affective, economic, 
and political consequences enabling, by means of a risky didactic, a revolutionary 
practice. At present, there is really no revolutionary practice, since every turn 
from a given mode of production – and reproduction – is controlled by the 
dominant political economy of capitalism, whereby all real life appears as a form 
of life, which means an object or figure in the double game of the body directed 
at an object and an object directed at an individual or collective body.

4

feuerbach starts off from the fact of religious self-estrangement 
[selbstentfremdung], of the duplication of the world into a religious, 
imaginary world, and a secular [weltliche] one. his work consists in 
resolving the religious world into its secular basis. he overlooks the fact 
that after completing this work, the chief thing still remains to be done. 
for the fact that the secular basis lifts off from itself and establishes itself 
in the clouds as an independent realm can only be explained by the inner 
strife and intrinsic contradictoriness of this secular basis. the latter must 
itself be understood in its contradiction and then, by the removal of the 
contradiction, revolutionised. thus, for instance, once the earthly family 
is discovered to be the secret of the holy family, the former must itself be 
annihilated [vernichtet] theoretically and practically.71

speculative realism begins from the fact of the software-productive-performative 
self-alienation and doubling of the world into a cognitive-speculative-software 
and secular world. these two worlds are connected in a non-transparent way. 
in between them, there are gray zones of contemporaneity. Both worlds are 
connected by means of non-vectorised performativity. their aim is to reduce the 
cognitive-software-productive-performative world to a secular basis: primary 
objective materialism. Just as friedman’s and hayek’s economic theory reduces 
political economy to an algorithmic economy of operative sustainability and 
potential expansion, with all the negligences that the ‘political’ – whether singular 
or plural – have in the West’s history of the practice of the interrelation between 
real life and forms of life. 

71 Marx: “theses on feuerbach”, 13–15.
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5

Marx makes the claim that feuerbach, unhappy with “abstract thinking”, prefers 
perception; but that he fails to see sensuality as a practical human-sensory activity.

speculative realism seeks to resolve the subject-object relation by pointing to 
the “tool-being of a given object” as the reality of that object,72 forgetting that 
the “tool-being of an object” is a practical human-sensory activity, i.e. practice 
that keeps connecting and disconnecting hypothetical relAtioNs of reAl 
life ANd forMs of life (the object and figure in relation to the subject of 
subjection). 

Moreover, a form of life as an abstraction does not shape real life as concreteness, 
but real life as concreteness and, at the same time, the potentiality of possible 
abstractions designs “forms of life” as expressions of the alienation of man who 
is not a subject of labour but, on the contrary, a function of that labour,73 for 
instance: of design. design should be understood as the purposeful and planned 
shaping of objects within forms of life meant to attract life itself to objects that 
will work as “agents” of exchange, i.e. consumption, communication, or any type 
of serious human relation. therefore, alienation does not equal deviation from 
real life or retreat from original real life, but the possibility of subjecting real 
life individually and/or collectively to the level of real human life sensuously 
perceived through interaction with forms of life. that is a place or interval with 
the necessity, but not also totality, of political economy.

72 Graham harman: “elements of an object-oriented philosophy”, in: Tool-being: Heidegger and the 
Metaphysics of Objects. peru, ill: open court, 2002, 217–235. 

73 cf. Vanja sutlić: “urgentnost radikalno revolucionarnog mišljenja uz prevladavanje metafizičke 
sheme ‘stvaralaštvo – postvarenje’” [the urgency of radically revolutionary thought with 
transcending the “creativity – reification], in: Praksa rada kao znanost povijesti: ogledi uz filozofijsko 
ustrojstvo Marxove misli [labour practice as the study of history: essays on the philosophical 
structure of Marx’s thought], Edicija časopisa Kulturni radnik, special edition, 1974, 60–81, here 
80–81.

real life

forms of life
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6

feuerbach resolves the essence of religion into the essence of man 
[menschliche Wesen = “human nature”]. But the essence of man is no 
abstraction inherent in each single individual. in reality, it is the ensemble 
of the social relations. feuerbach, who does not enter upon a criticism of 
this real essence is hence obliged:

(1) to abstract from the historical process and to define the religious 
sentiment regarded by itself, and to presuppose an abstract – isolated – 
human individual.

(2) the essence therefore can by him only be regarded as “species”, as an 
inner “dumb” generality which unites many individuals only in a natural 
way.74

friedman and hayek reduce the economic essence to the individual human essence 
of operative and sustainable decision-making within liberal politics, exclusively 
as an affect and effect of political economy.

Economic essence is not at all a speculative – neo-heideggerian – abstraction found 
in each individual relative to the invariance of objects, as speculative realists 
see it. in its reality, it is the aggregate of variant social relations. speculative 
realists, as well as friedman and hayek, however seemingly remote, do not 
undertake a critique of this real essence. therefore, they are forced: (1) to 
make an abstraction from the historical f low and fix the economic or natural 
sentiment to themselves and assume an abstract – “isolated” – human individual, 
that is, an isolated speculative mind; (2) since essence can be understood only 
in terms of “genus”, as an internal, silent generality that structurally connects 
a large number of individuals and thereby realises the domain of real life with 
reproduced multiplied relations with potential and actual forms of life. the 
remainder of individuality as the matrix of community is, paradoxically, the 
populist multitude.

the nature of religion resides not in human essence but in its historically 
contingent function, from mysticism qua politics to identity qua politics of the 
homogenising multitude of a populist mass and global humanity. that is why 
religion has regained its importance for national post-socialist states in the global 
economic transitions of the last two decades. the national state is a religiously 
identificatory state, with its economic sovereignty suspended for the sake of 

74 Marx: “theses on feuerbach”, 13–15.
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global consumption and making profit on a non-transparent level. this is an anti-
neoliberal definition of the current state of affairs in the wake of friedman and 
hayek.

7

feuerbach consequently does not see that the “religious sentiment” is itself a social 
product, and that the abstract individual that he analyses belongs in reality to a 
particular social form.

therefore, hayek and friedman fail to see that “the economic policy of governing” 
is a social product and that the abstract individual they analyse belongs to a certain 
form of society – community – with all the consequences of the antagonistic 
reality of life. When politics turns into policy, we have a serious problem – and 
that is the crisis of sociality. 

therefore, speculative realists fail to see that the “speculative sentiment” itself is 
a social – and that means external – product and that the re-ontologised abstract 
individual they analyse belongs to a certain social antagonism, for which they 
may assume an abstract and idealised form of life modelled after the “tool-being” 
of or from an object.

8

According to Marx, all social life is essentially practical. All mysteries which 
lead theory to mysticism find their rational solution in human practice and in the 
comprehension of this practice.

A sub-thesis on Nietzsche and Badiou! Whether g/God is dead or alive really 
bears no relation – apart from speculative mystification – to the articulation of 
thinking about practice qua immanent multiplicity.75 

As significantly practical, social life is not necessarily always pragmatic as well, 
or reduced, in its alienation, to the re-ontologisation of speculative objects in lieu 
of the production and reproduction – misplaced, neglected, or reduced, that is, 
alienated – of real life. the paradox is that real life, in order to be identified as real  

75 peter hallward: “Badiou’s ontology”, in: Badiou: A Subject to Truth. Minneapolis: university of 
Minnesota press, 2003, 81. cf. Alain Badiou: “A renewed concept of the one”, in: Deleuze: The 
Clamor of Being, trans. louise Burchill. Minneapolis: university of Minnesota press, 2000, 10–11.
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life, must be produced and reproduced as a form of life or a multitude of forms of 
life, and that is nothing other than the function of alienation.76 

driving theory toward mysticism, whether in new-monotheistic ( Judaism – 
christianity – islam) or eclectic, trans-cultural, New Age, or speculative neo-
heideggerian or populist, integrative-consumer terms, finds its rational resolution 
in real human practice and its daily and continuous contradictory and antagonistic 
struggle. While that struggle in the context of friedman’s77 and hayek’s thinking 
is reduced, nonetheless, to the brutality of economic Darwinism – whether they 
care to admit it or not – the answer should be sought in human practice and in 
conceiving that practice with all of its differences, from philosophically idealised 
understanding itself ( pure thinking), the capability of judgement ( power of judgement), 
and the capability of the instrumentalism of acting itself of an individual or/and 
collective body ( practical action).

practice is always more complex than our interests and their demands. practice 
happens to non-idealised forms of life. in order to be a practice, acting entails 
multiple complexity in real life, which is open to a potentiality that suggests not 
only “pluggings-in” or “networkings”, but also a real break between qualitatively 
different world systems, in history and geography alike. 

in order to be a practice, activity shows no nostalgia for things past or lost. 
Nostalgia is grotesque. It is not affectively causal, but affectively cathartic.

9

contrary to Marx’s claim that “the highest point reached by contemplative 
[anschauende] materialism, that is, materialism which does not comprehend 
sensuousness as practical activity, is the contemplation of single individuals and 
of civil society [bürgerlichen Gesellschaft], i”78 am confronted with the fact that 
in between liberal individualism and Marxist collectivism, there is also non-
transparent tension expressed in every practical activity and furthermore, that 
we are not able – in whatever time or space – to resolve the conf lict between the 
individual and the collective, either on the level of the subject or that of identity.

76 speaking not as a Marxist, but as a subject coming from without: the interior is only a surface 
illusion. this is transparent mystification.

77 Milton friedman: “the relation between economic freedom and political freedom”, in: 
Capitalism and Freedom. chicago: university of chicago press, 1982, 7–21.

78 Marx: “theses on feuerbach”, 13–15.
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therefore, mistaken are all those leftist thinkers who, in their antagonism to the 
liberal, turn to an anti-liberal heideggerianism79 – hiding trees behind the forest of 
the national state as the guarantee of sovereignty. heidegger’s Rektoratsrede clearly 
shows that there is nothing to be found in the exceptionality of the rescuing 
potential of the racial/national state – however much one opposed the internaitonal 
Monetary fund and similar organisations of coercive political economy.

if there is no solution, there is at least the process or activity of solving. solving may 
be replaced with constructing. All key concepts of Marx’s theory are constructed 
and quasi-ontological, as opposed to the traditional right-wing fascination with 
ontological connectedness – organic coherence.

the mechanism of constructing a new identity – for example, that of a 
“proletarian” as opposed to those of a wageworker and owner of wage means – is 
important for understanding a new identity in the difference between a managing 
bureaucrat and a performer of services or […] today it is no longer the proletariat 
that matters, but modalities80 of constructing the proletariat81 […] modalities of 
an identity that does not occur by means of identifying with an order that already 
exists in real life, but by constructing a potential subjectivity – in that regard, 
one should not forget the axis linking Aristotle and Marx, although, sceptically 
speaking, that axis is always present as a construction corresponding to the needs 
of turning from one mode of production – and reproduction – to another.

10

to reconstruct Marx’s tenth thesis, which states that the “standpoint of the old 
materialism is civil society; the standpoint of the new is human society or social 
humanity”82 means to engage in a radical and revolutionary reconsideration 
of “human society” and “social humanity”, but that would inevitably entail a 
revolutionary or at least critical understanding of contemporary globalism as an 
internationalised social humanity, not a speculative-software global economic-
communicational system of exchanging and situating a controlled surplus value 
(from the wealthy to the wealthier).

79 slavoj Žižek: “the trouble with heidegger”, in: In Defense of Lost Causes. london: Verso, 2008, 
117–124.

80 sutlić: “Za razumevanje Marxovog pojma revolucije”, 83.
81 Jean hyppolite: “otuđenje društvenog i ekonomskog čovjeka u državi” [the Alienation of social 

and economic Man in the state], in: Studije o Marxu i Hegelu [studies on amrx and hegel], trans. 
Vjekoslav Mikecin, rade Kalanj. Zagreb: Školska knjiga, 1977, 95.

82 Marx: “theses on feuerbach”, 13–15.
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the global movement of real life is the movement of social humanity, as opposed 
to local national plugging in to global economy and communication networks, 
which are a software-hardware and control-regulative metaphor for real human 
mobility or that of life. that is why the question of the mobility of asylum-
seekers is a fundamental question of ref lecting globalism as an internationalist 
practice as opposed to conservative racism based on stopping the “foreigners” at 
the always constructed borders of local national claustrophobic “treasure rooms”. 
the question of humanity is the serious question of constructing relations upon 
geographic and temporal differences of identity, which should be confronted with 
social humanity qua subjection. 

11

philosophers have hitherto only interpreted the world in various ways; 
the point is to change it.83

changing the world does not mean resolving its contradictions and antagonisms 
once and for all! that innocent naivety always produces religious, political, even 
family totalitarianism in contemporary populist politics! to change the world 
means to conquer, actively and in practice, which may also be a theoretical practice, 
moments (intervals) or topoi (places) of relations of resolving contradictions and 
antagonisms, with all the consequences that may have for concrete individual and 
collective bodies.

solutions are a mystification – solving is practice:

(A)
uNder NorMAl circuMstANces, LIFE tAKes directioN the 
WAy A riVer does.
life is NetWorKed, ofteN uNiNteNtioNAlly, By iNtersectiNG 
ANd floWiNG BeyoNd expected relAtioNs or coMMoN 
loGic.
the Body is Modified, MutAted, AdJusted, disAppeArs or 
surViVes iN BrutAl “dArWiNisM”: A WouNded Body feels 
pAiN, A dislocAted Body feels disorieNted, A Body thAt 
leArNs ANd corrects its MistAKes…

83 Marx: “theses on feuerbach”, 13–15.
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(B)
the oNtoloGisiNG chAiN of coNteMporAry life is 
perforMed/ perforMAtiVe iN NetWorKs of differeNt 
chArActers thAt Are NoNetheless GloBAlised, Not oNly 
iN ecoNoMic ANd politicAl terMs, But Also iN terMs of 
cArNAl surViVAl.
the NAturAl NoN-NAture of the NetWorKed suBJect, or, 
More precisely, of NetWorKed suBJectioN, is No loNGer 
coNNected to the oNtoloGy of QuAlities, But to the 
coGNitiVe flexiBility of NeGotiAtiNG the coMplexities, 
Multiplicities, ANd iNstANces thAt push the Body froM 
coMplexity ANd Multiplicity iNto the doMAiN of VAriABle 
differeNces.

(c)
crAViNG deMocrAcy!
deMocrAcy is the expectAtioN of the uNexpected. the 
uNexpected is A coNseQueNce of coNfroNtiNG the 
coMplexity ANd uNexpectedNess of decisioN-MAKiNG iN 
huMAN forMs of life. 

the ussr collApsed WheN reAl – post-reVolutioNAry – 
sociAlisM BeGAN suppressiNG the forMs of deVelopiNG 
direct deMocrAcy.
(Neo)liBerAlisM eNtered iNto A perMANeNt stAte of crisis 
WheN it stopped deVelopiNG ANd eNhANciNG the forMs of 
pArliAMeNtAry deMocrAcy.
Although?! 

... 1845 – 1918 – 2008 – 2015 – 2016 ...
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18 Zenit nr. 10, Zagreb, 1921
courtesy dubravka Đurić and Miško Šuvaković Archive
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5

the Aesthetics of disruptioN 
platforms of  Avant-Garde production in  

socialist yugoslavia and serbia

ABout the Neo-AVANt-GArde:  
coNcepts ANd plAtforMs

Neo-avant-garde84 are transgressive, experimental, and emancipatory artistic 
practices that have typically emerged as:

reconstructions, recyclings, or revitalisations of specific historical avant-
garde practices, especially dada, surrealism, and constructivism;
concretely conceived, but marginally positioned projections of great 
modernist and avant-garde technological, emancipatory, political, and 
artistic utopias, and
establishing authentic breaks, as well as critical, transgressive, 
experimental, and emancipatory artistic practices in the cold War climate 
of the domination of high modernism in the political West and socialist 
modernism in the political east.

the historical avant-gardes emerged from the end of the 19th century to the late 
1920s and 1930s.85 they were characterised by transgressive, experimental, and 
innovating artistic activism in bourgeois industrial society. on the one hand, the 
historical avant-gardes were a precursor or driving paradigm of the establishment 
of modernist culture and, on the other hand, a critique of the traditionalisation 
of modernism in bourgeois moderate and stable art, as well as its canonised 
autonomy. By contrast, the neo-avant-gardes no longer enjoy the status of a 
vanguard or driving paradigm in relation to modernity or modernisms, but are 
characterised as corrective, alternative, critical, or subversive practices within 
the ruling high modernism or socialist modernism of advanced post-industrial 

84 Miško Šuvaković: “the yugoslav Neo-avant-garde”, trans. Jelena Babšek, stephen Agnew. 
Impossible Histories: Historical Avant-gardes, Neo-avant-gardes, and Post-avant-gardes in Yugoslavia, 
1918–1991, eds. dubravka djurić and Miško Šuvaković.cambridge, MA: Mit press, 2003, 26–
30; and, certainly, hal foster: “Who’s Afraid of the Neo-avant-garde?”, in: The Return of the Real: 
The Avant-garde at the End of the Century, cambridge, MA: Mit press, 1996, 1–33.

85 lev Kreft: “Avantgarda” [Avant-garde], in Spopad na umetniški levici (med vojnama) [clash on the 
artistic left (between the wars)]. ljubljana: državna založba slovenije, 1989, 97–169. 
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societies. therefore, one cannot simply identify the paradigms of the neo-avant-
garde as a “second-hand avant-garde”,86 but must interpretatively re-examine 
them as performances of various critical, emancipatory, creative, productive, and 
behavioural possibilities in the art and culture of high hegemonic modernism.

“Neo-avant-garde” thus denotes those experimental, exploratory, transgressive, 
and critical art practices, i.e. artistic groups, movements, and individual practices 
that developed an immanent critique of the ruling modernism after the second 
World War. in the most general sense, “neo-avant-garde” denotes post-informel 
phenomena, various neo-constructivisms, neo-dada, fluxus, happening, literary 
explorations (letterism, concrete poetry, visual poetry, pattern textuality, phonic 
poetry, performance poetry, the new novel, various forms of textual production 
and performative actions), experimental and electronic music, experimental 
and anti-drama, that is, physical and site-specific theatre, experimental film 
(underground film, structural film, political film, extended film), structural 
high-tech architecture and design.

in part, the emergence and development of international neo-avant-gardes were 
affected by avant-garde artists or their – immediate – followers and students who 
continued the avant-garde movement shortly before, during, and after World 
War ii. they included constructivists such as lászló Moholy-Nagy, Josef Albers, 
Max Bill, Nicolas schöffer, Victor Vasarely, the dadaist Marcel duchamp, dancer 
and designer xanti schawinsky, and composer John cage. the emergence and 
development of neo-constructivism was significantly affected by us art schools’ 
revivals of the Bauhaus tradition: the New Bauhaus in chicago, 1937–1938; the 
school of design in chicago, 1939–1944; the institute of design, founded in 
1944; and in Germany – the hochschule für Gestaltung in ulm. the emergence of 
neo-dada, fluxus, and happening was significantly affected by Black Mountain 
college (North carolina, 1933–1958), which hosted German Bauhaus artists 
Josef and Anni Albers as well as schawinsky, and enjoyed the collaboration of, 
among others, John cage, the choreographer and dancer Merce cunningham, 
architect and visionary Buckminster fuller, and painter and performer robert 
rauschenberg. the emergence was also affected by the New school for social 
research in New york, where John cage, starting in 1956, gave lectures to a 
group of painters, poets, musicians, and filmmakers: Allan Kaprow, Jackson 
Mac low, George Brecht, Alfredo hansen, and dick higgins, who, in the early 

86 peter Bürger: Theory of the Avant-garde, trans. Michael shaw. Minneapolis: university of 
Minnesota press, 1984, 61.
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1960s, formed the core of American neo-dadaism, fluxus,87 and happening.88 
Marcel duchamp’s case is indicative inasmuch as his ready-mades from 1913–1920 
strongly inf luenced neo-dada, fluxus, happening, and early pop artists. on the 
other hand, in the 1950s and 1960s, under the inf luence of younger American 
neo-avant-garde artists and in line with the neo-avant-garde climate, duchamp 
revised and actualised his transgressive dadaist positions regarding postwar anti-
aesthetics and anti-art.

At a certain point, the work of art ceased to be a separate, finished, and closed 
piece, i.e. a created, formed piece. the work of art becomes a complexly performed 
production, exchange, and consumption of relations between phenomena and 
concepts as complex multimedia texts in specific historical and cultural contexts 
– the worlds of art and culture. the work of art is a sort of semiologically 
determinable textual event that stabilises or destabilises the contextual situation, 
that is, the function and micro-ecology of the artwork. therefore, the neo-avant-
garde as a proto-conceptualism denotes quite heterogeneous, often indeterminate 
and open fields of practical and conceptual transformations of the phenomenality, 
status, and functions of artistic acting and ontologising the work in the 
paradigms of modernism during the 1950s. Various différend89 neo-avant-garde 
proto-conceptualisms, from the avant-garde duchamp, via neo-avant-garde 
yves Klein, piero Manzoni, the Zero group, John cage, Jasper Johns, robert 
rauschenberg, henry flint, the oho movement, the Gorgona group, dimitrije 
Bašičević Mangelos, Vladan radovanović, Allan Kaprow, Andy Warhol and 
Ad reinhardt, to the post-minimalism of Mel Bochner and sol leWitt present 
different performing practices of treating the concept of the status and functions 
of artistic and cultural action. the neo-avant-garde proto-conceptualisms were 
the beginning of a complex and hybrid exploration of the artist-work-context-
society relationship. 

the emergence of the neo-avant-garde cannot be explained only as a latter-
day historical revision or revival of historical avant-garde tendencies, because 
the social, material, and theoretical premises of its development included a 
series of specific moments as well. for instance, neo-constructivism introduced 
technologies that would have been inconceivable before World War ii (cathode 

87 Achille Bonito oliva: “ubi fluxus ibi Motus”, in Ubi Fluxus Ibi Motus, 1990–1962, ed. Achille 
Bonito oliva, trans. Gillian lee hamilton, carol lee rathman, henry Martin. Milan: Mazzotta, 
1990, 26-38.

88 Allan Kaprow: “A statement”, in Happenings. An Illustrated Anthology, ed. Michael Kirby. New 
york: A dutton paperback, 1966, 44–52. 

89 Jean-françois lyotard: “Glossary of french terms”, in: Le Différend: Phrases in Dispute, trans. 
Georges Van den Abbeele. Minneapolis: university of Minnesota press, 1989, 193.
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ray tubes, analogue and digital technologies, computers, the laser). on the other 
hand, the norms of bourgeois class society were liberalised, whereby it became a 
consumer and mass society of a totalising media culture. But that was also a time of 
alternative and marginal movements, which made room for liberating sexuality, 
corporeality, and various forms of underground behaviour that bourgeois 
culture and art had previously excluded. Neo-dada, New realism, fluxus, and 
happening expanded the domains of artistic, political, and sexual freedoms, 
working to spectacularise the marginal. in part, the european neo-avant-garde90 
(New tendencies, fluxus) rests on critiquing the subjectivism and existential 
drama of informel painting and is defined as a post-informel, post-existentialist, 
new-left-disalienated art. in the us, neo-dada and happening emerged from the 
critique of abstract expressionism, even though they accepted its conception of 
action and behavioural acting in art, unencumbered by any notion of productive 
function, turning it toward action and performance. certain sources of the neo-
avant-garde were also located in extra-artistic situations: the critique of the 
ideological and aesthetic utilitarianism of the cold War, the critique of socialist 
realism in eastern europe, the situationist critical theory of the spectacle,91 the 
development of critical theory and the New left, as well as in technocratic-
oriented cybernetics, structuralism, and information theory. While artists and 
critics of high modernism, especially American Greenbergian modernism, strove 
to enclose art in the narrow professional and media-disciplinary frameworks of 
a highly aestheticised and artistically authentic practice proper, neo-avant-garde 
artists and theorists strove to open and expand art into existential/behavioural 
domains (city planning, design, advertising, political struggle, individual 
emancipation, psychotherapy), and those of spiritual activities (links to Asian 
mystical and religious teachings),92 from Marxism via structuralism to alternative 
psychiatry. the neo-avant-gardes climaxed during the 1968 youth upheaval. the 
defeat of those alternative youth revolutionary movements was also the end of the 
neo-avant-garde. paradoxically, the 1968 alternative youth culture confronted 
the completion of the neo-avant-garde (metaphorically, the final avant-garde) 
with the onset of the post-avant-garde (an anticipation of post-modernity), i.e. 
the discourse of first-order meta-ref lection and meta-ref lexive art. that is, it 
facilitated a direct overlapping of high, popular, and experimental art.

90 Ješa denegri: “Nove tendencije i pojam posljednje avangarde”, in: Umjetnost konstruktivnog pristupa: 
Exat-51 i Nove tendencije [constructivist Art: exat-51 and New tendencies]. Zagreb: horetzky, 
2000, 334–339.

91 Guy debord: The Society of the Spectacle, trans. donald Nicholson-smith. New york: Zone Books, 
1995.

92 Zoran Belić, dubravka Đurić, Miško Šuvaković (eds.): Mentalni prostor, no. 3: “Kulture istoka 
– vizuelna umetnost Zapada xx veka” (eastern cultures – Western 20th-century Visual Art). 
Belgrade: etnografski muzej, 1986.
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the end of the neo-avant-garde has manifested itself in the impossibility of effecting 
a significant revolutionary change in the individual and society by means of art, i.e. 
in the collapse and disorientation of utopian and emancipatory radical modernist 
projects by way of establishing bureaucratic and market-institutionalised models of 
society, culture, and art. the bureaucratisation of society – in the political West and 
east alike – became a barrier for permanent artistic revolutions and developments. 
in the political east, the neo-avant-garde was pushed to the margins of artistic and 
cultural life, whereas the political West underwent a process of integrating the 
experimental and techno-formal achievements of neo-avant-garde artists into the 
ruling modernist high art and market culture.

Models of historicising the dialectical relationship between modernism and 
the neo-avant-garde extend from Greenbergian teleological, historicist, and 
essentialist modernism, via the Kuhn’s and Art & language catastrophic and 
revolutionary model of paradigm shifts in art,93 to entirely dispersive and 
anarchic post-modernist conceptions of post-history, metastasising eclecticism,94 
multi-register archiving, media alienation through tactics of un-expression,95 
a-historical theories of art in cultural studies, determined through indexations of 
intersections between elite and popular art and culture, etc. 

on the other hand, one may construct interpretative models/maps of indexed 
confrontations within the large and dispersed post-World War ii mega-modernist 
paradigm. for instance:

the cold War confrontations of the ruling Bloc cultures, i.e. engaged 
and party-oriented artistic creativity in the east and the autonomous, 
individually, i.e. liberally and market-oriented modernist creativity, 
exchange, and reception of art in the West;
distinguishing between: a) models of elite, autonomous, and artistic 
production in high modernism, as opposed to: b) neo-avant-garde critical, 
alternative, and subversive production in art and culture, and c) media 
production of entertainment in popular art and spectacle culture;
the establishment of a mass totalising industry of popular entertainment 
in late capitalism,96 which has deconstructed the tension between high 

93 charles harrison: “introduction”, in: Art & Language: Texte zum Phänomen Kunst und Sprache, eds. 
paul Maenz, Gerd de Vries. cologne: duMont, 1972, 14.

94 Achille Bonito oliva (ed.): Avanguardia, Transavanguardia 68–77. Milan: electa, 1982.
95 Germano celant: “unexpressionism”, in: Un-expressionism: Art beyond the Contemporary. New 

york: rizzoli, 1988, 12–18.
96 fredric Jameson: “the cultural logic of late capitalism”, in: Postmodernism or The Cultural Logic 

of Late Capitalism. london: Verso, 1991, 1–54.
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and elite culture by means of arbitrary transformations of art into popular 
culture and thematisations of mass culture by means of high art.

the relationship of history and actuality, more formally, of diachrony and 
synchrony, is posited by competing narratives addressing the relevance of this or 
that face-identity of art, that is, this or that face-identity of cultural identification. 
therefore, the following starting point is important: there is no single coherent 
and integrative history of 20th-century art, but only a multitude of competing 
narratives of interpretation that we call histories or accept as history in relation 
to struggles between competing artistic, cultural, social, i.e. political platforms.

the Neo-AVANt-GArde iN yuGoslAViA ANd serBiA:  
ActiNG uNder the coNditioNs of reAl ANd  

self-MANAGeMeNt sociAlisM

the neo-avant-garde in the second or socialist yugoslavia occurred, in relative 
terms, between 1951 and 1973. those dates refer to the emergence of the Zagreb-
based pro- or neo-constructivist-oriented group EXAT 5197 in 1951; the staging 
of Tendencije 5 (tendencies 5), an international exhibition of visual explorations, 
computer and conceptual art;98 and Rasponi 73 (spans 73), an exhibition of serbian 
neo-avant-garde and conceptual art held in Zagreb in 1973.99 in the more narrow 
context of art in serbia, the emergence and activity of the neo-avant-garde may 
be surveyed from the early experimental and multimedia artistic works of Vladan 
radovanović, made after 1955,100 to the exhibition-project Drangularijum (Knick-
knackarium; students’ cultural centre, Belgrade, 1971), which featured Belgrade-
based modernist, neo-avant-garde, and future conceptual artists exhibiting their 
works together for the last time.101 

the serbian, croatian, slovenian, and hungarian neo-avant-gardes in yugoslavia 
emerged as local critiques of, or alternatives to, yugoslavia’s bureaucratised and 
academically softened socialist realism and then also to socialist modernism, which 

97 Ješa denegri and Željko Koščević (eds.): Exat 51: 1951–1956. Zagreb: centar za kulturnu djelatnost 
saveza socijalističke omladine, 1979.

98 Božo Bek, Boris Kelemen, Marijan susovski (eds.): Tendencije 5 [tendencies 5]. Zagreb: Galerija 
suvremene umjetnosti, 1973.

99 Biljana tomić and Ješa denegri (eds.): Rasponi 73 [spans 73]. Zagreb: Galerija suvremene 
umjetnosti, 1973.

100 Mirjana Veselinović: Umetnost i izvan nje. Poetika i stvaralaštvo Vladana Radovanović [Art and Beyond 
– poetics and creation of Vladan radovanović]. Novi sad: Matica srpska, odeljenje za scenske 
umetnosti i muziku, 1991.

101 Biljana tomić, Bojana pejić, Ješa denegri (eds.): Drangularijum [Knick-knackarium]. Belgrade: 
Galerija studentskog kulturnog centra, 1971.
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enjoyed full support in the cultural policy of the state.102 Quite disparate and often 
mutually confronted neo-avant-garde phenomena, tendencies, and individual 
practices were directed, to a significant degree, both within yugoslavia and 
internationally, toward post-surrealism, post-informel art, neo-constructivism 
and New tendencies, letterism, concrete and visual poetry, neo-dada, fluxus, 
happening, experimental music, dodecaphony, aleatoric music, stepping out of 
music, electronic music and physical theatre, as well as performance. for instance, 
the 1959 exhibition of the Belgian urvater family collection, held in Belgrade and 
Zagreb, featured works by surrealist and abstract artists.103 Among others, the 
exhibition comprised works by salvador dalí, Giorgio de chirico, paul delvaux, 
Max ernst, paul Klee, rené Magritte, Joan Miró, Kurt schwitters, yves tangui, 
and Maria helena Vieira da silva.

Neo-avant-garde phenomena in yugoslav art occupied a paradoxical status: they 
were both neglected and marginalised in yugoslavia’s public culture during the 
1950s and officially represented in the system of socialist culture, in exhibitions 
(Tendencies, Zagreb, 1961–1973; The Yugoslav Art Triennial, Belgrade, 1961–1977) 
and international festivals, such as Music Biennale Zagreb (from 1961),104 BITEF 
(Belgrade international theatre festival, Belgrade, from 1967),105 the alternative 
film festival GEFF (Zagreb, 1962)106 and Belgrade film festival FEST (1971). the 
neo-avant-garde’s double status was a special and carefully nurtured consequence 
of yugoslavia’s cultural policies at the time. these policies were contradictory, 
probably on purpose. on the one hand, they were aimed at the artistic, cultural, 
and political public in the West, as a sign that yugoslavia was accomplishing 
a liberal socialist social policy. yugoslavia’s official policy presented itself as 
a platform that respected the liberal mity of the West, its realised autonomies 
of art from politics and openness to international cultural co-operation. on 
the other hand, yugoslavia’s cultural policy was also meant for domestic 
political structures and the working people as a liberalised, but still party- and 
institutionally controlled and didactically led policy of “democratic centralism” 
for the sake of accomplishing a yugoslav self-managed socialist modernisation 

102 Ješa denegri: “inside or outside Socialist Modernism? radical Views on the yugoslav Art scene, 
1950–1970”, in: Impossible Histories, eds. djurić and Šuvaković, 170–208.

103 Anon.: Zbirka Urvater: nadrealisti i apstraktni [the urvater collection: surrealist and Abstract 
painters]. Belgrade: Beogradski grafički zavod, 1959.

104 erika Krpan (ed.): Muzički biennale Zagreb: 1961–1991 [the Music Biennale Zagreb: 1961-1991]. 
Zagreb: Muzički informativni centar Koncertne direkcije, 1991.

105 Vladimir stamenković: Kraljevstvo eksperimenta: dvadeset godina Bitefa [the Kingdom of experiment: 
twenty years of Bitef]. Belgrade: Nova knjiga, 1987.

106 Mihovil pansini (ed.): Knjiga GEFFA 63 [the Book of Geff 63]. Zagreb: organizacioni komitet 
Geff-a, 1967.
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and emancipation. thirdly, yugoslav cultural policy also directed its messages 
to eastern european centres of power in the ussr and Warsaw pact. those 
messages were ambivalent, suggesting that yugoslavia’s political course was still 
oriented toward developing revolutionary socialism and, at the same time, that 
its cultural space, by virtue of its plurality, was something completely different 
from eastern europe and the rigid soviet course of institutional surveillance, 
control, and punishment. yugoslav neo-avant-gardes were therefore not dissident 
social, cultural, and artistic practices in the eastern european sense, but practices 
relegated to the margins and interstices between yugoslavia’s cultural institutions 
and their agendas/interests. for example, Tendencies, a series of exhibitions held in 
Zagreb, were entirely devoted to neo-avant-garde practices, ranging from “post-
informel art”, via neo-constructivism, computer art, and visual explorations, to 
conceptual art. By contrast, the Belgrade triennial, as a periodical exhibition 
of yugoslav art, and the ljubljana Biennial of Graphic Arts, as an international 
periodical exhibition, were geared toward the dominant artistic practices of 
yugoslav and international late modernism, with some openings toward neo-
avant-garde experiments.

A social history of socialist modernist and neo-avant-garde art would feature a 
multitude of contradictory situations, including liberalisation and opening toward 
“new international artistic practices” as well as numerous cases of proscriptions and 
administrative interventions. the latter were quite divergent in character, scope, 
and intensity, ranging from inf luencing the funding of institutional or artistic 
projects in culture, to appointing and removing the management of cultural 
institutions, censoring certain works of art, mostly those that were presented in 
the media (film, theatre, the press), and general political interventions and political 
campaigns. public political campaigns were linked to various manifestations of 
socialist political life, from commemorative speeches by politicians to speeches 
and political platforms established and adopted at party congresses and meetings of 
cultural workers’ associations. there were occasional campaigns against abstract 
painting and “exaggerated artistic freedoms” or “artists’ social irresponsibility”. 
thus one might cite campaigns against abstract art (1952–1963),107 negative reviews 
of the Fourth Yugoslav Triennial exhibition (1971), which featured neo-avant-garde 
and conceptual-art phenomena, administrative pressures exerted against the 
political commitments of the Susret (1969), Student,108 and Vidici magazines (1971), 
as well as administrative measures against the programme activities of the Novi 

107 Josip Broz tito: Govori i članci: 4. XII 1962 – 27. XII 1963 [speeches and Articles, 4 december 
1962 – 27 december 1963], vol. 18. Zagreb: Naprijed, 1966, 68, 83, and 155.

108 ilija Moljković (ed.): Slučaj Student: dokumenti [the case of the student: documents]. Belgrade: 
službeni glasnik, 2008.
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sad student centre Tribina mladih (youth forum, 1971) and the widely conceived 
and repressively executed party-administrative campaign against “the black wave 
in culture” (1973).109 dušan Makavejev’s film W.R.: Mysteries of the Organism was 
not publicly distributed, although it was presented at international film festivals 
abroad. legal action was taken against the film director Želimir Žilnik,110 
conceptual artists and poets Miroslav Mandić111 and slavko Bogdanović,112 and 
film director lazar stojanović.

the sociologist Zagorka Golubović has pointed to the political aspects of yugoslav 
society’s identity crisis, stressing that an important source of conf lict and political 
pressure in yugoslav socialism was the gap between proclaimed citizens’ rights – 
to work and self-manage, as well as basic citizens’ rights and freedoms – and their 
actual ability to use them.113 the sociologist Nebojša popov has interpreted the 
condition of political repressio as an institutional expression of the crisis of the 
ideological monopoly of the communist party of serbia and yugoslavia, which 
led to a restoration of party and state-bureaucratic monolithism.114 highlighting 
the political crises and conf licts in the world of fine art, from socialist realism 
to the collapse of real socialism, lidija Merenik, an art historian, has pointed to 
the overall thesis of conf licts stemming from the contradictions of the end of 
modernism. in other words, one might speak of crises stemming from those of 
modernism as the dominant hegemonic and monolith cultural and social paradigm 
facing postmodern pluralities and decentrings of the field of power and inf luence.115 
in that context, various neo-avant-garde practices emerged as multifaceted 

109 Bogdan tirnanić: Crni talas [the Black Wave]. Belgrade: filmski centar srbije, 2011.
110 Bora Ćosić (ed.): Rok, no. 3: “rani radovi” [early Works]. Beograd: Bora Ćosić, 1969.
111 Miško Šuvaković: “slučaj slavka Bogdanovića: novosadski akcionizam ili novi koncept političke 

umetnosti” [the case of slavko Bogdanović: Novi sad Actionism or the New concept of political 
Art], in Evropski konteksti umetnosti XX veka u Vojvodini [european contexts of 20th-century Art 
in Vojvodina], eds. Miško Šuvaković, dragomir ugren. Novi sad: Muzej savremene umetnosti 
Vojvodine, 2008, 268–273. 

112 Miško Šuvaković: “slučaj Miroslava Mandića: umetnost između provokacije i hodanja” [the 
case of Miroslav Mandić: Art between provocation and Walking], in Evropski konteksti, eds. 
Šuvaković and ugren, 273–278.

113 Zagorka Golubović: “izvori i karakter društvenih sukoba u savremenom jugoslovenskom 
društvu” [the sources and character of social conflicts in contemporary yugoslav society], 
in Savremeno jugoslovensko društvo [contemporary yugoslav society]. Belgrade: službeni glasnik, 
2007, 384–385.

114 Nebojša popov: Sukobi: društveni sukobi – izazov sociologiji [conflicts: social conflicts – A challenge 
to sociology], Belgrade: ceNtArfdt, 1990; and Društveni sukobi – izazov sociologiji: Beogradski 
jun 1968. [social conflicts – A challenge to sociology: the Belgrade June of 1968]. Belgrade: 
službeni glasnik, 2008.

115 lidija Merenik: “Kritički model” [the critical Model], in Ideološki modeli: srpsko slikarstvo 1945–
1968. [ideological Models: serbian painting, 1945–1968]. Belgrade: Beopolis remont, 2001, 
96–124.
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evolutions or even breaks in modernist expression. socialist modernism was 
largely determined by a surveyed and supported, that is, controlled autonomy 
of art and its developments that led toward the high modernism of universal 
aestheticism or toward different variants of institutionalised modernisms, from 
heroic and sublime modernism (petar lubarda), via folklore modernism (lazar 
Vozarević, lazar Vujaklija) and modern formalism (Miodrag B. protić, stojan 
Ćelić), vitalism (olga Jančić, Ana Bešlić, Mira Jureša), to informel (Mića popović, 
Branislav protić), radical abstraction (olga Jevrić, radomir damnjan, Mira 
Brtka), and anti-modernism (the Mediala group), etc. these different modernisms 
were built on notions of individual manual creativity – painting and sculpture as 
an expression of a complex artistic re-examination of the immanent potentiality 
of the artistic medium, i.e. pictoriality and sculpturality. A modernist affinity was 
manifested in pursuing abstraction and deriving immanent pictorial and sculptural 
phenomenality, which was institutionally – via museums and higher education in 
the arts – and canonically posited as the horizon of creativity in the fine arts. As 
opposed to socialist modernism, the neo-avant-garde under socialist conditions 
signified a multitude of completely unconnected phenomena, tendencies, or quite 
differentiated artistic practices that offered an alternative to canonical modernism 
and its public institutional presence. the yugoslav neo-avant-gardes emerged in 
literature (visual poetry, textualism, experimental prose), the fine arts (post-
surrealist, experimental, multimedia, synthetic, neo-dada, fluxus, and neo-
constructivist explorations), music (late dodecaphony, aleatoric music, electronic 
music, music performance), and film (experimental film, underground film, 
political film). Many of these neo-avant-garde explorations emerged in genuine 
alternative spaces, from the privacy of studios/apartments to amateur movie 
clubs and extra-artistic spaces (the streets, dumping grounds, suburbs). A special 
neo-avant-garde case was Bitef (Belgrade international theatre festival), 
which emerged by presenting, with institutional, state funding, international 
late-modernist and neo-avant-garde theatre practice ( Jerzy Grotowski, living 
theater, etc.), along with side programmes, experiments in fine art, literature, 
and mixed-media production.

the leading figures of socialist modernism strove for “great art”, championing 
the modernist notion of the immanence of a single expressive, authentic, and all-
human timeless masterpiece, modelled after canonical artworks by the masters of 
the international “tradition of the new”, from pablo picasso and henri Matisse, 
via Jackson pollock, to henry Moore. By contrast, the leading figures of the neo-
avant-gardes abandoned the modernist specialisations of manual media in favour 
of mechanical reproduction and the open work emerging in non-psychological and 
thus un-expressive motivation. they searched for new media or new approaches 
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to the artistic and extra-artistic mediation of an idea that was not present in 
the world in a simple or all-human manner. dimitrije Bašičević Mangelos was 
among the first who perceived this complex change and civilisation break in art, 
highlighting the move from the manual civilisation into the industrial civilisation:

Machines
and especially photographic ones
initiate
the contours
of a new civilisation that has replaced
the civilisation
of manual labour
and its matching consciousness.116

in an early text, he wrote:

An object has no attributes. But. function.
there are no eternal values. Not even in the arts. the claim that a work 
of art has eternal value is a prejudice. from the past. Another prejudice is 
the notion of the existence of a single work of art. there is no such thing 
as a lonesome and isolated work of art. there never was. it was never even 
made. thus there is no need to assume that it was able. to be. or that it 
could be. Made. Art may be grasped only in its closest social relations.
only as an activity. An engaged activity. By no means as a single act. 
A single “picasso” does not exist. Alone. A single “picasso” exists only 
in relation with others. With other “picassos”. that which represents 
artistic value is not an isolated work but the activity itself. With its own 
relations.117

this points to the indeterminate, open, and variable field of urban neo-avant-
gardes, which have migrated from the domain of the incontestability of creation 
into that of critical re-examining and exploring the possibilities of contemporary 
or media and social re-examining of art. Art was no longer treated as an effect 
of creation but as an exploration range. But such an exploration range was possible 
only in extreme privacy (Vladan radovanović in Belgrade, dimitrije Bašičević 
Mangelos in Zagreb and Šid) or alternative channels of communication, from 
amateur film (Kino klub Beograd) to auteur magazines (Rok). Moreover, most of 

116 dimitrije Bašičević Mangelos: “uvod u funkcionalnu kritiku” [An introduction to functional 
critic] in: Fotografija i umetnost [photography and Art], eds. Ješa denegri, Vojin Bašičević. Novi 
sad: V. Bašičević and Belgrade: Biblioteka grada, 1996, 31.

117 Mića Bašičević: “Aktuelnost funkcionalne umjetnosti” [the currency of functional Art], in: 
Anon., Nova tendencija 3. Zagreb: Galerija suvremene umjetnosti, 1965, 63–64.
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these neo-avant-garde explorations were situated in extra-political space, i.e. 
outside of the politicised life of yugoslav self-managed society. Apolitical neo-
avant-garde practices managed to emerge as a symptom of freedom within the 
utilitarity of socialist cultural and artistic bureaucracy (Vladan radovanović, the 
signalism of Miroljub todorović, the neo-constructivism of Koloman Novak and 
Zoran radović). on the other hand, certain textual production (the Vojvodina118 
textualists, above all Vujica rešin tucić, slavko Bogdanović, Miroslav Mandić, 
Bálint szombathy) and filmmakers (dušan Makavejev, Želimir Žilnik, lazar 
stojanović) entered the field of critical political provocations that put them in 
conf lict with the bureaucratic institutions of self-management socialism. the 
paradox of their conf lict was that they championed radical and revolutionary 
leftist positions, against the bureaucratic conservatism of real-socialist cultural 
and social Bureaucrats.

118 A semi-autonomous province of serbia, situated in the north of the country and comprising 
approximately one third of its total area – translator’s note.

19 Mangelos: Tabula Rasa, painting, 1951-1956
courtesy dubravka Đurić and Miško Šuvaković Archive
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the neo-avant-gardes in yugoslavia and serbia were mostly characterised by 
non-institutional, cultural, and social actionism that helped open the work of 
art to artistic action, exploring new media communications, and conceptual 
practice. the work of yugoslav neo-avant-garde artists was led by notions of 
exploration, by searching for new sensory and inter-media relations of sensory 
mediations. the neo-avant-garde emerged in the atmosphere of an urban 
perception of contemporaneity and an attempt to provide the contemporary with 
a new language of artistic media and new forms of artistic behaviour. Works 
themselves often emerged in synchrony with similar efforts in the West (Neo-
dada, fluxus, underground film, happening) and the east (underground and 
dissident behaviour). the yugoslav neo-avant-gardes were therefore extremely 
internationally oriented in their efforts to transcend timeless modernist 
universalism and modernist striving for creative uniqueness.

20 Koloman Novak: Lumino Environment - Net, installation, 1967/2011
courtesy Koloman Novak
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21 slobodan tišma: Crna i žuta vrpca, 1970
courtesy dubravka Đurić and Miško Šuvaković Archive
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6

coNceptuAl Art  
the yugoslav case

defiNitioNs ANd history of coNceptuAl Art

conceptual art is an auto-ref lexive, analytical and pro-theoretical artistic practice 
based on the observation of nature and the concept, worlds and institutions of 
art.119 the works created in conceptual art are concepts and theoretical objects and 
their point is (a) to introduce disturbances into the traditional and usual modernist 
conventions of the creation, presentation, reception and consumption of art as a 
field of presenting autonomous and universal works of art, and (b) to undertake 
theoretical research in the domains of works of art and interest from which theory 
was once excluded (the modernistic muteness of the art of painting). 

theoretical conceptual120 art is the name given to verbal debates and essays 
which investigate, consider and speak of nature, the concept and the point of art 
(works of art, reception of art, the art world, history of art, art institutions, art 
paradigms, the creation of art, the artist as subject, the role of the reader or viewer 
and the culture). theoretical conceptual art is a critical and analytical art which 
developed in the Anglo-saxon world (the group Art & Language, the Society for 
Theoretical Art and Analysis, Joseph Kosuth).121 

Analytical art is an artistic practice based on research into the epistemological, 
conceptual and linguistic nature of art in the twentieth century. there are four 
different definitions of analytical art: (1) the definitions of analytical art given by 
means of analytical propositions, tautology and logical frivolity in conceptual art, 
(2) definitions of analytical art which explain the conditions and the reasons for 
applying the method of analytical philosophy and structuralism in conceptual art, 
(3) formalist, linguistic-semiotic definitions of analytical art in post-minimalist 
and post-conceptual art and, (4) a project of the analytical trend in twentieth 

119 ursula Meyer (ed.): Conceptual Art. New york: A dutton paperback, 1972; or Alexander Alberto 
and Blake stimson (eds.): Conceptual Art: A Critical Anthology. cambridge MA: the Mit press, 
1999.

120 Joseph Kosuth: “1975”, The FOX no. 2. New york, 1975, 67–96.
121 charles harrison: “conceptual Art and Art&language”, in: Essays on Art & Language. oxford: 

Basil Blackwell, 1991, 47–61.
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century art (from post-impressionism through analytical cubism to conceptual art 
and hyperrealism), which was developed by the italian theoretician and historian 
of modern art, filiberto Menna.122 Art is analytical when it is defined by the 
concepts of logical frivolity, tautology and analytical proposition. 

Mystical conceptual art (renato Barilli) or transcendental conceptualism123 
(tomaž Brejc) are the names of metaphysical concepts of conceptual art which see 
the reduction and dematerialisation of the work of art (a piece, an object, a form) 
as the focus of the artist and the people on the research and direct experiencing 
of spiritual powers (esoterica, magic, alchemy, ritual, telepathy). the artist does 
not deal with the world of objects, but only with the world of inter-subjective, 
psychological and spiritual relationships. together with John chandler, the 
American critic lucy r. lippard introduced the term dematerialisation of the art 
object124 (1968) as a variant for the term conceptual art. the term dematerialisation 
of the art object implies different examples of works of art in which the character 
of the work of art at issue is reduced to the process with the body, or with the 
materials, forms of behaviour and diagrammatic or textual formulations ranging 
from the late neo-dada and fluxus through poor art, the anti-form of art and 
post-minimalism to theoretical conceptual art.

coNceptuAl Art ANd specific cultures

Although conceptual art was characterised as an international125 style or concept, 
that is to say a language of art, from 1968 to 1978, we may observe various 
contextual, cultural differences among individual conceptual practices. it is 
possible to talk about American or, even more narrowly, New york conceptual 
art (leWitt, Kosuth, Weiner, Barry, Wilson, Bochner) as a post-duchamp reaction 
to aesthetics and the dogmas of the Greenbergian formalist high modernism of 
post-art abstraction. on the other hand, english conceptual art (Art & language, 
Victor Burgin) is born from art education in modernist art schools. european 
conceptual art (daniel Buren, Braco dimitrijević, Marcel Broodthaers, the italian 
movement Arte povera) emerged as a post-situationalist and new-leftist critique 

122 filiberto Menna: La Linea Analitica Dell’Arte Moderna - Le Figure e Le Icone. Milano: Giulio einaudi, 
1997.

123 tomaž Brejc: “oho as an Artistic phenomenon 1966–1971”, in: The New Art Practice in Yugoslavia 
1966–1978, ed. Marijan susovski. Zagreb: Gallery of contemporary Art, 1978, 13–18.

124 lucy r. lippard: Six Years: The dematerialisation of the art object from 1966 to 1972. london: studio 
Vista, 1973.

125 claude Gintz (ed.): L’art conceptuel, une perspective. paris: Musée d’Art Moderne de la Ville de paris, 
1989–1990.
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of the art system and art institutions. German conceptual art, however, came into 
being in the form of research into the mystical borders of the relationship between 
the individuum and the society ( Joseph Beuys, hana darboven, franz erhard 
Walther). east european conceptual art was born in dramatic political conditions 
in which very different activities, from formal linguistic analysis of the language 
of art and public or private behaviour (body art, performance art), to mystical, 
intersubjective experiments, always have the same political consequences. eastern 
european conceptual art is politicised by its own concept of inception, that is to 
say in its critical and decentralised positioning in the field of political control 
conducted by the bureaucratic structure of one-party political systems. yugoslav 
conceptual art came into existence with the characteristics of eastern european 
conceptual art. there was, however, one distinction. during the 1960s and 1970s, 
yugoslavia was open to the West and to the inf luence of the artistic trends of 
the time.126 in this sense, artists such as the members of the oho Group, Braco 
dimitrijević, Marina Abramović, radomir damnjan and Gergelj urkom, took 
an active role in all events on the international art scene. Braco dimitrijević and 
Marina Abramović built their international art during the 1970s.

yugoslav conceptual art was created by the work and activities of groups and 
individuals from the particular, different cultures of slovenia (Kranj, ljubljana), 
croatia (split, Zagreb), serbia (Novi sad, subotica, Belgrade, ruma) and Bosnia-
herzegovina (sarajevo). it emerged from the processes which were first called 
“conceptual art” or “post-object” appearances until 1971, and referred to as “new 
art”, “expanded media” and “new art practices” in the 1970s and early 1980s. 
the term “new art practices” was established to refer to various art appearances, 
things (in the visual arts, literature, film, theatre, music) which were art analysis, 
criticism and subversion of the moderate socialist modernism of the day.127

coNceptuAl Art iN sloVeNiA:  
the oho Group, the oho cAtAloGue MoVeMeNt ANd 

the fAMily At ŠeMpAs

the oho Group had its roots in Kranj, a slovenian town very close to ljubljana. 
As high school students, iztok Geister and Marko pogačnik began making some 
radical cross-media experiments in poetry and the visual arts (1962 to 1966). this 
was to do with a neo-avant-garde atmosphere and the establishment of relations 

126 Ješa denegri: “Art in the past decade”, in The New Art Practice in Yugoslavia 1966-1978, ed. Marijan 
susovski. Zagreb: Gallery of contemporary Art, 1978, 5–12.

127 Ješa denegri and Biljana tomić (eds.): Examples of Conceptual Art in Yugoslavia. Belgrade: Museum 
of contemporary Art salon, 1971.
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with the historic avant-garde (dada, the slovenian avant-garde magazine Tank 
and surrealism), as well as being a criticism of the dominant topical existential 
modernism in painting, sculpture, poetry, prose and theatre. in the mid-1960s, 
the oho set out the theory and practice of reism. reism is a philosophical 
and art movement in slovenian culture which refers to the return to the things 
themselves. this is when the works of art called artikli (objects) were created 
(the issue here is pop-artistic production in real socialism) as was “topographic 
poetry” (experiments in visual and concrete poetry). the oho catalogue 
movement emerged in ljubljana (1967–1971), bringing together various figures 
from alternative culture, from the concrete poets and ludists (i.G. plamen, franci 
Zagoričnik, Matjaž hanžek), through experimental prose writers (rudi Šeligo, 
dimitrij rupel), theoreticians of structuralism and post-structuralism (taras 
Kermauner, slavoj Žižek, rastko Močnik, Braco rotar) to the artists making up 
the oho Group (tomaž Šalamun, Andraž Šalamun, Marko pogačnik, Milenko 
Matanović and david Nez).

in the second half of the 1960s, the oho Group entered a phase of process art 
(arte povera, anti-form art, land art). the oho Group became a group of five 
authors (Marko pogačnik, david Nez, Milenko Matanović, Andraž Šalamun 
and tomaž Šalamun). they created works which could no longer be defined as 
an object (“an object in the centre of the world”) but as a relationship between 
objects, installations or families, that is, as a visible or invisible process of objects 
and their mutual relationships, in other words with objects in the field of natural 
energies (gravitation, warmth, the f low of water). the world is presented as a 
dynamic order of things between the eye and the ear. the work of art comes into 
existence as an event or a situation in nature and then as a conceptual document 
and as a presentation in media of an event executed in space and time.

At the very end of the 1960s and the beginning of the 1970s came the phase of 
transcendental conceptualism. the aspects of the world which are accessible to 
the senses are not presented or documented. they present the natural and the 
human world as an order of conceptually (in terms) or mentally (imaginationally) 
presentable relationships in the world or in the mind. the idea of dematerialising 
the art object appears as a framework for presenting the unpresentable. tomaž 
Brejc introduced the term “transcendental conceptualism” in order to describe 
the activities of the oho Group and its aim of presenting what exists beyond 
what can be presented through the senses. their works are the documentation 
of inter-subjective relationships between four artists or four minds (pogačnik, 
Matanović, Nez and Andraž Šalamun). in other words, they worked with a 
designed, intersubjective “subject” which they called the “oho man”. the oho 
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man existed through the roles of the relative relationships of the systematic, 
sensitive, rational and intuitive. this was the point at which the production of 
the oho Group became part of international art practice.128 they exhibited their 
works at important exhibitions of conceptual art and established cooperation with 
international artists such as Walter de Maria. in 1971, public performances were 
suddenly dropped. the members of the oho group opted for the aesthetics of 
silence. in 1971, the oho Group disbanded itself. its members began living in a 
commune. the commune or the family at Šempas (družina u Šempasu) was born 
from a decision by urban artists to live in the countryside. At the very outset, 

128 they showed in the exhibitions: Information Show, ed. Kynaston Mcshine. New york: MoMA, 
1970; Anon.: Aktionsraum 1. Munchen: Kunstverein, 1970; and Concept, eds. Nathalie Aubergé, 
catherine Millet, Alfred pacquement.paris: septieme Biennale de paris, 1971.

22 Marko pogačnik (Group 
oho): Concept, Scheme, 
Photograph, Film, Tape 
Recording, diagram, 1970.
courtesy Marko pogačnik
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the commune was an “urban gesture” framed in the movements of the counter-
culture or the hippy alternative of the late 1960s. At first, going to the commune 
at the Šempas129 was a gesture of refusal, or one of choosing the aesthetics of 
silence over the corruptness of the ruling post-modernist world of art and social 
realistic dreariness. in the next step it was also a ludistic game: a return to the ritual 
and to the ritual nature of the game in everyday life. life became the substance 
of art and art lost its autonomy (a conceptual specific quality) from the lack of 
distinction in everyday life. the ideal of the avant-garde (dada, constructivism, 
early surrealism) was achieved, the exclusiveness of art was lost in day-to-day 
human relations.

coNceptuAl Art iN croAtiA

conceptual art in croatia130 emerged in the late 1960s through criticism and 
subversion of high modernism (informelle, lyrical, abstract) as well as through the 
neo-avant-garde experiments of the neo-constructivist movement of the new 
tendency131 (1961–1973). croatian conceptual art was foreshadowed by the work 
and activities of the avant-garde, pro-fluxus and pro-neo-dadaist group Gorgona 
(Zagreb, 1959–1966) and the activist practices of split artists of the crveni peristil 
Group (split, 1966), before beginning with the work of Goran trbuljak and Braco 
dimitrijević in Zagreb in 1968.

Gorgona132 was an informal art group created in the art context which followed 
informel, the Kleinian metaphysical new realism, fluxus and neo-dada in 
Zagreb from 1959 to 1966. in a lucid and critical manner, the Gorgona artists 
and theoreticians viewed and dealt with the relationship between the individual 
and manifestations of the collective, in other words the differences between the 
public and the private. people who socialised and collaborated within Gorgona 
included the painters Marijan Jevšovar, Julije Knifer, Đuro seder and Josip 
Vaništa, the sculptor ivan Kožarić, the architect Miljenko horvat, art historians  

129 tomaž Brejc: “the family at shempas”, in: The New Art Practice in Yugoslavia 1966–1978, ed. 
Marijan susovski. Zagreb: Gallery of contemporary Art, 1978, 18–19.

130 davor Matičević: “the Zagreb circle”, Nena Baljković: “Braco dimitrijević – Goran trbuljak”, 
Nena Baljković: “Group of six Artists”, ida Biard: “the Galerie des locataires”, in: The New Art 
Practice in Yugoslavia 1966–1978, ed. Marijan susovski. Zagreb: Gallery of contemporary Art, 
1978, 20–37; and Marijan susovski (ed.): Innovations in Croatian art of the Eighties. Zagreb: Gallery 
of contemporary Art, 1982; and tihomir Milovac (ed.): The Misfits. Conceptualist Strategies in 
Croatian Contemporary Art. Zagreb, Museum of contemporary Art, 2002.

131 Ješa denegri: Umjetnost konstruktivnog pristupa: Exat-51 i Nove tendencije [constructivist Art: exat-
51 and New tendencies]. Zagreb: horetzky, 2000.

132 Nena dimitrijević (ed.): Gorgona. Zagreb: Gallery of contemporary Art, 1977.
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dimitrije Bašićević and radoslav putar, sociologist and cultural theoretician 
Marko Meštrović and later ivo steiner and slobodan Vuličević. Gorgona was 
characterised by a sense of radical modernism, understanding of the crisis of 
the informel and existentialism, criticism of the object as a completed product-
work of art, a sense of the absurd, black humour and metaphysical irony, 
nihilism, individual ethics as opposed to politicisation and the quest for other 
art forms. Gorgona and its various activities (a magazine, association, paintings 
and sculptures, exhibitions, concepts, actions) were very close to the work and 
activities of yves Klein and pierro Manzoni of the Zero Group. Judging by the 
modalities of the artists’ behaviour, it is also very close to fluxus, differing only 
by not being politically active and popularist but, rather, hermetical, elitist and 
dandified. What characterises the paintings of some of the Gorgona members is 
the intention of creating anti-paintings by using monotony (Knifer), monochrome 
( Jevšovar) and primary gestural traces and forms (seder, horvat, Vaništa). one 
particular activity of Gorgona was projects and concepts. the idea of the Gorgona 
projects and concepts corresponds to the textual works of fluxus and anticipates 
certain textual and behaviouristic works of conceptual art. dimitrije Bašićević 
Mangelos133 also worked within the Gorgona group and attended Gorgona social 
events but did not show or exhibit his works (no stories, plates, globes). Mangelos 
established the proto-conceptualistic practice of producing unique works of hand-
made books, objects and pictures which link together verbal and visual signs and 
texts.

the group Crveni peristil [red peristyle] was a moderate activist group of artists 
formed in split in 1966 which was oriented towards post-object art. the group 
was named after a project planned by its members which was to paint the peristyle 
of the split cathedral red. the people who collaborated within this group were 
pavao pavličić, toma Čaleta, slaven sumić, Nenad Đapić, radovan Kogej, srđan 
Blažević and Vladimir dodig trokut. the group was known for its subversive 
and destructive approach typical of urban post-duchamp art of the sixties. in the 
course of their work they organised many activities aimed at provoking the people 
of split, causing incidents, individual emancipation and anarchistic individualism. 
in an eclectic way they mixed into their work the tactics of underground behaviour, 
hippy behaviour, free sexuality, magic, beatnik behaviour, drug-taking and the 
fluxus strategy of drawing attention away from the works of art and to the action 
and the act.

Penzioner Tihomir Simčić was the name of a conceptual group founded by Goran 
trbuljak and Braco dimitrijević in 1969 in Zagreb. the group was named after 

133 Branka stipančić (ed.), Mangelos. Zagreb: Gallery of contemporary Art, 1990.
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an unknown person whom the artists had met by chance. At the end of the 
1960s, trbuljak and dimitrijević had taken similar positions on their criticism 
and subversion of the art system, meaning the status of the artist, the status 
and function of a work of art, as well as the role, competence and power of 
exhibiting institutions. they worked on the concepts of the “anonymous artist”, 
the “accidental participant (accomplice, viewer)” and the “work of art created on 
the basis of an accident”. they problematised the status of the artist in a post-

23 Goran trbuljak: I do not wish to show anything new and original, print, 1971
courtesy Goran trbuljak
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duchamp and post-situationist manner and exposed to destruction the modernist 
concept of a great artist who creates an original and unique work of art. once 
Penzioner Tihomir Simčić ceased work as a group, Goran trbuljak134 worked with 
and on the model of an anonymous artist, surveys on the status of the artist and the 
issue of the relationship between the artist and the art system. Braco dimitrijević 
worked with the phenomenon of an accidental passer-by, everyday places of 
historic importance or private places without historic significance, as well as with 
the identity and place of the exhibition of a work of art. in the early 1970s, Braco 
dimitrijević moved to the West where he managed to build an important career 
as an international conceptual artist working with the paradoxes of the art system 
and mechanisms for assigning a status in history to the artist.

A group of six artists135 worked in Zagreb from 1975 to 1980.136 in the late 
conceptual (or post-conceptual) art espoused by the Group of six, there is no 
single privileged method of the creation, production or metalingual presentation 
of art. their diverse products (objects, collages, texts, drawings, actions-
exhibitions, magazines, pictures, books of artists and installations) are models for 
provocation of the ruling national and state art and ideology, meaning the causes, 
symptoms or points de capiton which disrupt the field of normality and “regularity” 
of production, distribution, exchange, reception and consumption of art in the 
modern society of late socialism. in their work the distance between the artist 
and society is lost; what shows is the political sub-determination of each act of 
art. Mladen stilinović defines the point of their work: “there is no art without 
consequences”. the aim of their art is not to present the transcendent depth of 
the spirit, aesthetics, art, day-to-day life and ideology. the most important part 
of the group’s work focused on the deconstruction of the ideology of late social 
realism as a horizon of social definition, ranging from great politics to the politics 
of everyday life. And this is how their many slogans came into existence (slogan 
as work of art). “sing!” or “An attack on my art is an attack on socialism and 
progress”, wrote Mladen stilinović (1977). Vlado Martek stated “every taking of 
a pen into one’s hand is an act of honesty” (1976), while Željko Jerman shouted his 
great slogan on the street: “this is not my world” (1978).

134 Branka stipančić (ed.): G. Trbuljak. Zagreb: Museum of contemporary Art, 1996.
135 Members of the group were: Vlado Martek, Mladen stilinović, Željko Jerman, Boris demur, sven 

stilinović and fedor Vučemilović.
136 Janka Vukmir (ed.): Group of six authors. Zagreb: sccA, 1998.
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24 Mladen stilinović: Sing!, photo collague, 1980.
courtesy Mladen stilinović
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26 Vlado Martek: Theoretical graphics, print, 1995
courtesy Vlado Martek

25 Željko Jerman: Thi is not my World, 1976
courtesy fedor Vučemilović
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coNceptuAl Art iN serBiA

conceptual art in serbia137 began by facing the effects, anomalies and metaphysical 
boundaries of moderate modernism within the real socialist society. it came into 
existence as intellectual resistance to moderate modernist anti-intellectualism and 
aesthetic formalism, giving birth to several different approaches to overtaking, 
criticising and subverting modernism.

the evolution of neo-avant-garde experiments in the 1960s led to the activities 
of fluxus, the neo-dada, textualism, vocovisual and concretism. Artists began 
working with concepts (ideas, language) and media (the book as medium, the 
magazine as medium and new, unusual media). of interest here is the work of Vladan 
radovanović, who developed specific proto-conceptualist and conceptualist 
works from 1955 to the mid-1970s which were based on the action of the artist, 
on the relationship between the concept of a work of art and the carrying out and 
execution of the work and so on. for example, the action Pričinjavanja (1955–1956) 
translates as “art work” rather than “a work of art” because it is based on the 
relationship between the mental, linguistic and behaviouralist event rather than 
on a completed (manufactured, produced) piece of art.

the Belgrade painter radomir damnjan created an immanent criticism of the 
abstract high-modernist painting. damnjan was one of the few abstract painters of 
high modernism in serbian culture in the second half of the 1960s. following his 
scholarship in the united states, he began to paint in a way very similar to post-
art painting abstraction, to hard-edge in minimalist art. After resolving the basic 
painter’s issues of reductionism, literality and autonomy of pictorial composition 
(post-painting abstraction) he made a sudden turn to the conceptualisation of 
the artist’s status (the artist as a hypothesis of art) and of the work of art (the 
relativistic, administrative and institutional aspects of the identity, status and 
value of a work of art).

the Bosch+Bosch Group worked in the hungarian border city of subotica 
from 1969 to 1976. the Bosch+Bosch Group established a post-avant-garde 
“thematisation” of historic avant-gardes before the second World War and of the 

137 Ješa denegri, Jasna tijardović, Jadranka Vinterhalter (eds.): Nova umentost u Srbiji 1970–1980 [New 
Art in serbia 1970–1980]. Belgrade: Museum of contemporary Art, 1983; Miško Šuvaković: 
Asimetrični drugi, Eseji o umenticima i konceptima [Asymmetrical others. essays on Artists and 
concepts]. Novi sad: prometej, 1996; Ješa denegri: Sedamdesete: teme srpske umetnosti – Nove 
umetničke prakse (1970–1980) [the seventies: the topics of serbian Art – New practices (1970–
1980)]. svetovi: Novi sad, 1996.
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neo-avant-garde of the 1950s and 1960s. the work of the Bosch+Bosch Group 
(slavko Matković, szombathy Balint, szalma laszlo, Kerekes lászló, ladik 
Katalin, czernik Attila and Ante Vukov) was nomadic in the sense that they used 
various means of artistic expression in both an eclectic and an auto-ref lexive way, 
from visual poetry, body art, performance art and land art to textual and analytical 
conceptual art. Balint szombathy introduced two important artistic strategies: (1) 
work with the phenomena of politics in social-realist societies, for example the 
performance “Action: lenin in Budapest” (1972) and (2) complex investigation of 
the semiology of urban and natural space. the work of the Bosch+Bosch Group 
was also important and inf luential in the exchange of information with modern 
Western art in the closed social-realist societies of eastern europe.

the Kôd Group,138 Group (∃139 and Group (∃-Kôd140 worked in the domain of 
process and conceptual art between the 1960s and 1970s in Novi sad, the capital 
of the province of Vojvodina. At the turn of the decade, Marxism (real socialism 
and self-governing socialism) was the outer framework of culture in Novi sad 
at the time but it was also a party power mechanism and not a behavioural and 
creative framework for young artists. the work of the Kôd Group and Group (∃ 
was defined as: (1) inter-textualism (behavioural, visual and linguistic languages 

138 Members of the group were: slobodan tišma, slavko Bogdanović, Mirko radojičić, Miroslav 
Mandić, Janez Kocijančić, peđa Vranešević and others.

139 Members of the group were: Vladimir Kopicl, Čeda drča, Ana raković, Miša Živanović.
140 Miško Šuvaković (ed.): Grupa KôD, Grupa (∃, Grupa (∃ Kôd [Group Kôd, Group (∃, Group (∃ 

Kôd – retrospective]. Novi sad: Gallery of contemporary Art, 1995.

27 Mirko radojičić (Group Kôd): Text 2 (6 No: concept as art; 7 Art as concept), print, 1971
courtesy Mirko radojičić
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confronting one another), and (2) meta-linguisticality (by creating a work of art 
whose function was to stimulate not an aesthetic experience but a debate on art). 
Group Kôd and Group (∃ explicitly called into question (a) moderate modernist 
values of an art product, both in theory and in production, (b) bureaucratically 
defined boundaries between different arts as well as between art, culture 
and politics, and (c) the behaviour of the artist-bureaucrat, the projected new 
concept of the artist ranging from artist-theoretician through artist-shaman to 
the anarchist who seeks to destroy society’s values. Group Kôd, Group (∃ and 
Group (∃-Kôd worked in the domain of performance, textual and diagrammatic 
analysis of the language of art and media presentations of the behaviour of the 
artist. Members of these groups wrote textual analyses of the term art, of the 
artist as an institution and of the status of conceptual ref lection within art. slavko 
Bogdanović worked with books and undertook linguistic analyses of arbitrarily 
selected words. Miroslav Mandić made a para-theoretical critique of the gallery 
system. slobodan tišma investigated procedures for constructing a verbal text. 
Mirko radojičić analysed the term conceptual art. through philosophical analyses 
of ludwig Wittgenstein, Vladimir Kopicl wrote self-ref lexive debates about the 
processes of opinion in conceptual art.

the criticism of the art system of moderate modernism in social-realist society was 
an important issue in the establishment of an information group of six artists141 
from 1971 to 1974 within the Belgrade art scene. this group established a radical 
critique of the taste, values and ideology of the prevailing moderate modernist 
art in Belgrade. these artists used outer-painting and anti-painting methods and 
gestures to provoke, criticise and deny the autonomy of the work of visual art and 
demonstrated that a work of art is a product of social and cultural determinants. 
from 1971 to 1973, Marina Abramović142 worked on sound ambiances and body 
art actions. After 1973 she left yugoslavia and began her international career 
with body art actions, anthropological and mystical performances. slobodan era 
Milivojević began his research of artists’ behaviour using mixed media works 
and public happenings. Neša paripović143 focused on the photographic, on film, 
video and the textual documentation and analysis of the paradoxical behaviour 
of the artist who denounces painting in the name of everyday life as an artist. 
Zoran popović created a number of works very close to analytical art and then, 
beginning in 1974, created in the domain of political art. for him, political art 
was simultaneously a criticism of social-realist institutions and an apologia for the 

141 Members of the group were: Marina Abramović, slobodan era Milivojević, Neša paripović, 
Zoran popović, dragoljub raša todosijević and Gergelj urkom.

142 Marina Abramović: Artist Body. Milan: edizioni charta, 1998.
143 Miško Šuvaković: Neša Paripović: Self-portraits. Novi sad: prometej, 1996.
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ideals of the self-governing socialist society. dragoljub raša todosijević worked 
within the neo-dada primary art of painting, textual practice and performance 
art. his work took the form of an explicit criticism of modernist painting and 
the institutions of modernist painting. in the second half of the 1970s he created 
a series of dramatic performances in Vienna entitled “Was ist Kunst” in which 
he simulated the atmosphere of a police interrogation or, in other words, the 
atmosphere of institutional violence within totalitarian societies. Gergelj urkom 
worked in the field of the analytic art of painting and conceptual analyses of the 
process of painting and the process of picture reception. since 1973 he has lived in 
london, investigating the conceptual-perceptive horizons of a painting.

political conceptual art was initiated through the underground strategies of the 
Bosch+Bosch Group (for example, szombathy Balint’s Lenin in Budapest in 1972), 
or by means of textual para-revolutionary criticism of the politics of bureaucratic 
real socialism through the excesses of members of the Novi sad groups January 
and february as well as the Kôd Group. slavko Bogdanović and Miroslav Mandić 
were both sentenced to several months in prison in the early 1970s because of 
their political-art texts. political-critical conceptualism reached its peak with 
the establishment of an informal group-movement, october 75 (dunja Blažević, 
Jasna tijarović, raša todosijević, Zoran popović, Goran Đorđević, Ješa denegri, 
Bojana pejić and Vladimir Gudac). the october 75 group, or movement, emerged 
from the relationship between Belgrade artists and the New york part of the 
Art & language group and through the acceptance of the social realist society’s 
demands for an apologetic politicisation of art and culture (the insistence of art 
historian dunja Blažević on self-governing art). in the course of 1974 and 1975, 
artist Zoran popović and critic Jasna tijardović spent a period of time in New 
york where they established cooperation with authors working on the magazine 
Fox and with the New york part of the Art & language group. during his stay 
in New york, popović filmed a documentary, “struggle in New york” (1975) 
which shows political-art conf licts on the New york art scene between the Art & 
language uK group, Art & language provisional, the authors of Fox magazine, 
the authors of the magazine Red Hearing and others.

Analytical art144 developed in several directions through the work of members of 
the Kôd Group and Group (3, Gergelj urkom and Zoran popović. its complex 
and elaborated form was established through the post-scientific work of Goran 
Đorđević (1972–1978) and the analytical research of the art of Group 143.145 Goran 

144 Miško Šuvaković (ed.): Examples of Analytical Works. Belgrade: sKc Gallery; Zagreb: Galerija 
Nova, 1978.

145 Miško Šuvaković: “Analytical Art:Group 143”, in: Asymetrical Others, 183–199. 
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28 Neša paripović: Poruke - Messages, print, 1979
courtesy Neša paripović
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Đorđević used formal mathematical methods to analyse the problem of the visual 
presentation of, for example, the book in Visual Presentation of the Process in the 
Square System (1974). Group 143 introduced into art work a systematic research of 
the theory of art and culture, elaborating the historic term “theory of the artist” 
(from Bauhaus to conceptual art).

the conceptual analysis of the sensual-bodily appearance of the object was worked 
out through the visual and discoursive speculative work of the art partnership 
Verbumprogram146 (ruma, 1975–1991). their work began in the post-duchamp 
tradition of the inter-visual confrontation of the art object, the outer-art object 
and the production design system. Verbumprogram undertook a critical analysis 
of the design of pop art and meta-lingual linguistic forecasting of the visual in 
conceptual art.147 

146 Ješa denegri (ed.): Verbumprogram. Novi sad: Gallery of contemporary Art, 1995.
147 Members of the group were ratomir Kulić and Vladimir Mattioni.

29 Group 143 ( Jovan Čekić, paja stanković, Miško Šuvaković): Theoretical Installation (10e Paris 
Biennale), 1977
courtesy Group 143
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30 Zoran Belić Weiss: 5 Steps out of Nothing / 5 steps to Nothing or Void, installation, 1984.
courtesy Zoran Belić

“Art as the semiology of culture” is the title of a series of art-theoretical 
strategies developed in the late 1970s through the ambient works and theoretical 
interpretations of Zoran Belić W. and Nenad petrović. they began with the 
creation of ambient works of a primary reductive character (the phenomenon 
of an empty room, the phenomenon of cosmic emptiness, the phenomenon of 
f loating, the phenomenon of the open and closed), to then face diverse historic 
or geographical cultures and the “theoretisation” of ambiences as symptoms of 
culture. investigating the phenomenon of space (ambience), these artists focused 
on the issues of the specificity of the ambiences in the particular field of culture, 
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comparing, for example, the european and Asian spaces, that is to say the 
perceptive, rational and metaphysical spaces. the Zzip Group (the Association 
for space research, 1983–1989) was established during the 1980s. Various 
conceptual artists collaborated within Zzip (Marko pogačnik of the oho Group, 
Mirko radojičić from Group Kôd, Miško Šuvaković from Group 143, dubravka 
Đurić, Zoran Belić Weiss, Nenad petrović). Marko pogačnik lived in slovenia, 
Mirko radojičić in romania and france, Nenad petrović in the Netherlands 
and dubravka Đurić, Zoran Belić and Miško Šuvaković in Belgrade. these 
artists were interested in theoretical research into art and culture. A number 
of Zzip associates and members focused on esoteric teachings (Zen Buddhism, 
anthroposophy, metaphysics phenomenology), while others turned to analytical 
philosophy and post-structuralism, that is, towards the linguistic-semiological 
analysis of the language of art and sign systems of modern and historic cultures. 
the group published a magazine, Mentalni prostor [Mental space], from 1983 to 
1987.

the eNd of coNceptuAl Art –  
eclectic postModerN Art of the 1980s

conceptual art faced a crisis at the beginning of the 1980s. the balance of 
power changed on the international scene, especially in italy and Germany, 
and conceptual art was seen as an art form whose time had passed. painting and 
sculptural projects and production became fashionable: italian trans-avant-garde 
and German neo-expressionism. the 1980s were also a time when yugoslavia faced 
a great economic crisis and political conf licts erupted between the leaderships of 
national parties. this is the point in time at which the disintegration of the second 
or, rather, tito’s yugoslavia began. in this atmosphere, conceptual art disappeared 
from the public scene and moved into the world of private or academic research of 
theory and art history. only in the late 1980s and early 1990s was conceptual art 
revitalised by the establishment of an artistic critique of totalitarian systems and 
with the birth of international neo-conceptual art.

the important centres of this new post-modernist painting in slovenia were the 
coastal town of Kopar and the slovenian capital, ljubljana. the poetics of the 
new art of painting were developed by the critics Andrej Medved,148 tomaž Brejc, 
Jure Mikuž and igor Zabel. other painters were also actively working in slovenia 
– tugomir Šušnik, Andraž Šalamun, dušan Kirbiš, Živko Marušić and emerik 
Bernard. Šušnik and Bernard arrived at eclectic painting from the fundamental 

148 Andrej Medved: Poetics of the Eighties Flight to Painting and Sculpture. Koper: edition Artes, 1991.
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art of painting and analytical painting procedures. in his paintings, Šušnik 
reinterprets the history of modern art from Matisse to Newman and rothke. 
of interest is the example of Andraž Šalamun who, as a conceptual artist, was 
a member of the oho Group during the 1960s before turning to action and 
dionysian painting of monumental dimensions with abstract or iconic motifs. 
the post-modernist eclectic art of painting of the 1980s is an art of painting based 
on the enjoyment of the act of painting itself and on the rejection of the concept in 
the name of a post-historical evocation of sensual impressions from the history of 
painting and sexual fantasies. the inf luential practices of the irwin Group came 
into existence parallel with and in opposition to the eclectic postmodernism of 
the art of painting which was operating and creating within the Neue Slowenische 
Kunst149 movement and which developed a political retro-avant-garde art of 
painting based on the citatory, collage, montage and simulational presentation of 
the dead signs of the great postmodern political systems (real socialism, fascism, 
Nazism).

in croatia, neo-expressionist eclectic painting was created by Nina ivančić150 
and edita schubert.151 the painter Željko Kipke152 developed a kind of scholarly, 
mystical, post-historic painting in which the movements of pattern painting, 
motifs from the life of historic avant-gardes and mystic anagrams and formulas 
confront one another. Kipke also wrote poly-genre theoretical texts on painting, 
art and culture, reconstructing fragmentary allegoric narrations. in the 1980s, 
certain conceptual examples such as Mladen stilinović,153 sven stilinović, Vlado 
Martek and Željko Jerman turned to the art of painting, working with the 
appearances of political signs and using the picture as one element of complex 
narrative-political installations and performances.

several competing postmodern styles emerged in serbia during the 1980s.154 in 
the early part of the decade, the conceptual artist laszlo Kerekes developed a kind 
of post-naïve, eclectic and brutal-expressionist figurative painting style. the 
Aleterimago155 group was linked to italian trans-avant-garde painting practices. 
Another group of artists called “Žestoki” [the tough ones] (de stijl Marković, 
Vlasta Mikić) followed the inf luence of German neo-expressionism of eclectic 

149 Anon.: Neue Slowenische Kunst. Zagreb: GZh, 1991.
150 Anon.: Nina Ivančić. Belgrade: salon of the Museum of contemporary Art, 1983.
151 leonida Kovač: Edita Schubert. Zagreb: horetzky, 2001.
152 Ješa denegri: Željko Kipke. Zagreb: GZh, 1991.
153 spomenka Nikitović: Mladen Stilinović. Zagreb: sccA, 1998.
154 Ješa denegri: Osamdesete: teme srpske umetnosti 1980–1990 [the eighties: topics of serbian Art 

1980–1990)]. Novi sad: svetovi, 1997.
155 Members of the group were: tahir lušić, Nada Alavanja, Vladimir Nikolić and Mileta prodanović.
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and brutal forms. Art theoretician and painter sonja Briski developed a particular 
kind of scholarly post-historic painting which reinterprets motifs of architecture 
and the conditions of reception of a painter’s interpretation, based on architectural 
interiors and exteriors. conceptual artist Goran Đorđević abandoned the forms 
of conceptual art and began developing a procedure of copying art works and 
critiques of reality. he copied his childhood paintings and works from the 
history of modernism and especially focused on copying the mythic-modernist 
works of Kazimir Malevich and piet Mondrian. eventually he stopped making 
public appearances and began supporting the work of simulated (anonymous or 
mysteriously concealed) artists who were imitating the painting of Malevich and 
Mondrian. conceptual artist raša todosijević redirected his political and critical 
conceptual practice into parodic and cynical paintings and sculptures with which 
he provoked the serbian public and the dominant culture of ecstatic nationalism. 
his most typical works are objects and monumental sculptures bearing the 
caption, in German, “God loves the serbs”. the modernist painter and conceptual 
artist radomir damnjan established eclectic painting based on systems of copying 
masterpieces of modernism (for example, reproducing paintings by de chirico). 
during the 1908s, staying very close to its conceptual analyses, the Vojvodina 
group Verbumprogram began investigating the phenomena of geometrical 
abstractionism in painting and sculpture, developing the practice of neo-geo art.

An unusual, eclectic and provocative atmosphere for making artistic experiments 
was created in sarajevo156 during the 1980s. Very different artistic positions here 
came face to face, from the world of film (emir Kusturica), rock music (the bands 
Bijelo dugme, Zabranjeno pušenje), theatre (sanjin Jukić) and post-conceptual 
experiments. young sarajevo artists such as Jusuf hadžifejzović, radolosav 
tadić, Jadran Adamović and Gera Grozdanić, and artists linked with the Zvono 
(Bell) group (hadžić, Čizmić, hadžihasanović, Kantradžić, Gavranović, Bukvić) 
went through the experience of analytical tautological painting and made an 
about turn towards a new fictional art of painting pop-art focused allegories. 
Because the beginning of the 1980s also marked the birth of painting neo-styles 
of early eclectic postmodern art, the artists in sarajevo did not hesitate to link 
the incompatible, creating in a nomadic way works of art which gave a nod to 
conceptual art, to neo-dada, pop art, arte povera, neo-expressionist German 
painting, italian trans-avant-garde and the neo-conceptual diminishing of borders 
between high and popular art. conceptual art in sarajevo was a late phenomenon 

156 Nermina Zildžo: “the syndrome of sarajevo’s cultural circle”, in: Art and Criticism in Mid 
Eighties. sarajevo: collegium artisticum, 1986; radoslav tadić and Jusuf hadžifejzović (eds.): 
Yugoslav Documents ’87. sarajevo: olympic centre skenderija, 1987; radoslav tadić and Jusuf 
hadžifejzović (eds.): Yugoslav Documents ’89. sarajevo: olympic centre skenderija, 1989.
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within which analytical and political conceptual art was transformed into the 
eclectic and nomadic art of postmodernism and urban behaviour was being 
generated as a medium of artistic expression.

At the end of the 1980s, eclectic post-historic works were created in the Macedonian 
capital of skopje157 which brought together the subversion of modernist, clean 
and primary forms by introducing rural or ethnic elements from the mythical 
worlds of the Balkans. the artists working within this framework were petre 
Nikoloski, Gligor stefanov, Blagoja Manevski, Venko cvetkov, Aneta svetieva, 
slavčo sokolovski and tome Acievski.

***

conceptual art in yugoslavia was a complex series of processes which provoked, 
criticised and theoretically interpreted the anomalies of modernism in social 
realism. paradoxically, conceptual art was both the last stage of modernism and 
the first wave of postmodernism.

157 Nebojša Vilić: States of Changes? The postmodernism & The Art of the Eighties. skopje: phoenix, 1994.
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7

BeyoNd Borders 
John cage, cold War politics  

and Artistic experimentation in  
the socialist federal republic of  yugoslavia

the coNtext

in the wake of World War ii, socialist yugoslavia (sfr yugoslavia) was 
characterised first by close political, military, economic, and cultural association 
with the soviet Bloc (1945–1948) and then by its independent construction of 
self-management socialism in a complex multiethnic federal state (1950–1991). 
following its break from the ussr, socialist yugoslavia found itself between the 
eastern and Western political and military bloc and, at the same time, established 
relations with the postcolonial third World, founding and participating in the 
Non-aligned Movement.

the late 1950s and 1960s saw the forging of a network of timely and interactive 
international connections between yugoslavia’s cultural space, as well as those of 
some of yugoslavia’s constituent republics, with international art practices. the 
result was a series of neo-constructivist exhibitions called Nove tendencije (New 
tendencies, Zagreb, Gallery of contemporary Art, 1961–1973). in ljubljana, 
the international Biennial of Graphic Arts was established in 1955. the Biennial 
became one of the major international exhibitions of graphic art. the Zagreb 
Music Biennale was established in 1961 and became a hub of new, i.e. avant-
garde explorations in music. Bitef (Belgrade international theatre festival) was 
founded in 1967 and, alongside the festival d’Avignon, soon became a centre of 
neo-avant-garde and postmodern theatre in europe. the alternative film festival 
Geff [Genre experimental film festival] was established in Zagreb in 1962. 
Geff was a festival of new, experimental, and amateur film. fest, the Belgrade 
film festival, was established in 1971 and soon became an international festival of 
global stature.
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the receptioN of JohN cAGe / Music ANd refereNces 
to JohN cAGe

A number of works by John cage were performed at the Zagreb Music Biennale: 
concerto for orchestra (1961), Atlas Eclipticalis, Winter Music, and Variations 
ii for piano (1963).158 cage visited the Biennale twice: in 1963 and 1985. he 
conducted its instrumental ensemble, with david tudor as the soloist. on that 
occasion (saturday, 11 May 1963), works by christian Wolff, toshi ichiyanagi, 
and cage himself were performed. A Collection of Rocks was commissioned by the 
Biennale.159 it was performed by a children’s symphony orchestra at the lisinski 
concert hall on 19 May 1985. in his lecture “how to Get started” cage made a 
reference to his visit to the Music Biennale: 

i was invited to yugoslavia and asked to make a piece for a foyer of an 
orchestral hall – i called the piece A Collection of Rocks – in which i used 
something between 150 and 200 high school children to copy one another 
with the same instrument, for instance, and take on a particular place 
in the foyer. there were two levels. And it was a marvelous experience, 
hearing these sounds come from different places and last. ten playing on 
trumpets so that five would play at once and the other five would copy 
them. And the sound could last an electronic length of time.160

With the New york-based troupe Dance Co., choreographer Merce cunningham 
performed in Belgrade at the 1972 Bitef, from 17 to 19 september. three works 
were performed: Museum Event, at the Museum of contemporary Art, and Event 
and Rain Forest – Signals – TV Rerun, at Atelje 212, a Belgrade theatre. John cage 
and the pianist david tudor also visited Belgrade at that time.

dubravko detoni, a composer from Zagreb, attended György ligeti and Karlheinz 
stockhausen’s darmstadt summer courses in 1970. that year he also assisted John 
cage at the festival d’automne à paris.

detoni and another croatian composer, Milko Kelemen, slovenian composer 
and performer Vinko Globokar, serbian composer Vladan radovanović, english 

158 Krpan (ed.): Muzički biennale Zagreb, 1961–1991, 208.
159 Nikša Gligo: “Kakvo glazbeno djelo predstavlja Zbirka kamenova Johna cagea? doprinos 

determinaciji djela u eksperimentalnoj glazbi” [What Kind of Musical Work does John cage’s A 
Collection of Rocks represent? A contribution toward defining the Work in experimental Music], 
in: Zvuk – znak – glazba: rasprava oko glazbene semiografije [sound – sign – Music: discussion on 
Music semiography]. Zagreb: Muzički informativni centar, 1999, 81–103.

160 John cage: How to Get Started. A Previously Unreleased of John Cage’s 1989 Performance at Skywalker 
Ranch in Nicasio, California. philadelphia: slought Books, 2011, 14. 
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composer and performer paul pignon, who lived in Belgrade at that time, and a 
hungarian composer from Vojvojdina, ernő Király, explored the boundaries of 
musical creativity and music as an art, in the field of “new music”. in most of their 
immanently musical works, they aspired toward european avant-garde music (the 
summer courses in darmstadt, ircAM in paris). transcending the boundaries of 
music and moving toward performance art and experimental sound, their point 
of reference was the American experimental tradition and, first and foremost, the 
work of cage.

in November 1974, Nikša Gligo, a musicologist from Zagreb, curated an exhibition 
entitled Glazbena grafika iz kolekcije Erharda Karkoschke (Works of Musical Graphic 
Art from the collection of erhard Karkoschka) at the students’ centre Gallery in 
Zagreb.161 the exhibition featured musical graphic art by earle Brown, sylvano 
Bussotti, John cage, dubravko detoni, Milan Grygar, roman haubenstock-
ramati, Mauricio Kagel, erhard Karkoschka, Milko Kelemen, ladislav Kupkovič, 
György ligeti, Anestis logothetis, Josef Anton riedl, Bogusław schäffer, dieter 
schnebel i Karlheinz stockhausen. the works by cage included his solo for Voice 
1 (1958) and 59½” for a string player (1953). 

the Belgrade composer and multimedia artist Vladan radovanović offered an 
early discussion of cage’s music in his essay “tendencije napuštanja oblasti zvuka” 
[the tendency to leave the domain of sound].162 With some ambivalence, he 
discussed a number of instances of introducing the visual and the kinetic into 
music, linking them to cage’s concept of “theater”; more specifically, he discussed 
the status of 4’33”. on the one hand, radovanović was close to cage’s open 
experimentation in art but on the other, he felt remote from cage’s artistic and 
theoretical anti-essentialism.

during the 1980s, radovanović developed and extended the cagean 
problematisation of the autonomy and immanence of music in his text on an 
anthology of pro- and post-cagean musical and artistic practices in serbia.163 
he tried to situate the current status of late avant-garde music. he developed 
his thesis by elaborating the concept of “leaving music”, i.e. by advancing the 
hypothesis that certain artists and musicians were “moving away from music” and 
into the fields of performance, ambient art, fluxus and conceptual propositions 
or concrete poetry, the voco-visual, and musical graphic art. in his anthology, he 

161 Nikša Gligo (ed.): Glazbena grafika iz kolekcije Erharda Karkoschke [Works of Musical Graphic Art 
from the collection of erhard Karkoschka]. Zagreb: Galerija studentskog centra, 1974.

162 Vladan radovanović: “tendencije napuštanja oblasti zvuka”, in: Zvuk 72 (1967), 8–15.
163 Vladan radovanović (ed.): “posleratna srpska avangardna muzika” [post-war serbian Avant-

garde Music], in: Gradina 10 (1984), 5–116.
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presented works by visual artist Zoran Belić, composer and conductor Milimir 
draškić, painters Vladimir Jovanović and Margita drakulović, writer Zoran 
Mirković, violinist Jelena Mišević, and composers ernő Király, Miodrag lazarov 
pashu, Miloš petrović, paul pignon, dušan radić, Miroslav Miša savić, Vladimir 
tošić, srđan hofman, Miroslav Štatkić, and himself. in her book Umetnost i 
izvan nje [Art and Beyond], musicologist Mirjana Veselinović hofman explored 
correspondences between radovanović’s experimentation in music and thought 
in criticism and theory on the one hand, and cage’s work on the other.164

in serbian music, interest in cage’s work was concentrated in the work of the 
Belgrade-based composers and artists Milimir draškić, Miodrag lazarov pashu, 
Vladimir tošić, and Miša savić. they began their explorations of minimal music, 
ambient music, musical performance art, and meta-music during the 1970s, in 
collaboration with the late conceptualism practised at the students’ cultural 
centre in Belgrade. the composer Miša savić and translator filip filipović 
published a selection of works and texts by cage.165 the selected texts were taken 
from Silence, A Year from Monday, M, Empty Words, and other books by cage. for 
these composers, cage’s work was a sign of music’s emancipation and opening up, 
as a canonical discipline, into the domain of extended media, open work of art, 
and the introduction of conceptual art procedures into the domain of explorations 
in music.166 

Nada Kolundžija explored cage’s work from the perspective of pianism. in 
1981 she recorded John Cage: Sonatas and Interludes, Music for Marcel Duchamp.167 
Kolundžija redirected her pianist practice toward experimental work in pianism 
and the exploration of the performance of new music and new sound. during the 
2000s, Branka parlić, a pianist from Novi sad, performed pieces by satie, Glass, 
as well as cage’s In a Landscape and Dream.

on Monday, 17 May 1982, a four-day event entitled Sedamdeset godina Johna Cagea 
[seventy years of John cage] was held at the Music salon of the students’ centre 

164 Mirjana Veselinović hofman: Umetnost i izvan nje: poetika i stvaralaštvo Vladana Radovanovića [Art 
and Beyond: the poetics and creative Work of Vladan radovanović]. Novi sad: Matica srpska, 
1991, 25, 29, 31.

165 Miša savić and filip filipović (eds.): John Cage: radovi-tekstovi 1939–1979 [ John cage: Works-
texts 1939–1979]. Belgrade: radionica sic, 1981.

166 cf. documents pertaining to the festival Druga nova muzika [second New Music] at the studentski 
kulturni centar (students’ cultural centre) in Belgrade, 16–17 May 1984 and Anon.: Muzički 
program Studentskog kulturnog centra [the Music programme of the students’ cultural centre]. 
Belgrade: sava centar, 1979.

167 Nada Kolundžija: John Cage: Sonatas and Interludes, Music for Marcel Duchamp – Prepared Piano. 
Belgrade: diskos and sKc, 1981.
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in Zagreb. German pianist herbert henck gave an integral performance of cage’s 
Music of Changes (1952). the following day saw the public preparation of the 
piano for Sonatas & Interludes (1946–1948). the Belgrade pianist Nada Kolundžija 
performed the work. Željko Jerman, a visual artist from Zagreb, performed 
his action Prenošenje zvuka iz prostora u prostor [transferring sound from space 
into space]; 19 May 1982). the final day of the event saw the screenings of a 
documentary film on cage (Greg Burton, 1977) and Nam June paik’s video work 
A Tribute to John Cage (1973).

this multitude of works of art and music did not result from any direct inf luence 
from cage, or from applying cage’s, that is, fluxus poetics in contemporary art. 
rather, these works constituted an opening up and hybridisation of the closed and 
canonically determined domain of modernist music toward free experimentation, 
transgression, and the interdisciplinary search for new modalities of musical and 
extra-musical explorations.

JohN cAGe ANd the literAry  
Neo/post-AVANt-GArde

cage’s work in art was embraced and presented as a call for “new” and “open” 
action in the pro-fluxus magazine Rok and Mixed Media, a book by Belgrade writer 
Bora Ćosić. Ćosić was one of a few Belgrade neo-avant-garde prose authors who 
opened up the domain of literature during the 1960s to a critical, subversive, and 
transgressive work in art close to neo-dada, fluxus, and experimental literature 
(concretism, visual poetry, collage poetry). Ćosić published four issues of the Rok: 
nos. 1, 2, and 3 in 1969, no. 4 as part of the Student magazine, edited by students 
of Belgrade university, and no. 4a along with the Student materials from 1970. 
Mixed Media was a collage-montage collection of notes, quotations, and textual-
visual appropriations from various publications, which suggested the concept of 
“mixed media”, i.e. the creation of a mixed and hybrid textual field for presenting 
the artist’s ideas.168 Ćosić made one of the first insights into the phenomenon 
of fluxus. By positioning cage against fluxus and by pointing to duchamp’s 
contribution,169 Ćosić anticipated the idea of “the duchampian tradition” in 
the cultural space of serbia and yugoslavia and thereby suggested the hitherto 
unthinkable opening up of modern art toward extra-artistic situations, which 
have remained important for contemporary art since the 1960s.

168 Bora Ćosić: “‘fluksus’ and Josip Andreis, ‘iz historije muzike’”, in: Mixed Media. Belgrade: B. 
Ćosić, 1970, 84–96.

169 Bora Ćosić: “spisak dišanovih zasluga” [A list of duchamp’s contribution], in: Rok 1 (1969), 
115.
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Vladimir Kopicl, a conceptual artist and poet from Novi sad, translated, with cana 
Božičić, cage’s Predavanje o ničemu [lecture on Nothing, 1959], for the journal 
Polja.170 Kopicl worked in the context of experimental art practices. for neo-
avant-garde and conceptual artists based in Novi sad who worked in the domain 
of textual experimentation and the so-called “phenomenology of the text”, cage’s 
written and orally delivered lectures offered a paradigmatic sample of textual 
innovation. cage’s texts stage confrontations between the discourses of anarchism, 
ludwig Wittgenstein’s philosophy of language, Western (Meister eckhart) and 
eastern (Zen Buddhism) esotery, and prose experimentation ( James Joyce, stephan 
Mallarmé). those and similar references were important for the Kod and (∃ groups 
and their textual experimentation around 1970. they treated the text as a material 
venue for artistic action and as the confronting of an artistic position with concepts 
pertaining to politics, religion, philosophy, and direct human experience.

As part of Rolywholyover, an exhibition and set of actions organized at the 
Guggenheim Museum soho in New york to commemorate John cage, American 
poet and explorer of cage’s legacy Joan retallack performed her Varications 
of Errata 5uite: Memento vivere John Cage, in collaboration with Belgrade poet 
dubravka Đurić.171 it was a reading of a text dedicated to cage in two voices.

cAGe iN the VisuAl Arts World:  
eVerythiNG is Art / eVerythiNG is Music

John cage was certainly important for the “new artistic practices”, which marked 
the first serious critique of modernism in yugoslavia’s cultural space, around 1970. 
these new practices were marked by post-media artistic production (installations, 
performances, interventions, activism, textual analysis), no longer concerned 
with the autonomy of media or disciplines of art. What follows is a brief summary 
of artistic explorations of “sound” and “chance”.

the oho group (Kranj and ljubljana, 1966–1971) acted in a wide domain of 
post-media and post-object art, from reism via processual art to conceptual art. 
Milenko Matanović realised his reistic piece Vizuelna gramofonska ploča (A Visual 
Gramophone record, 1968) in the spirit of experimental art books. Artistic actions 
such as Hepening u parku Zvezda (A happening at the Zvezda park; ljubljana, 
1968), Pasija (passion; Bitef, Belgrade, 1968), and Triglav (ljubljana, 1968) were the 
realisations of interactive and participatory works performed with the audience 

170 džon Kejdž [ John cage]: “predavanje o ničemu” [lecture on Nothing], in: Polja 172 (1973), 
13–20.

171 Guggenheim Museum soho, New york, 24 April 1994, 1 pM.
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or in specifically structured public spaces. for instance, Matanović’s series of 
conceptual diagrams, Interkontinentalni projekt Amerika–Evropa (America–europe 
intercontinental project, 1970), was based on chance. four members of the oho 
group, two in New york and two in ljubljana, gazing at the sun, each dropped a 
pin on a piece of paper with a circle drawn on it. the respective positions of the 
pins inside the circles were then compared and interpreted as indicative of the 
inter-subjective relations between the four members of the group. this was a self-
ref lexive presentation of the role of chance in the performing of inter-subjective 
relations among members of the oho group.

in 1969, Braco dimitrijević, a conceptual artist based in Zagreb and sarajevo, 
realised his Suma 680, an interactive installation, at the student centre Gallery in 
Zagreb. the installation featured 680 cans scattered on the f loor, which the public 
were allowed to move, kick around, etc. the installation was therefore essentially 
shaped and reshaped by the visitors’ reactions to the configuration of the cans in 
the gallery. Also, the gallery was filled with the noise of people and cans moving 
about. dimitrijević also realised a cardboard model of a gramophone record, 
including the cover. the cover read “Njegove olovke glas” (his pencil’s Voice).172 
the spiral groove on the “record”, that is, on the cardboard, was inscribed by 
a pencil, making this a non-functional record that only ref lexively suggested a 
possible sound, which, in fact, was not there. What was actually recorded was 
the silence or “muteness” of writing with a wooden lead pencil. Both of these 
examples point to dimitrijević’s significantly anti-formalist and anti-essentialist 
position. for dimitrijević, anti-formalism and anti-essentialism mean renouncing 
the significance and authenticity of the concept, phenomenality, and status of the 
work for the sake of the concept, status, and functions of art. he stated that quite 
clearly in his text Kao što glasovir nije muzika, ni slika nije umjetnost [ Just as a piano 
is not Music, so a painting is not Art].173 dimitrijević argues that concentrating 
on the formal aspects of the work of art hinders the development of art and the 
possibility of permanent innovation in the world of art and culture.

in 1970, slavko Bogdanović and slobodan tišma, two members of the Kod 
group, produced a series of drawings entitled In No Strange Land (subjektivni notni 
tekst na muziku Donalda Erba).174 the drawings belong in the tradition of automatic 

172 Braco dimitrijević: Njegove olovke glas / His Pencil’s Voice. Zagreb: Galerija studentskog centra and 
Muzički salon itd, 1974.

173 Braco dimitrijević: “Kao što glasovir nije muzika, ni slika nije umjetnost”, in: Anon.: Braco 
Dimitrijević. Zagreb: Gallery of contemporary Art, 1973.

174 slavko Bogdanović: In No Strange Land (subjektivni notni tekst na muziku Donalda Erba) [A subjective 
Musical text on Music by donald erb], nos. 1, 2, 3, 1970; slobodan tišma, nos. 1, 2, in: 
Retrospektiva grupe KoD, ed. Miško Šuvaković, 44. 
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writing. they ostensibly begin as handwritten inscriptions (cursive script, bad 
handwriting), only to transform into a form of writing with no recognisable 
signs (a scribble, trace). What remains visible in the work is only a record of the 
dissipation process of a graphic sign – the trace as a document of writing and 
writing as an expression of consciousness or perhaps of its retreat into a psychedelic 
state.

Goran trbuljak, a conceptual artist from Zagreb, exhibited a photograph of a 
street stairway with a metal pipe serving in lieu of a handrail. the photograph was 
captioned as follows: “striking this pipe produces a sound different from the sounds 
of surrounding pipes”.175 trbuljak thereby confronted a chance sound, initiated, 
perhaps, by a random passerby. he selected and indexed an everyday moment 
independent of his intentions and artworld expectations. the border between art 
and non-art was thereby opened and placed beyond creative intentionality.

Katalin ladik,176 a neo-avant-garde actress, poet, conceptual artist, and performer 
based in Novi sad until 1992 and then in Budapest, performed as a vocalist 
at the yugoslav Music forum in opatija in 1969, 1970, and 1980. in 1971 she 
also performed at the Zagreb Music Biennale. in 1972, she performed with the 
Acezantez ensemble and composer Milko Kelemen at the Munich olympic Games. 
With the same ensemble she also sang at the 1970 chamber opera and Ballet 
festival in osijek and the 1972 April Meetings in Belgrade. she participated in the 
performance of dušan radić’s Oratorio profano at the 1979 Belgrade Music festival 
(BeMus), in the Great hall of the labour union house in Belgrade. A large part 
of ladik’s artistic work has been associated with vocal and instrumental music, 
although she is neither a formally trained musician nor a “musical amateur”, but 
a kind of a musical break and “vocal wonder” unfolding between music, theatre, 
and poetry. she has shown how a musical performance may be derived from a 
literary and visual performance, and then transposed into an onstage or offstage 
event. 

Marina Abramović, originally from Belgrade but now a global artist, began her 
artistic explorations by working on sound objects and environments. her objects 
were boxes emitting roars and sounds of gunshots and sheep bleating. her sound 
environments comprised amplified urban and indoor spaces, for instance, the 
chirping of birds in the tree outside the students’ cultural centre in Belgrade and 
playing airport sounds in the foyer of the centre (1971). Abramović explored the 

175 Branka stipančić (ed.): G. Trbuljak. Zagreb: Galerija grada Zagreba, 1996, 12.
176 Miško Šuvaković: The Power of a Woman: Katalin Ladik / Retrospective, 1962–2010. Novi sad: Muzej 

savremene umetnosti Vojvodine, 2010.
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boundaries of the work of art and conditions of the phenomenality of the sensuous, 
i.e. visual, ambient, and sonic in 1970s contemporary art. she performed her first 
series of body art works entitled Ritam 10–0 (rhythm 10–0) in 1973–1974. the 
appearance of “rhythm” in the title of the series pointed to the transferring of 
the “musical concept of rhythm” into existential and behavioural ritual actions. 
for example, Ritam 10 (edinburgh, 1973), the first in the series, was based on the 
relationship between the sound of a knife hitting a hard surface and the bodily 
act of stabbing a knife back and forth between her fingers. in that work, the sonic 
rhythm produced by the stabbing, recorded and reproduced, becomes the sonic 
basis of the artist’s further reactions and stabs.

Group 143 were active in the domain of analytical conceptualism, exploring 
concepts and phenomena of artistic practice. for instance, in Osnovne strukture – 
složene strukture (Basic structures – complex structures, 1975), i, who was a member 
of the Group, produced a series of typewriter drawings, exploring syntactic and 
formulaic relations among binary visual structures (solid and perforated lines).177 
With its sensory phenomenality, the work is reminiscent of the I Ching, that is, 
of the diagrams that cage used to compose, and of Walter de Maria’s structural 
minimalist installations. however, the intention was not to address the symbolic 
procedures of the chinese divination technique, but the visualisations and 
tautological character of binary systems. Another characteristic example may be 
paja stanković’s project Teorija broja u domenu vidljivo-čujnih manifestacija [Number 
theory in the domain of Audio-visual Manifestations].178 stanković constructed a 
formal numeric-visual diagram and then translated it into an audio-visual schema 
for performing sounds, i.e. pitches. the resulting algorithm was then performed 
as a double piano recital on 11 december 1978. stanković’s purpose was to link 
three structural systems: the mathematical construction of a numeric series, its 
visualisation, and translation into a musical performance protocol. With dragana 
Jovanović, stanković also realised a vocal-phonetic performance, which featured 
a 48-minute-long vocal performance of the word Da (yes).179

Between 1979 and 1982, the Belgrade-based artist Zoran Belić Weiss realised 
performances and installations using spatial and live sound.180 his work was linked 

177 Nika radić, dietmar unterkofler: Miško Šuvaković: Umetnost kao istraživanje. Art as Research. 
trans. irena Štentevska, emilija Mančić, dubravka Đurić. Belgrade: orion Art; ljubljana: the 
p.A.r.A.s.i.t.e. institute, 2011, 77.

178 paja stanković: “teorija broja u domenu vidljivo-čujnih manifestacija”, in: Seminar, ed. Miško 
Šuvaković. Belgrade: Galerija sKc, 1978, 27.

179 Biljana tomić (ed.): Galerija Studentskog kulturnog centra, 1979–1980. Belgrade: sKc, 1980.
180 Jelena Mišević: “Zvuk – ambijent” [sound – environment] and “Zvuk”, in: radovanović (ed.): 

“posleratna srpska avangardna muzika”, 55–59.
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to the simulacra of Zen Buddhist rituals and ideas of emptiness in Western Art 
(from yves Klein to John cage). he called his works vežbe (exercises), emphasising 
the existential character of doing and acting in art and de-emphasising the notion 
of a finished work. he was interested in individual and collective subjectivations 
in performances and installations using sound or the absence of sound. some of 
his most characteristic performances include Vežba: meditacija glasom [exercise: 
Meditation using Voice], Vežba: gong [exercise: the Gong], Vežba: ritualni zvuci 
[exercise: ritual sounds], Vežba: zvučni pod [exercise: A sounding floor], Vežba: 
vibracija [exercise: Vibration], etc. his most complex project was Vežba: sedam 
dana [exercise: seven days]. for seven days, between 6 and 13 January 1980, 
Belić inhabited the students’ cultural centre Gallery. Belić ritualised the time 
he spent at the Gallery with exercises comprising sleeping (day one), generating 
the sound of water in the space (day two), closing his eyes and keeping quiet (day 
three), performing sounds on a gong (day four), waiting to greet people (day five), 
refusing to explain that day (day six), and not moving or making any sounds (day 
seven).

in 1980, the Belgrade-based violinist Jelena Mišević performed her project Zvuk 
– Ambijent (sound – environment, 1980), based on the following proposition: 
“i choose that an audio and visual structure constitute an eNViroNMeNt 
and that this environment exists as my own experience”. in her project Zvuk 
(1981), she realised the concept of the “mental construction” and “diagrammatic 
construction” of sound structures, using the sound of the violin.181 

Belgrade artist dragoljub raša todosijević produced several post-fluxus works, 
in which he explored sound and different modalities of sound installations.182 his 
work Nevidljiva skulptura [invisible sculpture, 1981] was realised by building a 
radio into one of the walls of the students’ cultural centre Gallery in Belgrade. 
todosijević started from the fact that the state security service had used the 
building in the 1950s and 1960s and that, when the students’ cultural centre 
moved in, listening devices were found in some of the walls. in addition to its 
political connotations, the work was also based on the fluxus tactic of concealing 
the source of sound and the role of duchampian packaging. todosijević’s works 
with the piano were a postmodern homage to fluxus and its iconic figures. 
todosijević performed the destruction or, rather, a sculptural extension of a piano 
using walking sticks, in My Second Fluxus Piano (2002). his performance You Will 
Never Play Again (Verona, 2002) also used a piano object.

181 Zoran Belić: “Vežbe 1979–1982”, in: ibid., 38–41.
182 dejan sretenović: Thank You, Raša Todosijević. Belgrade: Muzej savremene umetnosti, 2002, 68–

69, 106–107, 122.
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Neša paripović, a Belgrade painter and conceptual artist, produced two video 
works associated with the idea of performing a rhythmic sound.183 the first of 
these, Video 1, was realised at the Brdo art colony, organised and led by Austrian 
art dealer ursula Krinzinger, from 1 to 9 october 1976.184 the video was 
recorded inside the room where the colony’s artists had their meals. paripović 
used tableware to generate a rhythmic sound. in his second video work, Ritam 
(1980), paripović applied paint onto a white surface, generating rhythmic sounds 
with his hands. Between 1995 and 2006, paripović realised a series of sound 
installations: Zvučna strana kvadrata [the sounding side of a square],185 Leva 
strana rama [left-hand side of a frame], Između crvenog i plavog [Between red and 
Blue], and Tangenta [tangent]. in these temporary installations, paripović used 
architecturally situated sound, i.e. a cord spanned across the surface of a wall, in 
relation to the environment and its geometric structure.

experimentation in the interdisciplinary domain between images, space, public 
behaviour, and sound is also associated with the Hidrogizma Sound Theatre (1978–
1981), a ljubljana-based group.186 the group comprised Jani osojnik, dušan 
pirih hup, iztok Šmajs, Jani Batista, Gregor razpotnik, Andrej plahuta, iztok 
osojnik, and Vesna Črnivec. hidrogizma was posited as a water machine or 
sculpture, that is, a social space for generating sound. its project was an almost 
utopian intervention in the realisation of quite diverse, important and marginal, 
tendencies in 20th-century music. it was a late music-sculptural Gesamkunstwerk 
project that was meant to promise, out of a synthesis of modern and avant-garde 
music, the total music of a new age, after modernity.

183 Šuvaković: Neša Paripović: Self-portraits, 103–106.
184 ursula Krinzinger (ed.): Brdo 1976. innsbruck: ursula Krinzinger, 1976.
185 Miško Šuvaković (ed.): Neša Paripović: Zvučna strana kvadrata [Neša paripović: the sounding side 

of a square]. Belgrade: N. paripović, 1997.
186 tamara soban: “hidrogizma”, in: 7 Sins: Ljubljana – Moscow, eds. Zdenka Badovinec, Viktor 

Misiano, igor Zabel, tamara soban. ljubljana: Museum of Modern Art, 2008, 89, 202.
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8

the pheNoMeNoloGy of  
the SCREEN (ANd / or / As) EVENT 

Musical de-ontologisation

the ApproAch

the following brief discussion will outline and problematise a set of theories 
that give us access to the relationship between paper, screen, and music. i will not 
speak of music itself, paper itself, or screen itself; instead, i will speak of those 
theories that generate the potential to interpret, i.e. speak about music, paper, 
and screen.

i begin with the following brief observation by Jean-françois lyotard: “for 
the eye ‘to recognize sound’, as paul claudel put it, the visible must be legible, 
audible, intelligible”.187

lyotard’s assertion points to the need to bring phenomenological analysis face 
to face with discoursive analysis in understanding the relationship between 
the visual and the musical. if paper (the visible, the legible), the screen (the 
audible, the visible, the legible), and the intelligible interrelate on the grounds 
of a certain or an uncertain set of meanings, then their interrelationship belongs 
in the domain of semiology. if paper (the visible, the legible), the sensory 
(the audible, the visible, the legible), and the intelligible (consciousness itself ) 
interrelate on the grounds of a certain or an uncertain expectation of cognising 
the underlying truth (ishodišna istina), then their interrelationship belongs in 
the domain of hermeneutics. if paper (the legible, the visible), the screen (the 
audible, the visible, the legible), and the intelligible (institutional knowledge) 
interrelate on the grounds of a certain or an uncertain set of cultural references 
or mediating cultural texts, then their interrelationship belongs in the domain 
of discoursive analysis, as well as cultural and social studies. if paper (the 
legible, the visible), the screen (the audible, the visible, the legible), and the 
intelligible interrelate on the grounds of a certain or an uncertain set of sensory 

187 Jean-françois lyotard: “the Bias of the figural”, in: Discourse, Figure, trans. Antont hudek, 
Mary lydon. Minneapolis: university of Minnesota press, 2011, 3.
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conclusions and judgements, then their interrelationship belongs in the domain 
of aesthetics. if paper (the legible, the visible), the screen (the audible, the 
visible, the legible), and the intelligible interrelate on the grounds of a certain 
or uncertain set of beliefs regarding the autonomy of an artistic/musical sample, 
then their interrelationship belongs in the domain of art theory, that is, special 
study or theory of the arts. that is, if paper, the screen, and the intelligible 
interrelate on the grounds of a certain or uncertain, i.e. real or assumed event, 
then their interrelationship belongs in the domain of phenomenology.

Mapping the potentialities broached by the relationship between “paper, screen, 
and music” toward “paper, screen, and the intelligible” for the event of the 
body, i will now begin asking questions regarding the discoursive analysis of 
phenomenology in the historical and synchronic sense.

proBleMs With differeNt coNceptuAlisAtioNs  
of PHENOMENOLOGY

At the very beginning there will emerge a difference among a number of 
potential “phenomenologies”. it points to the difference between individual 
understandings of a “phenomenon”. the founding of phenomenology strove for 
immanent understanding, i.e. for understanding the phenomenon in itself and for 
itself, which meant that understanding phenomena qua events and qua concepts 
was derived outside of psychological and empirocentric interpretations. it is 
as though an entirely new way of thinking and speaking were being sought 
for interpreting phenomena – a way that would break with psychologised and 
experiential justifications (hegel), as well as with the psychology of knowledge 
paradigm (husserl), and the speculative philosophy of hegel’s and husserl’s 
phenomenology for the sake of commonsensical thinking about phenomena 
(Wittgenstein and, in music aesthetics, roger scruton).188 one may therefore 
set out the following starting scheme of primary phenomenologies: 

188 cf. ludwig Wittgenstein: “#341”, in: Philosophical Investigations, trans. G. e. M. Anscombe. 
oxford: Blackwell, 1986, 107; roger scruton: “tone”, in: The Aesthetics of Music. oxford: 
clarendon press, 1997, 19.
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pheNoMeNoloGy As A philosophicAl pArAdiGM

referring to Maurice Merleau-ponty in the opening of his early study in the 
philosophy of phenomenology, Jean-françois lyotard wrote that we should 
look for the unity of phenomenology and its true meaning in ourselves; that is, 
referring to francis Jeanson, lyotard insisted on “the absurdity of demanding 
an objective definition of phenomenology”.189 he thereby suggested that one 
could access phenomenology only from the inside, by directing at oneself those 
questions that are typically posed in that style of philosophising:

this signifies, in short, that philosophy must not only be grasped as event, 
and “from the outside”, but worked through as thought – that is, as problem, 
genesis, give-and-take movement of thought. this constitutes the genuine 
objectivity that husserl wanted; for the testimony of phenomenology 
does not lean in favor [of ] a simplistic subjectivism.190

But in order to get to the “internal questions”, let us begin with certain 
external indices and their positioning in the conceptual map that represents 
“phenomenology”.

189 Jean-françois lyotard: Phenomenology, trans. Brian Beakley. Albany: state university of New 
york, 1991, 31.

190 idem.
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phenomenology (Ger. Phänomenologie) is a discipline of philosophy that explores the 
meanings and sense of the phenomenality of the world. the word “phenomenon” 
stems from the Greek word phainómenon, which means “that which appears”. the 
word phainómenon combined with the word lógos constitutes the name for the 
philosophic study of phenomena, i.e. “phenomenology”. therefore, a phenomenon 
is that which appears in the mind, something that emerges and presents itself to 
the mind by way of the senses, something that is discovered and conceived in 
that discovering. in philosophical terms, a “phenomenon” is that which shows 
and uncovers itself in itself. in the everyday speech and jargons of the art world, 
“phenomenon” denotes that which is perceived by the senses, which has a visual 
and figural appearance, that is, acoustic and musical sensory phenomenality and 
presentability – in fact, that which appears as an event in the world, that which is 
perceived, grasped by thought, and spoken, that is, written about.

German 18th-century philosophy anticipated the concept of phenomenology in 
Johann-heinrich lambert’s Neues Organon. G. W. f. hegel signified phenomenology 
as the philosophical approach that begins by exploring phenomena – i.e. that which 
is present in conscious experience and thereby grounds our understanding of the 
absolute, logical, ontological, and metaphysical spirit (Geist), that which transcends 
phenomena. phenomenology is the activity whereby one may posit phenomenal 
knowledge.191 At the outset of the 20th century, edmund husserl defined the 
concept of phenomenology.192 for husserl, phenomenology was a reflexive study 
of the essence of consciousness from the position of one’s personal experience and 
the perspective that stems from it. husserl viewed phenomenology as the study of 
the essential (eidetic phenomenology), because its object was pure essences, not real 
existences, i.e. things or facts. however, husserl soon transcended phenomenology 
as the study of the essence of things and developed it as the study of perceiving 
the essence or consciousness that perceives the essence from the viewpoint of 
transcendental phenomenology. husserl’s phenomenology points to the ways 
of knowing the world, not just to that knowledge itself. consciousness is always 
directed at something and therefore intentional. phenomenology’s task is to explore 
the contents of consciousness in order to discover its essence (eidos). one comes to 
know the essence by way of reduction, whereby whatever is not relevant to the 
object is excluded from the structure of consciousness. reduction rids the object of 
consciousness of all natural (practical) stances, historical and social characterisations, 
and theoretical foreknowledge. this process is intuitive and intuition is a reflexion 

191 G. W. f. hegel: Phenomenology of Spirit, trans. A.V. Miller. oxford: oxford university press, 
1977, 49–53.

192 edmund husserl: Author’s preface to the english edition, in: Ideas: General Introduction to 
Phenomenology, trans. W.r. Boyce Gibson. london: routledge, 2012, xxxvi. 
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of the intellect, which emerges on the basis of the records of consciousness. 
phenomenology is therefore the study of pure phenomena, i.e. phenomena that are 
presented directly to the knowing subject’s perception as true, that is, absolutely 
true. their value is not restricted to human cognition, because, according to husserl, 
that would give rise to relativism. that cognising subject is the transcendental I. 
that is why husserl referred to his philosophy as transcendental idealism. husserl’s 
phenomenology was continued by eugen fink and ludwig landgrebe. critiques of 
husserl’s transcendental phenomenology were developed by hedwig conrad-Martius 
and roman ingarden,193 as well as by the Göttingen circle of phenomenologists, 
including Nicolai hartmann and Moritz Geiger. they advocated eidetic ontological 
phenomenology and complemented the phenomenology of acts with that of objects. 
Martin heidegger developed hermeneutical phenomenology and a radical revision 
of husserl’s “science”. Major contributors to the development of phenomenology 
also include Waldemar conrad, paul ricœur, Mikel dufrenne, Jean-paul sartre, 
Maurice Merleau-ponty, emmanuel levinas, fritz Kaufmann, danko Grlić, ivan 
focht, Milan damnjanović, ivan urbančič, and tine hribar, among others.

the NeW pheNoMeNoloGy

Event phenomenology or new phenomenology covers a range of self-critiques of 
semiology, linguistic centrism, and the domination of the interpretation of 
signifiers in late structuralism. it concerns the transition from the late-structuralist 
critique of the subject to the materialist analysis of the relationship between the 
subject and the object as a phenomenal event.

The new phenomenology also concerns the post-heideggerian interest in the event 
(Ereignis). for example, Gilles deleuze and félix Guattari define the concept of event 
by means of analysing and discussing permanent but discontinuous duration, i.e. by 
means of analysing and discussing endless variations, continuous metamorphoses, 
becoming an animal, becoming a woman, constant mutation, the production of 
f lux, and immanent movement.194 in the philosophy of Jacques derrida, the event 
is the différance: the event of a temporal deferral and displacement of the present 
by means of script/writing (écriture) on paper.195 lacan’s interest in the event was 

193 roman ingarden: “the Musical Work”, in: Ontology of the Work of Art: The Musical Work, the 
Picture, the Architectural Work, the Film, trans. raymond Meyer, John t. Goldthwait. Athens, oh: 
ohio university press, 1989, 1–135.

194 Gilles deleuze, félix Guattari: “of the refrain”, in: A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and 
Schizophrenia, trans. Brian Massumi. Minneapolis: university of Minnesota press , 2002, 344.

195 Jacques derrida: “freud and the scene of Writing”, in: Writing and Difference, trans. Alan Bass. 
london: routledge, 2002, 247. 
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determined by switching from the tactic of interpreting signifier topology that is 
characteristic of language to the examination of the object (for instance, the objet petit 
a) and its functionally impossible or missing place, that is, to the exploration of the 
subtle and complex relations between the subject and the other and to the discussion 
of the real as that which evades symbolisation, but penetrates it in the form of 
traumatic over-determination. for slavoj Žižek the event is that which remains 
outside of the text, that which emerges as an event in terms of an intervention of 
the material order (the quilting point [point de capiton],196 the real, castration, the 
object, the unconscious) in the systems of textual, that is, symbolic representation. 
With his thought of approaching the event as it emerges in each generic procedure, 
Alain Badiou has emerged as the philosopher who has renewed philosophy. Badiou 
emphasises that concepts and rules should be produced as events.197 in Michel 
foucault’s late works, the event is a “biopolitical articulation” of the mind-body, 
i.e. individual in the concrete social, cultural, historical, and geographic space 
of Western capitalism. Groups of living beings are constituted as populations via 
articulations of health, hygiene, habitation, the everyday, labour, the division of 
social roles, and the relationship with political power.198 Giorgio Agamben points 
to the complex idea of the event of forms of life, as life that can never be separated 
from its form, i.e. life in which no such thing as mere or bare life can be isolated.199 
Biopolitically oriented philosophers point to the critical (in terms of both critique 
and its critical importance) phenomenality of the event or series of events of the 
production of forms of life.

from this new phenomenological perspective, we may speak of positing an event 
that will involve not-the-body-itself (ne-samo-telo) or an event that is a performance 
of not-the-body-itself. the phrase not-the-body-itself means that the body does 
not appear as the body itself underneath layers of sedimented shadows (plato), 
illusions of the everyday (heidegger), discoursive practices (foucault), traces of 
culture (deleuze), and texts from history (Kristeva). The body is something that 
conceives, begins, functions and acts, produces or behaves among many different 
potentialities. potentialities are not only meanings or complex identities, but 

196 slavoj Žižek: “od ‘prošivnog boda’ do nad-ja” [from the “Quilting point” to the super-i), in: 
Birokratija i uživanje [Bureaucracy and enjoyment], trans. Bojan Bem. Belgrade: radionica sic, 
1984, 29–51.

197 Alain Badiou: “events”, in: Manifesto for Philosophy, Followed by Two Essays: “The (Re)Turn of 
Philosophy Itself ” and “Definition of Philosophy”, trans. Norman Madarasz. Albany: state university 
of New york press, 1999, 79–88.

198 Michel foucault: “the Birth of Biopolitics”, in: Ethics: Subjectivity and Truth, ed. paul rabinow, 
trans. robert hurley. New york: New press, 1997, 73–79. 

199 Giorgio Agamben: “form-of-life”, in: Radical Thought in Italy: A Potential Politics, eds. paolo 
Virno and Michael hardt, trans. cesare casarino. Minneapolis: university of Minnesota press, 
1996, 151–156.
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also sensory/bodily phenomenalities out of control in an open and indeterminate 
world of natural, human, and machine/media relations. the body is not a signifier, 
which means preparation for a letter on paper, a sign, a code, a word, or text – 
the body is not a signifier for a determinable meaning that might facilitate the 
reading of the body’s identity. the body is a behavioural machine in which f luxes 
of contents and expressions of the body’s appearing and mediating here-and-there-
and-then and here-in between do not depend on the signifier. for us, bodies are 
typically bodies in between the screen and the world.

We must therefore look into the history of philosophy that generated these two 
different kinds of phenomenology: the traditional and new phenomenology. from 
our present perspective, the history of “phenomenology” has no single source and 
may be outlined with the following diagram:
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Nietzsche

Benjamin

foucault

deleuze
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for example!

in this tree, one branch takes us from Nietzsche via heidegger to derrida, but 
derrida is also the endpoint of the trajectories going from hegel and husserl, 
via heidegger, to saussure. the entangled branches of this tree point to the 
crisscrossing paths of deconstruction, which terminates at writing itself, 
as inscription and trace. the inscription and trace remain on paper, which is 
a function of the fragile membrane of writing, problematised by derrida by 
building discontinuities regarding the phenomenology of thought, that is, the 
phenomenology of the senses (of speech).

Another branch takes us from spinoza via Bergson to deleuze and then on to 
Brian Massumi,200 establishing a line of identifying the screen as the mechanic 
place of production or source of sensory/bodily affect in the field of antagonisms 
among different social apparatuses. following the “logic of deleuze’s analysis”, 
Massumi has succeeded in establishing a discussion of ‘the phenomenology of new 
media’ within social antagonisms and contradictions. 

in terms of “traditional phenomenology”, the essential aesthetic triangle adheres 
to the following scheme:

200 Brian Massumi: “the Bleed. Where Body Meets image”, in: Parables for the Virtual: Movement, 
Affect, Sensation. durham, Nc: duke university press, 2002, 46–67.
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in other words, when we enter the field of the “new phenomenology”, which 
depends on the potential promises of an altered constitution not only of the artwork, 
now becoming a screen event, but also of the character of the “phenomenon of the 
event that initiates the performance of the work” in relation to the body in the 
field of sociality produced by the immaterial labour of the new media, we arrive at 
the following diagram:

finally, if we posit the diagram above as the basis for deriving a biopolitical 
interpretation of the shaping of the body in the field of sociality and, accordingly, 
posit the screen as the source of the event of “forms of life”, the body as the 
“apparatus”201 (i.e. relation between discourse and the material order), and the 
“bodily affect of the body in front of the screen” and the “affectof human labour, 
production, and acting in society”,202 then we may translate that diagram into the 
following graphically presentable model:

201 Giorgio Agamben: “What is an Apparatus?”, in: What Is an Apparatus? And Other Essays, trans. 
david Kishik, stefan pedatella. stanford, cA: stanford university press, 2009, 2–3.

202 Michael hardt: “foreword: What Affects Are Good for”, in: The Affective Turn: Theorizing the 
Social, ed. patricia ticineto clough. durham, Nc: duke university press, 2007, xii.
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9

Aesthetics, politics ANd Music  
the context of  contemporary critical theory

politics, the politicAl, politisAtioN

the history of the usage of the term “politics” has developed heterogeneously 
and widely from the Greek term πολιτικός, to the medieval term vita activa as a 
translation of Aristotle’s term βίος πολιτικός,203 to modern notions of politics in 
polysemic, often contradictory potential definitions. for example, what can be 
called politics is conducting the affairs of the city/state; the fulfilment of public 
life or public dialogue; the management, supervision and regulation of state and/
or social relations; the implementation of the social/communal; the wielding of 
concrete or abstract power; the organizing of the bureaucracy in everyday life; 
the establishing of relations between individual and collective identities leading 
to individual and collective subjectivation; an emancipatory event; and the 
aspiration to preserve tradition.

in the foregoing and many other possible identifications of “politics”, two 
distinctive aspects stand out: community and relationship. the french philosopher 
Alain Badiou interpreted an event as political, emphasizing this: “An event is 
political if its material is collective, or if the event can only be attributed to a 
collective multiplicity. ‘collective’ is not a numerical concept here. We say that 
the event is ontologically collective to the extent that it provides the vehicle for a 
virtual summoning of all”.204

from the vaguely outlined multitude of notions, one can single out two general 
structural moments that are expressed in the difference between the notions of 
“politics” and “the political”, according to the constructions of chantal Mouffe:205

(1) the political – dimension of antagonism which is constitutive of human 
societies;

203 hannah Arendt: “the term vita activa”, in: The Human Condition. chicago: the university of 
chicago press, 1998, 12–17.

204 Alain Badiou: “politics as truth procedure”, in: Metapolitics, trans. Jason Barker. london: Verso, 
2006, 141.

205 chantal Mouffe: “politics and political”, in: On the Political. london: routledge, 2005, 9.
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(2) politics – the set of practices and institutions through which an order is cre-
ated, organizing human coexistence in the context of the conf lictuality 
by the political.

this means that the term/notion politics” denotes the ways in which a community 
and a relationship are materialised. contrary to that, the term/notion political 
suggests the nature or character of a human community and relationship, which is 
antagonism. Antagonism, in that case, is the ontological prerequisite of a human 
relationship and the community emanating from that relationship.

the role of antagonism in the constitution of relationships, i.e. a human 
community, lies in the way in which personalised or abstract power turns out 
to be the prerequisite for overcoming an antagonism or decomposition due to an 
antagonism. the notion of power is f lexible, as well as variable both historically 
and geographically. one can speak of the power of people, citizens or participants 
in the community, of the power of the leader, of legal and illegal power, of 
the power of institution(s), of the power of the bureaucracy, of the power of 
a political party, of the power of a parliament, of the power of faith, of the 
power of the economy, but also of liberation from a superior power, of a change 
of the power wielder, or of a change in the nature of power. the relationship 
between power, the community and antagonism is complex and f luctuating. 
for example, power in medieval societies was the personal power of the ruler 
legitimised by religion, or more precisely, by the structures and institutions of 
the religious system. power in bourgeois societies is depersonalised in the name 
of representative institutions and documents (rulebooks) of political life. power 
in totalitarian societies was personalised in the leader or in the party. the ideal of 
modern democracy is the power of the people expressed through parliamentary – 
representative – administration and the execution of this power in a bureaucratic 
way. Global neoliberalism causes a rift between politics and power, when politics 
as an institutional structure loses the power of decision-making, surrendering it 
consequently to economic interest groups.

politisation singles out a certain activity that uncovers, utilizes and/or demonstrates 
the political character of every human relation. seeing every form of human life 
– a relation or a set of relations – as political suggests that antagonism has active 
role in every situation which appears to be independent from politics.

thus, in the first step, politisation reveals that culture, religion or art are vague 
fields of politics, i.e. of the social with characteristic antagonisms. in the second 
step, it is shown that politics can be a means of inf luence on antagonisms appearing 
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in ostensibly autonomous fields of culture, religion or art. in the third step, the 
inverse potential appears. this means that, for example, at the moment when 
social antagonisms are shown to exist in art too, art can be offered as a sensibly 
affective sample of the fictitious or actual settling or aggravation of antagonisms.

Aesthetics ANd politics

to develop the thesis on aesthetics as the intermediary between politics and 
music, i must remind that there is no unique notion of “aesthetics” which would 
be irrevocably delimited by the concepts of “the science of the beautiful”, of 
“the philosophy of specialised sensibility”, of “the philosophy of art”, of “the 
politics of human sensibility”, of “the revolutionary or emancipatory potential of 
sensibility” or of “the metacritique of the aesthetics and philosophy of art”. All 
of these outlined identifications of aesthetics have their specific synchrony and 
diachrony, which means the logic of narrative which was developed in a particular 
way and set against other narratives about what aesthetics was, what it is and 
what it will be. due to certain revisions of aesthetics, forgotten or completed 
aesthetical stories were reactualised and revised in the new conditions of human 
life and the political, i.e. in the antagonisms of “new” time. the aesthetic now 
becomes a sort of contradictory cause and effect of the phenomena of politics 
and the political. in other words, i shall demonstrate that the elements of politics 
and the political are sensible phenomena connected in a complex way with the 
discourses of society. But at the same time, the manifestations of the articulation 
of the total individual and collective sensibility of humankind are always in a 
political environment – within a form of life (state, institution, social or cultural 
group, modalities of subjectivation). in the process, individual and collective 
sensibilities remain within a multitude of affects created by antagonisms which 
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are overcome, provoked, evaded, surpassed or created by “that life”, while dealing 
with its collective and individual human sociability.

the french philosopher Jacques rancière,206 for example, foresaw the turning 
point in aesthetics which proceeded from the aesthetic as a specialised sensory 
experience judged impartially, or with a philosophical bias in the domain of the 
autonomy of art, to the politics of sensibility. in other words, this is “the politics 
of the distribution of sensibility” within political life. this is perceived as the 
transformation of politics and the political from a “non-sensible domain”207 into 
building sensible life forms and pursuing the desire for new visible and/or audible 
life forms. the politisation of sensibility and the sensibilisation of politics are the 
outlined subjects of this aesthetical narrative.

over the history of aesthetics, such related strategies of aesthetisation and 
politisation can be most certainly identified in the works of friedrich schiller, in 
his ideas about the aesthetic education of man;208 ernst Bloch, in his quest for “the 
intensity-richest human world in music” [intensitätsreichste Menschwelt in der 

206 Jacques rancière: “the distribution of the sensible: politics and Aesthetics”, in: The Politics of 
Aesthetics – The Distribution of the Sensible, trans. Gabriel rockhill. london: continuum, 2004, 
12–19. 

207 Jacques rancière: “Aesthetics as politics”, in: Aesthetics and Its Discontents, trans. steven corcoran. 
cambridge: polity, 2009, 38.

208 fridrih Šiler [friedrich schiller]: “pisma o estetskom vaspitanju čoveka” [Über die ästhetische 
erziehung des Menschen], in: O lepom [Über die schönheit], trans. strahinja Kostić. Belgrade: 
Book & Marso, 2007, 111–202.
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Musik];209 herbert Marcuse, in his projection of the idea of “new sensibility”210 
yearning for unlimited freedom; Wolfgang Welsch, in a revisionist theory of 
contemporary aesthetisation which develops from the traditional notion of the 
aesthetic in arts towards the aesthetic in the sensuously altered world of the 
new media;211 thomas docherty, who created the liberal notion of “aesthetic 
democracy”,212 etc. these and many other examples show the importance of 
understanding the aesthetic as a “political agent” which plays an important 
role not only in the judgment or interpretation of art, but also in the complex 
multiplicities of the social life of humankind, which are often external with 
respect to art:

“Aesthetic” here will be used not as a synonym for “artistic”, but rather 
as its complement, extending from specifically artistic experiences to 
the broad, holistic domain of lived and imagined experiences, including 
social, political, bodily, and technological dimensions. the meaning of 
the “aesthetic” is related to that found in friedrich schiller, for whom it is 
linked to politics, not only to pure beauty and autonomous art, as is today 
often the case.213

this indicates that aesthetisation places a work of art, i.e. a work of music, into 
an external relationship to politics (a set of social relations, practices, institutions) 
and the political (constitutional social antagonisms). the aesthetic, in that case, 
is not seen as an essential feature of the artistic/musical, or as a distinctive 
intersubjective effect of a musical work. it is seen as a set of sensory events which 
make, for example, a single individual work of music or a work’s microstructure 
establish a relationship with politics and the political in a specific way. this way 
of establishing the relationship depends on the contextual, meaning historical and 
geographical circumstances of the work’s phenomenon in its artistic, cultural or 
social aspects.214

209 ernst Bloch: “prekoračivanje i čovjekov najintenzivniji svijet u muzici” [Venturing Beyond and 
Most intense World of Man in Music], in: Princip nada 3 [The Principle of Hope, vol. 3], trans. h. 
Šarinić. Zagreb: Naprijed, 1981, 1248–1303.

210 herbert Marcuse: “the New sensibility”, in: An Essay on Liberation, Boston: Beacon press, 2000, 
23–48.

211 Wolfgang Welsch: “Aesthetics beyond Aesthetics; for a New form to the discipline”, in: Undoing 
Aesthetics, trans. Andrew inkpin. london: sAGe publications, 1997, 79.

212 thomas docherty: “Aesthetic democracy”, in: Aesthetic Democracy. stanford cA: stanford 
university press, 2006, 149–160.

213 Aleš erjavec: “introduction”, in: Aesthetic Revolution, ed. Aleš erjavec. durham: duke university 
press, 2015, 2.

214 for instance, courtney Brown politicizes the practice of performing Beethoven’s works depending 
on the historical context related to the fluent geopolitical space of Germany. he points to utterly 
different statuses of “Beethoven practice” in Beethoven’s own time; after the re-invention of his 
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Music, Aesthetics ANd politics

the relationship between music and politics as mediated by aesthetics can be 
deliberated in various ways. here, i choose the binary structural model with 
the categories of (1) politisation of the aesthetic, i.e. the formal formations of a 
musical work, and (2) the aesthetisation of political relationships between music 
and its cultural-social environment. this binary structure (1–2) is based on the 
distinction between the internal (micro) and external (macro) approach to music. 
the internal (micro) approach is effectuated through the recognisability of the 
sensible in politics in the phenomenal or functional modalities of music in culture 
and society. i identify the former approach as the immanent (i.e. inherent, intrinsic, 
internal) politics of music. i identify the latter approach as the transcendent (i.e. 
non-inherent, non-intrinsic, external) politics of music.

the former approach is governed by the requirements of close/careful reading 
and listening to music, in order to reach and penetrate it. the latter approach is 
governed by the conditions of distant reading and listening to music, in order to 
show that it exists by everything else that is not music, which in this case means 
by politics. however, it transpires that this “highly dramatic division” is not, in 
fact, a split, but a manifestation of one and the same under the different conditions 
of interpretative movement between a concrete and abstract knowledge about 
music and its political manifestations with respect to human sensuality.

sociological formalisms – such as those that can be found, directly or indirectly, 
in the works of theodor W. Adorno,215 fredric Jameson,216 tony Bennett,217 
franco Moretti and others – are based on a general hypothesis that an indisputable 
correspondence exists between the social processes and constitutional potentialities 
of a work of art, literature or music. in Philosophy of New Music, Adorno218 quite 
indisputably grounded his debate about schönberg’s modernity on the thesis of 
“social formalism”: “the forms of art register the history of humanity with more 

work in the second reich; during the Weimar republic; in the third reich; and in the divided 
cold-War Germany after 1945. courtney Brown: “Beethoven”, in: Politics in Music. Music and 
Political Transformation from Beethoven to Hip-Hop. Atlanta: farsight press, 2008, 11–27.

215 theodor W. Adorno: Philosophy of New Music, trans. robert hullot-Kentor. Minneapolis: 
Minnesota university press, 2006.

216 fredric Jameson: Marxism and Form: Twentieth-Century Dialectical Theories of Literature. princeton: 
princeton university press, 1971.

217 tony Bennett: Formalism and Marxism. london: routledge, 2003.
218 compare with tyrus Miller: “the New Wave: Modernism and Modernity in the later frankfurt 

school”, in: Modernism and The Frankfurt School. edinburgh university press, edinburgh, 2014, 
162–163.
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in a musical work outside of a musical work

internal external

microplatform macroplatform

immanent formalised aesthetics of music transcendent politicised aesthetics of music

close or careful reading/listening distant reading/listening

sociological formalism political interpretations

politisation of a musical form
interpretations of a musical work, musical practice 
or music by cultural or social potentialities

immanent politics of music transcendent politics of music

immanent politics of music

music and subjectivisation: presentation of self

music and ideology: construction of everyday life

politisation of musical form

politisation of musical technique

signifier musical practices

musical creation as productive work

institutional critique of music

political economy of music

ecstasy or participation: from style to strategy in music

transcendent politics of music

music and the public sphere

music and the emancipation of humankind

music and nation as an imaginary community

music and representation of power

music and revolution

music and totalitarianism

music and anarchism

music and terrorism

music and war

music and transition
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justice than do historical documents. there is no hardening of form that is not 
to be read as the negation of the hardness of life […] schoenberg hit upon the 
social character of loneliness by cleaving to it unconditionally”219 or “though 
artworks have scarcely ever imitated society, and their authors need know nothing 
whatever about it, the gestures of artworks are objective answers to objective 
social constellations”.220 for instance, Moretti uses the following words to present 
a similar hypothesis on the social potential of the form: “forms are the abstract 
of social relationships: so, formal analysis is in its own modest way an analysis of 
power […] [s]tudying how forms vary, you discover how symbolic power varies 
from place to place”.221

the immanent politics of music can be another, more general and vaguer name for 
“sociological formalism”. it appears as a risky attempt at reading, or sometimes 
ascribing – i.e. inscribing – political meanings, values or references from/into 
the musical work itself, or more precisely, from/into formal effects and affects 
of the musical material. if one accepts this, then the unity and integrity of the 
opacity of musical creativity and/or musical reception is broken up into potential 
segments. these segments, potentially open to politisation, which can be found 
in any work of music, are many – i will give some of them: music is the means of 
subjectivation; music is the referential space of the performers’ and the listeners’ 
bodies; music is the agent of ideology in the processes of constructing everyday life; 
i.e. musical form is an abstract sample of the social, but so is the musical technique 
of performance; musical creativity (composing, performing, media design) is 
productive work in the domain which can be denoted by the political economy of 
the production of value and, more importantly, of surplus value; but music is also 
a signifier practice which, upon re-orientation from a delusion of ecstasy to the 
domain of productive, communicational and consumer participation, becomes 
the transformation of a musical style into a political strategy.

for example, subjectivation by music takes place as a material social practice both 
from the composer’s/performer’s and the listener’s point of view. Adorno fully 
centralised the subjectivation of the composer in schoenberg’s music in these 
words: “the subject of new music, what its deposition transcribes, is the real, 
emancipated, isolated subject of the late bourgeois period. this real subjectivity, 
and the radical material that it has integrally structured, provides schoenberg 
with a canon of aesthetic objectivation”.222

219 Adorno: Philosophy of New Music, 37–38.
220 ibid., 101.
221 franco Moretti: Distant Reading. london: Verso, 2013, 59.
222 Adorno: Philosophy of New Music, 48.
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on the other hand, roland Barthes, in the case of a listener to robert schumann’s 
music, promotes subjectivation to a bodily event which is the basis for the 
potentiality of music as social subjectivation: “But, in music, a field of signifying 
and not a system of signs, the referent is unforgettable, for here the referent is 
the body. the Body passes into music without any relay but the signifier”.223 By 
relating music to the body it enters, Barthes necessarily promises musical space 
as the social space of bodily action. But this is not a literary space representing/
denoting or describing a social motive, subject or narrative. this is a space 
directly linked to the performer’s and listener’s bodies, bodies that through music 
become subjects confronted with what can anticipate any meaning, although it is 
not conveying a particular or specified meaning at that moment. this is certainly 
a “signifier” which is a part of the signifier practice in music.

Adorno understood art/music as the subject’s last refuge: 

the work of art “reflects” society and is historical to the degree that it 
refuses the social, and represents the last refuge of individual subjectivity 
from the historical forces that threaten to crush it […] thus the socio-
economic is inscribed in the work, but as concave to convex, as negative 
to positive. Ohne Angst leben: such is for Adorno the deepest and most 
fundamental promise of music itself, which it holds even at the heart of its 
most regressive manifestations.224 

if we dramatically overemphasize this Adornian idea of refusing the social, we 
obtain the Althusserian-lacanian image of relationship between the immanence 
of music and transcendence of politics, i.e. the censorship of the political in the 
artistic. from the Althusserian-lacanian standpoint, it transpires that that which 
eliminates the social from the artistic/musical, and the social is constituted by that 
elimination, is not some pre-human chaos, an unfathomable abyss of nature, the 
place of the source of truth; instead, a predetermined practice, a signifier practice, is the 
real foundation or the truth of what sigmund freud called the “unconscious” in 
the relationship with sexuality, and Karl Marx “class conf lict” in the relationship 
with society.225

the transcendent politics of music can be attempts at going beyond “the artistic or 
musical text” and to perceive the text in quite different referential situations with 
respect to the social. discussing Western music, the philosopher philippe lacoue-

223 Barthes: “rasch”, 308.
224 Jameson: Marxism and Form, 34–35.
225 “Art, society/text. A few remarks on the current relations of the class struggle in the fields 

of literary production and literary ideologies”, in: Art Margins 5/3 (2016), 102–114.
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labarthe underlined: “first, there is uestion of music, which, strangely, is never a 
question of music alone”.226

to put it crudely: the sense and meaning of music do not emanate from the musical 
work itself but from the work’s place in the field of social relationships. one could 
say that musical work or music as an event is something that is structured into 
specific sense and meanings by an external relationship with social institutions 
(politics) and social antagonisms (the political). however, a musical work also causes 
potential affects in a listener, which are subjectivised by music in a specific context.

if what has been previously said stands, one could say that music effectuates the 
potentiality of the political with respect to numerous forms of human life. these 
potentialities are manifold and possibly infinite, as are the situations of politics 
and the political in the reality of individual and collective forms of human life. 
there are many examples of the external or distant politisation of music, which 
means bringing music into a specific relationship with the social. for example: the 
relationship between music and the public sphere,227 the function of music in the 
emancipation of humankind,228 music in the creation of the imaginary community that 
we call nation,229 music and the representation of power,230 music and revolution,231 
music and totalitarianism,232 music and anarchism,233 music and terrorism,234 music 
and war,235 music and violence,236 and music and transition.237

226 philippe lacoue-labarthe: “preface”, in: Musica Ficta/Figures of Wagner. stanford cA: stanford 
university press 1994, xvi.

227 christian Wolff: Bread and Roses – Piano Works 1976–1983, sally pinkas (piano). cd, Mode 43, 
1995.

228 philip Glass: Satyagraha, dVd, Arthaus Musik 100 136, 2001.
229 Krzystof penderecki: A Polish Requiem, Klosinska, rappe, Minkiewicz, Nowacki, Warsaw 

National philharmonic choir and orchestra, Antoni Wit, cd, Naxos 8.557386-87, 2004.
230 Arnold schoenberg: Ode to Napoleon Buonaparte op. 41 (1942), Glenn Gould (piano), the Glenn 

Gould collection, cd, sony classical G010001016574y, 2012.
231 luigi Nono: Al gran sole carico d’amore, staatsoper stuttgart, lothar Zagrosek, cd, sWr 8573-

81059-2, 1999.
232 larry Weinstein: Shostakovich against Stalin – The War Symphonies, Nederland radio philharmonic, 

Kirov orchestra, Valery Gergiev, dVd, decca 074 3117, 2005.
233 John cage: Anarchy – New York City – January 1988. Middletown, con: Wesleyan university 

press, 1988. cf. John cage: Roaratorio. An Irish Circus on Finnegan’s Wake (1982), cd, Wergo Wer 
6303-2, 1994. 

234 John Adams: The Death of Klinghoffer, london symphony orchestra, conducted by John Adams, 
directed by penny Woolcock, dVd, decca 074 1898-9, 2003.

235 stefan Wolpe: Lieder; Battle Piece (1943–1947), cd, Neos 10719, 2007.
236 susan fast and Kip pegley (eds.): Music, Politics, and Violence, Middletown, ct: Wesleyan 

university press, 2012.
237 laibach: Rekapitulacija 1980–1984, NsK records & Nika d.o.o., efA 13670-2, 2002.
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All these examples, and many more, show that the “external politics of music” is 
carried out by the aesthetic which is vague and variable, i.e. by sensory techniques 
of placing music in discoursive and affective political contexts as a possible 
acoustic embodiment of politics and the political. this does not mean that music 
“transcends” from the immanently musical (music as music itself ) to the musical 
as politics and the political, but that music is understood as a political situation. 
for example, while theorizing about music and politics, John street puts forward 
the following position: 

i would like to persuade readers that music embodies political values and 
experiences, and organizes our response to society as political thought and 
action. Music does not just provide a vehicle of political expression, it 
is that expression. And, furthermore, states organize us through their 
management of music and sound more generally. the boundaries between 
the two realms of music and politics, i will try to suggest, are largely 
illusionary.238

the placement of the relationship between music and politics is carried out 
by the contextuality of music (culture, state, nation, race, gender, class); by 
programme actions (verbal denoting of a musical work as a political notional 
meaning); by functional institutional employments of music (assigning political, 
social and cultural functions to the musical work); by compositional politisations, 
identifications, but also obsessing over political ideas, myths and ideals; by 
performance actions (adding various social roles while presenting the musical 
work); or by motivational guidance of the performers’ and listeners’ attention 
(generating complex networks within discoursive and affective apparatuses 
related to usual or exceptional forms of everyday life).

the relationship between discourse and affect enables music to become the means 
of the articulation and subjectivation of the human intelligible and sensible 
presence in the social world of antagonisms and institutions which provide 
or disturb various functions of society. in other words, music is not only the 
representative of politics and the political, but also an aesthetic – meaning sensible 
at the individual and collective level – potential of generating society and the 
social. therefore, the external politics of music are aimed at showing that no 
music exists which is not politics within the political, i.e. antagonistic situations 
in society.

238 John street: “introduction: making connections”, in: Music and Politics. cambridge, uK: polity, 
2012, 1.
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10

Music ANd politics 
the reconstruction of  Aesthetics and  

the contemporary World

three theses ABout Music ANd politics

thesis 1:

Western art music is a model of the multiplicity of social experiments that have 
real consequences for forms of human life; therefore, it is argued that all music is 
political.

thesis 2:

such a model of the multiplicity of social experiments is always a singular event 
that may be called a musical affect that is politically geared toward individual 
and collective forms of human life, that is, toward the listener’s body itself or the 
collective body of multiple listeners (the audience).

thesis 3:

Art music is posited into the world so that always and everywhere one may speak 
about two different ontologies of music: the immanent ontology of a musical 
event in the world of art and the transcendent or political ontology of music in 
the world beyond the worlds of art. there is an important relation between the 
concepts of transcendent, beyond, and political. this text concerns the second 
ontology, that is, the political, which is identified as transcendental and external 
vis-à-vis the immanent phenomenality of an individual work of music.

Music and politics: dispositives and politics

to recognise and thereby translate a given experience of music into customs and 
bodies of knowledge that identify music as a social relation or cultural identity, one 
must generate or modify a sensory-conceptual set of available apparatuses based 
on our bodily-aural intuitions and instincts, individual and collective values, as 
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well as the musical and above all non-musical potentialities of the world in which 
we grow up, which we inhabit, and with which we identify in the everyday.239 

the starting thesis stated above rests on two theoretical constructions:

(1) the construction of a sensory-conceptual regime of music that manifests 
itself in relation to the individuality and collectivity of performers and/or 
listeners, as well as on 

(2) the construction of bodily-aural intuitions and instinct in specific 
differential contexts of the world of music, above all, technical skill, 
technical perfectionism, and technical virtuosity. 

the relationship between a sensory-conceptual regime and bodily-aural intuitions 
and instincts is always in a relation or web of relations that i would call the 
apparatus of music. such a relational apparatus of music is essentially political, 
because it relates to quite disparate potentialities of establishing, performing, or 
maintaining a specific sociality – for instance, communality, belonging or non-
belonging – in and through music. the relation between a sensory-conceptual 
regime and bodily-aural intuitions and instincts is political in the terms in which 
Jacques rancière discusses the “distribution of the sensible”: “this means that an 
aesthetic politics always defines itself by a certain recasting of the distribution of 
the sensible, a reconfiguration of the given perceptual forms”.240

But remember, the distribution of the sensible of music concerns not only the 
technically accomplished acoustic quality of an event, but also a complex social, 
productive, and receptive relation between individuals and collectives, in which 
there is a part to play not only for the bodily-sensorial preparations, but also 
for the settings of the coming together of sensory and conceptual potentialities 
in relation to the uncertain vectors of the intuitions and instincts that fit into 
musical, artistic, cultural, or social apparatuses, that is, in the most primary 
sense, into the aesthetic canons and everyday clichés of performing and listening 
to music. therefore, the politics of music or the aesthetic politics of music is not 
only a composed and performed musical event that results in a sensory-corporeal 
affect of music in listening. the affect of intensity is the sensory impact of music 
directed at listening, which is posited in the discoursive maps of interpreting the 
reasons for that particular music within such and such social antagonisms and 

239 david harvey: “freedom’s Just Another Word”, in: A Brief History of Neoliberalism. oxford: 
oxford university press, 2005, 5. 

240 Jacques rancière: “politicized Art”, in: The Politics of Aesthetics: The Distribution of the Sensible, 
trans. Gabriel rockhill. london: continuum, 2004, 63. 
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differences. through the process of subjectifying the performers and listeners, the 
regime of political concepts and meanings, that is, more specifically, discoursive 
formations, appropriates sensory affects, reconstructing them in the field of 
politics, i.e. confronting social antagonisms. Music as an apparatus is an aspect of 
the political as the active in human life.

the conceptual construction of music as an apparatus refers to music as a subjectified 
technology that generates specific types of bodily perception and appropriation 
of artificial sound, as well as institutionalised forms of the production, exchange, 
reception, and consumption of music as a cultural property (cultural surplus 
value), with which specific forms of its direct and indirect audiences’ bodily and 
cultural behavior are organised. the starting definition of apparatus may be 
found in a Michel foucault interview: 

What i’m trying to pick out with this term is, firstly, a thoroughly 
heterogeneous ensemble consisting of discourses, institutions, architectural 
forms, regulatory decisions, laws, administrative measures, scientific 
statements, philosophical, moral and philanthropic propositions – in short, 
the said as much as the unsaid. such are the elements of the apparatus. the 
apparatus itself is the system of relations that can be established between 
these elements. secondly, what i am trying to identify in this apparatus 
is precisely the nature of the connection that can exist between these 
heterogeneous elements. thus, a particular discourse can figure at one time 
as the programme of an institution, and at another, it can function as a 
means of justifying or masking a practice which itself remains silent, or as a 
secondary re-interpretation of this practice, opening out for it a new field of 
rationality. in short, between these elements, whether discoursive or non-
discoursive, there is a sort of interplay of shifts of positions or modifications 
of function which can also vary widely. thirdly, i understand by the term 
“apparatus” a sort of – shall we say – formation which has as major function 
at a given historical moment that of responding to an urgent need. the 
apparatus thus has a dominant strategic function.241

if one applies foucault’s concept of apparatus to music, the following construction 
may be derived. the apparatus of music is a heterogeneous set, which comprises 
acoustic events; musical instruments; musical literature; musical knowledge in 
composition and performance; the audio-technology of amplifying, recording, 
and reproducing music; various discourses of the world of music, art, culture, 

241 Michel foucault: “the confession of the flesh”, in: Power/Knowledge: Selected Interviews & Other 
Writings 1972–1977, ed. colin Gordon, trans. colin Gordon. New york: pantheon Books, 1980, 
194–195. 
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and society; modalities of contextualising music; architectural forms and urban-
planning positions of spaces designated for performing and listening to music; 
the behavioral bodies of performers and listeners, that is, technical staff; decisions 
regarding performance times and venues; the administrative characteristics and 
modes of acting of musical institutions; relations between musical and non-
musical institutions; formal and informal institutions; statements about music, 
from philosophical to everyday slang; moral and aesthetic propositions; business 
and economic propositions, etc. – in short, whatever is said or left unsaid regarding 
individual works of music, a body of work, or a musical practice. All of these 
are elements of the apparatus and one could list many other elements, linked to 
concrete historical and geographical practices of music.

Nevertheless, the apparatus is above all a system of relations that may be established 
between the many elements listed above, as well as other, potential or unspecified 
elements.

What is identified is every apparatus of music is a set of direct and indirect relations 
that may exist among these heterogeneous elements in the establishment of a 
particular music, in historical and geographical terms. An individual apparatus 
may thus figure, in a given context, as the program of an institution, while in a 
different context, it may function as a means of justifying or masking a practice 
that, by itself, remains inaudible or invisible, or as a secondary reinterpretation 
of this practice, opening to it a new field of rationality. in short, between these 
elements, whether discoursive or non-discoursive, there is a multitude of dynamic 
interrelations of moving positions and modifying functions that may vary 
depending on the context (the geographical and historical loci). 

the term “apparatus” denotes different kinds of formations that perform the 
function of answering to an unexpected or expected challenge in the musical and extra-
musical public and private sphere, at a given historical juncture and geographic 
location. the apparatus has its dominant strategic as well as numerous tactical 
functions in the social construction of reality.

Music as an apparatus signifies a threefold relation between technology, the 
institutions, and the audience, which emerges in a product that may called a work 
of music in an artistic sense or a piece of music in the cultural sense.

in the diagram above, technology denotes a heterogeneous or closed set of 
techniques, technical means, and modes of behavior linked with using or 
performing a technique and the rules or customs of using a technique in relation 
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to specific individual or collective forms of behavior linked to the production, 
exchange, reception, and consumption of music. in that sense, the technology of 
music signifies not only the performance of music on a musical instrument or on 
multiple musical instruments, but also the sum of relations linked with creating, 
performing, reproducing, and presenting music in artistic, cultural, and social 
institutions. in this instance, the institution signifies any formalised social relation 
that has a professional or administrative platform, assumed or specified protocols 
or work and operation, and expected procedures of realising its platform, posited 
by its protocols in relation to itself and society at large. An institution is the social 
“framework” that enables the realisation of an open or closed social relation that 
is constructed or mediated by music.

finally, one may draw the following three conclusions:

(1) that music is an exceptional field wherein the transparency of the functions 
of art in a concrete society and culture is ideologically subverted and

(2) that music is in metaphysical terms an artistic and cultural practice 
whereby concrete references of a musical work and society are reduced 
in an interpretive way, i.e., its function emerges as that which has been 
removed to the level of having no function at alll;

(3) Adorno’s middle-way solution suggests that there is a historical society242 
– the bourgeois society of the modern West – that established the function 
of reducing music’s social functionality; by not having, in absolute terms, 

242 Mladen dolar: “strel sredi koncerta”, in: Uvod v sociologijo glasbe by Theodor Adorno. ljubljana: 
dZs, 1985, 302–303.
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a social function, music thereby realizes its social function in a given 
society.

Adorno’s solution may be a juncture taking us toward claiming that music is in 
any case determined by the character of its apparatus, which shifts in different 
cultural and social conditions, with time and space – history and geography. in 
other words, i posit the following two theses:

(1) music has the character of an apparatus,
(2) music as an apparatus is not invariant but a social practice in the transition 

of context.
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31 provisional salta ensemble: State of Exception 11, photo-essay, photomontage, 2014
courtesy provisional salta ensemble
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11

GeNerAl theory of ideoloGy  
Architecture

ApproAchiNG the coNcept of ideoloGy

i will begin with the completely simple distinction between politics and ideology. 
in the most general sense, politics may be defined as the sum of all pragmatic 
social practices and institutions whereby a social relationship or order is realised. 
some theorists distinguish between politics and the political.243 the political is 
then defined as the multiplicity of all the antagonisms that constitute human 
society. politics denotes social confrontation and attempting to resolve those social 
antagonisms, i.e. attempting to resolve the political, which constitutes society.

in political and cultural terms, an ideology is a relatively coherent and determined 
set of ideas, symbolic conceptions, values, beliefs and forms of thought, behaviours, 
expressions, presentations, and actions, shared by the members of a particular 
social group, political party, state institution, ethnic or gender group, or class of 
society. therefore, ideology has the character of identificatory representation and 
perception. the ideology of an individual is the way s/he perceives her/himself 
as a singular subject in the context of her/his society, a subject in a community, 
the community as a subject, and therefore life itself, nature, and the world as 
phenomena for the subject.

in social studies and the humanities, the concept of ideology is defined in 
different, sometimes equivalent and variant, but sometimes also contradictory 
ways: (1) ideology is the sum of all positive and pragmatic beliefs, values, modes of 
behaviour and acting shared by a group of theorists or agents, that is, members of 
culture or a specific distinguished formation within the framework of culture; (2) 
ideology is the sum of all the misconceptions, false beliefs, and effects of illusions 
shared by the members of a social stratum, class, nation, political party, a specific 
culture or world of art, which projects a possible, actual, and current world of 
existence; (3) ideology is the sum of all the symbolic and imaginary, arbitrary and 
artificial effects produced by the media system in places of expected reality and 
posits us as objects among objects of consumption, seduction, and ecstasy, that 

243 chantal Mouffe: “politics and the political”, in: On the Political. london: routledge, 2005, 9.
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is, ideology becomes, by means of its media realisation, a techno-multiplied new 
reality (hyperreality); (4) in its essence, ideology is a phantasmatic construction 
serving to prop up our reality, in other words, it is an illusion that structures effective 
social relations and hides traumatic social divisions or confrontations that cannot be 
symbolised, and therefore its function is to provide us with a bearable social reality; 
(5) ideology is the surrounding field of phenomena that emerges before our bodies 
and the conceptuality that accompanies that emergence, thereby constituting the 
subject, society, culture, and art; (6) ideology is the multiplicity of meanings, 
representations, and forms of the production of knowledge and representations 
that determine a culture, either necessarily or out of historical motivation, 
turning it from a non-regulated (or under-regulated) system into a regulated (or over-
regulated) system of the production, exchange, consumption and enjoyment of 
sense, commodities, production, exchange, consumption, information, power, 
and the representing of representations; (7) ideology is the hidden (tacit, invisible, 
underlying) order that determines a given society or social formation, whether or 
not that society or social formation acknowledges it as its ideology; (8) ideology is 
a rational verification (legitimisation) of the status quo; (9) ideology is not reality 
itself, but a regulative relation or system of representations realised or offered by 
the state apparatus and institutions of everyday life; (10) ideology is the present 
experience of the human and the world; (11) ideology denotes the meanings, 
sense, and values of the power structure practised or aspired to by a specific social 
formation or society as a whole and (12) ideology is a system of signs and signifiers 
whereby a society posits itself vis-à-vis any other system of signs and signifiers, 
thus positing itself vis-à-vis any other society, even itself as a society, culture, or 
the world.

following Marx, louis Althusser redefined “ideology” as a representation of 
the imaginary relationship of individuals to their real conditions of existence. 
A specific ideology has its material existence because it is a socially active 
representation. from this materialistic ground, Althusser derived the following 
conclusions: (1) every practice is enabled by ideology and unfolds via ideology and 
(2) ideology exists only from the subject and for the subject. in that sense, ideology 
is a system of representations that carries out the interpellation of individuals as 
subjects vis-à-vis their real social conditions:

ideology is a “representation” of the imaginary relationship of individuals to 
their real conditions of existence.244

244 louis Althusser: “ideology and ideological state Apparatuses (Notes towards an investigation)”, 
in: Lenin and Philosophy and Other Essays, trans. Ben Brewster. New york: Monthly review press, 
1971, 162.
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lacanian theoretical psychoanalysis, a step further from Althusser, has pointed 
out that the role of ideology is not to offer the subject an escape point from her/his 
reality, but to offer her/him social reality itself as an escape from a real traumatic 
kernel in the midst of human life. for, according to lacan, a phantasm is not 
something that opposes reality, but the last support for that which is called reality. 
for instance, according to slavoj Žižek:

ideology is not a dreamlike illusion that we build to escape insupportable 
reality; in its basic dimension it is a fantasy-construction which serves 
as a support for our “reality” itself: an “illusion” which structures our 
effective, real social relations and thereby masks some insupportable, real, 
impossible kernel (conceptualised by ernesto laclau and chantal Mouffe as 
“antagonism”: a traumatic social division which cannot be symbolized).245

the ideological web of signifiers supports the subject by hiding the pre-
ideological kernel that is enjoyment. in other words, there is something that 
precedes ideology and that is enjoyment. ideology exists by hiding that which 
precedes, i.e. enjoyment. in ideology, not everything is ideology, i.e. ideological 
meaning; rather, that surplus is the last support of ideology. According to Žižek, 
there are two complementary procedures of ideology critique: (1) discoursive 
ideology critique rests on demonstrating that the ideological field results from 
a montage of heterogeneous f loating signifiers, their totalisation by means of 
entangling specific nodal points; (2) the other procedure of ideology critique 
targets the kernel of enjoyment, the ways in which ideology articulates, implies, 
manipulates, and produces pre-ideological enjoyment structured in a phantasm.

late modernist and postmodernist social and cultural theories define ideology 
not as a natural, self-evidently human system, but as a form of social, symbolic, 
and imaginary production of ideas, values, and beliefs. An ideological system 
comprises: (1) symbolic and imaginary representations of ideas, values, beliefs, 
and samples of identification; (2) a subject who is socially produced for those 
symbolic and imaginary representations; (3) a social activity in which the subject 
of ideology expresses, presents, and conducts ideas, values, and beliefs in order 
to identify with her/himself, her/his community, etc. for instance, cultural 
studies define the concept of ideology, borrowed from Althusserian and lacanian 
polemics, with the following schema:

the attempt to fix meanings and world views in support of the powerful. 
Maps of meaning that, while they purport to be universal truths, are 

245 slavoj Žižek: “how did Marx invent the symptom?”, in: Mapping Ideology, ed. slavoj Žižek. 
london: Verso, 1994, 323. 
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historically specific understandings which obscure and maintain the 
power of social groups (e.g. class, gender, race).246

this casual sketch of ideology theorisations suggests that ideology is an important 
situation of human existence247 as a social and cultural phenomenon. ideology 
constitutes the recognisability of the human situation in relation to its social and 
cultural reality, whereby the individual, culture, and society are transformed 
into subjects. But reality itself, reality for the subject, i.e. society, is not beyond 
ideology, but is essentially mediated by ideology as a constitutive human fiction. 
this “embarrassing knot” constitutes the fateful dependence of the individual and 
the collective on the experience, identification, and understanding of human life.

246 chris Baker: “Glossary”, in: Cultural Studies: Theory and Practice. london: sage, 2000, 386.
247 rastko Močnik: “Althusserjeva teza” [Althusser’s thesis], in 3 teorije. Ideologija, nacija, institucija [3 

theories. ideology, Nation, institution]. ljubljana: *cf., 1999, 7–17.

32 provisonal salta ensemble: Ankara, 2007
courtesy provisonal salta ensemble
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34 provisonal salta ensemble: Vienna, 2013
courtesy provisonal salta ensemble

33 provisonal salta ensemble: london, 2013
courtesy provisonal salta ensemble
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ideoloGy ANd Architecture

My argument is that architecture is essentially a political and ideological practice 
that uses its techno-aesthetic and techno-artistic strategies to participate in the 
organisation of individual and collective human life, as well as in representing 
the symbolic and imaginary field of visibility of a society for itself and other. 
except in rare instances of totalitarian political practices,248 the techno-aesthetic 
and techno-artistic modalities of architecture typically hide its political and 
ideological character. the fact that techno-aesthetic and techno-artistic aspects of 
architecture hide its political and ideological character shows that the practice of 
“hiding” is essentially an ideological practice that posits architecture, especially 
modern and postmodern architecture, as a non-ideological or post-ideological 
state apparatus.249 that is why techno-aesthetic and techno-artistic modalities of 
architecture are ideological constructs that realise the symbolic and imaginary 
presentation of architecture as an autonomous field of human creativity or pre-, 
that is, post-political organisation of human life as a place of dwelling. With much 
precision, Martin heidegger depoliticised and de-ideologised architecture by 
pointing to a fundamental dimension of human existence, i.e. to the character of 
habitation as a metaphysical event of human existence.250 in a similar way, techno-
aesthetic and techno-artistic fetishism, posited as the concrete pragmatism of 
modern and postmodern architecture, likewise hides its ideological and political 
functions.251

therefore, analysing the political and ideological in architecture cannot be 
restricted to questions about architecture’s pragmatic functions, which are then 
embodied in a free creative act that transcends architecture’s techno-aesthetic and 
techno-artistic modalities to produce a “work of architecture”, analogous to the 
“work of art”. the political (executive) and the ideological (representative) must 
be studied by pointing out that architecture’s techno-aesthetic and techno-artistic 
modalities are instruments of censoring the political and the ideological in the 
architectural product. in other words, the political and the ideological are not 
“functions” or “meta-functions” imposed on architecture, but ideological and 
political “contradictions and antagonisms of the very function and phenomenality” 

248 Albert speer: Neue deutsche Baukunst, ed. rudolf Wolters. Berlin: Volk und reich Verlag, 1941; 
Alexei tarkhanov and sergei Kavtaradze: Architecture of the Stalin Era. New york: rizzoli, 1992.

249 Manfredo tafuri: “toward a critique of Architectural ideology”, in: Architecture Theory Since 
1968, ed. K. Michael hays. cambridge, MA and london: Mit, 2000, 2–5.

250 Martin heidegger: “Building dwelling thinking”, in: Basic Writings, ed. and trans. david farrell 
Krell, london: Kegan paul, 1977, 319–339.

251 udo Kultermann: New Architecture in the World, trans. ernst flesch. New york: universe Books, 
1966. 
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of specific historical architecture. therefore, the practice of architecture is in its 
character a signifier practice and that means a material practice, in which the social 
and the human are produced in the struggle to structure the visible, i.e. presentable 
order of power, rule, governance, and existence there and then.

if we accept all of the foregoing, the history of architecture is no longer a history 
of remembering the architectural works of the past, or a history of the traces of 
positing architectural works as traces of techno-aesthetic and techno-artistic ideas. 
the history of architecture then becomes a critical history of the social relations 
of production, exchange, and consumption of “architectural products” in their 
singular situatedness via politics and presentedness via ideology. in other words, 
paradoxically, architecture is something other than that which appears as direct 
affective experience before the body and the eye. that other must be explored.
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35 stojan Maksimović: cultural centre „sava centar“, Novi Beograd, postcard, 1979
courtesy dubravka Đurić and Miško Šuvaković Archive
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12

Architecture As culturAl prActice 
the Market’s Appropriation of  the social or  

the ideology of  Multitude

in this text, architecture is discussed as a “symptom” of shifts in the visibility 
of social relations in the transitional society of serbia from the fall of slobodan 
Milošević’s regime, via globalised transitional expansive practices in the economy, 
to the onset of the global financial crisis of neo-liberalism during the late 2000s. 
here, architecture is interpreted not as a collection of “characteristic or great 
works” in a given state, national culture, or a set of national cultures, but as a 
“symptom” – a sliding signifier – showing the way and modes whereby a society 
visualises and spatially presents itself, seeking to organise its public and private 
life. Architecture then becomes a sort of “spectacle”, where social relations 
become visible. in contrast to, for instance, charles Jencks’s conception of ‘the 
new paradigm in architecture’,252 in transitional societies one may not speak so 
much of great architectural masterpieces or expensive spectacular expositions of 
‘cultural policy’ by means of museums, opera houses, theatres, cultural centres, 
shopping malls, business centres, etc., but of an architectural-visual-spatial 
theatricalisation of political, ideological, and economic structural changes in the 
identity of a contemporary citizen.

in serbian and yugoslav architecture, during the era of socialist self-management, 
architecture rendered visible the social relation of the “self-managed” and “techno-
bureaucratic” sociality of real socialism, for instance, through the construction of 
residential blocks and neighbourhoods and public spaces as part of raising the 
living standards of the working class, to present the accomplishments and power of 
socialist cultural and social policy.253 during the 1990s, despite some individually 
important works, architecture and city planning were an expression of social 
entropy and the collapse of “real socialism” and its social apparatuses.254 this was 

252 charles Jencks: The New Paradigm in Architecture: The Language of Post-modernism. New haven: yale 
university press, 2002.

253 ljiljana Blagojević: “Materijalizacija: modernizam upotrebne vrednosti, 1948–1965” 
[Materialisation: use-value Modernism, 1948–1965] and “ideologija: moguća tumačenja” 
[ideology: possible interpretations], in: Novi Beograd: osporeni modernizam [New Belgrade: 
Negated Modernism]. Belgrade: Zavod za udžbenike, Arhitektonski fakultet and Zavod za 
zaštitu spomenika kulture grada Begrada, 2007, 120–193, 242–251.

254 ljiljana Miletić Abramović: “Arhitektura kontradiktornosti konfliktnog, haotičnog društva u 
tranziciji” [the Architecture of the contradictions of a conflict, chaotic society in transition], 
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the entropy of the “policy of rational city planning and architecture” as well as the 
inability to identify the character of sociality without invoking the populist and 
chaotic socialist-nationalist discourse. the planning and architectural chaos of the 
1990s was certainly a symbol of the contradictions of a society unable to resolve 
its conf licts and inherent contradictions in a rational or pragmatic way. in post-
2000 serbia, architecture has been performed as a discoursive, ideological, political, 
and historically and geographically determined practice in its transitional society. 
it rests on the development, syntheses, and contradictory confrontations of the 
socialist, global neoliberal, and nationalist-bourgeois free-market production 
and reproduction of individual and collective living situations. the architecture 
of globalising transition is spectacular precisely the way Guy debord defines 
spectacle as capital accumulated to the point where it becomes image.255 capital 
as architectural image has been significantly determined and guided by its most 
characteristic architectural achievements since 2000, which include shopping 
malls, business centres, business-residential centres, and small-scale industrial 
architecture. 

Architecture as a discoursive practice is “visual-spatial speech” or a manifestation 
of the special social institutions of articulating, producing, controlling, and 
consuming living space, that is, life in an articulated, delimited, and derived 
space. Architectural work or its effects are performed under the auspices of 
social institutions that establish, present, and control characteristic historical and 
geographical social formations of life forms, bodies of knowledge, identities, 
meanings, and values in the realisation and consumption of living space and time. 
Architecture as an institution, discipline, practice, or object is a discourse because 
it constructs visual-spatial and existential individual and collective interpellations 
and identifications of society in historical and geographic terms, that is, of social 
subjects. that is why today’s architecture may be discussed in terms of architecture 
in global and transitional post-fordism alike.

According to contemporary italian political theorist paolo Virno, the important 
characteristics of contemporary society are the multitude, labour, post-fordism, 
and power.256 Virno has supplied a critical analysis of the fundamental changes 
in the character of capitalism during the 1980s and 1990s. he identified in those 
changes a significant role of the multitude and the “socialist” character of post-

in Paralele i kontrasti: srpska arhitektura 1980–2005 [parallels and contrasts: serbian Architecture 
1980–2005], Belgrade: Muzej primenjene umetnosti, 2007, 66–85.

255 Guy debord: “separation perfected”, in: The Society of the Spectacle. New york: Zone Books, 
1995, 24.

256 paolo Virno: A Grammar of the Multitude. cambridge, MA and london: semiotext(e), 2003, 55.
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fordism: “post-fordism is the communism of capital”. unlike a people or nation, 
the multitude is a plurality that rejects political unity and does not turn rights into 
sovereignty, opposing obedience and representative democracy. in Virno’s view, 
“the multitude” differs from the “mass” of popular mass culture, although that 
distinction does not seem so clear today. the change in the character of labour 
has generated new forms and relations of production, exchange, and consumption 
– turning away from the industrial production of “objects” to providing services, 
as well as new forms of decision-making concerning a relation determined by 
blurring the boundaries between politics and labour. that is why the industry 
of communication, i.e. spectacle (cultural industry) is an industry like any other. 
What is new is that the industry of communication is also becoming an industry 
of the production of the means of production. the traditional Marxist division 
between the basis and superstructure thereby acquires a new character, that 
of “innovating” the modes of communication, perception, and event in social 
reality. in such a context, “city planning” and “architecture” are not national 
superstructures on the bases of everyday life, but forms of cultural services and 
thereby the realisation of cultural policy, which is no longer a representative 
of “the higher values” but an agent of expansive capital itself and its economic 
demands in mastering the multitude, i.e. turning it into a mass.

Architecture is an ideological practice, because architectural production and 
consumption are material instrumental and functional factors in the social and 
cultural, that is, political and state-legal, i.e. economic “reality” of the everyday 
life of any historical and geographical society, including the contemporary 
transitional society of serbia. therefore, architecture is not a mimesis of social 
reality but an important instrument of constituting and performing social “reality” 
in its concreteness and universality here and now. for instance, the socialist-
realist architecture of the late 1940s and 1950s was not the mimesis of a realised 
socialist society, an existing and present space in a revolutionary real-socialist 
society, but a way for real-socialist societies to assume, perform, and publicly and 
privately inhabit, through their institutions, a potential or ideal architecturally 
articulated space whereby the real-socialist identity of the ruling working class 
and its vanguard, the communist party, that is, its techno-bureaucracy, could be 
identified with all of its optimal projections and projects. 

the paradox of socialist realism and its performance of “socialist aestheticism” 
was its removal of “social public space”, the central place of sociality and 
social decision-making, from everyday life into the “closed protocol spaces” of 
bureaucratic institutions – for instance, the labour union house in Belgrade, the 
building of the federal executive council, and the social-political organisations 
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Building (the central committee building). these buildings constructed the 
closed indoor spaces of a bureaucratic representation of the working class that was 
somehow deferred from the actual performance of politics, although regularly 
referred to, mentioned, and invoked. the humanisation of socialist realism – 
implementing the policy of “Marxism with a human face” – a political turn from 
real socialism to self-management socialism, enabled a “controlled opening of the 
institutions to the people” (for instance, the Belgrade fair complex, the passenger 
terminal at Belgrade Airport, the department stores in all major cities and 
especially their pinnacle, Beograđanka department store in Belgrade, sava centre, 
etc.) and a “humanised” and “modern” everyday life in urbanised residential areas 
and blocks (e.g. New Belgrade and satellite towns around Belgrade). 

By contrast, the ideologies of transitional globalism are geared toward open but 
economically controlled, surveyed, and guided spaces, above all: business centres 
and shopping malls257 (e.g. ušće shopping and business centre – formerly the central 
committee building, etc.). ušće commercial centre emerged through a symbolic 
transformation of the social-political organisations building (cK), ruined in 
the NAto bombing of 1999. the building was reconstructed by the European 
Construction team in 2005. this almost symbolically shows how capitalism during 
the transition period “absorbed” and transformed the architectural symbols of the 
era of real- and self-management socialism.

each one of these potential possibilities of performing an architectural context 
of living in serbia concerned an explicit ideology of performing the positing of 
an individual as a social subject, in real socialism, self-managed socialism, and 
transitional global society. An individual becoming a subject258 of socialism or 
transitional globalism, i.e. neoliberal capitalism is guided by her subjection to 
the Master-subject. in socialism, the Master-subject was the party and its leader/
leadership, whereas in contemporary capitalism, the Master-subject is the 
depersonalised topology of power-capital. therefore, the Master-subject is not a 
direct “real-life character”, but a Subject mediated by bureaucratic and technocratic 
apparatuses, practices, and representatives-agents of performing life itself in given 
conditions and circumstances.

Architecture, for example that of shopping malls (e.g. Mercator, tempo, ušće, 
delta city, rodić), effects a confrontation and mutual recognition between an 
individual becoming a subject and the Master-subject, who supplies the emerging 

257 Anon.: “conQuest: Arhitektura kupovine”, in: DaNS 60 (2007), 4–19.
258 louis Althusser: “ideology and ideological state Apparatuses”, in: Lenin and Philosophy and Other 

Essays, trans. Ben Brewster. london: New left Books, 1971, 168. 
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37 provisonal salta ensemble: ušće business centre, Belgrade, 2014
courtesy provisonal salta ensemble

36 social-political organisations building (cK): Belgrade, postcard, 1960s
courtesy dubravka Đurić and Miško Šuvaković Archive
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subject with protocols of conduct. for instance, a labour union deputy would 
come to the labour union building as a representative of her work and labour-
union unit, whereas a consumer or “spectator” comes to the mall as a potential 
and realised consumer in the circulation of commodities, information, and money, 
i.e. “digitised values”. in such a framework, ideology is a set of representations, 
images, meanings, and symbolic values. those images guarantee that the 
individual will, in such a space, behave appropriately and perform his becoming 
a subject of socialism or capitalism in an expected and “regular way” and thus 
affirm the function and meaning of the “architectural space” he comes to visit. 
ideology is not explicitly pronounced, but designed by the institution’s external 
visual appearance, which means its architecture, which motivates the realisation 
of the individual as a subject in relation to the Master-subject. Architecture is an 
instrumental part of this motivating process and its objectifications into the reality of 
human life. A good example is a comparison between the Avala tV tower (1965) 
and the building of pink tV (2000) – which shows the difference between real-
socialist construction undertaken by the state and private, neoliberal construction 
and the marking of “social identity”.

the architecture of neo-liberalism is an open and often contradictory architectural-
political platform that spectacularises the conception and horizon of the activity 
and affectivity of economic liberalism. economic liberalism rests on instruments 
of fostering permanent and expansive economic development, as well as securing 
political and individual human freedoms in a market system as a basically social 
system. the architecture of neo-liberalism is doubly market-oriented: it is an 
expression of a free-market general intellect and its spaces are those of free-market 
protocols. the language game of differentiating a “social-housing” building of 
the socialist era from an “apartment” building in the era of transitional global 
capitalism suggests two entirely different modes of ownership: in socialism, an 
apartment was social property and one could only gain the right to use it for a 
limited time, whereas in neoliberal capitalism, an apartment is private property 
that is owned or rented. if we sharpen this idea to its pragmatic extreme, one 
might say that “an apartment in socialism was occupied by a family”, including 
a certificate of a generational occupation of an abode, whereas in neo-liberal 
capitalism, an apartment is rented by an individual for a limited time period in 
her professional life. Neoliberal architecture therefore posits a “doctrine” quite 
different from the modernist utopianism of working-class housing, for instance, 
that of Walter Gropius or le corbusier, that architecture’s market activity and 
characterisation are an “ethical value per se and in se”, which makes “business 
ethics” the dominant paradigmatic determinant of other human activities and 
forms of life in society.
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in terms of Realpolitik, neo-liberalism is the political protocol of reconstituting and 
limiting the competencies and powers of the state in line with the economic 
demands of permanent and expansive free-market development, which is 
implemented through the privatisation of finance and the globalisation of the 
market. this concept, which began to be introduced in serbia during the 1990s at 
first “modestly” and then, after 2000, expansively, experienced a “global crisis” 
during the late 2000s. in serbia, the context of the rise of neo-liberalism and its 
global crisis is more complex than in Western societies. regarding architecture, 
one should note the following:

(1) traces of architectural socialism and its emancipations by way of modernism 
and postmodernism;

(2) the production of Volkisch populism and striving toward traditional 
national architecture;

(3) arbitrary non-architectural and non-planned developments of new 
peripheral neighbourhoods with individual construction; 

(4) production and postproduction of neoliberal globalist expansive 
architectural and planning developments of public and private spaces with 
references to the global market.

one may therefore argue that the overall picture of transitional architecture in 
serbia, primarily in cities such as Belgrade, Niš, Novi sad, Kragujevac, etc., rests 
on a hybrid confrontation of stylistically/iconographically divergent systems of 
the “visibility of construction” and the “spectacularisation” of human life, from 
ghettoes (roma neighbourhoods) via individual development (neighbourhoods 
populated by refugees from the warzones of the 1990s) to the distribution of 
private capital into individual edifices (postmodern residences with regionalist 
or traditionalist symbolic characteristics) to public business and commercial 
spaces self-referentially identified as “neoliberal” or “capitalist” or “market” 
(business and shopping centres). the visibility of an architectural edifice 
becomes a hybridised and individualised “code” of the user’s identification and 
“social micro-ecology”, whereby the user identifies as a subject of contemporary 
society. As a style, “postmodenism” came to an end precisely with the demand to 
globalise and abandon all eclectic and eccentric expression. the final examples 
of postmodern architectural works are the petrol station called Dejton (designed 
by Mario Jobst and built 1992–1995) and the building of the yugoslav drama 
theatre (designed by Zoran radojičić and dejan Miljković, built 1997–2003). 
As a “style characteristic”, transitional globalism began and developed with 
numerous buildings, such as that of pink tV in Belgrade (designed by Aleksandar 
spajić, completed in 2000), the Belgrade Arena (designed by Vlada slavica, built 
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1992–2001), the business and manufacturing centre NiMAx (designed by Vladan 
Nikolić and Mladen Nikolić, built 2003–2005), delta city shopping centre in 
New Belgrade (designed by disraeli Moore yaski sivan Architects, completed 
in 2006), the idea supermarket in subotica (designed by Jasna M. Živković, built 
in 2007), the Mercator centre in Novi sad (designed by Vladimir Koželj, built 
2006–2007), the business and service centre porsche Beograd sever (designed 
by Goran Vojvodić, built 2006–2007), Belgrade, the business facility of putevi 
požega (designed by Vladan drndarević, built 2007–2008), the holiday inn 
hotel and expo xxi hall in New Belgrade (designed by Vladimir lojanica, built 
2005–2007), Albon Agena company’s business and the manufacturing complex 
in Šimanovci (designed by Zoran Bulajić and Katarina Bosnić, built 2006–2008).
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38 Miško Šuvaković: Organisation of Sculpture, photo performance, 1974
courtesy dubravka Đurić and Miško Šuvaković Archive
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13

techNoloGies of  
perforMANce iN perforMANce Art 

conceptual and phenomenological research

ApproAch to the AppreheNsioN  
ANd the coNcept of PERFOMANCE ART

the apprehension and conceptualisations of performance art are multi-signifying 
and ill-defined in their numerous current or retrospective uses, applications 
and performance in different theories and histories of art in the 20th century. 
the apprehension and the term performance art was conceptualised in the late 
1960s and early 1970s in neo-avant-garde tactics, less frequently in strategies, 
transformations and the overcoming of closed boundaries of defining the visual259 
– most importantly, high modernist – works of art, and visual arts in general 
as arts based on creating, making or producing authentic, self-inferential, self-
contained, and all-accomplished pictures and sculptures as pieces. Afterwards, 
in the late neo-avant-garde, the idea of performance art was, in theoretical 
interpretative and historicist terms, retrospectively applied to different open, 
experimental, processual and action art works, conceived and performed as 
events. however, the late neo-avant-garde concept of performance art was in 
interpretative, anticipatory and programmatic, i.e. hegemonic terms, applied to 
quite different postmodernist art works which have been performed and based on 
the concept of the realisation of events. the idea of performance art was applied 
in music,260 literature, radiophony,261 film, theatre, dance,262 opera,263 art practices 
aimed at cultural work, in electronic mass media. At this point, it is necessary to 
stress that the conceptualisation of performance art was not created in synthesis 

259 here we foremostly refer to the “creation” of painting or sculpture transformed from piece to 
work. cf. Arthur c. danto: “Artworks and real things”, in: Art and Philosophy – Readings in 
Aesthetics, ed. W.e. Kennick. New york: st. Martin press, 1979, 98–110. 

260 Michael Nyman: Experimental Music – Cage and Beyond. cambridge: cambridge university press, 
1999.

261 Wireless Imagination: Sound, Radio, and the Avant-Garde, eds. douglas Kahn and Gregory 
Whitehead. cambridge MA: the Mit press, 1992.

262 “Nove teorije plesa” [New theories in dance], thematic issue, TkH 4 (2002), 9–135.
263 herbert lindenberger: Opera in History: From Monteverdi to Cage. stanford cA: stanford university 

press, 1998; rose lee Goldberg: “theater, music, opera”, in: Performance. Live Art Since the 60s. 
london: thames and hudson, 1998, 62–93.
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of different proceduralities, from individual arts into a new multi-disciplinary 
integrative “super-discipline” of new art. the apprehension and concept of 
performance art are applied to often incomparable art practices fromdifferent 
diachronic and synchronic contexts, which identify the act of realisation of the 
work or the event of the actualisation of the work as an event-as-art work. the 
attention is shifted from the finished/static object- or piece- as a finished product, 
to performance as a process within the realm of art and culture. the history of 
performance art is constructed as a narrative of comparative maps of strategies 
and tactics of identification and interpretation of different constructed or random 
procedures of authors’ nomadic performance of the art work as an event. the art 
work of performance art is, most frequently, a heterogeneous event situated in quite 
subjective, social and historical moments of late capitalism and its hegemonies 
imposed on the second-postsocialist and the third-postcolonial world.

in observing different examples of use or just recalling various models of 
performance art in contemporary theatre, we could put forward a thesis that 
the examples of performance art in historical avant-gardes264 were external, 
“beyond-theatrical” nomadic attacks on the institutions of theatre. in the avant-
gardes, performance is based as the anticipatory, innovative and excessive action 
out of the context, meaning the specified world and localised theatre institutions 
and environments. the art experiment was enacted in the intermediary space of 
different autonomously situated arts. in the neo-avant-gardes265 of the late 1950s 
and 1960s the most radical examples of theatre were transformed towards the 
happening, i.e. they “asymptotically gravitated” towards performance art. examples 
can be found in the examination of the instrumentality of the actor’s “body” 
out of the context of dramatic motivation in Grotowski’s theatre laboratories, 
in the practice of political activism as theatre or paratheatre or beyond-theatre 
actionism in the production of Living Theatre,266 and in the founding of the 
complex multi-variant ethno-, ritual- or therapy-oriented practices and theories 
through the existentialised and anthropologised practice of performance, as 
described by schechner.267 A certain affinity was perceived for transgression as a 
trespass, that is, a formal egress outside of the canonised modernist autonomously 
situated limits of theatre. As opposed to that, with the postmodern theatre, for 
example, since Wilson’s work Einstein on the Beach, a third possibility also emerged 

264 for example, the dadaist performance in Zurich’s Cabaret Voltaire (1916), the cubist-dadaist 
production of the Parade (1917) in paris or picabia’s complex multimedia stage piece Relâche (1924).

265 on the atmosphere and tactics of neo-avant-garde theatre, cf. the catalogue Anon.: Bitef 5. 
Belgrade: Bitef, 1971. 

266 carlo silvestro, ed. The Living Book of the Living Theatre. New york, Greenwich ct: New york 
Graphic society, 1971; the living theatre, Paradise Now. New york: random house, 1971.

267 richard schechner: Performance Theory. london and New york: Methuen drama, 1988.
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– and that was the introduction of “beyond-theatre” experiments, models and 
tactics into elaborated and hegemonic systems of work in theatre. thus the 
concepts and phenomena of performance art appear as procedures of concurring 
deconstruction of stable characteristics of theatre within its canonic institutions 
and also as the recycling and implanting of performing into the theatrical, within 
the realm of the hegemonies of theatre as a dominant practice in performing arts. 
certain theatre, dance, opera and music-performance works were created under 
indeterminate inf luences or applications of concepts and phenomena of performance 
from performance art. the problematic, marginal, auto-ref lexive, deconstructionist 
or transgressive procedurality of performance from performance art is applied to 
performing the work as a whole or the performing of fragments within more complex 
modernist or postmodernist realisations in theatre, dance, opera and music. on 
the one hand, the context of theatre as a performing arts discipline was thus 
opened and expanded, but on the other, the anti-aesthetical, pro-conceptual and 
para-technical procedurality of performance art was re-aestheticised and technically 
canonised. the early theatre works of robert Wilson, A Letter for Queen Victoria 
(1974) or Einstein on the Beach (1976), were created through the transfer of performer’ 
arbitrarity, alienation and the director’s constructivism into the deconstruction 
of drama theatre and its evolutions. for example, Einstein on the Beach features the 
deconstructing of drama theatre into a theatre of architectural or visual images, 
where the relatively autonomous authors‘ writing (ecriture) of the composer 
(philip Glass), choreographer (lucinda childs) and director (robert Wilson) are 
programatically opposed. the opera cycle268 of John cage Europeras 1&2 and 3&4 
(1987, 1990) would almost seem to be an ordinary opera cycle had there not been 
the performing of intervention and the destruction of the formal-easthetic-as-
technical character of the opera by introducing the role of chance into the writing 
of the libretto, the composing of the music and the treatment of set and costume. 

John cage tried to break all the typical institutional-poetic canons in opera art 
by anarchistic annulment of the authorial first-degree-authentic creative act. he 
set the opera‘s multigender text as a simultaneous performing of eclectic, randomly 
chosen samples from various historical opera works. the theatre piece De macht 
der theaterlijke dwaasheden [the power of theatrical Madness, 1984] by Jan fabre 
was performed in an accelerated and metastatic recycling of the concepts of trans-
avantgarde practice in painting. the trans-avantgarde practice in painting is the 
post-historical, arbitrary, eclectic and collage/montage production of the literal 
and the fictional in the realm of the concrete image. When the concept of trans-
avantgarde is transferred and set into the theatre work, a performed theatre event 

268 lindenberger, “regulated Anarchy: John cage’s Europeras 1&2 and the Aesthetics of Opera”, in: 
Opera in History: From Monteverdi to Cage, 240–264.
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becomes a system of confronted and discontinual post-dramatic visual-stage-
scenes. fabre worked with two characteristic levels of performance: (1) with first-
degree performance on stage, which deconstructs the important phenomenal 
aspects of the director‘s interpretation of the dramatic, in the name of the visual 
theatre and (2) with second-degree performance of the institutional transfer of 
concepts, procedures or paradigms of one art like painting into another art, like 
theatre. in so doing, he renders these two levels as performance in the realm 
of marked erotisations of representational phenomena. in a psychoanalitic269 
sense he underlines that performance is, actually, passage à l’acte, inciting of the 
reality of the unconscious for the purposes of theatre‘s post-aesthetic ecstatic 
bliss ( jouissance). Anne teresa de Keersmaeker,270 in a series of neatly conceived 
and highly aestheticised pieces, like Just Before (1997), Drumming (1999), I said I 
(1999) or In Real Time (2000), introduces elements which do not belong to the 
integrating and time-set aestheticism of high-elitism in late post-modern 
dance. those unexpected rough elements belong to the margins of dance life. in 
addition, these performances are set on the loose and largely arbitrary formal 
open structures of connecting dance parts. loose, arbitrary and open structure is 
what recalls or suggests the atmosphere of performance art. thus, Keersmaeker‘s 
accomplishment is that highly-aestheticised dance becomes de-ontologised or 
relativised by displaying unstable and arbitrary relations between the dominant-
exceptional and marginal-trivial aspects of dance technique as a “machine” of 
microsocial behaviour. on the other hand, she aestheticizes the elements which 
potentially belong to performance art, by bringing them to the level of centered 
dance technique or the stylised production of dynamic relations of dance figures. 
As a choreographer, she simultaneously positions the performer’s body as a literal 
body from performance art and as a non-literal body or a figure from dance. in 
contrast, Jérôme Bel,271 in a series of conceptual choreographic performances like 
The Show Must Go On! (2000) or Jérôme Bel (2001), appropriates the conceptual 
and phenomenal character of performance art to problematize the status of dance 
as an art which is centered and canonised around the self-understood functions of 
dance technique. Bel’s dance performance is not a performance of canonised stage 
dance behaviour determined by the tradition of the evolution of dance techniques 
in modernism and post-modernism. his realisation of dance is characteristically 
a performer’s work, because he as an author, with his co-performers, performs a 
“piece”, but also because the stage behaviour of his performers is not determined 

269 Jacques-Alain Miller: “Jacques lacan: remarques sur son concept de passage à l’acte”, in: Mental 
17 (Avril 2006), 17–28. 

270 Anne de Keersmaeker et al.: Rosas – Anne Teresa De Keersmaeker. tournai: la renaissance du 
livre, 2002.

271 “dosije Jérôme Bel, xavier le roy”, in: “Novi ples/Nove teorije” [New dance/New theories], 
thematic issue TkH 4 (2002), 94–101.
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by intentionally anticipated aesthetic results, but by the concept of the 
autoref lexive examining of the different multi-registered identities of the author, 
the performers and the audience. he performs and suggests the uncodified 
behaviour of the choreographer, dancers and spectators in the context of dance 
and in so doing, through quite practical body acts, he raises the questions of the 
status of dance as a historical and current art practice, respectively. When the 
apprehension and the concept of performance art were established in art histories 
and theories, it was possible to apply the concept of performance in interpretative, 
theoretical and poetical terms, to those works which are not events. the idea 
of performance art was applied to those works which come out of a creative 
or productive act, which, in a way, advocates or interventionally anticipates 
and, of course, deferres the process of performance. the object, text, image in 
a painting, photography, screen image, poster, advertisment, environment/
installation, media construction etc. are all interpreted as traces which advocate 
and demonstrate already finished processes of performing. in that sense, the abstract 
paintings of Jackson pollock, Jasper Johns or Marc devade; the feminist films of 
yvonne rainer or the gay movies of derek Jarman; the video installations of Bill 
Viola; the deconstructivist and pornographic fiction of Kathy Acker; the pop-
rock spectacles of laurie Anderson; the para-theoretical texts of John cage; and 
the photographs of Joel-peter Witkin, cindy sherman or William Wegman are 
all interpreted as works of performance art or as works with certain/uncertain 
aspects of performance art. however, these works are not ‚events‘ in front of 
an audience, but rather their phenomenal appearance and semantic function are 
interpreted as traces of the painter‘s, director‘s, writer‘s, composer‘s, sculptor‘s or 
photographer‘s behavioural act of accomplisment of the work as an intervention 
on the work itself or an intervention through this work within the context of 
the presentation. the act of the interventionist accomplishment of the work is 
what the work apparently displays and advocates, and that is, in this perspective, 
more important than the story told, the image presented or the written symbolic 
order itself. for example, the work of cindy sherman Untitled Film Still # 21–23 
(1978) is a series of photographs which presents stills from acts of a masked actress, 
but they are not documents of public or private performance. these are directed 
sequences or shots prepared and performed for the photographic shoot.272 the 
photos are intentionally shot so that, most often, they look like stills from well-
known movies from the 1950s. she scenically designs images for photography and 
filming and thus produces visual photographic and film representations of fictional 
spaces, situations and events for the gaze, that is, the act of watching, recognition 
and identification. her photographic images produce a socially situated visual 

272 rosalind Krauss: “cindy sherman: untitled”, in: Bachelors. cambridge MA: the Mit press, 
1999, 101–159.
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surplus of meaning, value and sensuality. that visual surplus of meaning is 
beyond one‘s grasp, it is non-centered, slipping and shifting, often metastatic and 
therefore destructive. the work of cindy sherman is American in its performance 
of confrontation with the system of urban and media production, exchange and 
uncontrolled consumption of goods, values, meanings and visuality. her works 
reconstruct the material system of the performance of production, exchange 
and consumption of fictionality through anticipations of entropy in the visual 
image, because her photographic images render uncertain representation, which 
escapes clear recognition and identification. her work in its phenomenal and 
semiologically representable structure does not only exhibit what in direct, that 
is, first-degree terms it speaks about. it is as if her work speaks that the artist 
exploits those “subjects” or any of the media she uses as an interventionist performing 
practice in the complex existential world of the social conf licts of late capitalism.

coNceptuAl poteNtiAlity AGAiNst  
the poteNtiAlity of pheNoMeNA iN the 
heteroGeNeous reAlM of discursiVity

the interpretation of any work of performance art, for example, leads through the 
development of complex relations of exchange and effects of the individual-actual 
events and the universal potential of the concepts. in that sense, philosophically-
phenomenologically speaking, stelarc’s or Nauman’s idea is something that stems 
from themselves through an event that has to be mediated and translated into a 
thought, understanding and experience of the other. the idea is then a kind 
of a vehicle for the conceptual translation of the state of mind, the conscious-
subconscious-unconscious, the life activity or experience into a project. stelarc’s 
pierced skin and hanging body emerge from his power to conceptualize, for 
example, his life activity as an intentional provocation and endurance of pain. he 
conceptually envisages and phenomenally performs his life activity, through formal 
potentialities of a behavioural text. that behavioural text potentially connects his 
life activity as an instrumental text, with various other texts of culture, which 
are also traces or traces of traces of other life activities and their conceptualisations 
from which certain works of art and theory were conceived. for example, at this 
point we are speaking about the potentiality of the concept of pain which can/
potere/ also be the deferred pain of the betrayed christ in carravagio’s painting 
The Betrayal of Christ (1602) or the “pain” of the dead christ in the painting The 
Entombment of Christ (1602-04)273 or the pain of the agony/as/erotic-pleasure of 

273 leo Bersani, ulysse dutoit: Caravaggio’s Secrets. cambridge, MA: Mit press, 1998, 54–59, 36–
38.
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the hero who speaks in first person in the sacher-Masoch‘s novel Venus in Furs 
(1870) or the autoref lexive pain rendered as the voice of the man dying of Aids in 
derek Jarman‘s film Blue (1993).274 roughly speaking, if we accept this dynamic 
scheme, then the life activity of the performer, supported by the concept, is driven 
to a potential form, to be performed by the body in the behavioural process as a 
phenomenon. phenomenon is what sensually/corporeally appears to other bodies, 
i.e., to the bodies of the observers/audience which translate it into the concept of 
the life activity which perceives or comprehends the externalised life activity of 
the performer‘s body. on the other hand, Nauman‘s neutral instrumentalisation 
of his own body comes from his power to conceptualize, for instance, his life 
activity as a deliberate de-aesthetising and annulment of anticipated expressivity 
in the context of modernist identifications of the artist as the origin of authentic 
and true emotions. he situates his act and behaviour, demonstrating that the 
presence of the body is not centering of live and vital presence. the presence is an 
effect of the indexing of the phenomenon as the trace, as the trace of the erasure 
of the trace. that is, Nauman points to the shift from the position of the strong 
subject as the hot spring, the origin of the phenomenon-work in a painting, as in 
the examples of pollock or rothko, to the position of the neutral subject as the 
cold cavity of the spring, the origin of the act in the work. through stelarc‘s or 
Nauman‘s performance art works I perceive and comprehend their life activities 
or at least their conceptual notions of those life activities. i perceive them through 
the dynamics of the event which confronts our bodies as punctuations in the actual 
perceptive, which means interactive, time and space of actuality. the complex 
intersubjective and interactive relation between “him” as performer and “me” 
as observer stands on the conviction that the event really happened. And then, 
through conceptual understanding, the plan of the presentation of the notion 
of “pain” or the plan of the presentation of the notion of “infantility” become 
comparable and usable to establish some universal philosophical knowledge about 
the human subject as the subject of pain or the subject of infantility. stelarc’s 
pain and Nauman’s infantility are introduced in the game of potential notions, 
which are the instruments of universality. Because, i alone can not experience 
stelarc‘s pain alone – for me, his pain becomes pain only through the potentiality 
of conceptual relations, relations with numerous concepts of the pain of christ, 
sacher-Masoch, Jarman and others. only through potentiality of conceptual 
relations does the coldness and neutrality of Nauman’s work become coldness and 
neutrality for me.

274 Marina Gržinić: “hysteria: physical presence and Juridical Absence & Aids: physical Absence 
and Juridical presence”, in: “the seen – le Vu”, thematic issue, Filozofski vestnik, ed. Aleš erjavec, 
2 (1996), 45–63, here 51. 
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Against thus postulated, logocentric model, from the “origin” to the “hiatus” 
of thought, it is also possible to postulate a pro-deconstructivist position, which 
leads from the philosophical to the theoretical mapping of interpretations of 
performance art. According to the pro-deconstructivist position, the concept is 
not understood as the origin of thought from the life activity that constitutively 
precedes the text as a material, sensually accessible order of signs. the concept is, 
on the contrary, interpreted from the pro-deconstructivist and later elaborated 
theoretical perspective, as a material text of the project by which the plan is 
postulated. the plan brings the art work into relations with other art works or 
their textual projects, which are entangled in complex and ambiguous relations 
with other texts of culture at the anticipated place of thought. it is possible to make 
quite a “hard” statement: I will never know what stelarc or Nauman authentically 
or truly feels and thinks through the presentation of a body exposed to painful 
actions or a body lead by infantile drives. i can not know any of these artists’ 
intentions, desires, feelings or constructions, i.e. lives. their behaviour is not a 
faithful image or an apparent expression of their feelings and thoughts. on the 
contrary, it can be assumed that their thoughts and feelings are potential images of 
overwhelming, shifting or humming texts of culture. We can ascribe to stelarc’s 
gestures of pain or Nauman’s acts of infantility any arbitrary meaning through the 
conceptual apprehensive potentialities of indexing: sadomasochism, alienation, 
autoagressiveness, para-christian or dervishesque ectasies, the ironical or cynical 
behaviour of the artist, the dematerialisation of the art work, transgressiveness 
in relation to the canons of art and culture, violation. the behaviour of the artist 
is a kind of a behavioural text, which builds up at the material limit (membrane, 
skin) of stelarc‘s body the potentialities of the concepts. At this point, the artist‘s 
behaviour is also a kind of text of deferrence of what sensually cannot be perceived 
and verbally cannot be expressed. the behaviour of the artist as a behavioural text 
addressess our intelligibility, which exists as a machine for the comparison of texts 
and which connects a “text” with a text into a sequence which creates the potential 
for the understanding of established meanings of pain. the pain does not exist 
for me, as a spectator, without the textual comparisons with behavioural texts of 
other artists. those texts imply that his body is in a state of pain only when they 
are in comparison with other behavioural texts about the body under pain and with 
verbal texts which locate or describe or interpret “the depth of pain”; or, with my 
learned and acquired identifications of pain. for me, as i watch the body in pain, 
the pain is not the effect of some authentic induction or aura (sic!) which passes from 
him to me. We identify ourselves with the text of pain or the text of the absence 
of pain in a designed moment of a body made up and stage set, so that the body 
can be seen as a a body displaying pain, a body displaying the endurance of pain, 
a body displaying the control of pain or a body displaying the absence of pain. 
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this is not about setting a stage for the relationship between texts which relate 
to the performing of phenomena. Nauman‘s performance, i.e. his performances 
in the 1960s275 are identified as a performance of the infantile behaviour of the 
artist (walking along a given geometric pattern, monotonously playing one tone 
on the violin, repeating one body action, making faces, touching or playing 
with testicles, smearing the body with shining oil or glaring paint) in textual 
surroundings which are aroused and brought under suspicion. his behaviour is 
a text-symptom: a text on which the slipping of the meaning of the totality of 
potentiality is enacted. Nauman’s performance is not identified as an authentic or true 
human acting from the self, through the self and for the self. it is a provocative and 
behaviourally post-duchampian positioning. Nauman’s performance is a tactical 
intervention within the defined meanings, values and individual existential and 
social horizons of modern art and its sublime, aesthetic and ethical criteria which 
f loat in the atmosphere of the Western dominant culture. his walking appears as 
an individual, quite localised and fragmented act which can not be universalised. 
the artist replaces his universally aimed creative act with the “cold” and “neutral” 
phenomenality of his behaviour, which, in absence of any dramatic expressivity, 
points to his behavioral “politics”. his work is about the politics of behaviour, 
and not about the expressive power of behaviour. therefore, in the terms of 
post-deconstructivist theory, one can talk about performance art as a textual 
production in which the “textual” samples of behaviour, speech or documentation 
are performed – samples which the artist enacts and inscribes in place of the 
anticipated “idea”. the role of the text is paradoxical: it opens the body to the 
concept and separates the concept from the body, deferring it textually into the 
fictional space of narration and knowledge about performance art. performance 
art appears as a mapping of heterogeneous behavioural practices, pointing to the 
marginality and secundariness of pain or infantility as traces among traces, and 
not as a live or life-giving ingredient among ingredients, in relation to established 
dominant canons of mimesis and expression within Western art and culture.

pheNoMeNoloGic poteNtiAlity ANd oNtoloGy  
of Multiplicity iN relAtioN to perforMANce Art 

WithiN the discoursiVe field of  
the poteNtiAlity of iNdexiNG

phenomenological potentialities are based on the conceptual demonstration of 
how the individual body performances in performance art are performed and enacted, 

275 Bruce Nauman: Pinch Neck (1968), in: Anon.: Bruce Nauman – Werke 1965 bis 1972. düsseldorf: 
städtische Kunsthalle, 1973, 83.
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i.e., how they happen for the body or before the body in real or fictional or Vr 
space and time. The body situation is a static relation, or arrangement of bodies 
or objects in space and time. the situation can be interpreted as a frozen event, 
a selected and extracted still from the f lux of events, a suggested absence of 
the process, a motionless event or, perhaps, a terminated event, etc. the event 
(ereignis) is conception, growth, endurance, work, action, termination, endless 
repeating, monotonous repeating, continual metamorphosis, discontinual shifting, 
accelerated action, deferrence in time and space, focusing on the object of desire, 
loss of an object of identification etc.276 the potentialities of the phenomena of 
performance art establish a relation between the sheer experience of the event and 
the conceptual rendering of events and experiences of the events. the human 
body is, for the most part, a carrier or a medium of the action in performance art. 
in addition, the human body is also involved in the process of the reception of an 
event. however, the body is never just a body, even when the artist tends to display 
just a body in the play of the transformation of metaphoric figural mediations in 
the matter-of-factness of presence. When dennis oppenheim (Reading Position for 
a Second Degree Burn, 1970) exhibits his everyday body as a “place” or when franko 
B. (I Miss You, 2002) puts forward only his white, bloody non-referential body on 
the catwalk, reducing the multitude of potentialities of meaning in the body, they 
do not reach the body itself. oppenheim and franko B. use the body as an instrument 
or a machine of sensual display, a machine for production of potential relations 
between the body and the object, the body and space, the body and time, the body 
and body. the body is just an anticipated figure which helps us focus on the body 
itself, which is never simply present here and now as just a body.

from the semiologic perspective, the presence of the body is a potential relationship, 
a signifying relationship, an anticipation of the meaning of the body and a 
deferrence of the body as the carrier of the sign in the exchange for the meaning 
of the text. every body is in the field of transformation of the discoursive realm 
and, therefore, is a figure. for instance, when in performance one shoots a gun 
and chris Burden gets wounded (Shoot, 1971), he becomes a kind of a textual knit 
for all potential meanings: autodestructivity, masochism, fatalism, the immediate 
facing of the pain in the here-and-now, senseless urban volence, the mediation 
of universal pain through individual pain, the challenge of the permitted or 
forbidden, the facing of danger, the American obsession with guns etc. his 
behavioural text is introduced into the performing machine of the multiplication of 
potential textual identifications within culture. every performance is a textual 
potentiality of intertextual confrontation, exchange, in fact, the promiscuity of 

276 francoise proust: “Kaj je dogodek?”, trans. Jelica Šumič-riha, in: “filozofija i njeni pogoji – ob 
filozofiji Alaina Badiouja” (thematic issue), Filozofski vestnik, 1 (1998), 9–19.
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meaning that circulates or f lows around the corporal-behavioural, which escapes 
each or any statement. the semiologic perspective subsumes sensual impressions 
under the interpretative multiplications of meanings within the directed event and 
the uncontrolled webbings of information in culture. the semiologic perspective 
helps or inhibits communication and understanding in the radical censorship of 
the phenomena or, more precisely, in the translation of phenomena to a message 
or a multiplicity of refering messages.

from the traditional phenomenological perspective, the presence of the body is an 
initiation for a special kind of encounter in which something displays itself by its 
own self. the behavioural human body, which is, in semiologic terms, always something 
else, prepares itself to be displayed as only a body by itself. the body, however it 
might be obscured by the webs of potential accidents, should enable the sheer 
body here-and-now to appear before us and for us. it is anticipated that the sheer 
body appears as a house of the being as in the naked sexual body of carolee schneemann 
(Meat Joy, 1964), the artificial cynical bureaucratic masked/demasked bodies set as 
sculptures of Gilbert and George (The Singing Sculpture, 1970), the travesting 
multireferential body of multiplying visualisations of yasumaso Morimura 
(Doublenage /Marcel/, 1988), the castrated body of Bob flanagan (Auto-Erotic SM, 
1989), the surgery-operated and corrected body/face of orlan (Omnipresence, 
1993), ron Athey‘s body possessed by the virus (4 Scenes in a Harsh Life, 1994), the 
para-mythic and para-ritual body of Marina Abramović (Balkan Baroque, 1997), 
and Valentina Čabro‘s body of an ordinary pregnant woman as a house of the 
other (Ultra-Intro, 2002) and others. the traditional phenomenology searches for 
just a body as a phenomenon out of the relativity and illusions of everyday 
appearances: as something which is a display-of-self-by-one’s-self, and relates to a 
special kind of encounter with something. that encounter, as a real exceptional 
encounter, is anticipated and expected as the ultimate meaning of the artistic and 
aesthetic act within performance art. from the relatively new phenomenological 
perspective, the presence of the body is determined by a shift from the semiotic 
representation of the body as a signifying anticipation of figures to a representation 
of the effects of individual bodies. At this point, we talk about the representation 
of an event which contains not-only-body or an event which is a performance of not-
only-body. the syntagm not-only-body means that the “body” does not appear as 
just a body behind the layers of apparitions, in the platonic sense or as apparitions 
of daily occurrences in heideggerian terms, discoursive practices (foucault), 
traces of culture (derrida) or the textual experience of history (Kristeva). the 
body is “something” conceiving, commencing, it works and acts, producing or 
behaving between many potentialities. the potentialities are not only meanings, 
nor just complex identities, but also sensual/corporal appearances, out of control 
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in an open and ambiguous world. the body is not a signifier,277 which means an 
initiation for one letter, one sign, one code, one word or one text – the body is not 
a signifier for a determinable meaning which will be used to read the identity of 
that body. the body is a behavioural machine in which f luxes of content and expression 
of appearance and mediation of the body here-and-there-and-then, here-and-
now or here-in-between, do not depend on the signifier. the bodies are for us, 
most often, bodies-in-between. they are caught in the event of experience, 
communication and physical/sensual/corporal confrontation of f luxes intersected 
by potentialities that exist and lead to different incomparable registers of 
recognition and identification of the body. each individual body is in multiple278 
intersection of different f luxes: f lows of emerging and unfolding. there is no 
body of one and exactly that centered identity. the individual body belongs at the 
same time to different identities: racial, ethnic, class, age, professional, etc. 
Applied in traditional phenomenological terminology, the f lux would be a 
“produced phenomenon in progress” which is transformed or, actually, deterred, 
potentially ceaselessly. in that sense, laurie Anderson’s performance Stories from 
the Nerve Bible (1992–1993) represents a complex multimedial machine of the 
production of corporal-audio-visual images on the concert-screen f loor.279 here 
we do not meet, for example, one body: laurie Anderson’s body. here we meet a 
multitude of simultaneous multiplications. We meet the light, neon, f leshy, 
gendered, political, private, public, economic, enthropic, expansionist, illusionist 
or literal as well as the rock-and-roll performer’s, arty-designed or lost-in-the-
world, decentered in human presence and media-deferred; in other words, the 
alienated body. the stage machine produces the body f luxes. laurie Anderson is 
not a painter/sculptor who comes out on stage and awards her audience with her 
artistic painting-sculptural act as a public stage event. she seemingly or, perhaps, 
really abandons the profession of a visual artist as a producer of objects and enters 
the context of the stage and media performance of popular music. she becomes a 
performance artist, composer, performer, singer, and director.280 laurie Anderson 
takes over and embraces the competencies of a rock super star, realising herself in 
that domain through concerts, spectacles, video clips, single and lp records, cds, 

277 Guattari in an interview to catherine Backes-clément: “Gilles deleuze and félix Guattari on Anti-
oedipus”, trans. Martin Joughin, in: Gilles deleuze: Negotations 1972–1990. New york: columbia 
university press, 1990, 13–24, here 21–22.

278 peter hallward: “creatural confinement”, in: Out of This World. Deleuze and the Philosophy of 
Creation. london: Verso, 2006, 61. 

279 Johannes Biringer: “returning to the Body with Memories and screen lives”, in: Media & 
Performance: Along The Border. Baltimore: the Johns hopkins university press, 1998, 63–72.

280 cf. the statement in William duckworth‘s interview with laurie Anderson: “i see myself more as 
a director, and occasionally a performer and composer, than as a performance artist”, in: Talking 
Music. New york: da capo press, 1999, 384.
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and interviews. she designs the androgynous artificial figure of a singer-performer 
on stage and in media representations. she is a rock star, ref lecting certain 
intellectual and artistic references from visual arts and befitting institutions of 
the art world, as she exhibits documents from concerts, produces works, publishes 
private diaries, writes pro- or para- or auto-referential theoretical writings, and 
conceives complex interdisciplinary performances.281 in fact, she appears in the 
similar realm of the construction of identity of multimedia artists like yoko ono, 
david Bowie, Brian eno, even Joseph Beuys. on the other hand, she became a 
rock star emerging from the environment of elite and experimental visual art. 
Anderson has abandoned the context of visual arts at a certain historical moment. 
this was a moment when the relationship between the world of high art and the 
world of popular art and culture became relative, when the borders of high art 
and popular art became very permeable for the mutual exchange of constructed 
identities, forms of representation and the production-exchange-consumption of 
aestheticised cultural environments. Working with relative relationships of elite 
and popular art, Anderson found herself taking a post-situationist position of 
being-in-between. And being-in-between means being in between the world of 
autonomous art and the entertainment industry, American art as popular and 
european art as elitist, American art as a production aesthetics and european art 
as a creative aesthetics, the artist and the entertainer, the male and the female 
figure in the representation of gender identity, the natural and the artificial being/
organism, the stage and screen figure/body and so forth. As a rock singer, Anderson 
carefully develops the identity of an intellectual and arty-rock star who expects 
from her audience a certain intellectual and critical attitude. she stimulates their 
intellectual attitude with multimedia images and multimedia conveyed narratives 
which are amplified and aimed at verbal performance, the artificial stage design 
as the setting for the behaviour of the performer, the modification of the sound of 
the human voice and musical instruments, the construction of scenes by lighting 
and the setting up of spatial audio-visual images. she speaks about herself, or 
more precisely, about her body as a vehicle,282 showing herself as a stage-media 
setting of micro-multitudes in motion, micro-machines, desiring machines, 
molecular formations in f lux, intersections of f luxes and so on. her work would 
be just one in many cases in the history of performance art if observed merely as a 
crossover or transition from the elite realm of performance into another realm, the 
realm of popular performing art. however, there is also a potential for a multi-
register interpretation of her work. it is possible to approach any of her concert-

281 laurie Anderson: “for instants”, in: Individuals: Post-Movement Art in America, ed. Alan sondheim. 
New york: dutton paperback, 1977, 69–83.

282 laurie Anderson: Empty Places: A Performance. New york: harper perennial, 1991.
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spectacles283 from a consumer, pop-rock-identification or arty-fancy or 
intellectually pro- or para- critical-theoretical perspective. these options stand 
on comparative simultaneous levels of performed multimedia-event, as an art 
work in between high and popular culture. But, if her artistic work is observed in 
accordance with the criteria of the duschampesque tradition of work with 
readymade phenomena, then it might be claimed that every concert-spectacle 
performed by laurie Anderson with a big-name co-performer and technical crew 
before a huge audience has two incomparable levels by which to structure the 
phenomena: (1) the first level is the level of a concert-spectacle, typical of any 
super-rock concert with its particular audience, its ecstatic behaviour and 
behavioural participation; and (2) the second level is the level of the relationship of 
the visual performance artist, which sets her existential, behavioural and 
professional life as a simulacrum of a rock-star within the actual system of pop-
rock music as part of the entertainment industry. if this second level is accepted, 
then it is possible to see that her work “exists” through the performing of complex 
interventions on the institutional system of the entertainment industry. the 
institutional system of entertainment cannot be directly perceived by watching/
listening to the concert-spectacle, but through the intelligible-critical 
interpretative mapping of relationships between different events of concerts-
spectacles within the broader cultural framework, i.e. the effects of the 
entertainment industry. one level is the level of the phenomena of body 
performance in a concrete space and time, in the framework of the social 
institutions of popular culture, and the second level is the discoursive performance 
of a macro-project or macro-politics within the institutions, statuses and functions 
of popular culture. in a single work, laurie Anderson works synchronically and 
interventionally with two different phenomenalities of performance. she works 
with the multimedia phenomenalities of a stage performance and with potential 
phenomenalities of the political-institutional performance. her work is an 
onthology of multitude, because it simultaneously exists in different, almost 
incomparable registers of reception: the actual indulging in music, light or images 
at the concert and the intelligible critical and ref lexive understanding of the 
entertainment industry as a production of political objects. for example, the 
status of the audience in her work is multi-signifying. the audience is the target 
group which she addresses seductively, offering enjoyment. laurie Anderson 
addresses them through a multimedia concert-spectacle. At the same time she 
serves as an entertainer to that audience and she uses the audience as an object or 
a symptom in testing the system of institutions of popular culture. But, she also 
rewards the audience with a conceptual and meta-critical potentiality of 

283 e.g. performances: United States (1979–1983), Wired for Light and Sound (1983) or Stories from the 
Nerve Bible (1992–1993).
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understanding the simulacrum which she performs through the institutions of 
popular culture. thus the postulated phenomenology of multiplicity in the 
analysis of performance art is the interpretative quest for the way in which 
something that acts and resists the immediate coding or fixed meaning is 
established in performance art. the resistance to coding or performing of the 
message acts like a complex multi-register atmosphere which, quite carelessly, i 
could call existence.

the pheNoMeNoloGicAl ANd/or discoursiVe Aspects 
of perforMANce Art: oNtoloGicAl QuestioNs

the idea of performing can be observed neither as a direct, certain, homogenous 
unit, tool, drive, nor as a vehicle for establishing a work of performance art. the idea 
of performance cannot be described exclusively through its performative functions. 
the performance is a way of giving reference related to the statement, but also 
something beyond speech, image, body or appearance. Additionally, performance 
is a system/practice of interpretations, established between the concretisation 
of each individual act in progress and its surrounding meaning, opening to the 
potentialities of cultural identifications as a discourse or through the discourse. 
however, the interpretation is not a clear or unambiguous verbal statement about 
the orientation of the phenomena in the field of discoursive potentialities. Quite 
the contrary, it is the opening of heterogeneous potentialities which sometimes act 
through feasible meanings (text-sign-meaning) and, most often, act as performed 
atmosphere of potential meanings around the body in the event. discoursive 
potentialities are based on the effects of the utterability, i.e. the advocating of the 
work of performance art as a textual/intertextual material within the surrounding 
order of cultural contexts. therefore, performance exists as a fissure and hiatus, but 
also a nexus and linkage between phenomena which unfold through the body 
and a discourse which moves the body in the whirlpool of potentiality from one 
cultural register of identifications to another. 

My concluding remark is that performance is not a sum total of morphological, 
by their own nature differentiated acts, processes, gestures, behaviours, i.e., actions, 
procedures or even methods of the performing of behaviour in art and culture. 
the definition of performance as morphologically different procedures of 
representation, expression, construction, simulation or performativity describes 
and explains performing as a field of heterogeneous and incomparable onthologies 
or concrete morphologies. for example, in the history of modernism, representation 
and expression are interpreted as completely opposed strategies and tactics in 
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producing an art work. the modernist revolution in redefining the status of the art 
work is with certain artists (Kandinsky, Artaud, Barba) and theoreticians (croce, 
Greenberg, Barba, danto) interpreted as a consequence of the shift from the strategy 
and tactics of representation to the strategies and tactics of expression. in contrast, 
postmodern theory demonstrates (oliva, owens, Biringer) that expression is a 
specified tactics of representation within complex historical, posthistorical or 
transhistorical tactics of representation or mimesis of mimesis, as a whole or non-
whole metaphysical horizon. the causes of this are numerous argumentations which 
aim at demonstrating that between the “inner determination” (e.g. according 
to Kandinsky) and external-material order of the work, a causal directing and 
connecting relationship of the expressive leaving of traces does not exist. the 
behaviour of the artist in performance art is not an externalizing of the internal 
into the external world of traces from the depths. the behaviour of the artist in 
a performance is a behavioural representation, which always points at and refers 
to the anticipated potentialities of the traumatic, demonic or mental, through 
always-external interpretative textual focusing. And, therefore, my concluding 
remarks read as follows: performance is a name for the tactics of the regulation and 
deregulation of the orientation of primarily behavioural acting as representative, 
as expressive, as constructive, as simulationist or as performative. What matters 
are not the different morphologies of the performance, but the ways of focusing 
the function of any procedure of performing in the realm of phenomena and in the 
realm of discourse. in other words, a specific performance, which is recognised 
as representative, as expressive, constructive, simulationist or performative is 
not determined by the attributes of representation, expression, construction, 
simulation or performativity, but by the functions of representation, expression, 
construction, simulation or performativity. And orientation is a procedure of the 
regulation and deregulation of the potentiality of behavioural phenomena and 
textual potentialities as f luxes in a chosen, inferior or superior discoursive realm. 
for example, Gina pane in her work Death Control (1974) displays to the gaze 
her body/f lesh crawling with worms.284 her performance thereby expresses the 
anxiety, morbidity, fear of death or invocation of death, but she also works with 
the complex systems/practices of advocating the body in painful, lethal, arousing 
or critical situations of human existence. the discoursive orientation of behaviour 
grasps her work and situates it or moves, regardless of the fact that i feel her/my 
own repulsion/anxiety/fear. My own repulsion/anxiety/fear is suggested in my 
observation of her face covered with worms and in my identifications with her 

284 Gina pane: “i was living in posthumous time. covered with maggots, my flesh detached by 
maggots: flesh of my flesh, two fleshes living together, one nourishing itself from the other: the 
process of life in a continuum of time” – quote in: tracey Warr and Amelia Jones (eds.): The Artist’s 
Body . london: phaidon, 2000, 101.
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face as a face of potential death. the effect of her work is not an effect of the 
opening of her depth through a corporal interactive act, but a phenomenal and 
discoursive focusing of the functions of performance on the situating of a corporal 
phenomenon in relation to the certain and uncertain potentialities of discourse. 
her behaviourality is, therefore, a screen of projecting hypothetical “depths”, 
which is nothing less than a carefully regulated/deregulated effect of the focused 
functions of performance in redirecting the intersected f luxes in motion.
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39 lončarević: Maga Magazinović, photo, 1932
courtesy dubravka Đurić and Miško Šuvaković Archive
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14

the AVANt-GArde:  
perforMANce ANd dANce 

ideologies, events, discourses

iNtroductory proBleMs:  
ModerNisM ANd the AVANt-GArde 

discussion of the status, functions, and effects of any avant-garde art, dance 
included, does not concern itself merely with phenomenal or conceptual features 
characteristic for avantgarde artworks, behavior on the part of avant-garde artists, 
or their private and public life. to the contrary, what is of growing importance are 
the questions of instrumental potentialities or realisations of an avant-garde as an 
intervening material practice of art, confronting or opposing both the dominant 
and marginal paradigms pertaining to the historical or contemporary cultures. in 
other words, from a historical perspective, avant-garde art practices are viewed as 
specific transformations of artistic, cultural, and social resistances, constraints, and 
discontinuities within the dominant, homogeneous or hegemonic artistic, cultural, 
and social environments. the theory of the avant-gardes therefore must shift from 
ontological or phenomenological questions of existence or the phenomenality of 
an artwork to instrumental questions of the functions, performance, and effects of 
artistic practices in a given, historical and geographic social set-up.

the late 18th and 19th centuries, modern art was largely determined by the 
constitutive chain of events establishing Western bourgeois society as a society of 
class-structured hierarchies and hybrid realms pertaining to socially productive 
work. According to Jürgen habermas, 

the project of modernity formulated in the 18th century by the 
philosophers of the enlightenment consisted in their efforts to develop 
objective science, universal morality and law, and autonomous art 
according to their inner logic. At the same time, this project intended 
to release the cognitive potentials of each of these domains from their 
esoteric forms. the enlightenment philosophers wanted to utilize this 
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accumulation of specialized culture for the enrichment of everyday life – 
this is to say, for the rational organization of everyday social life.285 

class structuring of Western societies led to a “vertical” distinction between 
the practices pertaining to high and low art/culture, according to the criteria of 
conceiving art as an identificational practice for the high classes, featuring in the 
field of cultural and social functions of the everyday as a practice of consumption 
or entertainment for the lower classes. High art was conceived as an autonomous 
aesthetical practice presenting trans-historical and trans-geographical artistic 
work – superseding and outdoing the everyday. on the other hand, low art was 
conceived as instrumental and, therefore, utilitarian production of the trivial 
atmosphere of entertainment and consumption as forms of the regulation of 
everyday life. construction of the hybrid realm of socially productive work had 
led to new distinctions between the useful and beautiful effects of work and, 
consequently, to distinctions between work as the articulation of time dedicated 
to production and time of leisure and consumption. certain professions were therefore 
constituted as working practices of realisation and articulation of leisure time 
for consumption, additionally comprising art as an “instrument of articulation” 
of exceptional free time for the high classes and trivial free time for the lower 
ones. the notion of a masterpiece was not conceived merely in terms of techne or 
poiesis pertaining to an executed painting, sculpture, theatre, dance, opera, or 
musical piece, but in terms of the function of the piece for a particular purpose 
of engaging in exceptional aesthetic enjoyment and experience, as opposed to 
(or beyond) trivial everyday pleasures and consumption. in that sense, modernist 
art was instrumental in the production of that “beyond-the-real” in creating the 
very reality as an exceptionality of a new identity: the identity of the citizen. 
the fictionality of modern art was an instrument of conceiving the identity of 
reality as the actuality of class, implying the hierarchies of the bourgeois society. 
this functionality of modernism as an exceptional and autonomous realm of free 
or authentic creation concealed that slippage leading to the concept and practices 
of the avant-gardes. Namely, high and low art were structured as oppositions, 
sometimes distant, sometimes close, but they nevertheless supported each other in 
the construction of the rigid hierarchies of differences within the class society and its 
material social practices. the avant-garde was created within the confines of high 
modernism, mostly in the following terms: 

(1) as induction of crisis within high modernism,
(2) as experimental development within high modernism,

285 Jürgen habermas: “the project of enlightenment”, trans. seyla Ben-habib in: “Modernity – An 
incomplete project”, in: Postmodern Culture, ed. hal foster. london: pluto press, 1983, 9.
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(3) as critique, provocation, subversion, destruction, and transgression of 
the modernist canons, i.e. as reaction against the canonic version of 
modernism as the dominant culture of hegemony.

the 20th-century’s modernisms and their material practices may be rendered 
through various interpretative modes of historisation. the modes of historisation 
range from Greenberg’s medium-specific, historicist, and essentialist modernism286 
via the Kuhnian Art & language’s revolutionary model287 pertaining to the 
shift of artistic paradigms, to loose and anarchic postmodernist concepts of the 
domination of the synchronic over the diachronic, post-history, metastases of 
eclecticism, multi-register archiving, unexpressionist tactics of alienation, and 
ahistorical art theory conceived within culture studies, determined as the indexing 
of intersections between elite and popular art and culture. interpretative model-
maps of confrontation within the dispersed mega-modernist paradigm before and 
after World War ii may be additionally conceived:

(1) bohemianism and the avant-garde as realms of purposeless work/life 
within the instrumental and productive bourgeois society of the european 
cultures prior to World War i;

(2) historical avant-gardes as antecedents of new stages of development of 
modernist bourgeois societies of the late 19th / early 20th century;

(3) historical avant-gardes as forms of provocation and resistance to the 
dominant bourgeois society and its hegemonist universalism in the first 
decades of the twentieth century;

(4) historical avant-gardes as an “engine”, processing high bourgeois 
modernism into the emerging mass media culture in france and Weimar 
Germany of the 1920s; 

(5) historical avant-gardes as idealistic projects, carried out in rigid social 
circumstances288 of the 1920s’ and 1930s’ totalitarian regimes, and (at 
the same time) avant-gardes as transgressive projects of the modern 
bourgeois society in crisis, themselves becoming symbolical victims of 
the totalitarian regimes; 

286 clement Greenberg: “Modernist painting”, in: Modern Art and Modernism: A Critical Anthology, 
eds. charles harrison, francis frascina. london: harper & row, 1986, 5–10.

287 charles harrison: “introduction”, in: Art & Language: Texte zum Phänomen Kunst und Sprache, 
Köln: duMont international, 1972, 14.

288 Boris Groys: “the russian Avant-Garde: the leap over progress”, in: The Total Art of Stalinism. 
Avant-Garde, Aesthetic Dictatorship, and Beyond, trans. charles rougle. princeton NJ: princeton 
university press, 1992, 20.
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(6) cold-War confrontations of the politically aligned cultures, between 
engaged and party-dictated artistic production in the east and autonomous 
individualistic modernist creation of art in the West; 

(7) distinction between the modes of elite and autonomous artistic production 
pertaining to high modernism, as opposed to the neo-avant-garde critical, 
alternative and subversive production of art/culture and the media output 
of mass entertainment pertaining to popular art/culture; 

(8) new theory of crisis of the hegemonic functions of modernist art, conceived 
to claim the space reserved for anticipated production of autonomous 
artworks; 

(9) critical simulations of a retro-avantgarde289 conceived as interventions 
into the public realm of the post-totalitarian, post-socialist society;

(10) deconstruction of the tensions of high and elite culture by arbitrary 
transformation of art into pop culture and engagement with mass culture 
within high art as part of the totalizing industry of post-capitalist mass 
entertainment;

(11) integration of techniques of the historical avant-gardes (collage, montage), 
neo-avant-gardes (performance), and post-avantgardes (simulation) into 
production systems of popular or critically subversive digital art practices, 

(12) integration of the avant-garde utopian projects into the political setup 
of mass consumer society, from branding to entertainment, from political-
economic regulation and deregulation of the everyday, to identity strategies 
and tactics for the late-capitalist globalized and mass-mediated world.

the relation between history and actuality, diachrony and synchrony,290 applies 
to opposing narratives of importance of this or that facet-identity of art, or this 
or that facet-identity of theory. What matters is, therefore, the initial claim: that 
there is no such thing as a unique coherent and integrative history of the 20th 
century, but rather a multiplicity of competing interpretative narratives we call 
history and recognize as such. the essential problem of historical analysis and 
interpretation today is not construction of a consistent integrative representation of 
historical sequences of events, but conception, deconstruction, identification, and 
interpretation of the multiplicity of competitive historical narratives and ways of 
conceiving references, from narratives to events of art/dance, and from events to 
narratives of cultural theory.

289 Marina Gržinić: “retro-Avant-Garde, or Mapping post-socialism”, in: Fiction Reconstructed: 
Eastern Europe, Post-socialism & The Retro-avant-garde. Vienna: springerin, 2000, 43.

290 Alexandra carte: “destabilising the discipline. critical debates about history and their impact 
on the study of dance”, in: Rethinking Dance History. A Reader, ed. Alexandra carter. london: 
routledge, 2004, 11–13.
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crisis of MiMesis ANd rhetoricAl loGic:  
toWArds AVANt-GArde dANce

emerging “avant-garde dance” was primarily aligned with subverting the canon 
of the white ballet. the 20th century’s long development of “avant-garde dance” 
was in turn aligned with interdisciplinarity – the critique and subversion of the 
autonomy291 of ballet and dance as artistic disciplines based on a “technical canon”, 
but also with notable excursions from dance into other arts: necessary turns 
of “dance conceived as dance technique” into “dance as performance art”, and 
“performance art” into “media post-production practice”. such transfiguration of 
dance as autonomous art would not pass without the necessary conceptualisation 
of choreographers’ and performers’ work (labour), namely, without critical 
assessment of the institutions of ballet, dance, and theatre.

the white ballet was established and developed as a complex technical-and-
rhetorical system of representation of real and fictional bodies and human 
behavior throughout the seventeenth, 18th and 19th centuries in europe. it was 
structured as a complex semiotic and figurative system pertaining to the body 
and its behavior, on the respective canonic assumptions of representation – the 
representation-enactment of stories through constructed, artificial, and stylised 
bodily behavior (the demonstrative visual narration of events of the real and/or 
fictional worlds). it may be claimed that all the relevant concepts and practices 
of rhetoric and techniques of the white ballet were eventually developed and 
established (in academic terms) by the end of the 19th century. they were 
academised to the point when ballet, in analogy with the concepts of absolute 
music, no longer possessed a single necessary or anticipated reference to mimesis 
which (as it were) had been an archi-trace292 of purpose in dance, erased through the 
rationalised coding of aesthetic figures of disinterested pleasure, reclaiming the 
anticipation of an ideal body (ballet figure compositions). the ballet became an 
“art without a function”: ballet for ballet’s sake – aesthetic enjoyment in technical 
skill of performing a rhetorical game of abstract figures. however, ballet’s 
function was precisely to be relieved of function in constitution of an ideal and 
abstract realm of pleasure in alienated bodies of the subjects of a puritan bourgeois 
society.

291 Miško Šuvaković: “Around Althusserian-lacanian critique of Autonomy of Art: class and the 
unconscious”, trans. Nada harbaš, ed. polona tratnik, in: Monitor ZSA 31–32 (2009), 35. 

292 Jacques derrida: “the outside is the inside”, in: Of Grammatology, trans. Gayatri chakravorty 
spivak. Baltimore: the Johns hopkins university press, 1998, 44–64.
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GeNres or “pArAdiGMs” of AVANt-GArde dANce

responses to the technically and rhetorically elitist academism of the white ballet 
were conceived in the early decades of the 20th century through several entirely 
different approaches to subverting the white ballet. those, tentatively speaking, 
genres and definite “paradigms” of dance were: popular dance, exotic dance, 
utilitarian (gymnastic) dance, and expressionist dance.

the world of entertainment (populist spectacle: popular peasant and urban 
dances – in music halls and cabarets) were a populist alternative to the class-
transcending white ballet performed in the theatre. cabaret was a venue of the 
transformation of dance into popular public charade, but also of the conception 

40 lončarević: Maga 
Magazinović, photo, 1932
courtesy dubravka Đurić and 
Miško Šuvaković Archive
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of an open live (in terms of daily existence) artistic character of dance as opposed 
to the academic aesthetic-technical features of the white ballet perceived as 
high art. inf luences of the cabaret in the early 20th century may be detected 
in french cubism and dadaism (production of Parade and Relâche) through the 
inf luence of the composer eric satie, in italian futurism, German expressionism, 
and the emerging popular dance art in the united states e.g. in the para-cabaret 
experiments of loïe fuller.

White ballet was additionally confronted with the concepts and practices of exotic 
dance (dance of the other – other cultures). two essential points of innovation 
were of consequence: (1) renouncing the technique of the white ballet in the name 
of skill in performing dances of the others, non-canonical dances for the european 

41lončarević: Maga 
Magazinović, photo, 1932
courtesy dubravka Đurić and 
Miško Šuvaković Archive
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culture, which in practical terms also implied (2) a confrontation of the traditional-
art notions of “disinterestedness of the ideally beautiful” in white ballet with the 
modern art notions of the extraordinary, new, other, shocking, or exotic. on the 
other hand, the european bourgeois society of the early 20th century began to 
stratify, through the establishment of a middle class of managers and consumers, 
as opposed to the binary division into high and low classes, prevailing from the 
eighteenth to the late 19th century. the early 20th century saw the european 
middle classes experiencing the colonised cultures of Asia, Africa, and south 
America obliquely, their experience being mediated by the colonizing discourse 
(orientalisation of the east), and not through the notions of property.

Acknowledging the fact that white ballet implied annulling (abstraction, 
approximation, discharging) of the everyday behavioral body in the name of 
the artificial rhetorical body-as-figure, a group of choreographers, dancers, and 
“cultural workers” emphasised the need for developing a “body culture” as a 
form of aesthetisation of life and revitalisation of the everyday human body. this 
effected the characteristic modernist focus on the emancipation of the everyday by 
undermining high art’s elitist borders. Gymnastics, nudism/naturism, recreational 
dance, return to nature, struggle for the right to free sexuality, feminism, 
liberation, and aesthetisation of ordinary bodily motion etc. were different tactics 
of the shift from ballet as a high art to dance as the “everyday life activity of 
emancipation”. the choreographer Émile Jaques-dalcroze developed a system of 
gymnastic dance education called “eurythmics”. the anthroposophical teacher 
and thinker rudolf steiner conceived a form of meditative dance also termed 
“eurythmics”. rudolf laban developed his techniques of free dance associated 
with gymnastic emancipation of the human body.293 hedi Kalmeier conceived 
gymnastics as one of the fundaments of sustaining feminine beauty and health. 
Maga Magazinović elaborated in practical and theoretical terms the role of “body 
culture” (gymnastics, plastics, rhythmics) in education and the arts. 

expressionist dance emerged almost on the fringes of the main currents of 
expressionist art (poetry, painting, music, drama theatre, and film) in the first 
decades of the 20th century. on the one hand, expressionist dance synthesised 
the experience of romanticism’s white ballet and its crises with cabaret music, in 
its turn to non-Western dances, body culture, and its shift from the poetics and 
concepts of mimesis and evolution pertaining to white ballet to the fetishised 
techniques of body representation in rhetorical figures. from the early pre-
expressionist or late-romanticist emancipatory ballet of isadora duncan, the 

293 rudolf von laban: Laban’s Principles of Dance and Movement Notation, with 114 Basic Movement 
Graphs and Their Explanation. Boston: plays inc., 1975.
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eclectic choreographies of ruth st. denis and ted shawn or the over-stylised 
symbolist dance of Vaslav Nijinsky, expressionist dance was established as the new 
dance featuring expression in the choreographies and production of rudolf 
laban, Mary Wigman, harold Kreuzberg, Valeska Gert, dorothea Alba, Gret 
palucca, and Kurt Jooss. expressionism is characterised by the drive to liberate 
the body from the mimetic and rhetorical technical constraints associated with 
the white ballet. instead of the mediatory role of technique, what is at stake is a 
straightforward gesture and bodily motion liberated from hindrance (costume, 
ballet slippers, including technical conventions). expressionism allowed for a 
form of dilettante work in dance, previously unconceivable.

Neo-AVANt-GArde dANce:  
froM trANsGressioN to experiMeNt

Modernist dance associated the disciplinary autonomy and media essentialism 
in conceiving and performing dance with the determining deep-seated human 
experience of each individual gesture or form of behavior in relation to the 
universal truth and essence of human, cosmic, or planetary existence. such 
demands for the association of the individual and universal during the late 1940s 
and 1950s brought about a radical breach within dance, opened by the American 
choreographer Merce cunningham and composer John cage. probably intending 
to render the modernist notions of objectivity of dance in more radical terms – dance 
as dance and dance for dance’s sake – they broke from the modernist focus on the 
autonomy of dance technique and indexed the metaphysical expression employed 
by dance to represent the individual in the universal and vice versa. indeed, they 
terminated the need on the part of high modernist choreographers and dancers to 
verify their formal-aesthetic or formal-artistic research by metaphysical (mythical, 
symbolical, archetypal) notions, confronting ideals of human exceptionality and 
expressive power communicated by dance with their poetics of indifference.294 
cunningham accomplished a shift from symbolic bodily behavior to an intentional 
focus on details or localised sequences of bodily movements. in conceptual terms 
the shift implied a turn from dance as a symbolic295 practice (Martha Graham) 
to dance as a syntactic296 and pragmatic297 practice (Merce cunningham). in his 

294 Moira roth: “the Aesthetic of indifference”, in: Moira roth, Jonthan d. Katz: Difference/
Indifference: Musings on Postmodernism, Marcel Duchamp and John Cage. Amsterdam: G+B Arts 
international, 1998, 39. 

295 dance as practice of production of meaning.
296 dance as practice of production of formal relations.
297 compare with “social coewography”, in: Bojana cvejić and Ana Vujanović: Public Sphere by 

Performance. Berlin: b_books, 2012, 55–75.
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dance pieces cunningham paradoxically associated the notion of the ready made 
(reclaiming the non-artistic as artistic) with relieving his dance technique from 
metaphorical anticipations. 

MiNiMAl dANce: the liMits of dANce –  
choreoGrApher As perforMer  

ANd perforMer As coNceptuAl Artist

Minimal dance emerged from various disciplinary experiments within the 
neo-avant-garde movements of the late 1950s and early 1960s, out of the sharp 
radicalisation of cunningham’s research of ‘literal dance techniques’ and his turn to 
anti-technique or anti-dance: “No to spectacle no to virtuosity no to transformations 
and magic and make-believe no to glamour and transcendency of the star image 
no to the heroic no to the anti-heroic no to trash imagery no to involvement of 
performer or spectator no to style no to camp no to seduction of spectator by the 
wiles of the performer no to eccentricity no to moving or being moved”.298

of additional importance is the duchampian inf luence on the American modernist 
art of Jasper Johns, robert rauschenberg, and robert Morris. it should be noted 
that both rauschenberg and Morris took part in dance performances or conceived 
dance events. Art happenings also had a certain impact on minimal dance conceived 
through association of artistic experiments with non-artistic, e.g. therapeutic 
exercise – as featured in the works by Anna halprin.299 certainly, in the 1960s the 
socio-cultural tendencies of sexual emancipation and politisation of everyday life 
claimed great importance. Minimal dance aligned with a broader contemporary 
critique of modernism in literature (beat poetry, objectivism), sculpture and 
painting (minimal art), and (minimal) music. Minimal art, in more general 
terms, features the paradoxical attitude towards high aesthetical modernism, 
indeed a critique of modernism, modernist essentialism and the metaphysics of 
art autonomy, as well as the over-emphasis of modernist procedures of reduction, 
in its shift from reduction resulting in an ideal sensuous token into reduction 
leading beyond the sensuous – into conceptual, mental, cerebral, intelligible, 
political. Minimal art was also informed by the aspiration to reach the literal300 
non-metaphorical and non-symbolical, pertaining to the artist’s body and bodily 
enjoyment. Minimal dance claimed reference to minimal post-sculptural and 

298 yvonne rainer: “No Manifesto”, in: yvonne rainer: Work 1961–1973. halifax: the press of the 
Nova scotia college of Art and design and New york: New york university press, 1974, 51.

299 Anna halprin: “initiations and transformations”, in: The Painted Bride Quarterly 4 (1975), 68–75.
300 cf. Michael fried: “Art and objecthood”, in: Minimal Art, ed. Gregory Battcock. New york: e.p. 

dutton & co., inc., 1968, 116–147.
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post-painterly practices, as well as minimal music. on the other hand, minimal 
dance featured the relation between choreographers’ and dancers’, namely, dancer-
choreographers’ (as performers’) notions of the body, its motion, and interaction 
of bodies and objects in a non-fictional time and space. Minimal dance liberated 
the art of dance from the “traditional mimetic and expressive technique” in 
emphasizing and elaborating body motion and modes of typical and untypical 
behavior pertaining to dance phenomena, the concept of dance and the modernist 
dance tradition. dance embraced new movements and motions, processes and 
conditions of the body coming from various forms of individual or collective 
behavior. Accordingly, the dance artist was no longer disciplinarily designated as a 
dancer, but as a performer. in those terms, minimal dance comprised a shift from 
dance art to the artistic practice of performing conceptualised bodily processes 
and conditions – indeed a form of performance art. it emerged in the context of 
the New york experimental venue Judson dance theater301 and soon became an 
internationally acknowledged phenomenon of experimental or conceptual dance. 
the historical framework identified with minimal dance included, in various 
phases, the following choreographers and dancers: yvonne rainer, robert Morris, 
simone forti, trisha Brown, steve paxton, Alex hay, deborah hay, Judith dunn, 
laura dean, Joan Jonas, lucinda childs and Meredith Monk.

MediA + techNoloGy ANd dANce:  
A NArrAtiVe of deVelopMeNt 

during the modernist times experiments with the “alternative body”, “artificial 
body”, or “body-medium” referred to the futurist302 designs for mechanical the-
atre, dance and music. for instance, fortunato depero designed costumes made 
from plastic in 1916–1917, and those resembling machine bodies for the mechanical 
ballet Macchina del 3000 featuring music by franco casavola in 1924. futurism as-
sociated the utopian concept of a machine-constructed body with the entertainer’s 
body in the cabaret. cubism and dadaism searched for an “object” as the cen-
terpiece of a stage event. A series of production conceived in-between theatre, 
dance, parody musical and performance art – raymond roussel’s Impressions of 
Africa (1911); eric satie, pablo picasso, Jean cocteau and Léonide Massine’s Parade 
(1917); and satie and francis picabia’s piece Relâche (1924),303 including fernand 

301 sally Banes: Democracy’s Body: Judson Dance Theater, 1962–1964. durham: duke university press, 
1993.

302 Giovanni lista: Théâtre Futuriste Italien, vols. 1, 2. lausanne: la cité-l’Age d’homme, 1976.
303 rose lee Goldberg: “surrealist performance: the construction of ruins”, in: Performance – Live 

Art 1909 to the Present. london: thames and hudson, 1979, 49–62.
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léger’s film Ballet mécanique (1924),304 indicated new possibilities of conceiving bal-
let/dance and employing such concepts in different media (e.g. film). the russian 
and later soviet constructivist avant-garde305 displayed a considerable interest in 
implementing constructivist principles in building the stage, fashioning the stage 
figure and performing the stage event. the utopian notion of a constructed world 
appeared in Mikhail Matyushin, Alexei Kruchonykh, and Kazimir Malevich’s opera 
Pobeda nad Solncem (Victory over the Sun, 1913). Nikolai foregger staged his Mechan-
ical Dance (1923) featuring a number based on an imitation of “machine transmis-
sion”. the system of Meyerhold’s exercises termed “biomechanics” also conceived 
artificial and regulated theatre bodies. in Germany, the new constructivist ballet 
developed at the Bauhaus306 as part of the choreography, stage design, and dance 
curricula of oskar schlemmer and his ideas on the synthesis of dance, architecture 
and machine through mathematical design and the revitalisation of popular dance 
festivities. ludwig hirschfeld-Mack experimented with “coloured lightplays” or 
choreographed events in the Bauhaus laboratory for theatre of light.307

the relation between dance and technology308 presently develops in the context 
of postindustrial societies of mass production and communication (exchange and 
consumption) of art in the following terms: 

(1) technology (computers, cybernetics) is employed in terms of subsidiary 
instrumentaria for the realization of concrete dance production – from 
technical production and stage design, to articulation of the performance 
(dance) and its content (stage action),

(2) dance is conceived and directed i.e. programmed as a media product, 
namely, the “original” dance performance does not take place on stage – 
it is recorded (film, video) or simulated (computer, internet), screened or 
interactively performed as a computer product (cd, Net), and 

(3) dance is realised in terms of the interaction between the performer and 
his/her audience via computer multimedia technology and Vr (virtual 
reality) – entering the realm of the phenomenology of “screens” and “ter-
minals” i.e. cyber technology.309

304 Malcolm turvey: “the Avant-Garde and the ‘New spirit’: the case of Ballet mécanique”, in: 
October 102 (2002), 35–86.

305 Béatrice picon-Vallin: Théâtre juif soviétique. lausanne: La Cité-L’Age d’Homme, 1973.
306 roselee Goldberg: “Bauhaus performance: Art and technology: a New unity”, in: Performance 

– Live Art 1909 to the Present, 63–78.
307 Andreas hapkemeyer, peter stasney (eds.): Ludwig Hirschfeld-Mack. Bauhäusler und Visionär. 

ostfildern: hatje cantz Verlag, 2000.
308 Johannes Birringer: “dancing with technologies”, in: Media & Performance: Along the Border. 

Baltimore: the Johns hopkins university press, 1998, 25–101.
309 emil hrvatin: “terminal spectactor”, in: It takes place when it doesn’t. On dance and performance 

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0014694/
http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&source=web&ct=res&cd=3&ved=0CA0QFjAC&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.russianartgallery.org%2Ffamous%2Fmatyushin.htm&ei=WI7bSv30EZGnsAbpt83DDw&usg=AFQjCNFfcTh0L65zlMSlvkEOZeCeblAs8g&sig2=6qADlZRYNsrjTCyDE_iryQ
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coNceptuAl dANce:  
AVANt-GArde striViNGs  
ANd their reAlisAtioNs

conceptual dance or conceptual dance choreography terms the critical insights 
into the deconstructionist practice and simulationist production of institutions, 
discourses, phenomena, concepts, and procedures of choreography and dance/
ballet pertaining to the Western art of the 1990s and 2000s. the concept of think-
dance refers to the works of european choreographers, dancers, and performers 
Jérôme Bel, Boris charmatz, xavier le roy, thomas lehmen, thomas plischke, 
tino sehgal, Magali desbazeille, Meg stuart, Gilles touyard, among others

choreographers and performers Jérôme Bel, Boris charmatz, or xavier le roy 
ref lect on the age after poststructuralism and cultural studies. the focus of their 
work shifts from immanent questions concerning dance as art, to superficial po-
litical, i.e. discoursive questions concerning dance as an institution of art. 

Jérôme Bel performed the decisive attack on the institution of art, changing the 
status of dance technique deduced from the binary opposition: technique (mod-
ernism) – anti-technique (avant-garde, neo-avant-garde). the conceptual choreo-
graphic and dance positions of Bel’s works (Nom donné par l’auteur, Jérôme Bel, Le 
Dernier Spectacle, Shirtology, The Show Must Go On, all conceived in the 1990s) 
are primarily discoursive. the material event of dance draws from the represen-
tation of concepts (of the author – choreographer, dancer, artist), dance objects 
as works of art, the signification of performers’ behavior, contextualisations of 
popular culture and the dramaturgy of mass exchange and consumption of stage 
spectacles. in Jérôme Bel’s choreographies the institution of dance is rendered as 
an elusive and dynamic contextual frame of exploration – from creation to obser-
vation.310 le roy’s choreographic preoccupations are research and analysis-based 
in phenomenological terms. they depart from the theoretical and conceptual 
completeness of Bel’s spectacles, devoid of the cynical self-referentiality of body 
gesturing proclaimed in institutional frameworks as dance. le roy’s positions 
imply an open field of representation and designation of the body. his bodies 
disclosed to audiences’ gaze are intent on escaping the rational logocentric and ho-
listic structure of the body as an organism in the cartesian mind-body opposition. 
they lend themselves to the gaze of the other bodies, as objects, as machines, as 

since 1989, eds. Martina hochmuth, Krassimira Kruschkova, Georg schöllhammer. frankfurt am 
Main: revolver, 2006, 16–26.

310 Jérôme Bel and Jan ritsema, “their Job is Not to dance, But to Watch other people dancing - if 
they dance”, in: ibid., 29-38.
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bodies without organs and as subjects, self-conceptualised and deferred in the course 
of the performance. 

conceptual works by dance choreographers and performers in the 1990s featured 
functions different from those assumed by visual conceptual artists during the 
1960s and 1970s. choreographers and dancers dissolved the strata of existentialist 
prejudice on what should be a good object of dance in order to disclose new pos-
sibilities of open concepts in dance, indicating a split between the dancing body 
conceived as an image (framed gaze), and as live motion (behavior-performing 
body). the focus is located on the surface or, figuratively, the skin, as the divide 
between the movement and its body. Movement is conceived and emphasised as a 
sequence of actualised possibilities inscribed into a dance archaeology of the body. 
the audience is incited to watch its own observation. the new conceptually ori-
ented dance art came out in a transition from dance as art into the realm of rep-
resentation and research in visual media. New dance choreographies may rather 
be expected in a gallery space then in the venue of a designated box-like theatre 
stage. for instance, tino sehgal’s Untitled (2001) features not merely as a dance 
performance, but as an imaginary museum of dance. Sand table by Magali desba-
zeille and Meg stuart/damaged Goods (2000) reduces the movement to touching 
an image of a body. in Programme court avec essorage by Gilles touyard and Boris 
charmatz (2001) the body is literally manipulated by the work cycles of a wash-
ing machine. such choreographic tactics aim at proclaiming the departure from 
essentialism, technicism, and aestheticism in dance, towards the conceptual criti-
cal and deconstructionist textual maneuvering with historical and contemporary 
discourses of dance as art in the age of culture. 
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15

discourses ANd dANce 
An introduction to the Analysis of  

the Resistance of  philosophy and theory towards dance

There is no greater enemy to the human body than being.
Antonin Artaud (1947)

iNtroductioN 

the aim of this study is to show that the practices, histories, and currencies of dance 
in relation to culture, society, and politics must be open311 to critical and analytical 
debate. And that debate must be free from the “traps of anecdotal narratives” and 
thereby theorised as a critical and analytical discourse with enough abstraction to 
be applied to the “epistemological critique” of the knowledge of contemporary 
dance. that means that, under the specific conditions of a transitional culture and 
sociality, under which i speak and write, i am trying to derive a theorisation of 
dance, art, culture, society, and politics as Althusserian material theoretical practices:

so a practice of theory does exist; theory is a specific practice which acts 
upon its own object and ends in its own product: a knowledge. considered 
in itself, any theoretical work presupposes a given raw material and some 
“means of production” (the concepts of the ‘theory’ and the way they are 
used: the method).312

the derivation of a “hardcore theorisation” described above is contingent on 
realising that in the transitional society of contemporary serbia, discourse is open 
to discussion in the hybrid interpretative fields of conceptualising the production, 
exchange, and consumption of dance.
When i speak and write of dance, a number of parallel but rival points of departure 
are there for me:

(1) dance is a performing art;
(2) as a performing art, dance is not necessarily posited today only as 

autonomous live performing, but also as media and post-media performing;

311 Michael Baldwin, charles harrison and Mel ramsden: “Art history, Art criticism and 
explanation”, in: Art History 4/4 (december 1981), 432–456.

312 louis Althusser: “on the Materialist dialectic”, in: For Marx, trans. Ben Brewster. london: 
Verso, 1996, 173.
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43 provisional salta ensemble: Coreography 2, photo dance, 2015
courtesy provisional salta ensemble

42 provisional salta ensemble: Coreography 1, photo dance, 2015
courtesy provisional salta ensemble
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(3) as a performance art, dance is often no longer a function of ‘dance as art’, 
but of dance as a culturally intervening, that is, activist practice.

furthermore, saying that dance is a performing art means that what is at stake is an 
art practice based on the structural and phenomenal articulation, de-articulation, 
or the appropriation of the event in the ideal “space” of theatre, that is, in the un-
ideal spaces of cultural and social relations, i.e. in contradictory and conf licting 
contexts.

As a performing art, dance may be identified as live art whenever it is set, presented, 
or performed by living, behavioural, mobile bodies in the contexts of art, culture, 
and society. As a media performance, dance signifies a live art mediated through 
mechanical, electronic, or digital media, as well as a “live” intervening on the 
articulation, that is, on the choreography of movement within the media practice 
and system of communication and mediation (film, television, digital systems, 
communication networks). As a post-media practice, dance signifies an important 
change that leads from choreography and dance as the creating of “sensuous 
aesthetic value” to the conceptual field of reconsidering and researching the 
status of dance as an art or a material cultural practice.313 it is about transforming 
art from creating in the traditional or new media into a field of exploring new 
production and postproduction relations with media or phenomena within social 
contradictions, conf licts, and paradoxes. the post-media and post-production 
character of contemporary dance makes it “ontologically” free from the modernist 
conceptions of the radicalisation of the aesthetic evolution of live performance 
(yvonne rainer, trisha Brown), as well as from the postmodernist conceptions 
of plural media work with dance and representation, that is, the recreation of the 
performance of dance by performing media models (pina Bausch, Anne terese de 
Keersmaeker). dance thereby becomes a practice, similar to any other practice of 
art in the age of culture314 – which is not bound to the phenomenalisation of its own 

313 conceptual or choreographic dance is an open term for the critical examinations, deconstructive 
practices, and simulational production of institutions, discourses, phenomena, concepts, and 
procedures of choreography and dance in the Western art of the 1990s and 2000s. the idea of 
conceptual dance (think-dance) concerns the work of european choreographers, dancers, and 
performers, such as Jérôme Bel, Boris charmatz, xavier le roy, thomas lehmen, tom plischke, 
tino sehgal, Magali deshazeille, Meg stuart, and Gilles touyard.

314 Art in the age of culture is an indeterminate indexical identification for art after the fall of the 
Berlin Wall and the reversal from the specific symptom retro-practices in the art of the 1980s and the 
early 1990s towards the establishment of the art of the new global epoch. the new art in the age 
of culture resides in its emerging from the centred autonomies of the macro-political order into 
an art with conspicuous cultural functions in the new reconfiguration of media and actuality. Art 
in the age of culture emerges with the production of global empires, from the usA to the eu, in 
a post-cold War age. 
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medium or disciplinary identity, but to the function of performance in relation to 
the history of dance, the cultural paradigm of dance, that is, social contradiction 
in the altered world of the transitional globalisms of the 21st century’s first decade. 
on the one hand, this is about work that assumes the demand that the dancer 
intervene “apologetically” or “critically” in a given cultural or multicultural 
milieu, whereby dance is posited as a field of the appropriation of culture (for 
instance, Akram Khan’s multicultural dance and lisa Bufano’s dance of the 
handicapped). By contrast, activist dance tends towards a mutation of dance as 
an art into a field of everyday cultural and social contradictions. dance itself 
then cancels itself as an art practice and becomes an instrumental practice, which 
makes only limited references to the history or cultures of dance.

dANce ANd theory: discourses ANd AppArAtuses

like any other art, dance is entirely within the domain of theory, even when 
choreographers and dancers “believe” that they are outside of theory, outside of 
discourse, in the pure domain of technique, affect, or communication. this is not 
just about a body set in motion opposite to and outside of writing, but a body that 
is always covered or implicated, that is, mediated by the traces of writing about 
dance, body, space, movement, time, performance, theatre, indirect gestural 
narration, mediation of sense, meaning, sign, value, the object of enjoyment, a 
body that is a surplus of value, meaning, and sense in relation to the everyday body. 
the stimulating tension between body and writing: body-text and écriture-as-
text are, again, always already écriture within the writing that grants something 
(a certain bodily movement) the status of dance as art within the culture.

in addition, by écriture or writing i do not mean the act of writing itself – leaving 
a graphic trace that refers to language or worlds beyond language – but a genesis 
or only relocating the performance of that which is on the other side of language, 
which at once consists of bodies that construct figures on the stage or screen. 
But bodies also make all the possible geographically situated histories and our 
choices in them. that still means that the effects of language or the effects of 
the body relate to the language of linguistics, which is merged with the affects 
in the infrastructures of society, that is, with its apparatuses. dance is therefore 
not any movement of and by the body, although any movement of and by the 
body may become dance in relation to an apparatus and our positions in it (or 
in them), regardless of the “morphology (and its techniques) of that movement”. 
An apparatus then is a heterogeneous set that includes virtually anything, non-
linguistic, bodily, kinetic, linguistic, behavioural phenomena and their “solid” 
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contexts: discourses, buildings, institutions, contracts, customs, habits, and 
even theoretical and philosophical propositions. the apparatuses, in which the 
identification of movement as dance and of dance as a social practice occurs, have 
concrete strategic and tactical functions, which are situated in relation to powers 
and the knowledge of powers.

one may derive two characteristics, directing but confronting claims about the 
relationship between dance and theory:

(1) dance precedes theory, and
(2) theory precedes dance.

the first claim. this means that beyond the verbal, dance is determined by a 
significantly, characteristically, and predominantly bodily movement. the body is 
in an artificial and specifically constructed motion in relation to the music (as basis /
ground/, accompaniment /guard/, or adornment /ornament/) on a defined and restricted, 
that is, framing stage in a defined duration—for instance: Nijinsky, L’Après-midi 
d’un faune (1912) or Martha Graham, Primitive Mysteries (1931). Moreover, bodily 
movement emerges from the choreographer or dancer’s intuitions – her feel for the 
music, space, and time in relation to the movements of her own body. the concept 
of “emergence” is linked to the polyvalent terms of intuition and the truth of 
being (Mary Wigman, Martha Graham). in dance, the bodily act (motion, gesture, 
movement, behaviour) emerges from its performance out of the dancer’s intuitions 
regarding the given space, time, and music, or other bodies (Merce cunningham, 
The Septet, 1953). Any of those factors may be sidelined, or stressed to the degree 
of a rhetorical figure. in such an understanding of dance, theory comes after the 
fact, as a conceptualisation of technique and then it is a matter of a poetics of dance. 
the poetics of dance may be a stricter or a softer, descriptive or normative, pro-
theoretical articulation of the techniques of the performance of dance and the mode 
of being of dance as an artwork (the writings of isadora duncan, rudolf von laban, 
Mary Wigman). the critical theory of dance arises – still later – as description, 
explication, interpretation, or discussion of the dance work and its historic and 
geographic, or stylistic identifications, or the possibilities of interpreting the dance 
work in the framework of the disciplines and theories of the humanities – it is 
an “epistemological break” that plays out in the application of poststructuralist, 
feminist, and cultural-studies theories to contemporary dance. the writings of 
sally Banes, Johannes Biringer, cynthia J. Novack and others are a case in point.

the second claim. this means that dance is always-already within a discoursive 
grasp of bodily movement, that it is a part of the most complex possibilities of 
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its apparatuses. dance is born in the midst of a “language” or an “atmosphere 
of language”, as well as of a language that pledges the unverbalisability and 
unsayability of the dancing body regarding verbal language. the body is in an 
artificial and constructed movement in relation to the music (as the basis /ground/, 
accompaniment /guard/, adornment /ornament/ or as proposition /suggest/)315 on 
a defined and circumscribed – framing – stage (space) for a defined duration, 
which is established, performed, and received in the specific institution of dance. 
there is no dance or music without the “framing” institution and its constituent 
discourses, through which every individual dance begins to relate to other 
individual texts of culture or meta-texts of culture. dance and music are separate 
today—for instance, the practices developed by yvonne rainer, trisha Brown, 
robert Morris, or Bruce Nauman in the 1960s, or Meg stuart, Jérôme Bel, Boris 
charmatz or xavier le roy, iztok Kovač from the late 1990s. they do not 
necessarily relate to each other. still, the non-relationship of music and dance 
represents an important identity of the contemporary choreographic creating of 
“dance as an art of bodily movement”. Moreover, bodily movement does not spring 
from the choreographer or dancer’s intuitions – her unverbalised “immediate” 
feel for the music, space, and time, or movement without music, but from the 
conceptual, poetic, and ideological horizon in which she is found, formed, through 
which she developed, or which she critiques, destroys, deconstructs, or restores 
and appropriates anew – Mårten spångberg has developed an example of such a 
strategy. the discoursive practices of the institutions, through which the world of 
the dancer, choreographer, composer, but also spectator/listener is constructed, is 
a certain conceptual, poetic, and ideological horizon. that “world” is not an image 
of the real world, but an instance of an apparatus: a case of a complex situational 
relationship for the event. furthermore, “discoursive practices” connotes the 
extraction of a field of objects by defining a perspective for the object of cognition, 
through determining the form for the development of concepts and theories. 
discoursive practices are not simply ways of producing discourses for or through 
the apparatuses. they are shaped in technical meetings, in institutions, in patterns 
of behaviour, in various types of transmission and diffusion, in various pedagogic 
forms that at once impose and maintain them. in such a context of thinking, 
intuition labels the “tacit knowledge” that practitioners, theorists, and spectators 
of dance adopt, share, and accept as self-evident. in such an understanding of 
dance, theory proceeds, or is at least synchronous with, the conceptualisation of 
technique and in that case it is a matter of a discoursive and then also a theoretical 
framework for a poetics and practice of dance. the critical theory of dance as 

315 for the representational aspects of music cf. Jenifer robinson: “Music as representation Art”, in: 
What is Music? An Introduction to the Philosophy of Music, ed. philip Alperson. university park, pA: 
the pennsylvania state university press, 1987, 165–192. 
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description, explication, interpretation, analysis, deconstruction, or discussion of 
a dance work and its historic and geographic identifications is a nexus of discourses 
that surround the dance work and its affective interactions with other theories 
of the world of art and culture. the theory and practice of dance are a jagged 
knot that is hard to untangle because apparatuses are not just the “esoterics of 
discourses” or “intensity of discourses”, but also an array, mixture, multitude that 
fundamentally alter the real relationship of the one to the other regarding dance.

two cases of dance practice are discussed below:

(1) from the standpoint of the “work/life”—the theoretic-anthropological 
position, and

(2) from the standpoint of the “representation in culture” / “representation of 
culture” – the theoretic-textological position.

politics ANd BAllet/dANce:  
the differeNce BetWeeN the BIOS POLITIKOS ANd  

VITA ACTIVA (AN ANAlysis of ModerN ANd  
postModerN dANce forMAts)

According to hannah Arendt,316 the difference between the Greek term bios 
politikos and its medieval rendition into vita activa is that bios politikos explicitly 
signified the domain of human relations, emphasising the action, praxis, needed 
for its realisation, whereas vita activa signifies all three basic human activities: 
work, production, and action. if one applies this “formula” to the understanding 
of the relations of politics, society, and the arts, in this case dance, one may then 
arrive at the following scheme:

Basic anthropological scheme one

Bios politikos Vita activa

the order of the social relation labor work/production practice

this scheme is “anthropological” because it begins with the term life as the basic – 
ontologically assumed – condition of the “human”. the human and life are linked 
in that which may be called the form of life. furthermore, according to Giorgio 
Agamben, the form of life denotes a life that cannot be separated from its forms, in 

316 hannah Arendt: “the term Vita Activa”, in: The Human Condition. chicago: university of 
chicago press, 1958, 12–17. 
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other words, a life that cannot be bare life.317 following Arendt, “labor” in scheme 
one above denotes the activities that pertain to the biological potential and 
process of the human body, which spontaneously grows, which is in metabolic 
processes, and which, ultimately, disappears. the basic condition of life is labor. 
“Work” or “production” denotes the activities that belong in the domain of the 
unnaturalness of human existence, which is not built into life itself in the biological 
sense. production enables and secures the “artificial world” of objects, different 
from the natural environment and life processes in the biological sense. hannah 
Arendt stresses that every individual life is circumscribed by its own biological 
limitations. the world in which life, as well as production, unfolds outlives and 
transcends every individual human life. the basic condition of production is the 
existence of the world and, it may be added, the attainment of the alienation in 
the worldly. “practice” is the activity/performance that directly plays out among 
people, without the mediation of the life of objects. practice is possible as practice 
by virtue of the fact that a certain life form on this planet emerges as the life of the 
human being among other people. in other words, practice is the activity whereby 
human interrelations are established, which means “society”. that is why practice 
is an essential feature of the political, but also of art.

in the next step of understanding the “political”, one may introduce a rather 
specific relation between “dance as art” and “politics”. dance is then viewed as 
an event in relation to the events of the order of human-social relations, the work 
of the body (the creative animatedness of the body), production of the object 
(work of art, dance), and action as an intervention in a singular social relation (the 
primary functions and meaning of dance work).

derived structural social scheme two

the order of the social 
relation

Work production Action in the social 
relation

function of dance in 
society

the mode of bodily 
creation and perception 

of the dance work

the relation between 
the dominant 

production of material 
value in society and the 
mode of creating and 
performing the dance 

work in society

the potential of 
the intervention or 

engagement of dance in 
society

317 Giorgio Agamben: “form-of-life”, in: Radical Thought in Italy: A Potential Politics, eds. paolo Virno 
and Michael hardt, trans. cesare casarino. Minneapolis: university of Minnesota press, 1996, 151.
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in relation to the order of the social relation, that is, politics, arises the question as to 
whether dance as an art has any functions and how those functions may be demanded, 
received, and executed. if human life is understood as a significant separation of bios 
from zoé, it follows that dance always has a specific function in separating “human 
life” from “life in general”. on the other hand, the long process of the development 
of positing and therefore also interpreting ballet/dance318 as a unified, social, and 
aesthetically situated practice – for instance, the tradition of white ballet: George 
Balanchine, Mikhail Baryshnikov – has been establishing itself since modernity 
towards the “modern age”. those practices are devoid of any obvious function, in the 
field of a sensuous perception that must be without any specific practical interest if it 
is indeed to be an aesthetic appreciation of art, that is, ballet. As an aesthetic practice, 
dance is not supposed to have a practical function. But is this really so? in the history of 
Western dance, one may recognise four instances of the ‘functions’ of dance:

derived structural scheme three: society – dance

the function of 
representing, that is, 

presenting the societal

the function of presenting 
the individual/singular 
versus societal totality

the function of 
performing micro- or 
macro-identification

the autonomy of 
dance or its lack 

of function as the 
function of dance

Mimesis catharsis and/or expression performance 
(performativity)

the immanence of 
singularity

philosophic and 
aesthetic platonism

philosophic and aesthetic 
Aristotelianism

cultural studies philosophic and 
aesthetic Kantianism

the political plane the plane of the individual the micro-political 
plane

the aesthetic plane

in the first instance, ballet/dance has the obvious function of representing/
presenting society. in that case, presenting society is given as a “generality” (a political 
idea, concept, or stance) that may be presented and represented with a singular dance 
sample, that is, a dance work. in the discourse of traditional Western aesthetics, 
one might say that singularity renders generality sensuously presentable. 
sensuous presentability therefore emerges as mimesis (mimicking, imitation) of 
the perceivable or real world. in this case, ballet/dance is viewed as a function of 
the political, which means that the truth of ballet/dance, in the platonic sense, is 
the truth of a general or abstract political idea: the royalist (the dancing of louis 
xiV’s france, court dances and ballet as an effect of court performance practices), 

318 in this section i am addressing ballet and dance. i am using the concept of dance as a synchronic 
term that comprises ballet as type, species, or genre. At the same time, i view ballet diachronically, 
as the art of the canonically formalised staged dancing in the modern tradition, and dance as a 
development or revolution in regards to ballet of the long 20th century.
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the bourgeois (the late 19th-century paris opera dance school), the proletarian 
(the 1920s working-class and theatre associations of Weimar Germany), and the 
consumerist idea (the appropriation and reconstruction of avant-garde and neo-
avant-garde dancing that Mikhail Baryshnikov has performed since the 1990s).

in the second instance, ballet/dance is a function of presenting the individual as 
the singular event of the human body’s movement against societal totality, that 
is, the generality or universality of society. in that case, universality appears as 
the effect of an “empty signifier” that may represent entirely different singular 
events with their distinguishing signifieds, towards an always absent generality. 
A singular event that is established against sociality is a sort of break or rupture in 
sociality, which transpires identify in the choreographer/dancer’s creative act or 
the spectator/listener’s receptive absorption into the singularity and immanence 
of the dance work. that break or rupture, which pertains to a singular individual 
or, less often, to a micro-collective group of individuals, is traditionally labelled 
in the Aristotelian fashion as “catharsis” and/or, in more modern parlance, 
expression.319 it is an interactive event with a ballet/dance work that results in 
a singular individual event of perception that is not subject to the social order 
(custom, law, symbolical order, cliché). the breach of the custom/law in the self-
realisation of perception is the fulfilment of the truth of catharsis/expression of 
the dance or ballet work (rudolf von laban, Mary Wigman, Martha Graham).

in the third instance, ballet/dance has the wholly determinate function of 
performing the micro- or macro-identification of the choreographer/dancer or 
spectator/listener with social and cultural clichés, that is, the accepted models 
of community and self-recognition. in the first instance, pertaining to the 
representation of society, it is a case of political idealities (ideas, abstractions, 
general stances, values). in the third instance, these are pragmatic representations 
of community or self-recognition in specific cultures and cultural practices, 
within historical society. roughly speaking, one may point out that self-
recognition in sensuously presentable representations of community (race, 
gender, class, generation) is a specific practice of performing identity in dance. 
the performance of identity occurs—for instance, according to cultural studies 
– in relation to culturally assumed or posited, sensuously presentable clichés. 
in certain historical periods or specific geographic and cultural localities, what 
we call “the art of dance” has performed the function of the identification of 
the subject, recognition, self-declaration, and demonstrative show of belonging 
to a real or fictional community. there are many examples, ranging from the 

319 Nelson Goodman: “expression”, in: Languages of Art. london: oxford university press, 1969, 
85–95. 
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early 20th-century russian ballet to Martha Graham’s Wild West dances and the 
multicultural practices of today (pina Bausch, Akram Khan and others).

in the fourth instance, dance is based in the concept of its autonomy as an art. the 
modern concept of art, formed in the 18th century era of the enlightenment, was 
based in a profound reconfiguration of social life, in other words, in the radical 
specialisations of human labour, production, and activity, under the pragmatic and 
utilitarian conditions of the advance of capitalism. A new field, “ostensibly free from 
society”, was posited in the domain of professional distinctions and labelled with 
the newly coined term – “the fine arts” – in contrast to the Greek concept “techné” 
(skill, craft). dance, that is, ballet, was understood as a “fine art”. it emerged that 
an important quality of ballet/dance was the aesthetic, that is, “in a post-Kantian 
wording”: an autonomy that is disinterested with regards to utilitarian, productive, 
or social work. the problems inherent to the conceptions of autonomy were already 
observed by Adorno, for instance, in his discussions of absolute music, when he 
pointed out that the function of music is to be without function.320 if an important modern 
feature of art is to be autonomous, that means that in a specific society – the bourgeois 
capitalist society – it does have the social function of not having a function in the 
pragmatic social sense. But if art has at least a single function, and if that function 
is not to have a social function in the everyday, then it is not autonomous. how to 
solve this paradox? A response that might be advanced regarding the paradox of 
the autonomy of art is that the function of the autonomy of ballet/dance regarding 
society and politics is feasible only as a political decision to grant autonomy within 
the social practices of interest. for anything to be autonomous art or, to put it more 
specifically, for ballet/dance to be autonomous regarding society and politics, “it” 
must be politically derived as an autonomous field of action in society. Besides, the 
autonomy of ballet/dance in relation to culture is not the same kind of autonomy 
that culture has in relation to society. the autonomy of dance/ballet in relation to 
culture, therefore also to society, is idealised to the incontrovertible. the autonomy 
of culture in relation to society is relative and contingent, that is, controvertible and 
problematic in every respect.

scheme four presents a conception by which the relation between the autonomous 
and political “dance” is presented and interpreted as a binary opposition of 
obvious opposites.321 the dance work is either a subset of the domain of autonomous 

320 theodor W. Adorno: “function”, in: Introduction to the Sociology of Music, trans. e.B. Ashron. New 
york: continuum, 1989, 41.

321 charles harrison, fred orton: “introduction: Modernism, explanation and Knowledge”, in: 
Modernism, Criticism, Realism: Alternative Contexts for Art, eds. charles harrison and fred orton. 
london: harper and row, 1984, xi–xxviii.
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art, or a subset of the domain of dance as political art (e.g. ballets from the chinese 
cultural revolution). the opposition of the dance-political and the politico-
dance is posited as fundamental for the modernist development of the distinction 
between the status of the high, autonomous and that of the “low”, political art 
of dancing.

the derived distinction between autonomous and political art:  
scheme four 

the hypothetical refocus from the dancer and spectator’s body to  
the dance-choreographic artwork “itself”

dance as autonomous art dance as political art

By contrast, scheme four points to the “hegemonic” modernist view that all art 
is autonomous with regards to society and politics. such “absolutely autonomous 
dance art” develops by its respective genres, that is, by different thematisations 
or presentations of references. the genres differ. Besides, one of the substantive 
demands that are imposed on dance is to perform a dance, whose extra-artistic 
reference or theme is: politics and sociality. in other words, a formalist assumption is 
posited, whereby certain dance works created within the context of the autonomy 
of art may present the “theme of politics” or the “theme of sociality”. in terms of 
their “behavioural content”, which represents their “verbal content”, they fulfil 
their political function, whereas in terms of their formal compositional features 
they realise their autonomous artistic and aesthetic values.

the analysis and discussion above reveal that the conceptions of the “autonomy 
of the aesthetic” and the “autonomy of dance as art” show and confirm some 
important features of the art of dance. for anything to qualify as dance art, it must 
be an autonomous, singular presence and phenomenality of an artwork aimed 
at the aesthetic distribution of sensuous perception. But this arrangement has a 
rather limited history, which spans across from the late 18th century to the mid 
1960s. during that short history, the conception of the autonomy of, for instance, 
the art of dance, was universalised in the appropriation of different cultural 
“dance artefacts” from the history of Western civilisation, ranging from antiquity 
to the renaissance, and from different geographic localities (Africa, Asia, south 
America). the renaming of ancient Greek or African dance artefacts into ‘the 
art of dance’ was a consequence of the hegemony of the european culture of the 
enlightenment, which transpired not only in the extraordinary development of 
philosophic and theoretic thought, but also in the colonialist, economic-political 
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domination of european culture. it may be pointed out, then, that immanuel 
Kant’s conception of “the disinterestedness of the aesthetic judgement” became 
the anticipatory foundation of the modern thinking of art not only with its 
philosophic “forcefulness”, but also with the military, political, and economic 
domination of the West and its culture. it is as if it were an impact that might 
be metaphorically named with the expression “the mutual action of Kant and 
cannon” on the modern world.

culturAl studies ANd dANce 
dANce ANd culturAl texts: issues of ideNtity

cultural studies are being posited today in a number of interpretative and 
perspective directions regarding the strategies and tactics of contemporary dance:

(1) towards opening the Western paradigm of dance to the effects and 
practices of non-european dance traditions – extending to the exotic and 
then intercultural, multicultural, transcultural, and nomadic dance,

(2) towards a theory of complex (heterogeneous, poly- or multi-centred/
decentred) systems of bodily expression and presentation; in other words, 
the world today is viewed as a global system (an integrating, but not yet 
integrated system) that is plurally determined by mutually incomparable 
and un-coexistent geographic and historic cultures,

(3) towards a constructivist and critical theory of identities (racial, ethnic, 
gender, generational, political, professional, cultural, etc.) – identity is 
viewed not as a given necessity, but as a constructed or produced order of 
ideas (representations),

(4) towards a dominant discourse of the world after the collapse of the cold 
War division of the world, which means, in common parlance, towards 
the ruling globalist ideology of the world after the fall of the Berlin Wall, 
and-or

(5) towards developing specific studies or theories of specific systems and 
practices of the contemporary world (women’s, queer, postcolonial studies), 
which would offer interpretations or discussions of gender identities in 
dance.

in the following lines i will be relying on the assumptions of the constructivist 
and critical cultural studies that have been developed through the deconstruction 
of the sociological studies of ballet and dance. 
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“the soul”, “feeling”, “the heart” are romanticism’s names for the body.322 But 
the body is not simply present here and now; it is always-already a manifold, 
multiplied figure (heterogeneous, polymorphic, plural, metastasised) that hides 
(or only promises to reveal) its corporeality in different, culturally determined 
identities. I would like to see, touch, hear, smell, taste, feel THIS body itself – but 
every time [...] every time, instead of the “body itself ” of my expectations, there is a body 
constructed through the workings of the mechanisms and powers of culture – in fact, I am 
always confronted by figures that conceal the body. the working of culture is revealed 
precisely in the deferral of the body by means of the mechanisms of symbolic 
and imaginary mediation (concealment, censorship, suppression). i can therefore 
think contemporary dance as a material, productive, figurative model and a model 
of figures-texts that are offered within complex multimedia discourses of culture 
(of the dynamism and tension of the global-local, marginal-central-dominant, 
public-private). only in some radical cases does the body burst through the 
figure’s membrane (for instance, in yvonne rainer and Jérôme Bel, or in iztok 
Kovač and Janez Janša project Falcon!). 

the dancing body is introduced into the rhetorical (mediating and reinforcing) 
namings or symbolically redirecting situatings of the body in and from culture. 
contemporary dance shows that there is no body outside of culture, that is, outside 
of the constitutive procedures of the construction of identity, although there are 
ideological (political, poetic) mechanisms that select, name, and identify certain 
bodies as the precisely and uniquely ideal-bodies-themselves or as universal-
abstract-bodies. those are constructions of specific Western hegemonic cultures 
(of antiquity, the renaissance, bourgeois realism and modernism). the dancing 
body is not an image of a body identity in culture, but one of the mechanisms of 
the constitution and performance of identity in culture, therefore also of culture 
itself. in other words, it is not as though the body were in culture (as a potato might 
be in a pot), but rather that the body and culture construct and constitute each 
other through their mutual relations. i can therefore think dance as an effect of 
strategy and tactics, that is, as a way to represent the body between “entertainment” 
(the consumption of free time: Jérôme Bel), “enjoyment” ( jouissance) (the economy 
of desire/longing: Keersmaeker), and “the construction of different identities” 
(ranging from rainer, Keersmaeker, and forsythe, to Bel, charmatz, and le roy), 
in the one and-or any, but always determinate social order of communication, 
expression, presentation, constitution, exchange, and change of corporeal-
behavioural sense and meaning. the body’s representative is the figure: a symbolic or 
imaginary, but always material gap between the idealised, metaphysically centred 
un-literality of the relationship between the meaning and expression of the body 

322 Barthes: “rasch”, 308.
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44 Janez Janša & iztok Kovač: Falcon!, dance, 2013
photo: Nada Zgank
courtesy Janez Janša, iztok Kovač, Nada Zgank

45 Janez Janša & iztok Kovač: Falcon!, dance, 2013
photo: Nada Zgank
courtesy Janez Janša, iztok Kovač, Nada Zgank
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46 Janez Janša & iztok Kovač: Falcon!, dance, 2013
photo: Miha fras
courtesy Janez Janša, iztok Kovač, Miha fras

47 Janez Janša & iztok Kovač: Falcon!, dance, 2013
photo: Miha fras
courtesy Janez Janša, iztok Kovač, Miha fras
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in a specific context. the dancing figure materialises the gap between the ideal 
and phenomenal behaviour of the dancer. dance in contemporary culture arises 
as a plural order of figures-in-motion that disclose the heterogeneous and plural 
evidence of their passing through different cultural identities. every figure of 
contemporary dance (for instance, in pina Bausch’s Two Cigarettes in the Dark from 
1994, or William forsythe’s The Loss of Small Detail from 1991, or Jérôme Bel’s 
The Show Must Go On! from 2000) is, to use Jameson’s terminology, a “cognitive 
mapping”323 of the crossing and confronting of “images” from the surrounding 
emergent social reality. outside of behavioural performance, social reality does 
not exist. cognitive mapping is a mapping that must be unpacked through a series of 
concepts that link the physical and the social in articulating the complex relations 
between the global and the local (the universal and the particular or marginal, 
which penetrates the universal, thus turning it into the specific). pina Bausch’s 
world is a “model” of european late capitalism and an eclectic, quotation-collage-
composite post-historical or parahistorical postmodernism. it is an eclectic post-
historicism, in which dance and theatre are linked in a multilayer narrative text 
of incomplete behavioural stories. forsythe’s world is a “model” of unstable and 
nomadic “cynical pictures” of identity within the synchrony of ballet/dance, in 
the penetration of mass culture demands into the elite high-culture institutions of 
white ballet or the autonomous dance of modernism. forsythe’s cynicism is a slip 
out of the ballet fetishisation of the ballet/dance technique, in the name of a body 
politics and a politics of a behaviourality caught in the jaws of exceptionality and 
the everyday. Bel’s world is a “model” of a culture that pertains to the nomadic 
trans-tactics of subverting global liberalism and the high-art aesthetics of 
modernism and postmodernism. Bel works on conceptualising the performance 
of technique and thereby refocuses away from the poetic logic of the disinterested 
techniques of performing ballet/dance to the politics and the interestedness of 
every technique of performative behaviour. All these worlds are part of the map 
of late capitalism after the fall of the Berlin Wall, although they are, with their 
specific differences, an index of a different/dissolved position within the actuality 
of a great (Western) macro-paradigm of production, exchange, reception, and 
consumption of cultural identity. dance conceptualism (that of Bel, le roy, 
charmatz) stems not from conceptualisations of the aesthetic reductions of dance 
behaviourality (as in early rainer, or Brown, or early Keersmaeker), but from the 
deconstruction of ballet/dance technique324 through a reversal from “technique”, 

323 colin Maccabe: “preface” and fredric Jameson: “introduction”, in: The Geopolitical Aesthetic: 
Cinema and Space in the World System. Bloomington: indiana university press, 1995, xiv–xvi, 3.

324 What i mean is that in any discipline, including dance, behind technique there stands a certain 
conceptual (poetical, ideological, theoretical) apparatus. i am adopting this conclusion from 
theoretical psychoanalysis (lacan: “As far as i am concerned, i would assert that the technique 
cannot be understood, nor therefore correctly applied, if the concepts on which it is based are 
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as a disinterested creative activity, to a para- or quasi-technique-politics or 
technique-as-economimesis, that is, as a sign of a conceptualised behaviourality 
in an open-media and culturally circumscribed world, in which the tactics of 
the design and organisation of behaviour as a symptom of social representations 
supplant the techniques of creativity. in other words, the realisations of Bel, 
xavier, and charmatz emerge as poetically centred within ideology and its 
discourses of “art in the age of culture”. By contrast, the works of Anne terese de 
Keersmaeker are conceived in the doubleness of an eclectic postmodernism’s elitist 
hyper-aestheticism (it is all in perfect technical-technological performing order) 
and the locating of sub-textual references towards issues of cultural identity 
(gender, macro-culture, production, exchange, consumption of values). in Rosas 
danst Rosas, behind a perfectly centred “discourse” of hyper-aestheticism, there 
are certain stakes of identity construction: (1) body speech (the construction of 
the dance figure/s), which are figures after the “death of the subject” – we are 
watching and listening to alienated figures outside of the domain of psychological 
motivations; in fact, these are figures of late capitalism’s mass-culture media 
images and (2) body speech (the construction of the dance figure/s), which are 
figures of the construction of an inter-figurative relation (seduction, attraction, 
proposal, rejection, elusion, approach, expectation) among female identities (the 
relation of two women, the relation within a world of women, the possibility 
of centring female behaviour as the “core” of desire/longing). in other words, 
the dancers of Rosas danst Rosas do not represent the Juliets, ophelias, swans, 
Kareninas and the like, nor any ideal ballet or dance bodies; rather, they are 
bodies found in the figurable contextualising of specific behaviourality, and that 
is dance. it is no longer about expressing identity, but constructing identity and 
its differentiations, nuances. Both identities (the late-capitalist and the female) are 
material constructions based on the procedures of performing the figure in the 
position of the subject (late capitalism) and of performing female behaviourality 
in the position of existential or psychological motivation (the female identity at 
the moment when the critical mass of women’s labour achieves domination on the 
artistic and other public stages of Western cultures). Rosas danst Rosas is a dance 
construct of female identity in late capitalism, close to the construct of female 
identity in the novel and the sitcom Sex and the City. Both cases are about pointing 
to the establishment of the relation between the public and the private in female 
behaviourality of late-capitalist (mass-media, consumerist, alienated) society.

ignored”) and take it into dance theory. cf. Jacques lacan: “the function and field of speech and 
language in psychoanalysis”, in: Jacques lacan: écrits: A Selection, trans. Alan sheridan. london 
and New york: routledge, 1977, 43.
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coNclusioN: episteMoloGicAl BreAK or  
the spectAculArisAtioN of the iNVisiBle

the earlier discussion has pointed to the status and functions of dance from the 
standpoint of “labour/life” (the theoretic-anthropological position) and that of 
“representation in culture” / “representation of culture” (the theoretic-textological 
position). however different and indeed competing on the battle or market fields of 
contemporary theory, aesthetics, and philosophy of art and culture, these two 
positions point to a significant symptom, which is that the meaning and value 
of ballet, i.e. dance, has essentially changed. the epistemological break of the 
potentiality of the meaning and value of dance is no longer found in “technical 
skill itself ”, or in “virtuosity”, that is, in the immediate, spontaneous – “sincere” 
– expressivity of the body set in motion on- or offstage, nor is it found in the 
desire for the “exclusively novel” in the dance or performance experiment. the 
epistemological potential of the “break” is revealed, choreographically set, and 
performatively executed in the political confrontations of the liberally individualised, 
democratically assumed, or totalitarianly collectivised body, as well as in apologetic, 
critical, or subversive contemporary myths that are indeterminately functional in 
terms of political correctness or cultural fascinations and obsessions: uncontrolled 
powers, economic crises, environmental disasters, institutional conspiracies, real 
or fictional human rights, open/closed markets, globalised life, cloned life, dis-
alienated humanity, market-situated lives, as well as critical self-consciousness.

the art of dance-performance, aimed at subverting power, thus can be issued as a 
singular event within a social relation, as a critical, engaged, activist, action practice. 
the art of performing is aimed at destroying or derealising the event inside sociality, 
whether that event concerns elite practices in high art or alternative practices in 
popular culture. Action practice is founded on performing a personal and direct, 
most often ethically, politically, existentially, or behaviourally provocative act, 
gesture, or form of behaviour in any micro- or macro-social relation whatsoever. 
engaged practice entails the significant decision on the artist’s part to take, with 
her art work or existence, an uncertain and critical role in social conf licts and 
confrontations with repressive power, i.e. with politics imposed from above. 
Activist325 practice in and/or with art signifies a practice-oriented conceptualised 
operative project, that is, an artistic intervention in culture and society that bears 
political, which also means social or cultural, consequences. engaged, activist, or 
action practice as subversion of social power starts bottom-up (from the people, from 
the margin, from self-organised sociality, etc.), as a singular event. those practices 

325 Aldo Milohnić: “Artivism”, trans. olga Vuković, in: Maska 1–2/90–91 (2005), 15–25.
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are aimed at hierarchical structures of power in society, at provoking, destroying, 
or derealising them. provoking means a relatively “safe” violating or challenging 
(taunting, problematising) of symbolic norms and discourses of political power, for 
instance, in a dance act and choreographic-performative stance. destruction means 
a singular event – rupture – that demolishes a symbolic or concrete order of relations 
in society. destruction is an activity that is established and developed in the tradition 
of historical avant-gardes and neo-avant-gardes – whereas in contemporaneity it 
has to be looked for. derealisation signifies more complex sets of dance or cultural 
activities that are aimed at taking away sense/reason, legitimacy, or significance 
of effect in certain social practices, first and foremost in the practices of didactics 
and repression, that is, practices of performing everyday life in the manifestations 
of social power. Artistic subversions of power emerge as an exit – one might say: 
transcendence – of the artistic itself into the domain of the political. therefore, 
these artistic practices strive for immanence in a political sense, and that means to 
working with sociality.
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16

theoreticAl perforMANce 
performative Knowledge

one of the great and dramatic confrontations in the art of the 20th century was 
the struggle between the anti-theoretical and the pro-theoretical principles in the 
approach to modern art and culture.

Anti-theoretical modernism in painting, theatre, dance, poetry, prose, or film 
was the foundation of the modernist mainstream. Anti-theoretical modernism or 
high modernism was based on the canonical ideas of the autonomy of art within 
society, the intuitive creation and reaching super- or pre- verbal existential 
experiences and aesthetic values. in high modernism, the knowledge of art was 
as a rule treated like synthetic (or experiential) knowledge of the appearance of a 
work of art. As far as high modernism is concerned, the theory always followed 
the creation as the critical and poetical interpretation of a work of art that 
came into being from non-transparent creative intuitions, which meant that the 
criticism and theory of art possessed subsequent representational functions in the 
processes of understanding, archiving and valuing the unattainable creative act 
and its effect, or in other words, its product. Anti-theoretical modernism saw 
theory as more or less useful, but certainly not as an unavoidable surplus of social 
value. 

the pro-theoretical approach within modernism was connected with the 
interdisciplinary tactics of the avant-garde (Artaud326, Brecht) and neo-avant-
garde (richard schnechner) phenomena, which were the result of the critical 
or subversive resistance to the high modernist mainstream. the pro-theoretical 
approach was based on anti-canonical notions that the autonomy of art is relative 
and functionally determined by the political organisation of the public and the 
private domain, that is to say, of free time and working hours, or of the controlled 
and uncontrolled institutionalised creative context. therefore, the creation is seen 
as something coming from conceptually envisaged or theoretically determined 
starting points, while the notion of the non-transparency of intuitions in high 
modernism is critically seen as important and determining, but a tacit conceptual 
or theoretical construction. in this sense, the theory of art is not the superstructure 
of receptive and aesthetical experience but a constitutive and constructive practice 

326 christopher innes: “Anton Artaud and theatre of cruelty”, in: Avant Garde Theatre 1892–1992. 
london: routledge, 1993, 59–69. 
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of every artistic creation, even when it presents itself as anti-theoretical. from this 
point of view, the anti-theoretical nature of high modernism is shown as a developed 
theoretical system of the horizon of the identification of the impossibility of 
artistic expression and articulation. the pro-theoretical approach is in principle 
developed as:

(1) a self-ref lexive approach, when the artistic work becomes the research of a 
specific process of artistic creation and the function of art in the world of 
art, culture, and society;

(2) a conceptual approach, when the artist plans, executes and offers the 
work for reception on the basis of exhibiting concepts (ideas, notions, 
mental representations) leading to the problematic provocation of the 
artistic practice, although the concept itself does not necessarily acquires 
theoretical interpretation or verbal utterance, and

(3) a theoretical approach, when the work of art or the artistic practice 
are executed within theoretical intentions, theoretical networks of 
interpretation, theoretical objects as examples of art or theoretical 
practices.

the pro-theoretical approach in art most often becomes performance practice 
because it is based on the tactics (concepts and procedures) of performing the self-
ref lexive, the conceptual or the theoretical within the artistic practice itself. 
the history of pro-theoretical approaches leading to performance art,327 results 
from two areas of action of artistic avant-gardes and neo-avant-gardes: (1) from 
experimental work in the theatre, and (2) from performing procedures within art 
(painting, sculpture, poetry, film). 

Performance art in the theatre designates such theatrical practice that moves from 
the concept of the theatre as a representational art to the theatre as a researching 
performance practice. for example, the idea of the theatre as a laboratory, as 
artistically institutionalised space where theatrical art is experimentally and 
theoretically researched (acting, dance, direction, choreography, scenography, 
ritualisation of everyday life, theory of theatre or theory of culture and society) 
is typical of modernism and the avant-garde: the research of psychological aspects 
of acting introduced by constantin stanislavsky, the biomechanical experiments 

327 robert c. Morgan: “conceptual performance and language Notations”, in: Conceptual Art. 
An American Perspective. Jefferson Nc: Mcferland & company, inc., 1994, 79–100; thomas 
Mcevilley: “Anti-Art as ethics. themes and strategies”, in: The Triumph of Anti-Art. Conceptual 
and Performance Art in the Formation of Post-Modernism. New york: Mcpherson & company, 2005, 
231. 
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by Vsevold Meyerhold, mechanical/mathematical ballet by oscar schlemmer 
in the Bauhaus, and the dance school by rudolph von laban. modernist and 
avant-garde theatrical laboratories are characterised by (a) a utopian project 
of the transformation of the theatre into an all-encompassing work of art 
(Gesamtkunstwerk), and (b) the poetical and pedagogical function of the laboratory 
as a domain of theoretical and practical preparation for public appearance. in 
the neo-avant-garde and post-avant-garde sense, the notion of the theatrical 
laboratory was introduced and developed by polish artist Jerzy Grotowski from 
the early 1950s until the early 1970s (teatar laboratorijum – Vroclav, and his 
later work in the usA). Grotowski’s work went through the formative period 
of critical examination of the avant-garde tradition, of the formulation of poor 
theatre (pure theatre), in the late 1960s, giving up the normal theatrical practice 
for the total experiment and the research of borderline areas of ritual and spiritual 
micro-relations (spiritual and existentialist education) of a group of associates at 
the beginning of the 1970s. theatrical/performance work is understood as an 
incentive for researching and verifying both the spiritual and physical existence of 
the individuals involved in the process of the theatre as art. the idea, the spiritual 
condition, or the interpersonal relations among the individuals transposed into 
the scenic, the scenic-like, or as proper to laboratory or extra-theatrical space 
become a model for the factual, fictional, and spiritual learning of the accomplices. 
in other words, the institutions of the writer, dramatist, director, scenographer, 
costume designer, merge in an open and critical institution of the accomplices/
performers. 

the movement away from the neo-avant-garde328 (the examination of the avant-
garde tradition and the immanent criticism of modern theatre) and subsequently 
away from Grotowski’s post-avant-garde laboratory (post historical evocation of 
the theatrical, artistic and cultural traces) to postmodern theatrical laboratory-
school-workshop was led by peter Brook, Julian Beck from Living theatre, richard 
schechner and richard foreman from Performance group, eugenio Barba’s Odin 
Theatre, robert Wilson, the school of the group The Thing: Theatre of Mistakes 
(london). the development of post-laboratory work, that is, the performance 
work, leads to the conception of post-theatrical practice as the meta-research of 
theatrical concepts such as art and social practice (metatheatre) in the following 
ways: (1) to formal physical, spatial, and temporal research of discoursive and 
non-discoursive theatre as well as to the examination of avant-garde tradition; (2) 
to the theoretical and political formulation of the nature of theatrical experiment 

328 paul schimmel: “leap into the Void: performance and the object”, in: Out of Actions. Between 
Performance and the Object, 1949–1979. ed. paul schimmel. london: thames and hudson,1998, 
1–119.
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(the post-avant-garde phase of the late 1960s and early 1970s) with its typical 
politisation of Living Theatre and the equalising of the domain of theatrical action 
with the domain of political action in the physical and environmental event; (3) 
to the criticism and deconstruction of an exclusive and autonomous modernism – 
returning to the ritual shamanist break of the fundamental theatrical relationship 
between the actor and the audience (Grotowski), to the research of cultural post-
theatrical relationships (schechner) and extra-european rituals, dancing and 
theatrical rituals and magical systems (Barba), so that it was possible to establish 
a multi-genre, pluralist and eclectic theatre of ritual typical of postmodernist 
nomadic or trans-movement from metatheatre to pararitual archetypal act. 
schechner developed a complex field of performance studies that steps out of the 
domain of the theatre as art and enters a field of performance as the instrument of 
exhibiting cultural and societal practices in articulating the public and the private, 
or, micro and macro space. richard foreman, richard schechner or herbert 
Blau worked from the late 1960s on the research of a theoretically oriented 
theatre and performance. robert Wilson, while a director in the field of theatre-
spectacle, developed systems of pedagogical or exhibiting workshops where he 
used performance art to show through self-ref lexion or pedagogy the poetic aspects 
of his creation. 

Another significant area of execution of theoretical performance is one that comes out 
of the theatre in the field of other arts.329 the artistic work of Marcel duchamps 
led from the sensual to the conceptual. in his ready-made works he avoided 
the didacticism of theory, remaining in the sphere of subtle and sophisticated 
conceptual provocations of the canon or the functions of the modernist world of 
art. A younger generation of artists, who might still be termed neoDadaists because 
of their debt to duchamp, turn away from duchamp’s critical conceptualism and 
towards theoretical didacticism.330 that is how John cage’s theoretical performances 
were born. in John cage’s work, from the 1940s to the 1990s, we can see theory 
in action.331 the development of cage’s work led out of music, in other words to 
the establishment of music as a widened activity that can be in the intertextual or 
interbehavioural relationship with the music of the other, other arts or forms of 
discoursive expression and representation. What with cage appears as theoretical 
discourse simultaneously with his artistic work or through it can be identified as: 

329 richard Kostelanetz: The Theatre of Mixed-Means. An Introduction to Happenings, Kinetic 
Environments, and Other Mixed-Means Performances. New york: dial press, 1968.

330 cf. tyrus Miller: “example 10. didactic drifts. one or More conclusions”, in: Singular Examples. 
Artistic Politrics and the Neo-Avant-Garde. Northwestern university press, evanston ill, 2009, 215–
225.

331 John cage: “lecture on Nothing”, in: Silence. hanover: Wesleyan university press, 1961, 108–
127.
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(a) the principles of metamusic – dealing with the relocation of the ontology of 
music entry (intentional expression using sounds) into the theoretically-textual 
discourse on music which is brought into being in places and in conditions where 
the execution of a musical work (intentional creation or execution of structured 
sounds) is expected; (b) lecture poetry – dealing with the relocation of one artistic 
discipline (music) into other artistic disciplines (poetry, rhetoric, political 
canvassing, performance art), and (c) textual production – dealing with a text that is not 
poetry or music but textual productivity in art. cage in fact developed, with his 
verbal or lecture performances, the first obvious model of theoretical performance.332 
characteristic verbal performances are 45’ for a Speaker (1954), Composition as Process 
(1958), Lecture on Nothing (1959), Mureau (1962), John Cage Talking to Hans G. Helms 
on Music & Politics (1972), Composition in Retrospect (1981), Diary: How to Improve the 
World (1965- until death) or i-Vi (1988-89). Within experimental poetry, post 
fluxus artists like david Antin and Jerome rothenberg gave pro-theoretical 
performances during the 1960s and 1970s. After cage, henry flynt based his 
pro-theoretical work in fluxus and developed concept art. he called concept art the 
artistic practice based on the artistic intervention of ideas. flynt gave lectures-
as-performance on art, politics, mathematics, and economics (lecture, 1963). pro-
theoretical or conceptual, but also ironical and satirical performances were given by 
Georg Brecht (Drip music, 1963), George Maciunas (In Memoriam Adriano Olivetti, 
1964) or dick higgins and Alison Knowles (Solo for Voice no. 2, 1962). German 
artist Joseph Beuys, who was close to fluxus333 and conceptual art, developed 
a practice of lecture performances in order to prepare and perform his social 
sculpture. Social sculpture is a utopian project, which defines society (the social 
system) as an area of artistic acts and the shaping of a new stage of civilisation. 
Joseph Beuys has given a certain number of political and initiation lectures (in 
New york, chicago, london, oxford, Belgrade) since 1973. on the occasion of 
the exhibition called Document 6, he also organised one hundred days of work of 
Free International University in Kassel in 1977. these public lectures enabled him 
to lay the foundation for a form of work with individual and social creativity 
as well as the evolution of society. Beuys expressed his theoretical positions in 
The Theory of Sculpture and The Energy Plan for the Western Man334 (1973–1974). 
his artistic anthropology is based on: (1) the emancipating activity of fluxus; 
(2) the theoretical analysis of society as established in europe’s critically oriented 

332 Marjorie perloff: “No More Margins: John cage, david Antin, and the poetry of performance”, 
in: The Poetic of Indeterminancy. Rimbaud to Cage. evanston: Nortwestern university press, 1983, 
288–339. 

333 henry flynt: “essay. concept Art (provisional version, 1963)”, in: Ubi Fluxus ibi motus 1990–
1962, ed. Achille Bonito oliva. Milan: Mazzotta, 1990, 109–111. 

334 caroline tisdall: “energy plan for Western Man”, in: Joseph Beuys. london: thames and hudson, 
1979, 207–213.
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conceptual art; (3) the social, economical, and spiritual theory of the spiritual 
evolution of mankind by rudolph steiner, the founder of anthroposophy; (4) the 
critical new-leftist practice of the German neoanarchism from the 1960s and 1970s; 
(5) the ideas of alternative ecological movements (the Greens, feminists). Beuys’s 
purpose was to create a total work of art (Gesamtkunstwerk) by the evolutionist and 
revolutionist transformations of materialistic bureaucratic societies of Western 
private capitalism and eastern state capitalism. Because only the human power of 
thought can create a new cause in the world and in this way determine the future 
course of history.

Within the situational movement, critical and materialistic theory and the 
practice of subverting the mass and popular culture of the late capitalist society 
was developed. the situational international335 was established in 1957 as an 
international european group (movement), consisting of artists and theoreticians. 
present at the founding conventions were members of lettrist international, 
the international union of Bauhaus picturalists, architects Guy debord and 
constant Nieuwenhuis, as well as danish painter Asgern Jom, a member of the 
COBRA group. the headquarters of the situational movement were in france, 
and situational groups were active in sweden, Germany, and italy. the activity of 
the situational international was theoretical and propagandist, guided by analyses 
and discussions concerning the change of modern society, culture, and art. the 
situationalists dealt with writing manifestos, statements, and resolutions; they 
gave lectures and exerted inf luence at the university of strasbourg where in 1966 
the students under their inf luence organised a revolt that started with a physical 
attack on Abraham Moles, the professor of cybernetics. they experienced the 
students’ demonstrations in May 1968, as the realisation of their theories of 
spontaneous revolution so that they took part in practical political action. for 
situationalists, political action was a form of performance art. situationalists 
developed open pro-marxist analysis and the exhibiting of performance practice 
criticism of everyday consumer society. their credo was: “We want ideas 
to become dangerous”,336 expressing the strategic ambition of intellectually 
and theoretically based terrorism. Avoiding the interpretative speculative 
truths, they tended to discover individual and fragmentary truths in everyday 
behaviour itself, which they called anarcho-marxist truths. they oriented the 
initial discussions towards criticism of the historical left, claiming that the real-
communism in the soviet union had created a new form of exploitation that 
they called state bureaucrat capitalism. the main subject of their discussions was 

335 tom Mcdonough: “introduction: ideology and the situationist utopia”, in: Guy Debord and the 
Situationist international: Texts and Documents. cambridge MA: the Mit press, 2002, ix–xx. 

336 ibid., 272. 
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capitalist consumer society. the purpose of their criticism was to expose the logic 
of commercial or commodity production, which in modernist capitalist society 
prevents individual freedom and emancipation. in order to attack the totalitarian 
consumer society of spectacle, it is not enough to revolt against its structures and 
institutions but also against its values. first of all, it is necessary to produce the 
criticism of work. the abolishment of work, according to them, is not a utopian 
concept but the first pre-condition for overpowering the society of commodity. 
the abolishment of work is the condition for overpowering the imposed division 
between free time and working hours. in order to be free, human activity should 
be artistic and based on play. Art and play are the only activities that can bring 
back the rational and the concrete to everyday life. they were preoccupied with 
the intention to reshape the lives of people into art by spontaneous revolt of the 
masses. they were against the idea that life should be transformed into art. the 
ideal situationist was an amateur expert and an anti-specialist. 

in conceptual art337 the idea of artistic execution is connected with theoretical 
work in the area of non-theoretical expectations in the world of art. theoretical 
performance does not exist as a separate genre or stream in conceptual art, but 
certain activities of destruction and theoretisation of artistic practice are 
established in the way of performance art. Belgian proto-conceptual artist Marcel 
Broodthaers organised his life and work as a deconstruction of cultural industry, 
for example, the performance of museum situations with an audience (Musée d’Art 
Moderne, Departement des Aigles, Section des Figures, 1972). A conversation between 
two persons, the announcement of theoretical conversation, or the documentation 
originating from theoretical or everyday life, ian Wilson proclaimed for a work of 
art: “ian Wilson came to paris in 1970 and discussed the idea of oral communication 
as artistic form”. Bernard Venet organised public lectures given by scientists 
(mathematicians, physicists, chemists, and anthropologists) during the early 1970s 
as works of art. however, these public performances were not a synthesis of science 
and art or the aesthetisation of science but genuine scientific lectures relocated 
and performed within the institutionalised system of arts. Venet wanted to show 
that it was possible to execute a scientific lecture as such in the system of arts, by a 
meta-language action on the conventions and regulations of the institutions in the 
world of art. douglas houbler, lawrence Weiner, and robert Barry worked with 
meta-performances, creating verbal expressions that can be executed materially or 
behaviourally but which are not executed and remain ideal analytical propositions 
of art. the Art & language group based its work as a conversation and learning 

337 claude Gintz (ed.): L’art conceptuel, une perspective. paris: Arc Musée d’Art Moderne de la Ville de 
paris, 1989.
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among the members of the group338 (“if x is a member of the A & l group, then 
there is a certain y from whom x can learn, while x and y are different from 
each other”). in this sense Art & language did not realise theoretical performances 
as events before an audience but as a complex behavioural situation of research 
(conversation and learning) in the world of art. their complex, but cognitively 
feasible work is an installation for the theoretical performance of the audience (Index 
01, 1972) at the exhibition of Document5. 

in the age of eclectical postmodernism, during the late 1970s and early 1980s, 
there was a strong anti-theoretical impulse, led by the change from comprehending 
the text towards enjoying the text. But, the essential thing for postmodernism was 
the shift from the interest in theoretical explication to relying and acting through 
the theoretical or discoursive atmosphere of history, culture, and society. certain 
authors (Beuys, Victor Burgin, Barbara Kruger, cindy sherman, and even robert 
Wilson or Jan fabre) do not base their performances as rational or pragmatic 
theoretical criticism of the world of art but as the manipulation or simulation of 
the artistic act in a theoretical, political, cultural, or everyday atmosphere which 
stands in referential relationship towards uncertain theories, above all, those of 
post structuralism.339 

in the epoch that certain theoreticians call art in the age of culture at the most recent 
turn of the century, there appears to be an interest in some areas for theoretical 
performance. Theoretical performance becomes an instrument in the critical practice of 
those artists who work with cultural identities – referring to theories of race, nation, 
gender, or generation. female or male artists give private or public performances, 
most often behavioural events, in order to provoke, simulate, deconstruct or 
satirise a specific identity and its supportive discourses or normative ideologies. 
for example, Adrian piper works with behavioural, theoretical, and socially 
normative discourses of the interaction between gender (bisexual), race (of mixed 
blood), and class (working and middle class), while holly hughes works with 
lesbian, Marina Abramović with heterosexual, and tim Miller with queer identity. 
for these authors, the theoretical is one of the instruments for the explication of 
critical, traumatic or repressive policies of identity in contemporary geographical 
and historical societies. Within the techno-performance practices that have 
established themselves as net theatre, cyber art, the art of systems or relational art 

338 terry Atkinson, Michael Baldwin: “the index”, in: The New Art, ed. Anne seymour. london: 
hayward Gallery, 1972, 16–19.

339 Mary Jane Jacob: “Art in the Age of regan: 1980–1988”, in: A Forest of Signs: Art in the Crisis of 
Representation, eds. Ann Goldstein, Mary Jane Jacob, catherine Gudis. cambridge MA: the Mit 
press, 1989, 15–64.
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(orlan, stelarc, Marko Košnik, igor Štromajer, Marko peljhan) the theory has the 
necessary function of the instrumental discourse used to form a new artistic field 
of media practices. it is possible to differentiate between theories belonging to the 
corpus of media or techno-theories and the theories of culture, and specific art or 
self-poetic theories. for example, orlan works with the indexing of biomedical 
cultural theories in relation to gender theories. Marko peljhan intervenes within 
the determined scope of applied arts (cybernetics, ecology, meteorology), using 
scientific infrastructure for the execution of his works. Marko Kosnik puts into 
effect the aesthetisation of the scientific, that is, of cybernetic systems, while 
stelarc, on the contrary, uses theoretical references, technological knowledge, 
and cultural ends to exert a de-aesthetisation of the behavioural body of everyday 
life. certain former east european artists (oleg Kulik, irwin, dragan Živadinov, 
petar Mlakar, Mike hentz) put their work in the field of political problems or 
ideological cracks in macro- and micro-policies of the late socialist societies or 
those in transition. for example, the irwin group’s performances called NSK 
guard from the 1990s are not explicitly theoretical performances but they cannot 
be understood without a conceptual and theoretical problematisation of the 
ideological and political role of the army in socialist and societies in transition. 
the case of theoretical and theoretical/practical problematisation of the status 
of the theory of art on the universal level and on the level of claustrophobic 
and theory-phobic societies in transition is the subject of research by a series of 
authors linked to the tkh-centre (Walking Theory) in Belgrade. laurie Anderson 
with her rock performances executes the spectacle as theoretical symptom of 
borders or confrontations between mass and popular culture. the examples of 
pro-theoretical deconstructions of the theatre towards the exhibiting theatre can 
be found in completely different works such as those by emil hrvatin or coco 
fusco. the experiments with dance were, in their long 20th century history, 
anti-theoretical and if the role of theory appeared it had pedagogical or poetical 
functions (rudolf von laban, Mary Wigman, Merce cunningham, trisha 
Brown); one of the rare examples was yvonna rainer who in the early 1960s 
executed exhibiting performances (Trio A) in order to test the theoretical premises 
of the new or minimal dance. the generation of choreographers and dancers, 
which appeared during the late 1990s, conducted an unusual change towards the 
theoretisation of choreographical and dance work. this new dance coming after 
postmodernism, and called choreographical or conceptual dance appeared as a 
practice resulting from critical/theoretical research and deconstruction of dance 
paradigms (the institution of dance, dance techniques, the status of constitutive 
relations within the dance as art). these choreographers and performers ( Jérôme 
Bel, xavier le roy, Matrten spangberg, tina sehgala) are interested in the 
introduction of the conceptually or theoretically constructed positioning into the 
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rhetorical systems of modernist and postmodernist dance, but also in the execution 
of theoretical performances (verbally determined dances, performances, workshops, 
lectures). the role of theoretical performance in dance is dramatically obvious since 
the theory represents the means of attack on technical fetishism of dance as well 
as on choreographical rhetorical aestheticism. 

there is a metaphorical, almost allegorical use of the notion of theoretical performance 
in the sense of the theatralisation of philosophy or of philosophical performance. 
theatralisation of philosophy, according to peter sloterdijk, occurs with 
friedrich Nietzsche and denotes the end of philosophical metaphysics, becoming 
rhetoric (from Martin heidegger through Jacques lacan and Jacques derrida to 
Jean Baudrillard and peter sloterdijk) or language game (ludwig Wittgenstein). 
ludwig Wittgenstein turned his lectures on philosophy of everyday language 
into demonstrations of thinking experiments which he conducted using his speech 
or behaviour. there are stories about how old heidegger walked along the Alpine 
paths singing philosophical sentences on being, in order to achieve the longing 
of the ancient Greeks towards the truth itself. At the end of modernism, lacan 
organised his lectures on theoretical psychoanalysis as psychoanalytic sessions or 
shamanist rituals of initiation, establishing his learning as a process of initialising 
the transfer and counter-transfer between the subject, object, and the other. 
the philosophers and theoreticians belonging to the epoch of postmodernism or 
the epoch of culture like lyotard, Baudrillard, derrida, or sloterdijk take their 
discourses out to the scenes/screens of mass culture, creating mass spectacles. 
philosophical or theoretical constructions become the instruments of mass media 
performances. philosophy ceases to be only a discourse of analysis, discussion, 
and hermeneutical speculation but also becomes its own demonstration or 
intervention on the scene/screen. philosophy is increasingly a demonstration 
of the media breakthrough of the signifier into the ideal, smooth, and sexless 
body of traditional philosophy, in other words, into metalanguage which in this 
way starts to present its illegitimacy. sloterdijk developed in his work the idea 
of theatralisation,340 effacing the borders between the philosopher as a thinking 
figure and the philosopher as the scenic figure. speaking about the denial of power, 
sloterdijk at one point exclaims: “Better a cynical dog than an integrated swine!”341 
he would like Marx to speak the language of Kierkegaard, and Kierkegaard to 
speak of Marx’s topics. the denial of power can be seen in the rejection and 
in evaporation of the hypotheses of subjectivity. the evaporation of the subject 

340 peter sloterdijk: Thinker on Stage: Nietzsche’s Materialism, trans. Jamie owen daniel. Minneapolis: 
university of Minnesota press, 1989, 17–18.

341 peter sloterdijk: Critique of Cynical Reason, trans. Andreas huyssen. Minneapolis: university of 
Minnesota press, 1987, 261. 
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of instrumental repression, the subject resulting from repressive limitations of 
consecrated social autonomies and institutions, represents for sloterdijk the basic 
philosophical problem. in such context, philosophy becomes softer, rhythmical, 
devoid of its polemical combativeness. however, it is paradoxically critical 
(cynical) and post critical (soft in the postmodernist manner). it is fickle, seductive, 
theatrical, paradoxical, and dilutingly all encompassing. sloterdijk initiates the 
theatralisation of philosophy, bringing the thinker onto the stage. his discourse is 
soft, literary-didactic and subversive, speculative, aestheticised, and devoid of 
feeling for sentimentality and respect: he talked in the clothes of a Buddhist monk 
and preached his philosophy from the pulpit of a christian church. his discourse 
is simultaneously placed: (1) behind the end of modern philosophy, and (2) in 
order to thematise modernity, and (3) to theatricalise the philosophical points 
of departure (to be a dog on the philosophical scene means to be a philosopher 
after Nietzsche). slavoj Žizek, on the contrary, and in contrast to sloterdijk, is 
not a philosopher of postmodernist spectacle but a critically minded philosopher 
of the epoch of globalisation, which means that Zizek’s performance is not an 
aesthetisation of philosophy as in the postmodern period but a dramatic face-to-
face between the area of transfer/counter-transfer of philosophers or theoreticians 
with the media-multifold other.342 Žizek inscribes himself as a critical materialist 
philosopher into a structural position of mass media other (for example, in 
numerous polemics about 11 september 2002). he presents himself as the one who 
with the help of discourse interprets media horizons of the dominant ideologies 
and policies, but who also, simultaneously, is subjected to transfiguration by the 
powers or potentials of the discourse performed by mass media. the appearance 
of the philosopher in the media transfigures his interpretation into the massive 
and global spectacle of consumption/enjoyment of meaning. the theatralisation 
of philosophy nowadays is not, as in the postmodern period a hybrid and dispersed 
aesthetisation of philosophy, but the media performance of global representatives 
of particular framing, editing, and the presentation of the contextualised or 
decontextualised discourse of the philosopher. even though we had at the end of 
19th century a philosopher who showed the dirty hands of philosophy (Nietzsche) 
at the heart of universality, we have at the beginning of the 20th century a 
philosopher who in the global production of the media becomes a hybrid field 
to the media of distributed philosophical organs without a body in a struggle for 
the regulation or deregulation of the dominant and marginal knowledge of the 
contemporary world (Žizek). later, Martin Jay in the text entitled “the Academic 
Woman as performance Artist”343 offers a provoking theoretical thesis that some 

342 slavoj Žižek: The Pervert’s Guide to Ideology, dVd, cinedigm, 2013.
343 Martin Jay: “the Academic Woman as performance Artist”, in: Cultural Semantics: Keywords of 

Our Time. Amherst: university of Massachusetts press, 1998, 138–143.
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of the leading women theoreticians of cultural, and especially gender studies 
( Judith Butler, Jane Gallop, Avital ronell, eve Kosowsky sedgwick or Gayatri 
chakravorty spivak) have become certain kinds of women performers. having said 
that, it does not mean that they have really become women performers in the 
world of art but that their behaviour in the academic world is manifested in 
a particular, atypical way in relation to academic norms in that through their 
behaviour they demonstrate, execute and re-construct their theories. the theory 
becomes possible by moving the body in its relational and interactive micro- or 
macro-cultural space. in this way, the traditionally modern distinction between 
the body and soul is deconstructed to the opinion, which is the manifestation of 
the body in its interaction with environmental potentials and current events. if 
thought is body, then it is part of the theoretical, part of the cultural, the political, 
and part of the existential performance. in this way, the theory ceases to be an area 
of ref lection (the mimesis of the world by the process of thinking) and becomes 
the time and space of the performing body through which the world manifests 
itself. 
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17

AppropriAtioNs of Music  
postmedia: music 

As a vocal performer Katalin ladik344 took part in the production of Jugoslovenska 
muzička tribina (opatija) in 1969, 1970, and 1980, and in Muzički biennale in Zagreb 
in 1971. With Acezantez Ensemble and the composer Milko Kelemen she performed 
during the Munich olympic Games in 1972. With this ensemble she performed as 
a vocalist at the festivals Annale komorne opere i baleta in osijek in 1970 and 1972, 
and Aprilski susreti in Belgrade in 1972. she was a performer in dušan radić’s 
music piece Oratorio Profano at the festival Beogradske muzičke svečanosti (dom 
sindikata, Belgrade, 1979). 

A major part of ladik’s work was associated with vocal and instrumental music, 
although she had no particular musical qualifications. Neither was she an “amateur 
musician”, but a phenomenon of musical excesses and vocal miracles, combining 
music, theatre, and poetry. her music essentially addressed the relations between 
sound and a woman’s body. it was the music of a female body and its motion, 
transformation, action and expression whether she produced sounds with her 
body as a musical instrument – playing with a bow on the strands of her hair, 
playing folk or art instruments nude, voiced poetry or transformed her voice into 
linguistically inarticulate sounds of phonic poetry or when her voice turned into 
a scream transforming poetry into an acoustic event of music, or when she loaned 
her transgressive voice to experimental musicians. 

ladik’s relationship with music may be observed from quite a peculiar perspective. 
An extreme, chaotic and controversial, “synthetic” approach to the question of 
meaning in music may start from a discussion of similarities or, simply, relations 
between “music” and “women”. those are, certainly, metaphoric constructions. 

344 Katalin ladik (Novi sad, 1942) is a hungarian and yugoslav performer and visual artist, poet and 
actress. she entered the realm of performance art in 1968 with her first action/happening ufo 
in Budapest with the hungarian neo-avant-garde artists tamás szentjóby and Miklós erdély. 
unlike the majority of “new artistic practice” protagonists who entered the realm of experimental 
art either from literature or from visual arts, Katalin ladik’s background was radio and theatre 
acting. she was an actress-turned-poet, and subsequently performer of music, happenings, body 
and performance art. however, she also transformed from a performer into a conceptual artist, 
and from a conceptual artist into a producer of postmodern performance as spectacle. her work 
and opening of artistic practices indicate a dense human action confronting multiplicity i.e. poly-,  
inter-, mixed- artistic strategies.
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the suggested complexity of relations between “the woman” and “the music” is 
central to ladik’s approach. she is not a musician, she is not the music, but she is 
a woman, Woman or Woman,345 the source of the music, extending, expanding, 
spreading, diffusing her body in the human space. her voice is a revolution in 
language, possible only as a transgressive event of music which is not merely 
music, but becoming a woman.

Katalin ladik struggles for body and music to speak. the body and music have 
a voice, but they are deprived of speech (fr. parole). the codes of knowledge, 
knowledge related to the body, can be transposed to music “easily”. the voice 
comes from the body. there is indeed a third approach – to articulate the music, 
relying on the body born in language with the productivity of the text. connections 
between music, text and body clearly relate to knowledge. the place of knowledge 
is in the love triangle music-text-body: is this not the structure of performance and 
the place of fiction, as well? the work precedes the fact, the tone precedes the 
scream, the language precedes the music and the body. there is no music in itself – 
there is no body in itself. the text in itself is not in itself, but in references to other 
cultural texts. the music and the body – in order to be music and body – have to 
relate to a text which is already in relation to other texts. Katalin ladik’s body 
defies the Law, it opposes the order established by the super-ego. What is at stake 
is the transgression of music and the body in relation to a text striving to be the 
text of the law or an expression of the super-ego.

the signified of painting or literature obscures the signifiers and their rough 
bonding in order to represent (images, figures, narratives, atmospheres). in music, 
as it were, that concealing or repressing effect of the signified, the revoking 
(abstrusing), and the matter of music is absent. signifiers appear in an elusive 
openness towards the possible, or all the possible, anticipations of meaning and 
animated unstable sense. What is at stake is the sense of the performer’s body. 
What mediates the body in music are not significations (their fictional rendering 
shaped by verbal or pictorial images and narration), but signifiers addressing 
the body and promising a relationship between the body and the music. roland 
Barthes quite specifically wrote that body penetrated music without any devices 
of mediation – merely with the signifier. Music, unlike a novel or a painting, does 
not represent the body – it invokes the body penetrating the music – the body in 
the ambiance of sounds. the body is surrounded by the music, concretizing space 
and time; the body informs the music with a voice departing from the body and 

345 suzanne Barnard: “tongues of Angels: feminine structure and other Jouissance”, in: Reading 
Seminar XX. Lacan’s Major Work on Love, Knowledge, and Feminine Sexuality, eds. suzanne Bernard, 
Bruce fink. New york: state university of New york press, 2002, 171–185, here 177.
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entering the space. the body can be the one and only essential meaning of music. 
this is the realm of Katalin ladik’s music/vocal transgressions. this entrance – 
this transgression – makes the music truly mad:346 the animated body defies the 
law invoking the text and destroying the voice in the body.

346 Barthes: “rasch”, 308.

48 Katalin ladik: Incantation, performance, 1970
courtesy Katalin ladik
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Katalin ladik pursued her interest in music with her collaboration and relationship 
with the composer, musicologist and ethnomusicologist ernö Király, while 
working for the radio Novi sad. Király developed his unconventional style in a 
synthesis of hungarian folklore and free modes of music performance based on 
the composer-performer relationship. interest in the oldest layers of hungarian 
musical heritage stimulated ladik’s fascination with the latent power of voice to 
overcome the cultural patterns of ethnic or tribal identification. on the other 
hand, ladik adopted from Király a tendency to subjectify vocal expression and 
search for the expressive uniqueness of a vocal event. An important issue for ladik 
was how a woman attained subjectivity – a unique feeling of the world – with a 
voice distinguishing her body as feminine. she also collaborated with Király on 
his record ernö Király (udruženje kompozitora Vojvodine, Novi sad, 1978).

the other important context of ladik’s involvement in music was the contact 
with the ensemble Acezantez or Ansambl centra za nove tendencije Zagreb 
and the composers dubravko detoni, Branimir sakač and Milko Kelemen. 
the ensemble was founded in 1971 and led by dubravko detoni. it comprised 
exceptional performers of new music: pianist fred došek, clarinetist Giovanni 
cavallini, violist daniel thune, and actress Veronika durbešič Kovačić. the 
ensemble focused on combinations of tone and noise, movement, light, acting 
and pantomime. Katalin ladik performed with them in 1972 and 1973.

According to dubravko detoni’s notes, the Multimedia stage fantasy la Voix du 
silence had been, for instance, conceived in the following terms: 

(1) darkness. Katalin lies numb in the middle of the room, hidden from 
view. No one must notice her presence. With a barely visible glow, the 
ensemble mysteriously and slowly walks in, approaching the piano from 
all sides. the game with the instrument and around it starts. it becomes 
faster, increasingly nervous, but absolutely silent. At its climax, with a hand 
cue, everything declines. finally, everything calms down. everybody 
goes to their instruments and resumes the echo of the decelerated game. 
easier and easier… in the end, a long silence. listening to one’s thoughts. 
listening to one’s nervous system, by electronic means. 
(2) Monos iii. extremely slow tempo. huge pauses. Quite peculiar sounds, 
electronically filtered, as it were. Barely any music is involved. instead of 
music phrases one may use gestures, voices… like in underwater music. 
(3) A hammer signals Katalin to wake up. she gets up slowly, suggestively. 
her appearance and motion must produce a small shock. A pantomime 
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commences, considerably more diverse in contrasts, slightly more dyna-
mic, faster, but longer. it straightforwardly blends into a gestural mo-
nologue (story). the intensity is growing. Katalin becomes agitated, her 
hysterical gesturing becomes mechanical – very fast, brief, but rapid. she 
ascends higher and higher on an invisible crane (?) Noise from the sound-
track appears at her climax (psychological and physical), stunning Katalin 
for a while. At the same time the ensemble is initiated, and they respond 
to each noise. Grafika IV has already begun.
(4) Grafika IV. occasionally, the soundtrack interferes. insist on 
motionlessness in the pauses. invisible cues for beginnings. the given 
patterns may be realised in following modes: 

a) baroque,
b) serial,
c) cluster,
d) noise – electronic,
e) speech – singing,
f ) gestural. 

(5) All the time, Katalin, invisibly present, descends from the top. When 
on ground, she cues a:

a) grand, silent music scene. perhaps romantic, perhaps expressionist, 
perhaps serial music... What remains is the movements, suggestive gestures, 
signals, use of devices, rapid changes of instruments, the zest of music;.

b) such playing gradually diffuses into a series of absurd, superf luous 
gestures, with no meaning or purpose – abandoning the instruments, 
restlessness, psychological anarchy. Without a single sound or noise;

c) gestures of an individual who wants to give some kind of a cue for 
a new start gradually emerge from that chaos. everyone begins to notice 
him, follow him and wait for his cue. the actions calm down, the waiting 
is anxious, the hand is up, but there is no cue. the ensemble is again 
consumed by anarchy of superf luous actions. this is repeated (always 
with a different soloist) several times. in the end, there is a longer pause – 
nothing happens any more, but the concentration is gone as well (after the 
pauses in Grafika IV );

d) suddenly, without a cue, there is an enormous, hysterical (perhaps 
even detached) acceleration of all previous actions, swiftly following one 
another, but lasting only for a moment. pause;

e) a three times slower reprise of the act d). Aphasia of movement, in-
tentions, gestures. everything is touched, and everything moves somewhere, 
without an aim or purpose. the motion gradually becomes slower. for the 
ensemble, there are two possibilities of exit from that space:
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e.1) the musicians finally fall to the ground and, crawling on their 
knees and elbows, remove themselves from the scene under a great strain; 

e.2) the musicians slowly get up and apparently stay still. however, 
this is an illusion, after all: they are moving invisibly, very slowly, depart 
for a long time, and finally disappear. the lights are off.
throughout the act 5 Katalin responds to certain changes in action, at 
the same time, very slowly, approaching the place where she was at the 
beginning; calmly and indifferently she digs in and, immediately before 
the dark, disappears – forever.

Zagreb, 1972347

this was an intricate conceptual set of propositions for a multimedia stage music 
piece. Katalin ladik featured as a performer in this “open work”, conceived in a 
rough mode where every performer assumed a role, along with responsibility for 
the performance – down to the singular details.

the second characteristic piece is Milko Kelemen’s 1972 composition Yebell. the 
piece was dedicated to dubravko detoni and ensemble Acezantez, and premiered 
at the festival slatina-radenci. it comprised an improvised process of turning 
words – mostly curses and vulgarities in various languages – into sounds. the 
most obscene expressions gradually turned into expressions of tenderness and 
those, in turn, again into vulgarities.348 Yebell action for soloists – singers, dancers, 
mimes, the chamber ensemble peters and Acezantez, was performed on the 
occasion of the 20th olympic Games in Munich on september 1, 1972. the 
libretto was conceived by Katalin ladik and Attila csernik with ladik joining 
the other vocal performers.

ladik also performed at the premiere of dušan radić’s Oratorio Profano – homage 
to Fluxus at the festival Beogradske muzičke svečanosti (dom sindikata, Belgrade, 
1979). the oratorio was a play for three speakers, featuring texts by the neo-
avant-garde author Bora Ćosić (from his work Mixed Media),349 followed by Kurt 
schwitters’ Ursonate, with three chamber sets of instruments, four orchestras, 
four tympanums, organs and a tape conceived in collaboration with the composer 
Vladan radovanović. the performance was conducted by oskar danon. Katalin 
ladik was one of the speakers. this extraordinary, hybrid piece of late music 
avant-garde was based on samples of ethnic and popular music, notions of 

347 dubravko detoni: “Multimedijalna scenska fantazija La voix du silence”, in: ACEZANTEZ, 
eds. raul Knežević and dalibor davidović. Zagreb: Muzički informativni centar Koncertne 
direkcije, 1999, 144–145.

348 http://mbz_hr/upload/umjetnici/287.pdf.
349 Bora Ćosić: Mixed Media. Belgrade: B. Ćosić, 1970.
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aleatoricism, sound poetry, action performance, and electronic music with neo-
classical references to scriabin and stravinsky.350 

Katalin ladik responds to music ambiguously. on the one hand, in a traditional 
relationship: the performer (musician or actress) – the musical piece and 
its reproduction. however, ladik conceives and conducts a very personal 
interpretation of the piece and the “role” assigned to her in the dramaturgy of the 
performance. on the other hand, her position of “not-musician-but-a-performer-
of-phonic-poetry” approximates music performance in revocation of articulated 
speech and sexuation of her voice. this token of the body-woman identifies the 
realm of elusive hybridity, metaphorically associating (one may claim – ref lecting) 
the woman and the music. she additionally worked with the possibilities of 
departure from “music” – with a hermeneutically motivated interpretation of the 
score as the trace of the composer/author’s ideas. in her shift towards performance 
art, she opened music performance to entirely different strategies for conceiving 
the artist’s behavior. in a trans-disciplinary and trans-genre manner ladik 
explored, questioned, transgressed, or merely tested the borders of her existential 
phenomenality in music. in this sense, with her performance in a music ensemble, 
Katalin ladik stood for disruption of “music as a stable discipline”. her role as a 
“performative disruptor” in the music ensemble was an essential contribution to the 
neo-avant-garde’s challenging of the stable and stratified order of modern music 
conceived as art. finally, the effects of her voice were a form of norm-free archaic 
affectation – penetration of the “signifiers” into the systems of communication in 
music. this affectation was a necessary condition for the anticipated effects, not 
only acoustically and conceptually determined – but notably corporeal.

350 Vesna Mikić: “Neoklasične tendencije”, in: Istorija srpske muzike. Srpska muzika i evropsko muzičko 
nasleđe [the history of serbian Music. serbian Music and european Musical heritage], ed. 
Mirjana Veselinović-hofman. Belgrade: Zavod za udžbenike i nastavna sredstva, 2007, 208.
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49 i. G. plamen, Marko pogačnik: Pegam in Lambergar, oho books, 1968
courtesy Marko pogačnik
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18

BeyoNd pAper  
postmedia and flexible Art

the experiMeNt ANd the NEW: coNtexts

the concept of research emerged in modern art when it seemed as if the poetic 
platforms of creativity as a technical craft had been exhausted. in art, research is 
viewed as an open activity that characterises working in art:

the important difference between research and non-research art therefore 
seems predicated on the fact that non-research art sets out from established 
values, whereas research art seeks to establish those values and its own self 
as a value. indeed, the first aesthetics that dealt with the very problem of 
art and its place among the activities of the spirit were born when art was 
first posited as research and when it first undertook to explore itself.351 

Artists act, the bounds of their activities consciously marked, although not every 
step in their activities, i.e. research, can be envisioned and they face discovering 
and choosing new domains of action. research in art is often posited as a heuristic 
procedure. heuristic research is a self-motivated type of research that, in the 
absence of a precise programme or algorithm of research, proceeds from one 
instance to another, using the method of trial and error. therefore it denotes the 
principle of researching/exploring, in the sense of a creative programme. heuristic 
research/exploration treats the totality of ref lecting and the procedures of seeking 
and finding new, i.e. authentic realisations or possibilities of producing a work of 
art. heuristic research accepts in advance the possibilities of failure, error, fallacy, 
illusion, and mistake. its procedure does not rest on a system of rules, but on 
discovering, confirming, and rejecting what has been accomplished. Art is thereby 
reoriented, away from “creating works of art” (heidegger’s Ge-Stell) into the 
world and toward an uncertain quest or research leading toward the unknown and 
unexpected – authentic and new – in both traditional and new media, as well as 
in human relations, which are established in art.352 research highlights the retreat 
from creating works of art (techne + poïesis) toward the concepts of artistic projects.

351 G. c. Argan: “Arte come ricerca”, in: Arte in Europa: scritti di storia dell’arte in onore di Edoardo Arslan. 
Milano, 1966, 3–8.

352 Martin heidegger: Basic Writings, ed. and trans. david farrell Krell. london: Kegan paul, 1978, 
302.
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the concept of research emerged as the basis for the establishment of the concept 
of experimental art, i.e. art that supplants creating artworks with the “process 
of research”, leading toward new perceptions, experiences, knowledge, and 
statuses of art in the field of the aesthetic, cultural, and social. experimental art 
thus emerges as a planned and organised research situation leading toward “the 
artistically new”.

in principle, the concept of experimental art is historicised in two ways.

experimental art is an aspect of the avant-gardes. in that sense, one might say that 
avant-garde (or vanguard, in english) denotes any super-style, radical, excessive, 
critical, experimental, projective, programmatic, and inter-disciplinary practice 
in art. these terms determine the character of the avant-garde and complement 
one another. for instance, the radicalism of avant-garde artists appears in their 
rejection of traditional art, bourgeois culture and society. excessive practices are 
those whose phenomenality, appearance, sense, and meanings provoke and shock 
bourgeois society. those excesses may be aesthetic, moral, or political. excess 
has often been an artist’s ideologically inarticulate gesture that determined her/
him as an exotic social individual to whom anything was allowed (the artist as 
a bohemian). By assuming a critical and political status, excess has become a 
thoroughly planned procedure meant to provoke and destroy the autonomy of 
modernist art and bourgeois culture. the experimental status of avant-garde art 
suggests that the object of artistic work is not the creativity of an artisan or the 
production of an artwork, but to explore and change the nature of art. Avant-
garde art strives for a complete transformation of art, culture, and society, and 
therefore has a projective character. the notion of the project determines the sense 
of avant-garde activism, in terms of ideology, values, and meanings. the concept 
of optimal projection was developed by literature historian Aleksandar flaker.353 
optimal projection denotes moving and choosing the optimal variant of one’s 
artistic work in overcoming social reality. the avant-garde is inter-disciplinary, 
because avant-garde artworks are not made within the confines of determined 
and autonomous media and disciplines. rather, they are made by transgressing, 
critiquing, and destroying the boundaries of media, disciplines, and genres of 
art. Avant-garde work in art either pinpoints the boundaries of media (from 
impressionism to abstract art), or transgresses them, producing citational, collage, 
assemblage, and readymade objects, situations, events, and textual structures 
(dada, constructivism).

353 Aleksandar flaker: “optimalna projekcija” [optimal projection], in: Pojmovnik ruske avangarde 
[conceptual dictionary of the russian Avant-Garde]. Zagreb: Grafički zavod hrvatske, 1984, 
107–113.
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otherwise, the concept of experimental art is also posited as a more general concept 
than the avant-garde, in which case it signifies various artistic practices from the 
twentieth and early 21st century that pursue research and critical work in the 
virtually infinite domain of the hybrid and f lexible possibilities of contemporary 
art, culture, and society. the diagram below may serve to demonstrate this 
complex construct:

in other words, the concept of “experimental art”, as a more general concept of 
the practice of artistic research, refers to various research, critical, and inter-
disciplinary practices, which i classify in four potential formations.

Avant-gardes or, more precisely, historical or early avant-gardes (c. 1900–1933) 
are characterised by explorations leading toward a project (utopian draft) of a 
future or ideally imagined modern art, culture, or society. the avant-garde is 
thus almost literally the vanguard or reconnaissance patrol of modernism, that is, 
avant-gardes are an expression of a radical modernisation. they perceive the new 
(the novel, novelty) as genuinely new, anticipated and craved.

the neo-avant-gardes (c. 1949–1968) which may be conceptualised as a critique 
and overcoming of the cold War, established high modernism, by means of 
multimedia, pro-science, and political explorations of its antagonisms and 
limitations. the neo-avant-gardes already belong to “the tradition of the new”. 
they were an expression of the intent to realise the new there and then – for 
instance, the concrete utopianism of neo-constructivism. that is, the neo-avant-
gardes subvert the “canonisation of the new”. the new, losing its novel character 

EXPErIMEntAL Art

Avant-gardes

ProJEct
utopia

neo-avant-gardes

rEALISAtIon
concrete utopia

contemporary art

SuBVErSIon
Global society

Post-avant-gardes

conSuMPtIon
Mass culture
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due to its modernist canonisation, becomes subject to subversive and critical work 
on the part of artists (Neo-dada, fluxus).

the concept of “post-avant-garde” (after 1980) points to postmodern, that 
is, postmodernist artistic practices, which recycle or simulate strategies of 
experimentation, transgression, and critical provocation under the conditions of 
the post-modern mass market and popular culture. in addition to “post-avant-
garde”, one also encounters the terms “retro-avant-garde” and “post-pop”. 
retro-avant-garde signifies a variety of retro approaches that signify, under 
“post-modern plural conditions”, the recycling of clichés or stylistic patterns of 
the avant-gardes and neo-avant-gardes, as well as, certainly, various modernist 
samples, ranging from Fin-de-siècle clichés to those of the roaring 1920s and the 
gloomy 1930s to the cliché of the cold War 1950s. post-pop signifies tactics of 
appropriating and simulating popular and/or mass culture in experimental art 
and its orientation toward the contemporary everyday. the new emerges against 
the backdrop of the “tradition of the new”, which has become one of the old or 
completed traditions of modernity and modernism.

the term “contemporary art” signifies post-media, critical, subversive, and 
politicised artistic practices in the age of global transitions, so to speak, after 
post-modernity. these practices unfolded in the antagonisms of the 1990s global 
transition societies and continue to unfold under the conditions of the economic 
crisis characteristic of post-2000 neoliberal capitalism. these practices are closer 
to the f lexible, production technologies of mass media culture than they are to 
traditional artistic or literary mediums. the term “contemporary” signifies that 
which is taking place in the present and ref lecting and problematising the actuality 
of geographic areas. experimentality no longer denotes the diachronic moving 
of borders from the mastered toward the new, but a synchronic re-examination 
of the conditions and circumstances of geographical and global contemporaneity 
itself, in relation to the media, political, cultural, aesthetic, and, although quite 
rarely, the traditionally artistic. furthermore, today’s totalising economy and 
its corresponding global culture have posited the “new” as a temporary market 
quality. Quite quickly, the plurality of the new is replaced by the plurality of 
the newer still. this generates a staggering hyper-production of the new and its 
totalising, almost instantaneous global supply. contemporary art, dealing with 
contemporaneity, is at the same time the new mainstream (the undisputed style or 
cliché of the actualisation of time and space) that affirms the neoliberal conditions 
and circumstances of social reproduction and subversions of the dominant 
representations of the market’s power. But paradoxically, if successful, every 
rebellion transforms into a market value of mainstream culture.
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MediuM, MediA ANd postMediuM

the contexts described above (the avant-garde, neo-avant-garde, post-avant-
garde, contemporary art) enable locating the widest possible array of conditions 
for extremely varied experimental artistic practices that all stem from the visual 
arts, performing arts, new-media arts, and, certainly, literature. this concerns 
the hybridisation of the traditional and homogeneous disciplines of art and 
their expansion into the open field of experimentation, inter-disciplinary, and 
inter-media crossing between various domains of art and culture. for instance, 
letterist, concrete, and visual poetry stepped out of literature and into the field 
of the visual, performing, and media arts. this was a move out of the verbal, 
literary text, toward the visual poetic text (for instance, Jiři Valoch, Optical Poem, 
1966). conceptual art abandoned the stable boundaries of painting and sculpture 
as mediums. Visual artists moved into the field of the theoretical competence 
of the humanities, the philosophy of language and society, and, often, literature 
(poetry, prose, essay writing). A famous example is an essay by the Art&language 
group,354 which discusses the situation of mounting an essay on essay writing 
on a museum or gallery wall. An entirely indeterminate and expansive field of 
textual-visual production may be surveyed from dada (schwitters, picabia) and 
surrealism (rené Magritte, Ceci n’est pas une pipe, 1929), via Neo-dada and fluxus, 
to conceptual art and post-modern and contemporary practices ( Joseph Kosuth, 
robert Barry, Barbara Kruger, Jenny holzer). Most of these works inhabit the 
extra-disciplinary domain of visual-textual experimental or critical exchanges 
and constructions.355

turning now to the work of art in poetry, we may introduce certain conceptual 
delineations. i will outline those delineations by progressing from the written 
record of the poetic text (in phenomenological terms, from the paper bearing the 
inscription of the poetic text) and from collecting poetic texts (written records 
or imprints on paper). such a move takes one toward the body of the book (in 
phenomenological terms, from the zero body of paper to the full body of the book) 
and then on to the transformation of the poetic text into an object, situation, or 
event. let us look at the table below:

354 Art & language (Baldwin, Atkinson): “print (2 section A and B) (1966)”, in: Art as Thought Process: 
Works Bought for the Arts Council, ed. Michael compton. london: Arts council, 1974, 31.

355 Aimee selby (ed.): Art and Text. london: Black dog publishing, 2009.
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from technical support via medium to media paper

from technical support via medium to media Book

Media Book qua object, installation, event

Media object

postmedia installation

Medium sound

postmedia event

postmedia text and image

Media screen

postmedia Web/Network 

the left column introduces the general conceptual identifications of different 
technical mediators: technical support, medium, media and postmedia. each 
of those terms has a multitude of meanings and conditions of use; therefore, i 
will redefine them with specific uses in the context of the present discussion and 
connect them to the terms in the right column. the right column represents very 
specific and concrete tools in artistic communication, for example: paper, book, 
object, instalation, sound, event, text, image, screen, web-network. 

technical support denotes various means of creation, production, communication, 
and presentation, which are used to make, present, communicate, and exchange 
works of art/literature. those means do not constitute the character of an artwork, 
but make it accessible in the conventional sense of reception. in other words, 
a “technical means” is not an integral part of the work, but only its necessary 
agent, whose phenomenal characteristics do not constitute the work’s aesthetic, 
poetic, or artistic character. in yet other words, we may read a poem by petrarch 
or haroldo de campos from a small or large book, a luxurious volume using 120-
gsm paper, or a cheap volume using 60-gsm paper. the only thing that matters is 
that the imprint has to be technically adequate, legible, but legibility is not part 
of the intent of petrarch’s or de campos’s poetry. legibility goes without saying, 
as a necessary technical prerequisite for communicating a poetic text that is not 
equivalent to the imprint itself.

“Medium” is a problematic term. entirely joking, i might say that it denotes 
people endowed with extraordinary supersensory abilities that enable them to 
communicate with beings beyond our world of experience. in the present context, 
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however, that is not the meaning of “medium” i have in mind. in the context 
of this discussion, the term signifies the totality of all material conditions and 
aspects, i.e. things that are required in the production, emergence, exchange, and 
communication of a work of art as such in the artworld, culture, and society. A 
medium is much more than technical support, because it includes a complex poetic 
and aesthetic relationship with technical support. for example, the medium of 
petrarch’s poetry comprises his internal life, the latin language, the spoken and 
written language of renaissance florence, as well as the multiplicity of possible 
modes of reciting his poetry out loud and to oneself, and writing his poetry by 
hand on a suitable surface or printing it mechanically, or, nowadays, presenting 
it using any means of presentation whatsoever (ranging from printed to onscreen 
and audiovisual images). All of this is further complicated by adding possible 
techniques of translation from one language into another that are built into the 
medium characteristic of his poetry. By contrast, a concrete poem by de campos 
(for instance, fala / prate / cala / ouro), in addition to all the aspects of medium 
that petrarch’s poetry has, also bears certain characteristics of the visual. its 
visuality is a constitutive aspect of its medium, as poetically relevant as is the role 
of linguistic language. in petrarch’s poetry, the visual has no such import, that is, 
it is only a necessary condition for the legibility of an inscription whose messages 
and aesthetic characteristics are not an effect of that legibility. By contrast, de 
campos’s poetry “works” with the relationship of legibility and visibility as 
constitutive aspects of a work of poetry. it may be noted that the concept of 
medium also includes the conditions wherein a work comes into being, those of 
communicating, i.e. exchanging the work, as well as those of its reception. in 
literature, the medium of poetry often also includes aspects that are not in the 
work itself, but relate to the receiver (reader, listener), who memorises the work, 
with her/his potential abilities to reproduce it in her/his memories, writing, or 
oral communication.

“Media” are technical means built in and presented as a constitutive poetic and 
aesthetic aspect of a work of art. A “technical means” is not auxiliary support, as in 
the literal usage of the term, but an important demonstrative aesthetic and poetic 
aspect of a work of poetry, which means that it is constituent of the work, which 
also shows and problematizes it. Marshall Mcluhan’s well-known phrase, “the 
medium is the message”,356 states that the medium is embodied in the message. in 
other words, the totality of all material conditions and circumstances is embodied, 
i.e. demonstratively materialised in the message (a work of poetry). if the totality 
of all material conditions is reduced to “technical means” and “technical support”, 
then one may say that the media of art is an applied technical means problematised 

356 Marshall Mcluhan: Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man. New york: Mentor, 1964, 7.
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and thematised by means of a poetic work of art. for instance, the russian avant-
garde (e.g. Alexei Kruchyonykh, olga rozanova, Vselenskaja vojna (universal 
War, 1916), slovenian reism (e.g. i. G. plamen, Embrionalna knjiga [the embryonic 
Book], 1968), and German conceptual art (franz erhard Walther, Large Cloth 
Book, 1963–1969) treated artistic poetry books as a medium to be explored in 
artistic research and used to present that research. russian avant-garde books 
explored the relationship between verbal and visual technical means (means of 
support), which constitute the expressive (sensory/aesthetic) properties of a book. 
A book is not an “agent”, but the content of communication. in slovenian reism 
and especially in Embrionalna knjiga, the poetry book itself was the object of a 
phenomenologically motivated exploration of the “character of the book as a 
medium” and the “boundaries of the book as a medium”. As for franz erhard 
Walther, his Large Cloth Book is a sizable object, produced in the form of a book 
comprising 68 pages. it is used as an unexpected space for putting performing 
bodies into specific relations. the book as a medium of research is thereby brought 
to the performing “condition of a postmedium”.

the postmedia artistic or poetry practice may be interpreted as a hybrid linking 
of various artistic, poetic, and extra-artistic phenomena in the presentation of 
political, aesthetic, ethical, and poetic/artistic ideas. postmedia works are poetic/

50 Biljana tomić: Typoetry, letraset, 1968
courtesy Biljana tomić
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artistic or aesthetic events realised as objects, installations, or performances that 
are appropriations of extra-artistic objects, situations, events, institutions, and 
modes of behaviour, that is, data aesthetics or documentary practices. My preferred 
term, “postmedia artistic practice”, is indebted to the term “the post-medium 
condition”, developed by American theorist and art historian rosalind Krauss.357 
the difference between her usage of the term “the post-medium condition”, 
itself indebted to lyotard’s “postmodern condition” (la condition postmoderne), 
and my own construct is that my construct does not engage in a comparative 
polemic concerning the importance and value that the medium and media may 
have as opposed to the postmedium and postmedia in the phenomenological-
aesthetic sense, but merely describes the condition of the contemporary hybrid 
artistic and poetic practice, no longer predicated on the traditional modern 
mediums and media of poetry, the fine and the visual arts. these are hybrid 
artistic practices that traverse various formats of performing poetic, artistic, 
and aesthetic concepts, stances, discourses, and apparatuses. the traditional and 
modern poet or artist was determined by a “specialised poetic ontology”, which 
was essentially determined by the nature of her/his preferred medium or media 
(painting, poetry, prose, photography, theatre, film, etc.). the contemporary 
artist and/or poet addresses the format whereby her/his ideas (concepts, stances, 
discourses, and apparatuses) are realised. in other words, before, one was an artist 
or poet by virtue of using a certain medium or media in a canonical or individual 
way. today, by contrast, artists or poets are identified as such regardless of the 
medium or media they employ. they select the best suited format for realising 
their ideas and introducing them into the field of social or cultural contexts. the 
concept of format refers not to a “poetic ontology” that determines an artist, but 
to her/his strategy of acting in art, culture, and society. in contemporary art and 
poetry, strategy takes us from “style” toward a “political platform”. therefore, 
the format is not a necessary way of creating or expressing, but a disciplinary or 
inter-disciplinary set of modalities for realising artistic and poetic ideas, selected 
from one instance to the next. such a set of modalities may rest on the medium or 
media of a particular discipline of art, or on inter-disciplinary moving between 
various disciplines of art, as well as on media from other cultural and social 
practices (bureaucracy, politics, social work, creative industries, mass media, 
everyday forms of life, etc.). A format is not an artist’s or poet’s choice of a 
specific poetics of art/poetry, but a real or ostensible choice of performing a 
politics of art/poetry.

357 rosalind e. Krauss: ‘A Voyage on the North Sea’: Art in the Age of the Post-medium Condition. london: 
thames and hudson, 1999, 32, 45; rosalind e. Krauss: Perpetual Inventory. cambridge, MA: Mit 
press, 2010, xii, 89.
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51 csernik Attila: Telopis, performance, 1971
courtesy csernik Atila
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there are many examples of postmedia artistic and poetic practices – here are 
some of them! Bálint szombathy has realised “found poetry” (Found Visual Poems: 
Rock Letters, 1976). these are works of poetry realised in the format of land art. 
szombathy looked for rocks in the ground and used them to produce letters in it. 
the resulting work is located outdoors (pico del teide, tenerife). in the world of 
art, szombathy’s work of poetry is present by means of photo-documents.

in 1970, the Bosch + Bosch group performed Art, an interventional poetry action. 
they used cardboard to make the letters A, r, and t, and installed them outdoors, 
on the ground or in water.
Visual artist Josip stošić worked with the format of the poetic installation of objects 
(Verbalno preparirani predmeti [Verbally prepared objects], 1970) and behavioural 
interactive action (Premetaljka [Anagram], 1971) in gallery spaces and other types 
of interior. his installation HA-HA (1964–84) was realised as a simulacrum of 
a theatre melodrama. for instance, when the curtain rises, the improvised stage 
features the letters hA...hA, cut out of paper. the letters constitute the actors of 
the play, its décor, and poetic text, all at once.

the performance format was developed in various situations, for instance, in 
the context of the poetic voice as the medium and/or media of poetry (Kurt 
schwitters, Ursonate, 1922–1932) and in the experimental hybrid poetic practice 
of “oral, audio, or verbal poetry” (henry chopin, Katalin ladik, John cage).

in this context, one might also mention complex theatricalised poetic 
performances, such as More (the sea), a 1969 action by the oho group and tomaž 
Šalamun; Katalin ladik’s Vabljenje (1968); carolee schneemann’s feminist poetry 
performance Interior Scroll (1975); Attila csernik’s body poetry from the 1970s; 
and charles Bernstein’s language poetry performances (Futurist Manifestos, 2009).

An example of postmedia poetry practice based on digital interactive visual-textual 
models was presented at the Vienna Airport in 2012 (ZeitRaum, a project realised by 
Ars electronica futurelab, in collaboration with Jussi Ängeslevä, yugo Nakamura, 
and robert huber). digital poetry, for instance, has developed from media 
(computer poetry, hyper-textual poetry) to postmedia poetry (internet or net poetry, 
interactive poetry, digital performance) – characteristic artists include eduardo Kac 
and catherine davinio. today, new media, i.e. digital technologies have globalised 
the field of postmedia artistic practices and brought it to the dominant “f lexible 
possibility” of practising as well as applying experimental poetry/art.
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in the contemporary world, the ideas of postmedia working with hybridised and 
f lexible artistic, poetic, and literary formats have emerged in two antagonistic 
roles:

(1) that of art suited to the de-territorialised and f lexible corporate and 
market demands of mass consumption (the advertising industry, political 
propaganda, cultural creative activism, the construction of the public 
social sphere, mass consumption), and

(2) that of art suited to the demands for permanent emancipation and critique 
of contemporary structures of political and economic power (activist 
politicised art).

these two roles are not unconnected; on the contrary, they are connected in the 
antagonism that we recognise as the constitutive conf lict of contemporaneity.
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19

Bio Art 
the prehuman / the human / the posthuman

Bio Art denotes those art practices that are based on a spectacularising working 
with biological and biopolitical systems and practices. Biotechnopolitical 
conceptions may be identified in the performances of hanna Wilke (Intra-
Venus, her medically spectacularised work from 1993), stelarc (his Third Hand, 
1976–1980, a cybernetic hand), orlan (Omnipresence, plastic-surgery procedures 
conducted on the artist’s body in 1993), in the performances and video works 
by Matthew Barney (regulating the body and an electronic system in Blind 
Perineum, a 1991 work of his), in the performances of Zoran todorović (the use 
of the human body for food, 1998), the organic, living tapestry and sculpture of 
oron catts, ionat Zurr, and Guy Ben-Ary (performing sculptures with fibrillar 
microorganisms that reproduce, develop, and spread, 1990), the installations of 
eduardo Kac (Genza, his work with a f luorescent rabbit from 2000), as well as in 
works by heli rekula, lucy orta, egle rakauskaite, ron Athey, polona tratnik, 
Andreja Kulunčić, and others.

live art is primarily the practice of performing an artwork, i.e. a live event, in 
the presence of an audience. the concept of “live art” is synonymous with the 
concepts of performance art and body art. the idea of synthesising life and art 
was first given in the project of the total work of art (Gesamtkunstwerk). the notion 
of performing an interactive relation between “life” and art signifies procedures, 
processes, situations, and events of presenting an artistic concept live before an 
audience, or in collaboration with the audience. this primarily concerns all forms 
of “the performing arts” and, more narrowly, “performance art” and its 20th-
century modifications. those modifications led from avant-garde artists” private 
and public actions to German and Austrian actionism, social sculpture, masculine 
and feminist body art, conceptual performance, photo- and video performance, 
as well as cultural activism, techno-performance, cyber-performance, bio-
performance, radical body art, and “device art”. performing live is determined by 
distinguishing the event of presenting an artistic concept from a produced piece 
of art. At a time of transition and globalism, live performance poses some obvious 
questions about the relation between “life” and the “functioning of machines” in 
complex interactions between organic and machinic, inorganic acting.
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however, live art is also an expression of the spectacularisation of relations 
between forms of life and contemporary art practices. it concerns relations at 
a time of transition and globalisation, whereby the conception of “live art” is 
entirely modified. According to yves Michaud: “here it is a new field of acts and 
works that employ the materials and processes of life”.358

relations between life and art are founded on the position that forms of life 
may be spectacularised as qualitatively new phenomena in art and culture. 
Analysing relations between art and life leads toward modes of representing, i.e. 
spectacularising life through art. in addition, forms of life thereby become a kind 
of post-media in artistic acting. forms of life become tactical media for exploring 
the fields of visibility of those forms of life themselves.

human culture is a specific form of life. forms of life are spectacularised in cultural 
formations. for instance, the commune in Šempas, slovenia,359 emerged through a 
critique of modernist and urban alienation. it posited itself as a symptom, or even 
as an experimental ground for exploring “natural”, i.e. non-urban forms of life. 
Non-urban forms of life are spectacularised there through models of rites, rituals, 
and ceremonies in everyday living in nature.

Another important position in live-art practices lies in distinguishing between 
the human body as a biological organism and the behavioural body. for instance, 
American body artist dennis oppenheim worked with his double-action body. in 
Parallel Stress (1970), he used his body as an instrument to measure physical urban 
and natural space. in that project, the human body was used as a behavioural 
measuring instrument. By means of his own behaviour, the artist determines the 
situation of his body and the environment in which it acts. in Stills from Gingerbread 
Man (1970–1971) and The Residue (Waste Products) Becomes the Finished Work Micro-
Projection-Feces (1970), oppenheim worked with two different types of his body’s 
phenomenality: with a behavioural body in the process of consuming gingerbread 
in which a photo shows the artist eating and with a body in the process of 
digesting the consumed gingerbread. the work also comprises a graphic medical 
representation of the cake being processed inside the artist’s digestive system. 
these two levels of presenting the artist’s relating to the cake point to two 
divergent understandings of “live art” – as behavioural and as biological.

358 yves Michaud: “Art and Biotechnology”, in: Signs of Life. Bio Art and Beyond, ed. eduardo Kac. 
cambridge MA: the Mit press, 2007, 387.

359 the Šempas commune grew out of the oho group in 1971. cf. taras Kermauner and Marko 
pogačnik: “oho – Šempas 1963–1985”, in: Zmajeve črte, ekologija in umetnost, ed. Marko pogačnik. 
Maribor: Založba obzorja, 1986, 109–123.
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Models of representing human or animal bodies as biological organisms are likewise 
characteristic of live art. that is, performances are characteristic of biological 
metaphors for the human body. representations of the body qua biological have 
a long tradition in the West, from dürer and leonardo’s scientific/artistic work 
in the renaissance, to rembrandt’s The Anatomy Lesson of Dr. Nicolaes Tulp (1632), 
through the natural-history museums of the late Baroque and enlightenment – 
for instance, florence’s La Specola museum. La Specola features anatomical wax 
figures, which display the human body and its biological structures. in one of 
his studies, french art historian Georges didi-huberman offered a foucaultian 
historicisation of medical photography. he has developed an elaborate discussion 
of photographic representations of the diseased body in french 19th-century 
medical journals. the role of medical photography was to visualise illness:

this text makes a surreptitious leap: the experience of the clinic comes to
be identified with something like a “fine sensibility”. it was a “concrete”
sensibility, or, if you prefer, “sensory” knowledge — but an aesthetic, in
any case, a scholarly aesthetic (the beautiful soul mentioned above).360 

American performance artist carolee schneemann has spectacularised her body in 
menstrual cycle (Interior Scroll, 1975), whereas British artist franko B has mounted 
performances in which he spilled blood from his own veins (Oh Lover Boy, 2001).

on the more dramatic end of the scale, artists of different epochs have attempted 
to represent “death” as the limit of life or as that condition after life. death itself 
could never be represented. instead, artists developed different iconographies 
to represent dying (e.g. Jacques-louis david, The Death of Joseph Bara, 1794), 
the dead body (e.g. Marlene dumas, Waiting ( for Meaning), 1988 and Gerhard 
richter, Dead, 1988), and metaphorical or allegorical representations of death as 
a humanoid figure (e.g. dürer, The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse, 1498; damien 
hirst, For the Love of God, 2007). death was always able to elude entirely different 
aspects of its spectacularisation and attempts to achieve it. similarly to love, death 
does not yield to literal visual representations – even in such cases as photographs 
of friedrich Nietzsche’s dying body (25 August 1900) or that of painter olga 
rozanova on her deathbed (7 November 1918). death is the limit of all forms of 
life and may be spectacularised only through the signifying practices of the un-
literal and fictional mediation of signs, texts, or images of death. in 1993, derek 
Jarman made Blue, a film that shows a blue screen for the entire 75 minutes of its 
duration. this is accompanied by a voice that speaks of living with Aids, dying, 
and death: “My retina is a distant planet. i played this scenario for the last six 

360 Georges didi-huberman: Invention of Hysteria: Charcot and the Photographic Iconography of the 
Salpêtrière. cambridge, MA: the Mit press, 2003, 26.
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years […] My vision will never come back […] the virus rages, i have no friends 
now. i lost my sight […] i shall not win the battle with the virus”.361 

in contemporary art, live art has become conceivable by politicising forms of 
life, which means all those forms that show “life” in its social contingency and 
spectacularisation. life is viewed here not as a prehuman event, but as an event 
that is determined by the limits of performing human relations, i.e. sociality. 
initially, politicising forms of life was associated with environmentalist and 
feminist art activism and later, in the 1990s and 2000s, it spread to other fields of 
art activism. for instance, bio-activists have focused on critiquing and subverting 
the political power of corporate genetic engineering. in Free Range Grain (2000–
2004), the critical Art ensemble sought to spectacularise, i.e. face the public with 
the production of genetically modified food:

What cAe / da costa / shyu see in this particular example of GM good 
distribution is a means to visualize the material reality of theories of global 
trade. on the one hand, there is the global economy of smooth space, where 
the commodity moves relatively freely. on the other hand, there is a belief 
that markets can be locked down by using traditional forms of blockage 
typically used to preserve or strengthen nation-state economies. the eu 
is often perceived both as open (a major architect in the development of 
open markets and free trade as well as producers of global consensus) and 
yet locked down (fortress europe). our belief, however impressionistic, is 
that the eu tends toward the global (smooth space). since processed corn 
and soy products are being imported into europe in large quantities, we 
are quite skeptical that the eu will be able to maintain its borders against 
such contaminated commodities.362

the cAe thereby opened the field of biological production and politics to social 
critique, by means of spectacularisation through artistic tactical media. for them, 
the problem is not “biological technology” itself, but the profit that comes out of 
it and the grounds for the political strategies of dominating and controlling forms 
of life.363

to call certain art practices “medical” or “pharmaceutical” means to point out 
that concepts that developed out of artistic representations toward bio-activism 

361 derek Jarman (dir.): Blue, dVd, 1993.
362 critical Art ensemble, Beatriz da costa, shyh-shiun shyu: Free Range Grain (2000–2004), http://

www.critical-art.net/frG.html, 18.07.2011.
363 critical Art ensemble: “introduction / contestational Biology”, in: The Molecular Invasion. New 

york: Autonomedia, 2002, 3–4.
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developed in the direction of medical and pharmaceutical science, institutions, 
and their political discourses that participate in the construction of individual 
and social reality. such art practices become a “symptom” of the conditions and 
circumstances in which medical and pharmaceutical industries establish their bio-
power, control the difference between health and disease, survey and regulate 
forms of life, and set out to do business and presuppose economic interests to 
human health. controlling the difference between disease and good health has 
given rise to the genre potentialities of spectacularising reactions to medicines, of 
using medicines to modify forms of life, and of treating and surveying the living 
body, maintaining and ending its life, as well as problematising pharmaceutical 
production.

A symptom is a construct of signification that, unlike a phantasm, can be analysed. 
the artist qua symptom addresses an uncrossed and consistently large other (the 
medical and pharmaceutical bio-power) that will retroactively assign the artist 
a certain meaning and role in the individual and social organisation of everyday 
reality. for instance, hannah Wilke performed her private rituals for photographer 
donald Goddard in her hospital bed. she had cancer and posited her “medically 
treated body” as a symptom of the relations between disease, medicine, and art. 
lacanian psychoanalysis treats the symptom as a defect of symbolisation, i.e. as 
the centre of opacity and the unverbalised in the subject.364 the symptom is an 
element where the concealed appears, the repressed truth of a field, of a totality. 
the symptom is a point where totality necessarily slides. symptoms are resolved 
in interpretation by assigning them meanings, by situating them in a symbolic 
network and thereby depriving them of their absurd and traumatic contents. 
in lacanian psychoanalysis, psychoanalytic treatment ends when the subject 
identifies with his symptom. the subject identifies with the place where the 
symptom used to be and recognises the element that lends it consistency. Medical 
and pharmaceutical discourse must be brought to symbolisation in all its opacity 
– which is not only a matter of “semantics” but also of “visibility”. confronting 
the visibility of medical and pharmaceutical mechanisms occurs on a spectrum 
between “subjective feeling” and social institutionalisations of bio-power, which 
directly or indirectly decides about the status of the healthy and the status of the 
diseased, that is, about life and death.

the notion of the visibility of illness, for instance, of mental illness, was an 
obsession among romantic and later expressionist painters. Géricault’s portraits of 

364 Jacques-Alain Miller: “two critical dimensions: symptom and fantasm”, 2009, http://
pablobenavides2.blogspot.com/2010/09/two-clinical-dimensions-symptom-and.html, 18. 07. 
2011.
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mental patients (1818–1824) spectacularised human mental life by showing visible 
behaviourality (facial expressions and contortions, positions of the body, etc.). 
individual behaviouralities were posited as different types of human pathology. 
spectacularising inner life was a constructive act of locating and positing 
identification matrices in french modern culture.

A different example of an artist’s engagement with medical and pharmaceutical 
subjectification is Marina Abramović’s performance Ritam 2 (rhythm 2) from 
1974. the artist used her body exclusively as a means to manifest psychophysical 
reactions to acute schizophrenia medication. the working of these medicines 
brought her body into unpredictable conditions. the work recorded the changes 
on her body caused by the medication. her body was spectacularising the effects 
of the medication. 

the General idea group – two of whose members died as a result of Aids – 
produced a series of projects to follow the syndrome’s emergence. the emergence 
of Aids constituted not only the emergence of a new disease, but also of a 
pathology complex that carried social and political effects, first and foremost 
in the us.365 the associations of homophobic campaigns in the late 1980s and 
1990s turned an issue of an epidemic and medical intervention to contain it into a 
political issue, one of labelling specific gender identities as suitable or unsuitable. 
the cultural climate around Aids showed how medical policies turn into social 
policies. in that context the General idea group started a series of “symptom” 
projects (The Imagevirus Series, 1989–1991; Blue (Cobalt) Placebo, 1991; Pharmacopia, 
1992; Infections, 1994). With these projects, they confronted the experience with 
the understanding of individual and collective attitudes on Aids.

Genetics was then anticipated as a scientific – empirical and theoretical – 
discipline founded on observing and generalising rules regarding living 
organisms’ hereditary features. As a scientific discipline, genetics traversed a 
number of stages over the course of the 20th century, which shaped its political 
history.366 in philosophical terms, during modernism genetics was characterised 
by an essentialist and universalist stance on the hereditary predetermination of 
all living organisms. it was posited in opposition to the darwinist qua theory 
of living organisms’ adaptation to their environment and struggle to survive. it 
had empirical and pragmatic characteristics in selecting and modifying different 

365 tyrus Miller: “Aids and Artistic politics”, in: Congress Book. Panels, Plenaries, Artists’ Presentations. 
17th International Congress of Aesthetics, ed. Jale Nejdet erzen. Ankara: sANArt, 2008, 83–90.

366 raphael falk: Genetic Analysis: A History of Genetic Thinking. cambridge: cambridge university 
press, 2009.
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species of plant and animal life used in human diet. in political terms, genetic 
metaphorisation formed the ground of many racial theories, racist politics, and, 
especially, eugenics as the study of “pure” racial species.

later, genetics became a discipline of molecular biology. it was defined as the 
study of communicating inside “living material”. Genes were theoretically 
posited as carriers of information or informational constructs that participate 
in the construction of every organism’s living cells. the communicational 
character of genes guided the subsequent development of genetics as a theoretical, 
experimental, and technological discipline. its extraordinary development began 
during the final third of the 20th century.367 What essentially changed the status 
of genetics in the field of sociality was its entry into the field of commercial 
engineering. on the neoliberal market, genetic engineering opens up to those 
areas that are not only pragmatic activities, e.g. developing new types of healthy 
and cheap foods or treating hereditary diseases, but also those of predicting and 
constructing new or modifying existing forms of life, as well as integrating 
genetic engineering and genetic narratives into contemporary cultural and artistic 
practices.

Genetic art begins as a laboratory research art of new forms of life. the ideal 
of shaping life has forged a tight bond between genetic engineering and artistic 
explorations of genetic technologies. it concerns obsessing and fancying that art 
may open up to new post-media, i.e. genetic technologies, which modify forms of 
life, such as formation principles that ground the derivation of new forms of life. 
on the other hand, it concerns extending human perception, which is brought 
into a relation with the visibility of forms of life and their modifications. for 
instance, Joe davis has pointed to the following change in art and its potentiality 
regarding forms of life:

in a relatively short period of time, artists have moved from the traditions 
of naturalism as mimetic representation to the direct manipulation of life 
itself. to date, the extent of these artistic manipulations has been work 
with single genes (or sets of genes) and their expression or disposition 
within the cells of host organisms.368

there are many works that make use of strategies and tactics of genetic 
transformations in metaphorical ways, such as “dolly”, Act iii of steve reich and 
Beryl Korot’s video opera Three Tales (1997) and eduardo Kac’s post-production 
project GFP Bunny from 2000. the following works also use strategies and tactics 

367 Joe davis: “cases for Genetic Art”, in: Signs of Life, 249.
368 ibid., 262.
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of genetic engineering with living materials in an interventional way: Hybrid: 
Streptocarpus Hybrid (2002) by George Gessert, Marta de Menezes’s Heliconius 
Butterf ly (1999), eduardo Kac’s The Eighth Day (2001), and Al Wunderlich’s Living 
Paintings, among others. oron catts and ionat Zurr have likewise realised projects 
involving “semi-living sculptures”, which are inanimate objects colonised by 
living cells.369 

over time, genetic art expanded to cover not only the firm and idealised, often 
also a fascinating “science-technology-art” collusion, including the cultural 
fields, as well as the political analysis of the discourse, institutions, and certainly 
the effects and affects of “genetic products” in contemporary society. the 
critical Art ensemble’s activist production, such as The Flesh Machine (1997–98) 
are characteristic of this strand in genetic art. politicising genetics by means of 
genetic art and cultural activism has been established as a practice of cultural 
analysis and also often of subverting genetics as a science and technological 
engineering in the service of bio-power and the neoliberal totalising market. 
this no longer concerned being fascinated about intervening in the field of 
primary forms of life, but also about politicising different contexts of genetics 
as a science, technology, and art. the issues that genetic art raises today address 
not only new or modified forms of life, but also re-examine those statuses and 
functions of genetics that relate to the field of sociality: artistic work with the 
platforms, protocols, and procedures, i.e. institutional potentialities and limits 
of medical genetics, as well as with the market in genetics, which is determined 
by the commercialisation of genetic engineering on the global market. Genetic 
engineering or genetic technology are therefore treated as artistic or tactical post-
media and used to realise concepts and projects in literal working with forms 
of life. spectacularising the politicisation of “genetic engineering” exposes its 
constructs and systems of control as instruments in the ongoing performance of 
today’s hyper-technologised reality, i.e. the ideology of life control.

the respective jargons of cybernetics, cultural studies, and art theory distinguish 
between three different structural concepts of an “artificial organism”. A robot 
is an autonomous artificial body directed by algorhithms, which enable it to 
simulate the bodily behaviour – working and acting – of a human being. A cyborg 
is an artificial “organism”, made by articulating the hardware of a machine linked 
with a biological organism. in a general sense, an android is an artificially derived 
organism that reminds one of a human being by its corporeality. copies of men 

369 oron catts, ionat Zurr: “An emergence of the semi-living”, in: The Aesthetics of Care?, ed. oron 
catts. perth, Australia: symbiotica, 2002, 63–68.
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are called androids, whereas copies of women are called genoids. More narrowly, a 
genoid/android is an artificial technobiologically generated being, the appearance 
and behaviour of which remind one of a female or male human.

Metaphorically, a cyborg is any artificial, i.e. machinic body that features a 
regulative hardware connection with a biological organism: this would include 
such concoctions as video-bio-computer installations, bio-mechanical dolls, 
prosthetically extended biological bodies, cybernetic products (biologised 
robotics), and various science-fiction projections of para-mythological creatures. 
cyborgs are metaphorical creatures endowed with unlimited possibilities of 
transvesting, i.e. of a regulating kind of cross-dressing and disguising in the world of 
bio-electronic simulated realities.

philosophically, a cyborg is a creature made by synthesising a creature with a 
non-creature (the metaphysics of machines, the metaphysics of bodies other than 
biological bodies and of life other than biological life). this anticipates the basic 
metaphysical question of natural and unnatural forms of life – i.e. of forms and 
anti-forms of life. A cyborg may also be defined as an analytical creature that is 
the result, i.e. the consequence of a biological-hardware realisation of analytical 
technological propositions. phenomenologically, a cyborg is that which shows 
the interactive links between the presence (ontology), appearance (morphology), 
and phenomenality (of labour, production, acting, reception, exchange, and 
consumption) of every spatio-temporal event in the world.

in cyber-technologies, relations between cause and consequence, that is, destinies 
and fatalities in the regulative relation between biological and mechanic organisms 
are subject to change. establishing (Her-stellen) and representing (Dar-stellen) 
overlap on a screen that shows how the prosthetic conjunction of the biological and 
the electronic simultaneously occurs in real and machine time. Not only is the 
paradigm of positing, i.e. performing presence thereby cancelled, but so also is 
that of presenting, i.e. deferring, which constitutes the situation of absence. the 
issue of the border between the organism and the machine is thereby reduced to 
that where the biological organism ends and the machine begins. All borders are 
thus relativised and the human being no longer feels like a finished (complete, i.e. 
organically accomplished and unified) body, but as an extended body, as well as 
one that grows out of a machine. it is an event between a body and a machine. 
that something “in between” is the founding epistemological difference that 
grounds not only the ontology, but also the sociology of cyborgs.
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the history of cyber-art is linked with 1960s neo-constructivism.370 enrique 
castro-cid, of chile, organised the first exhibition of robots in 1965. the 
pioneers of robotic, cybernetic, regulative ecological, and cyber-art include Nam 
June paik (Robot-K56 with 20-Channel Radio Control and 10-Channel Data Recorder, 
1965), charles Mattox (Act of Love, 1965), thomas shannon (Squat, 1966), david 
von schlegell (Radio-Controlled Sculpture, 1966), and hans haacke (Grass Cube, 
1967). A number of artists also worked in association with the californian Art and 
Technology movement, which during the late sixties and seventies brought together 
pro-scientific tendencies toward analysing and synthesising science, technology, 
and art: visual explorations, kinetic, computer, and cybernetic art, robotic art, 
ecologic art, etc. edward ihnatowicz was the first “robotic artist” in the full sense 
of the term. he worked with interactive situations between robots, the audience, 
and the environment. one of his works is The Senster (1969–70) – a hydraulic 
robot that responded to the voices and movements of people walking around 
it. The Senster was the first robotic sculpture controlled by a computer. Notable 
robotic artists today include stelarc, Julie Wilson, eduardo Kac, Kevin Warwick, 
Guillermo Gómez-peña, Juan ybarra, and the electronic defence theater group, 
among others.

in feminist theory, cyber-technologies have become an important critical 
metaphor, because they facilitate the deconstruction of gender qua sexual, i.e. 
biological essentialism. feminist theory/philosophy views the cyborg as an 
ontological sample that enables the hybridisation of the biological human body, 
that is, of human forms of life. Biologically standardised and identified, the human 
body is thereby modified in a functional, sensorial, and spatio-temporal sense. 
this means that the completeness and tightness of the human body that is present 
there and then is thereby relativised and brought to a degree of bio-machinic 
processed-ness that turns the fiction of a different body into an event and the 
event into a new human experience. to experience oneself as a bio-machine is 
a novel subversive identification that destabilises universal humanoidity and the 
humanistically situated division of gender roles:

the cyborg is resolutely committed to partiality, irony, intimacy, and 
perversity. it is oppositional, utopian, and completely without innocence. 
No longer structured by the polarity of public and private, the cyborg 
defines a technological polis based partly on a revolution of social relations 
in the oikos, the household. Nature and culture are reworked; the one 
can no longer be the resource for appropriation or incorporation by the 

370 Jack Burnham: “robot and cyborg Art”, in: Beyond Modern Sculpture: The Effects of Science and 
Technology on the Sculpture of This Century. New york: George Braziller, 1975, 312–376.
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other. the relationships for forming wholes from parts, including those of 
polarity and hierarchical domination, are at issue in the cyborg work.371

feminist-oriented cyborg theory has introduced gender transgressivity in 
utopian idealisations of different, relativised, and transitional bio-technologically 
produced bodies. this transgressivity has led to a relativisation of gender identity, 
as well as to a restructuring of the affectivity of drive and desire. drive and 
desire thereby turn into affect (enjoyment, abjection, or horror) in relation to the 
machine and the biological organism.

A separate problem in understanding and performing biotechnopolitical art or, 
more succinctly, Bio-Art, concerns the metaphysical, technological, scientific, 
and political relations between the prehuman, human, and posthuman. this 
is not about a simple line of transformation from the prehuman via human to 
posthuman, but an uncertain “tangle” of lines of performing the prehuman, 
human, and posthuman.

the “pre” in “prehuman” signifies primarily that there are forms of life that 
precede the human form of life. it suggests, in the spirit of evolutionism, that 
human forms of life stem, perhaps, from prehuman forms of life. darwin’s theory 
of evolution points to such a chronology of development, from lower forms of life 
to the human form of life. however, using “prehuman” might also signify all those 
simpler forms of life that are independent and unaffiliated with human forms of 
life. the entire living world that surrounds humans, even those segments of it 
that are subject to technological interventions by humans, comprises a plurality 
of forms of life that may be called pre- or extra-human. hence the definition 
that prehuman and/or extra-human forms of life are those that are outside human 
forms of life. some of those external forms of life comprise a constituent part of 
human forms of life, for instance, bacteria, which inhabit the human organism 
and participate in its operation, or viruses, which inhabit and “colonise” it in order 
to attack it. finally, all those teachings that precede the philosophy, politics, and 
ideology of humanism may also be considered “prehuman” in a philosophical 
sense. As one of the fundamental pre- or para-human philosophies, politics, and 
ideologies in the West, christianity is in its essence – with one God the creator – 
driven by prehuman motives. the christian concept of man who is a work of God 
is s/he whose appearance resembles God’s, but God’s essence does not resemble 
man’s. Man is determined by a prehuman – i.e. God’s work. Also, an irresolvable 
aporia in christian philosophy is its narrative of the son of God who is both God 

371 dona J. haraway: “A cyborg Manifesto”, in: Simians, Cyborgs, and Women: The Reinvention of 
Nature. New york: routledge, 1991, 151. 
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and man.372 that means that the identity of the son – Jesus christ – is determined 
by prehuman and human attributes both at once. the philosophical concept of 
the son of God, Jesus christ, thereby emerges as a transitional concept that moves 
us away from God as principle to man as principle and that means away from 
christian theology as the basis of christian ideology to humanist philosophy as 
the basis of modern ideology. 

the human is literally the property of being human, that is, the phenomenality 
and presence of being human in the world. in a derived sense, the human 
is an expression or construct of the ideology of humanism. the human is a 
construct of an epistemology that posits the human and humanity as the basis 
of any understanding of man, culture, society, and even the world itself. Man 
is imagined as the source of all thinking and intentional acting in the world. 
humanism is therefore posited as the universal code, language, and linguistic 
system that enables us to communicate at all.373 As an ideology, political theory, 
and philosophic dogma, humanism constitutes itself between the renaissance, of 
course, the late Baroque, and finally the enlightenment, in which this explicit-
differential “i’ of the liberal, modern human is constructed and performed. 
humanism is an ideology because it offers material conditions and circumstances 
to identification, whereby a creature by means of an event manages to recognise 
and determine itself as “human” (a child, woman, man, gay, lesbian, transsexual, 
queer, etc.). human is viewed as the agent of the world – the world is identified 
as such, i.e. as the real inasmuch as human appears in it as the agent who ref lects 
and brings it from concrete to abstract knowledge. humanism is also a political 
theory because it theorises the ontological basis of every existing world as a 
“human world” based on performing entirely different social relations. it is also 
a philosophical dogma that centres human knowledge – the power of producing 
and deriving concepts – at the core of every knowledge. the source as well as 
the abyss of knowledge is human. human is he who thinks, i.e. knows, and 
knowledge is estranged from him by being written down or mediated through 
various means, ranging from speech and writing to mechanical, electronic, and 
digital systems of acting. the notion of estrangement occupies an important 
position in humanism. it occurs when the “human” is relayed or transformed 
by extra-human means, i.e. technologies, which are still human – since they are 
manmade. And yet, they are less human than human acting itself, because they 

372 Jean-luc Nancy: “Atheism and Monotheism”, in: Dis-Enclosure: The Deconstruction of Christianity, 
trans. Bettina Bergo, Gabriel Malenfant and Michael B. smith. New york: fordham university 
press, 2008, 23–24.

373 dušan pirjevec: “svijet u svjetlosti kraja humanizma” [the World in light of the end of 
humanism], in Smrt i niština: odabrani spisi [death and Nothingness: selected Writings], ed. Mario 
Kopić. Zagreb: demetra, 2009, 7.
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detach themselves from human. in his critique of humanism, slovenian scholar 
and thinker dušan pirjevec noticed a link between humanism and technocratism 
in their common desire to rule to world:

What does it mean that human rules nature by means of technique? to rule 
nature is the goal of the subject that was long ago determined by europe’s 
first thinker on the subject, rené descartes, saying “se rendre comme 
maitres et possesseurs de la nature” (to make oneself ruler and proprietor 
of nature). to be lord, to rule, is kratein in Greek, so one must say that a 
man who uses technique to rule nature is a technocrat. the technocrat 
is the complete man-subject. the man-subject forms the foundation of 
humanism, therefore humanism, victorious and realised as subjectivism, 
is in fact technocratism.374

re-examining the subject, which is an essential effect of humanist ideology, 
politics, and philosophy, brings about a reversal: by re-examining itself, the 
subject becomes an object. the border between subject and object, which resides 
at the centre of humanist discourse, is re-examined, and that brings humanism 
into question. heidegger questioned humanism by means of the traditional doubt 
regarding the “originality” or “primacy” of the subject: Man is never first and 
foremost man on the hither side of the world, as a “subject”, whether this is taken 
as “i” or “We”.375

By contrast, structuralist theory advanced its own critique of humanism from 
the standpoint of an ideological critique and conceptualisation of the subject 
inside the structure. the ideological critique of humanism strives to show that 
humanism is not a “commonsensical” or “self-evident” view of the world or of 
itself as the source of the world/worldliness. if humanism is not self-evident, if it 
is structured as a discourse, then it is a complex and complicit way of deriving an 
image, i.e. a fictional representative that suggests that it is a self-evident reality. 
if humanism is a fictional mediating representative between the individuum and 
collectivity in the world, then it is an ideology. from claude lévi-strauss to 
Michel foucault and Jacques derrida, the structuralist claim emphasised that the 
subject was not the source of or in itself, but instead, that the individuum qua 
subject became possible only by positioning itself in the order of a structure that 
is given in the same way as language is. the claim is that the subject results from 
a structural relation within culture or society, not that structural relations result 
from the subject.

374 ibid., 28.
375 heidegger: “letter on humanism”, in: Martin heidegger: Basic Writings, ed. and trans. david 

farrell Krell. london: Kegan paul, 1977, 229.
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re-examining the borders of humanism, that is, treating the subject as an object 
of epistemological work, leads to conceptions of transhumanism. transhumanism 
is established around issues concerning the limits of human forms of life, that is, it 
explores those limits as concrete and abstract knowledges. transhumanism seeks 
to explore and develop concrete knowledge of human forms of life, which usually 
means technical knowledge and skill, in order to enhance the mental and physical 
capabilities of humans. A range of different techniques, such as bioscience (genetics, 
neurology), medicine (electronic orthopaedics, nanotechnologies), pharmacology, 
and cybernetics (artificial reality, artificial intelligence), are used to enhance 
human forms of life. in a utopian sense, transhumanism may also be understood 
as using technology to transfer one form of life into another, hoping not only to 
extend human life, but to preserve it and eventually bring it to “immortality”. 
As an epistemology of abstract knowledge, transhumanism offers two roughly 
varying approaches: utopian fiction, and a philosophically motivated discussion 
of potential ways out of the “catastrophe of natural evolution”, therefore also of 
life the forms of which can be technologically “preserved”.376

the posthuman comes out of theorisations and predictions that may be labelled 
as effects of posthumanism.377 the concept of “posthumanism” may not be 
strictly determined. posthumanism may be discussed as a collection of theoretical 
platforms of advance structuralism and post-structuralism that question the 
“concept of the subject” and the “discourse of the subject”, that is, the ideology 
of modern humanism. those theorisations that aim at materialist naturalism and 
biologism, that is, at discussions of non-intentional forms of life, may also be 
considered posthumanist. posthumanism labels predictions, that is, speculations 
about life after death or the forms of life that may be identified after death. 
finally, posthumanism labels those technologies whereby the “posthuman world” 
of robots, cyborgs, artificial intelligence, genetically constructed forms of life as 
well as their roles in extending, enhancing, and immortalising human forms of 
life are realised. it concerns transferring or simulating or generating human forms 
or life in artificially constructed and derived digital, biological, and digital-
biological systems. Artificial forms of life independent of human existence at the 
same time pose fictional, philosophic, predictive, and technological questions, 
which are raised in the context of posthumanist thought.

When the concepts of the prehuman, human, and posthuman are identified in 
contemporary art, especially with regards to biotechnopolitically oriented art, 
three characteristic concepts may be distinguished:

376 ibid., 518.
377 ibid., 512–516.
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(1) the prehuman signifies those art practices that are based on working with 
“non-human”, i.e. organic or living materials, organisms, creatures, or 
phenomena as with post-media or tactical media of art,

(2) the human signifies those art practices that are based on working with 
“human” creatures in the biological, psychobiological, cultural-
biological, or socio-biological sense as with post-media or tactical media, 
and

(3) the posthuman signifies those art practices that are based on working with 
what comes after the human (death, life after death, eternal life, machine 
analogies or metaphors of life, robotics, digital simulacra, cybernetics, 
virtual art, cyber systems, artificial intelligence, biological computers, 
genetic engineering, cloning, etc.) as with post-media or tactical media.

certain artworks have been realised through the mediation of literal or 
metaphoric exemplifications of the prehuman, human, and posthuman, that is, 
through different combinations of them. these three models were then posited 
as realisations of concepts derived by artists in relation to forms of life. these 
works’ respective forms of life at the same time formed the “contents of the 
work” and the “post-media”, that is the tactical-media set of apparatuses, by 
which the work was realised.

52 Nataša teofilović: S.H.E., digital print, 2006
courtesy Nataša teofilović
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on one occasion,378 i applied the scheme outlined above to the works of three 
artists: the posthuman in relation to the human and the prehuman in the work of 
Nataša teofilović,379 the human in relation to the prehuman and the posthuman 
in the works of Zoran todorović,380 and the prehuman in relation to the human 
and posthuman in the projects of polona tratnik.381 their respective art projects 
are linked by their shared fascination with life as a singular event that should be 
explored in its finitude, individuality, relativist stance on truth or construction, 
that is, on the relative formations of life, and with life that is finite and mortal 
at every moment, in fact, with life that may not be determined as true or false 
but only as constantly changing in the world. this points to the contemporary 
transitional relation to the conceptualising of life, conceived in an entirely different 
fashion from the ideal forms of life grounded in the tradition of Western philosophy 
from hegel through derrida: “But the absolute idea in its infinite truth is still 
determined as life, true life, absolute life, life without death, imperishable life, 
the life of truth”.382 life as an individual event in changing, i.e. “life as transition” 
has become a kind of post-media and tactical art practice. Artists perform practices 

378 the exhibition EuropaN – Scenario 1, Galerie für Zeitgenössische Kunst (Museum of contemporary 
Art in leipzig), 9 september 2011.

379 Nataša teofilović: Umetnost pokreta u prostoru praznine (tehnologija i praksa virtuelnih karaktera) [the 
Art of Moving in empty space (the technology and practice of Virtual characters)], manuscript. 

380 Miško Šuvaković: Intensity of Affect: Performances, Actions, Instalations; A Retrospective of Zoran 
Todorović. Novi sad: the Museum of contemporary Art of Vojvodina, 2009.

381 polona tratnik: In vitro. Živo onostran telesa in umetnosti [in Vitro. live Beyond Body and Art]. 
ljubljana: horizonti (transars, 1), 2010. 

382 Jacques derrida: Glas, trans. John p. leavey Jr. and richard rand. lincoln: university of 
Nebraska press, 1986, 82; John schad: “epilogue”, in: Life after Theory, eds. Michael payne and 
John schad. london: continuum, 2003, 172.

53 Zoran todorović: Correction/Portrait, 2004
courtesy Zoran todorović
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constructed around incommensurable singularities, which are realised around a 
“core” that is projected as a random form of life.

Nataša teofilović has been acting in the context of digital art and screen 
installations. she has realised two characteristic works: s.h.e. (2007) and 1:1 (2010). 
her works are software-generated representations of artificial humanoid bodies. 
they are 3d digital animations, followed by screen presentations of humanoid 
figures in motion. Whereas s.h.e. is projected onto five monitors, 1:1 consists of 
a single projection of a 3d animation from the ceiling onto the gallery f loor. in 
her works, Nataša teofilović spectacularises the relation between the physical 
and the space onscreen, enabling a “physical” confrontation between human 
beings (spectators present at the gallery) and the digital figure generated onscreen 
(a posthumanly conceived body). this spectacularised confrontation establishes 
the respective situations of the observer and the observed. 1:1 performs the event 
of the crossing of one body over, that is, through another. the principle of the 
“post-human” is posited in such a way that it generates a figure that looks like 
a living body (it moves and emulates human behaviour), but its abstractness at 
the same time thwarts any illusion of the “human”. A metaphysical suggestion is 
thereby made that the generated figure reminds one of a human body, but is not 
a human body. this is about constructing a fiction in motion and action. What is 
seen is a figure and a figure is an object. the object assumes the role of the visual 
phenomenality, that is, behaviourality of the human form of life. the generated 
and animated figure’s assumption of human functions opens its potentiality to 
suggest the post-human metaphorically.

Zoran todorović is an artist who uses new media or performance platforms as 
apparatuses for exploring critical and border human situations – forms of life and 
their limits in the biological, social, cultural, technological, and political sense. 
he is not fascinated with the capabilities of new technologies and their effects in 
art. rather, todorović is an introverted user or consumer of new-media or socio-
technological practices in performing critical and singular behavioural events, the 
intensity and affect of which are presented live or documented and mediated in the 
systems of communicating and presenting in the worlds of art. for him, tactical 
media appear as products of mass social technologies, that is, as performances of 
hypnosis, serum injections, taking medicines, processing plastic-surgery waste, 
performing plastic surgery on human bodies, dieting, as well as behavioural 
relations on the street or in private and confrontations with racial contradictions, 
indexing sexual user work, and so forth. for instance, Zurenje (staring, 1998) 
confronts the inverting of gazing – gazing at the genitals and gazing out from the 
genitals. A project of many years, Asimilacija 1–3 (Assimilation 1–3, 1998–2009) 
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is a series of events based on offering dishes made of human tissues discarded 
as waste in plastic surgery. Agama 1–3 (2003–2005) is based on washing with 
soap made of human fat. the video installation Cigani i psi (Gypsies and dogs, 
2007) presents footage made by cameras strapped around the necks of dogs in a 
Belgrade park and the roma boys cleaning car windshields at a busy junction in 
Belgrade. Toplina (Warmth, 2009) was realised as a complex collaborative practice 
of producing and marketing blankets made of discarded human hair. todorović 
posits his work in art as “performing live”, which introduces biotechnologies into 
specific performance situations that correspond to real affective life situations. 
he posits performance situations either as interventions on other people’s bodies 
(authorial experimentation with interventional otherness) or on his own body (the 
model of the artist’s body as an object and subject of art). the performance event 
appears in “private”. then, it receives its public presentation in the media. the 
performance event then appears in “public”, where it involves interacting with 
the biotechnological limits of standardising the human body, i.e. the bodies of 
collaborators involved in the same art project or of the audience present, who are 
brought to ref lect on their own intimacy in public. the relation between private 
and public – intimate and shared – is explicitly elaborated as the constitutive 
atmosphere of performing forms of life as events in an art project. the aspects and 
models of todorović’s work in art described above are significantly biopolitical 
in terms of biopolitics as the social technology of shaping human life for real, 
social life. human life is not something that a living creature carries “by itself ” 
or “for itself ”; rather, it is the inscription of – more precisely, a singular event of 
inscribing – that creature into a situation or form of life, i.e. into its lifespan as well 
as living space qua something unrepeatable: ever different and malleable amidst 
the world, i.e. the conf lict of nature as living matter and society as organising the 
behaviour of developed and culturally elaborate forms of life.

polona tratnik explores the “models of forms of life” that are sub-human, that 
precede or are traces of human forms of life, that is, that are independent of 
them. in co-operation with biotechnicians and other medical staff, she brings 
“biological samples” to visibility. spectacularising prehuman or post-human 
samples is possible by exemplifying microscopic biological organisms in the 
system of cultural presentation. in a number of projects, tratnik has explored 
presentations of the microscopic organic world in the field of visibility, which is 
provided by the potentiality of artworks. in 37° C (Kapelica gallery, 2001–2002), 
tratnik produced an installation realised as a breeding ground of human skin cells. 
in Intimacy under Threat (2005), she exhibited bacteria that inhabit objects used in 
everyday life: washbasins, eyeglasses, etc. for instance, in being spectacularised, 
bacteria that inhabit washbasins become a sample of affectation – feelings of 
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unease, confronting everyday life, which is seldom noticed or taken into account. 
regarding Hair, a project she realised in 2005, tratnik wrote:

the present installation encourages the visitor to establish intimate contact 
with the life that he or she can sense behind the walls of an incubator. in 
a petri dish, the artist’s hair sprouts in agar nutrient based on serum from 
the artist’s blood. the visitor can catch only glimpses of the fragile life 
in a carefully isolated container that simulates the conditions inside the 
body.383

this is a tactical act whereby the microscopic world of human cells, i.e. forms of 
life are transferred into a simulated situation, or. a micro-ecological situation, in 
which the sampled form of life is developed and spectacularised to perform the 
affective relation between the observer and the living world. A similar procedure 
was performed in Unique (2006), which visualised the microscopic plant and 
animal life of the human body:

the observer’s intimacy is examined with an intrusively piercing eye. the 
observer is also positioned into an artificial environment for cultivating 
life. it contains numerous living species. A human being becomes merely 
one of them.384

Hair in Vitro (2006–2010) is a complex interdisciplinary research project, realised 
in co-operation with artists, scientists/technicians, and spectators. the term in 

383 Anon.: Polona Tratnik: Lasje / Hair, ljubljana: Moderna galerija ljubljana, Galerija Kapelica and 
ribnica: Galerija Miklova hiša, 2005, 9.

384 polona tratnik: “unique”, In Vivo – In Vitro exhibition held in february, 2006, in Athens, Greece, 
supported by Kapelica Gallery, ljubljana, 2006, manuscript.

54 polona tratnik: Hair in Vitro, 2010
courtesy polona tratnik
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vitro385 (latin: within glass) refers to studies in experimental biology based on 
isolating living matter from a single organism. the isolated component is excised 
from its usual biological context to be subjected to analysis and examination. in 
Hair in Vitro, living human matter (skin, tissues, hair) is isolated by means of plastic 
surgery and keeping the sample alive in laboratory conditions. tratnik examines 
and spectacularises living materials in real time, for instance, the growth of hair 
in laboratory conditions. here is how tratnik interprets her project:

the project is rhizomatically structured at several levels and connects 
technoscience with heterogeneous artistic strategies and with humanistic 
research in tissue engineering and immunology as socially especially 
actual fields of biotechnology that promise revolutionary consequences, 
especially in medicine and aesthetics surgery. the project as well ref lects 
the hybridization of art, humanities and technoscience, which is today at 
slope. the team of authors-executors is focused on the research process 
and on consistently connecting fields, harmonizing the heterogeneous 
interests. the work is not oriented to producing finished products, artifacts 
for observer’s contemplation, but to opening of the research process and 
the whole discourse to the public at diverse occasions. the aims of the 
project are the communication of biotechnological potentials with the 
wider public, the realization of specific goals, which are interesting from 
the biotechnological, artistic and other aspects, and discussing the related 
issues, which are extremely important for the contemporary individual 
and society.386 

these micro-processes were spectacularised by means of different tactical media. 
A surgical procedure was performed. An installation was realised under simulated 
laboratory conditions. hairs were kept “alive” in vitro. tratnik then documented, 
that is, in this case, photographed the samples’ behaviour in laboratory conditions. 
she made three video works that present the operation of taking a human sample 
(The Operation), the laboratory work on the sample (The Laboratory), and the 
sampled hairs’ growth (The Hairs’ Growth). this is an example of using practices 
of post-production to multiply and spread the effects of spectacularisation in the 
field of visual culture.

the procedures of post-production spectacularisation described above are 
essentially changing the world of human sensory experience. these changes 

385 the term in vivo signifies studying living organisms in their “normal” environments, whereas ex 
vivo signifies studying still functioning organs excised from their original organisms.

386 polona tratnik: “las in vitro” (2010), http://www.horizonti.net/index_e.html, 20. 07. 2011. cf. 
tratnik: In vitro. Živo onostran telesa in umetnosti, 168.
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are determined by relocating, i.e. transferring scientific biological and medical 
microbiological laboratory experiments into the exhibiting contexts of art and 
culture. A double effect is thereby achieved:

(1) the sealed and culturally/socially invisible world of practices and appara-
tuses developed in scientific institutions is thereby opened up to individu-
al and collective public “experience” (the aesthetic plane) and “cognition” 
(the epistemological plane), and to to cultural exchange in society (the 
political plane),

(2) the opening up of science to culture through the “tactical media” of art 
was realised as a political act of rearticulating the spectators’ experiential 
contexts and thereby also of changing their stance on the visible and invisible 
forms of everyday life, which constitute the world that surrounds us.

in modern society, it was customary to keep the world of science separate from the 
world of everyday human experience. scientific knowledge, packages of forms of 
life and everyday human experience of everyday forms of life were never brought 
to bear on one another, except in such critical situations as epidemics and actions 
to contain them, wars and the use of biological weapons, and similar situations. 
By contrast, globalism led to an important turn. the turning of the scientific 
into everyday knowledge has transformed the character of human experience. 
Art practices are the cultural instruments of the spectacularisation of scientific 
work. As tactical media of spectacularisation, certain art practices bring packages 
of specialised scientific knowledge up to the level of a sensory and bodily event. 
the field of cultural human experience is thereby extended and reshaped. the 
respective fields of science and everyday life lose their institutional and sensory-
experiential autonomies. they become a complex and complicit hybrid field of 
culture. therefore, we are talking about art and science in a time of culture.
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55 Jun yang: Jun Yang and Soldier Woods, 2002
courtesy Jun yang
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siMultANeously AlWAys, NoW  
ANd eVeryWhere  

A real fiction

the proletAriAt ANd coGNitAriAt:  
(e)MiGrAtiNG ANd the GloBAlisAtioN of life

Jun yang was born in china in 1975. his family emigrated from china to Austria 
in 1979. he was raised and first educated in Austria. he studied art at the Gerrit 
rietveld Akademie in Amsterdam, in 1994–1995, and at the Akademie der bildende 
Künste in Vienna, between 1996 and 2000. today, he lives between Vienna, taipei 
(taiwan), and yokohama ( Japan). his work is represented by galleries in Vienna, 
Beijing and tokyo. he teaches at the Art and design department of yuanzhe 
university in taiwan and at universität für Künstlerische und industrielle 
Gestaltung in linz, Austria.

Jun yang acts as a “contemporary mobile subject” vis-à-vis private and public 
global intercontinental life. the relationship between the private and the public 
is an essential parameter in his artistic production and presentations. Jun yang 
performs his “i” (his voice) and “identity” (image of belonging) not only by 
moving between two countries or two continents, but also by moving between 
two transitional civilisational orders of producing life. in his projects, he shows 
how producing life produces experience. his reference societies – chinese and 
european – are not invariant models of established and fixed, realised civilisations; 
rather, they are societies and socialities that keep changing independently from 
one another. these are uncertain, variable, i.e. transitional horizons, with and 
toward which sociality is performed. his affiliation with chinese and european 
social and cultural horizons is extremely complex. it is growing more complex, as 
the Chinese horizon is distancing itself and multiplying by virtue of the acceleration 
of china’s socialist market as a globally expansive market. that is, it is growing 
more complex as the diverse European horizons are coming together and grouping 
around the stable idea of the union and, simultaneously, dispersing around the 
archaeological sediments of schismatic european identities – those of singularised 
cities, regions, large and small religious sects, remote provinces, obscure valleys, 
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fragmented cultivated fields, synchronously present ethnic groups, as well as 
market monopolies and border mountain ranges. 

presenting experience emerges in the form of uncertain indexing and mapping of 
temporal and spatial changes of forms of life that are provisionally and ephemerally 
situated between the global points of Jun yang’s movements. he moves between his 
family formats, provisional abodes and family enclaves, professional strongholds, 
and potential places for performing and presenting his artistic work, which carries 
an autobiographic potential. his sociality is more complex than anyone outside of 
migrant and emigrant narratives might imagine. the mechanism of migration is 
built into his everyday life – a mobile life, a life on the move.

Jun’s sociality is ambivalent. it may be presented as an open field of variable and 
provisional human relations, characterised by a subjectionally relative relationship 
between the inner and the outer or the immanent and the transcendental. his social 
and cultural inside, that is, outside, i.e. immanence and transcendence of cultural 
and social experience is paradoxically open in its dynamism toward its referential 
communities, which it treats in terms of identity and interpellation. his “artistic 
identity” is posited, gestellt, between appropriation and expropriation, in such a 
way that he rearticulates it, from real opacity into a potential autobiographical 
and self-ref lexive presentation of himself as a “probe” in a world that keeps 
changing as a result of his movements and the immanent movements of others 
within those worlds.

Jun yang’s initial artistic practice is appropriative in an utterly contemporary 
sense. he appropriates names, signs, images, events, and narratives from global, i.e. 
european and chinese cultural contemporaneity, positing them interpretatively, 
as documents of assumed cultural models – transitional china and transitional 
europe. Jun yang derives model-samples of transitional europe in cultural clichés 
of everyday contemporary china and, vice versa, of course, he derives sample-
models of transitional china in cultural clichés and political epistemologies of 
contemporary europe. he is thereby likewise appropriated and integrated in that 
sino-european game. his expropriation qua Jun yang takes place by virtue of 
his becoming chinese, under certain conditions, or european, that is, chinese-
european and european-who-is-chinese. in other words, in an uncertain and risky 
way, Jun simultaneously becomes the subject and object of his own appropriations 
of the reference cultures that are absorbing him. those reference cultures take him 
into a process of expropriation – cultural and social appropriation of him as an 
object of identification, i.e. situating the subject “Jun yang” into the experiential 
context of the culture and civilisation in which he acts, which he inhabits, and 
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from which he emigrates, which he leaves or occupies and appropriates as a 
“conquered living space”. Appropriation here means individually appropriating 
something or anything from collective property, that is, the identity of a given 
culture. expropriation means appropriating an individual form of life or an 
individual experience or identity from “society” as a collective. in his projects, 
micro- and macro-cultures play an important role: the family, marital union, 
business partnership, lateral kinship, ethnic, and civil bonds and their branching 
out.

Jun yang is a participant in the global “artistic proletariat”, which has transformed, 
over the past decade, from a proletariat into a cognitariat.387 that means that he no 
longer belongs to the traditional modernist artistic working class, who sell and 
surrender, that is, let their bodily labour that is built into their objects, i.e. works of 
art. he has become a subject in the global transitional “working class”, who perform 
and sell their “intellectual” or “projective” labour, built into performative and 
media effects/affects and abstract documents, which distribute the potentialities 
of the global “artworlds”. he has become a representative subject of the cognitariat, 
who work on actualising (appropriating, expropriating) a hybrid and complex 
reality within “modalities” of contemporary art as hybrid, projective, simulative, 
and performative worlds.

the production of “aesthetic regimes”, i.e. “artworlds”, has become the basic 
mode of productive artistic contemporaneity. When Arthur danto introduced 
the concept of artworld, he conceptualised it as the epistemologically motivated 
context hosting the emergence and survival of an “artwork” created for a spectator/
spectatorship.388 When political philosopher Maurizio lazzarato pointed out that 
a major difference between industrial capitalism and entrepreneurial capitalism 
lies in its endless global expansion in time, he was referring to an essential, 
ontologically motivated change of character of the contemporary social product. 
in modern industrial capitalism, the produced thing/object results from a 
process and sense of producing for the market, whereas in contemporary global-
transitional capitalism “generating a possible world” is the end-product, given 
both as effect and affect.389 for Jun yang, what matters is stepping away from the 
artwork to a produced and market-mediated sample or probe of the artworld. for 

387 suely rolnik: “politics of flexible subjectivity: the event Work of lygia clark”, in: Antinomies 
of Art and Culture: Modernity, Postmodernity, Contemporaneity, eds. terry smith, okwui enwezor 
and Nancy condee. durham Nc: duke university press, 2008, 103.

388 Arthur danto: “the Artworld”, in: Philosophy Looks at the Arts: Contemporary Readings in Aesthetics, 
ed. Joseph Margolis. philadelphia: temple university press, 1987, 162.

389 rolnik: “politics of flexible subjectivity”, 103.
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him, the artworld is not just danto’s “epistemologically determining context of a 
completed work of art”, but an affective, semantic, and epistemological “probe” 
of confronting culture and society with art-generated critical, subversive, inverted, 
and f lexible alternatives to existing clichés of forms of life in the everyday of 
transitional new china (for instance, see his video work Paris Syndrome, 2007–
2008) and transitional and alienated europe (e.g. 16mm film Norwegian Woods, 
2008).

56 Jun yang: Paris Syndrome, video, 2007–2008
courtesy Jun yang
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“paris syndrome” is a psychological disorder typically diagnosed in Japanese 
workers and tourists visiting or working in paris. it emerges when a Japanese 
worker or tourist is confronted, for the first time, with the reality of paris and 
cannot reconcile his fantasies about “the city of light, love, and fun” with the 
metropolis’s brutal concrete reality. it is a negative cultural shock. in his video 
work Paris Syndrome, Jun yang explores and presents simulations of cultural clichés 
and mediators of the visual presentation of dreams, the simulation of a desired 
reality, the realisation of one’s life ambitions, and so on. the video work was shot 
in the new residential districts of Guangzhou, which imitate the iconography, 
form, and atmosphere of european upper-middleclass neighbourhoods. the film 
shows couples, “lost” and “absent” amidst an aff luent fantasy come true.

the film Norwegian Woods speaks of memories and modalities of keeping and 
archiving memories. the film is about lena, who returns to a Norwegian island 
to take care of her mother’s house, after her passing. the film’s narrative focuses 
on lena’s inner dialogue with herself about deciding what to keep and what to 
discard of her mother’s possessions. the film talks about a personal experience of 
the transience of life, lena’s emotional relationship with her highly intimate past, 
and ways of coding and archiving one’s memories and belongings in constructing 
one’s private memory. the film might also be a metaphor of european museum 
and archival practices. 

in both of these works, Jun yang problematises different aspects of the “visibility” 
of personal experience, dilemmas, and reactions to the cliché of the new in 
china and that of the past in europe. he uses china and europe as background 
“cultural texts” of sorts, which enables him to show, visualise, and perform the 
characteristic traumatic subjectivity of the modern human in the field of growing 
alienated from one’s space, objects, and human presence in the actuality of life.

strAteGies ANd tActics  
of TRANSLATING

in his video work Jun Yang and Soldier Woods (2002), Jun yang performs a para-
theoretical and humorously motivated discussion of the use, performance, and 
meaning of his name in different functional and experiential contexts. he 
suggestively exhibits misreadings of his first and last name in different socio-
cultural contexts, that is, the semantic confusions that typically arose around his 
name during his childhood in Vienna. As the video’s screenplay points out:
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 my name is
 Jun Yang /’d | u:n i^n/

 Jun is the first name
 Yang the family name
 in Chinese – to be precise in Mandarin Chinese – it is pronounced

 Jan Chuen /i^n ’t | u:n/
 family name first

 my parents on the other hand
 are from a region with a different dialect
 so when they named me they had a different pronunciation in mind

 they would say
 Ji Chuan /ji: ’t | u-an/
 again family name first
 ...
 we left the country when I was 4
 and therefore – in some ways we also left this language.390

the film shows how socio-cultural constructs shape one’s real cultural subjectivity. 
on the other hand, in his artistic work, Jun yang performs constructive procedures 
whereby he reconstructs relations with the outer world. An artist’s practice thereby 
becomes a demonstration, with which s/he wittily and superficially examines the 
conditions of shaping one’s social self and moves it from the role of the “subject as 
object” of cultural formation into the role of a narrator who reveals and exposes 
him/herself as a produced effect of cultural practice. the film also presents a 
characteristic difference between its own subjectivised Jun yang and Jun yang in 
real life. Jun yang posits his real as well as fictional life as a paragraph from a “travel 
guide”,391 which points to the complexity of cultural discourses as obvious for 
pursuing the “human condition” as a problem of translating.

for Jun yang, the problem of translating is applicable and important for any 
dissimination392 of human experience caused by differences between close and 

390 hu fang: “for the forgetting of Memory, and the separation of Arrival”, http://www.art-it.
asia/u/admin_ed_contri6/mfAZhbou1xQleahiKVup/?lang=en#note1, 26. 11. 2012.

391 the opposition between the concept of “the travel guide” and the discourse on method in Bruno 
latour’s discussion “Menjati društvo, obnoviti sociologiju” [change society, reconstruct 
sociology], in: Treći program Radio Beograda: “Nova francuska sociologija”, 146 (2010), 85.

392 in a derived sense, “dissimination” denotes the event of meaning dissipating in language, which 
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comparable, as well as remote and incomparable cultural contexts. strategies 
and tactics of successful and unsuccessful, functional and de-functionalised 
translating, i.e. cultural identification, are built into his works, comprising a wide 
variety of media: installations, video works, films, and textual presentations. 
for him, translating is not so much about decoding and recoding the literal 
meanings of verbal or visual texts; rather, it is about losing and gaining a “spot” 
in a certain cultural experience. that is why writer hu fang made this note 
about Jun yang:

chinese restaurants were integral to Jun yang’s development, as he grew 
up in the same building as the restaurant run by his parents in Vienna, 
always in sight of the signboard with the restaurant name, tianjin, done in 
white chinese characters in classic songti script against a blue background 
– just like the way that was common in 1930s and ’40s china – in a kind 
of distortion of time and space.393

the affective atmosphere of cultural translation, instead of decoding and 
recoding the literal meanings of visual and verbal messages, conditions his video 
and film works, such as From Salaryman to Superman (video), Coming Home – Daily 
Structures of Life, Camouf lage / Look like Them (video, 2002–2004), A Short Story on 
Forgetting and Remembering (16mm film, 2007), Seoul Fiction (16mm film, 2010), 
etc. using images, Jun yang tries to capture and keep visible all the relations that 
contemporaneity, dense and accelerated, establishes between individuals and the 
collective, i.e. individual expression and social cliché, in the midst of differences 
between local and global contextualisations of behaviour, acting, and relating to 
oneself and others. it is as if this mode of self-reëxamining could neutralise the 
traditional oppositions between the rational and irrational, public and private, 
the West and the east.394 from that dramatised and rhetorically and ostensibly 
“frozen” neutralisation of oppositions, it is as if a possibility were emerging 
to redirect our attention away from the demand of identification and toward 
locating the dynamic of meaning and that of affects in those visual, verbal, and 
written texts that imitate and transmit “artificially generated cultural syndromes” 
into the field of cultural fiction, which, perhaps, grounds the everyday reality 
of life itself.

leads to an indication of destruction or to the destruction of cultural experience vis-à-vis identity, 
i.e. belonging.

393 fang: “for the forgetting of Memory”.
394 fredric Jameson: The Cultural Turn: Selected Writings on the Postmodern, 1983–1998. london and 

New york: Verso, 1998, 64.
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Jun yang’s artistic production is not an artistic practice based on realistic references 
of reality as an object of desire, fear, or interest; on the contrary, his practice 
transparently shows how a constructed fictional syndrome affects a real trauma, in 
the midst of its material phenomenality as concreteness and abstraction both at 
once.
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Multiple politicAl/sexuAl Bodies.  
Between the public and the intimate

tomislav Gotovac395 studied architecture at Zagreb university. he was an 
employee in the administration of the Mladen Stojanović Hospital in Zagreb from 
1962 to 1967. he studied at the Academy of Theatre, Film, Radio and Television in 
Belgrade. 1967. he was exposed to political repression for his participation in the 
film Plastic Jesus in the early1970s. he graduated with film The Verdict. 

Gotovac was one of the leading filmmakers396 in experimental anti-film and 
structural film of the 1960s and 1970s. Among his significant films are Straight 
Line (Stevens – Duke) (1964), T (1969), Tomislav Gotovac (1996), Feeling 7 (2000), and 
the feature film Plastic Jesus (1972), in cooperation with the film director lazar 
stojanović. tom Gotovac was active in various artistic practices, from films and 
happenings, to photography, performance and conceptual art. regardless of the 
medium he used, in his projects Gotovac developed the strategy and tactics of 
presenting and expressing “subjectivity in film“. he said on one occasion: “It’s all 
a Movie!” and this phrase remained the programmatic concept of his life.

Among the neo-avant-garde experiments he chose artistic behaviourism. researching 
the art of performance, Gotovac established his specific “politics of the body” and 
“politics of the everyday”, stressing the intimate subject of a man and male, in the 
public ideological sphere.

Heads (1960) was an early project – a series of photographs creating an alienated 
documentary or overstressed fictionalised procedure of framing one’s own face. 
the photo series Breathing the Air (1962) makes us think of infantile behaviourism: 
a half-naked man standing in the snow in the act of heartily inhaling the fresh air. 
in Suitcase (1964) he documents the quite ordinary situation of carrying a suitcase 
in a city. this series of photographs is a visual tale about a trivial daily activity: 
just breathing or carrying a suitcase. the transformation of the trivial into the 
exceptional is the fascination mechanism with which the film industry creates the 

395 Ješa denegri: “the individual Mythology of tomislav Gotovac”, in: Tomislav Gotovac, eds. 
Aleksandar Battista ilić, diana Nenadić. Zagreb: croatian film clubs’ Association and Museum 
of contemporary Art, 2003, 268–276. 

396 hrvoje turković: “tomislav Gotovac: observation as participation”, in: Tomislav Gotovac, 277–
279.
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exceptional place and function of film stars. When the mechanism of constructing 
and presenting a “film star“ is found in the empty context of everyday life in 
yugoslav so-called socialism, man can suffer an existential breakdown and reject 
such a life. Gotovac took pains to present and index absurd behaviourism. for 
example, his collages are “annotated“ and “collected“ testimonials, or documents, 
about man’s existence in a trivial world of objects, and of documents of used- up 
objects, images, words and information. Gotovac used collage to draw attention 
to this potential scattering of the consistency of images, entering a world where 
experience has been fragmented and left without any coordinates and any means 
of orientation. 

for example, in the photo series Hands (1964), he presents the act of positioning 
hands (on the pavement edge, a corner by the door, the garbage can) by isolating 
and overstressing it. think about scenes in crime movies - of the hero shoving 
his hand into a garbage can in the street, the viewers expecting him to extract a 
gun, a bag of money or a package of heroin. But Gotovac only lays and arranges 
his hands in a trivial place. A literal gesture. A promise of something coexisting 
with its denial.

his behavioural performances are no emancipating acts of searching for a life of 
freedom, or of man reborn, in the spirit of the optimistic and ludic neo-avant-
garde of the 1960s. his body language consists of desperate, limited and emptied 
gestures of provocation in the closed and claustrophobic, grey world of so-called 
“socialism” which, with exalted rhetoric, offered its people an optimistic chance 
to build “a socialist society”. Gotovac reacted to this with excesses meant to 
produce a sense of unease and helpless fury in the viewers and in the bureaucrats 
of the dominant culture.

Gotovac’s performances were drastic, not because he undressed in public or put 
on masks, or exhibited his genitalia, but because he offered these performances as 
socially unmotivated acts, absolutely erasing the borderlines between the public 
and intimate spheres. his genitals are shown without any special reason. he has no 
direct motive for showing them to the accidental passer-by. the aroused anatomy 
is literally there and can confuse us because it is both ordinary and sublime. 

the artistic production of Gotovac had no utopian projects characteristic of 
the idealism of the 1960s and 1970s. he offered transgression and shock as an 
unmotivated and arbitrary exhibitionist act right at the middle of everyday 
“socialist” existence, in which positive motivation was expected, along with 
hard work, obedience, loyalty, a readiness to represent the publicly declared 
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social ideals and deny one’s intimate preoccupations. his lack of motive and 
the arbitrariness of his body and behaviour, may seem violent, although they 
are actually just minimal, very localised, and often even tender gestures of self-
representation in the public or private context. Gotovac shows the discomfort 
a man can feel inhabiting his own body, or forcing his body to function in a 
strictly controlled micro-social context. the atmosphere of Gotovac’s artistic 
life is similar to the atmosphere created in the yugoslav film noir of the epoch or 
the American underground movies, expressing a new sensibility about living at the 
margins of society which was characteristic of the counter-culture of the 1960s.

57 tomislav Gotovac: Heads, 12 photos/performance, 1970
courtesy tomislav Gotovac institute
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in the transforming photo serials, for example in Heads (1970), we are shown the 
process of the artist’s shaving and trimming his hair. you also see him with long 
hair and a beard, as well as with a clean-shaven face and hair shaved at the back 
of the head. these photographs, which function as documents of a performance, 
can be interpreted as: (1) an expression of narcisstic play (one individual in his 
own field of sight identified with the centre of the universe; (2) as an expression 
of a structuring-processing-photographing act (a careful sequential photographic 
process of trimming one’s hair), and (3) as an expression of an auto-erotic symbolic 
self-presentation (the transformation of a head into a phallus; the body becoming 
an idealised and symbolic sexual organ). these ambiguities are intentional and 
characteristic of the artist’s belief that by destroying privacy it is possible to 
provoke public conditions and values. Gotovac wished to achieve a provocative 
relation between intimate sexual trauma and the political manipulation of human 
behaviour. 

in the 1970s Gotovac undertook Many completely different Actions.

he ran naked in the city streets (performance Streaking, Belgrade 1971; or the 
performance Zagreb, I Love You!, Zagreb 1981). he documented his private life 
in the intimate moments of his morning hygiene (photos from the series Rovinj, 
Summer 1975). he was photographed naked, in erotic positions (Integral, 1978), also 
in a family striptease session with a female partner (Striptease, 1976), in a private 
location. for the 10th Music Biennale in Zagreb he did Action 100 (1976), where, 
again naked, he performed a variant of hopscotch in the street. he also offered 
performances of some of his private pursuits Telephoning, Watching Television, 
Begging, Cleaning Public Spaces (Zagreb 1980). he walked naked in the city talking 
about a feature film (Talking – Rio Bravo, osijek 1982). the performances and the 
photographs of performances should be seen as film narratives. he created a film 
without using any filming gear.

Gotovac’s key queer work is his late photo-performance entitled Foxy Mister (2002), 
made at the age of 64. it rests on the simple idea of an exchange of identity, during 
an erotic and pornographic photo session. Gotovac played the role of the naked 
female porno-star from the magazine Foxy Lady. he took erotic and pornographic 
positions imitating the woman model from Foxy Lady: an old man imitating a 
young female model. his work should be seen as a direct deconstruction of the 
presumed horizon of expectation of the viewers, subverting the expected erotic 
gratification meant to be produced by an attractive female body. Gotovac uses 
a queer performance of queer behaviour/exposing himself, not as a queer activist 
wishing to visualize the sexual identities of the Other, but to shatter brutally the 
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conventions of expected visual gratification required from the entertainment 
industry. doing this, Gotovac has also brought up the question of ageism and the 
right of old people to find pleasure in sexuality and eroticism. 

At first sight, none of these works seem to be political, and yet each of these 
performances was an act subverting the presumed normality of the socialist and 
post-socialist period of transition in which Gotovac lived. his works were the 
signifiers which the artist smuggled into the public field of the art and culture 
of the time. he used his body as an instrument creating a micropolitical event 
with which the intimate world of the artist as exhibitionist was projected into the 
public sphere. in these performances Gotovac came very close to the American 
body artists Vito Acconcia or dennis oppenheim, and the czech artists Karel 
Miler, petr Štembera or Jan Mlčoch.

58 tomislav Gotovac: Zagreb, I Love You!, performance/photos, 1981
courtesy tomislav Gotovac institute
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59 susan Bee: Behind Bars, 2009
courtesy susan Bee
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Auto-criticisM of suBJectiVisAtioN  
painting as postmedia politics

the public sphere in the us changed after september 11. the period of the Bush 
presidential administration resulted in the externalisation of the economic and 
social crises in the country. in these times of crisis, the critical protocols of the 
artwork gained in importance. Art emerged as an instrument to examine the 
borderlines of reality and the fiction in the American way of life. Within that 
context, some artists entered the realm of reconstruction of “painterly defiance” 
to the domination of the totally mediated production, communication and 
consumption characteristic for the f lexible potentialities of global neo-liberalism. 
painting appeared as a practice of material resistance and critique of the public 
social and cultural sphere with procedures of subjectivation – of gender, privacy, 
cultural positioning. susan Bee and Mira schor established a radicalised leftist, 
feminist and auto-critical process of re-examining the contradictory relations 
between the public and the private.

susan Bee and Mira schor’s contemporary painting follows the advanced and 
elaborate tradition of American critical social painting397 and relates to the 
feminist context of new image painting.398 their works, however different in terms 
of personal inscriptions and character of the pictorial image, i.e. links between 
the inner insight and outer appearances of the forms of life, respond to the concept 
of painting as a critical text. such painting refers to individual and collective 
subjectivations within the structures of power and constellations of identity of the 
late, above all, American capitalism and its ideological and political expansions 
and crises, as part of the global transition. their painting is American insofar as it 
confronts and opposes the market value which is nowadays the prime determinant 
of media images produced on a daily basis. their work is a critique of the 
representation and appearance of the media in everyday life, in a confrontation 
of privacy, memory and feminine biology with pictorial expression and pictorial 
symbols. instances include the work of Mira schor Portrait of my Brain (2007) 
or Susan Bee’s Human or Inhuman? (2003). these paintings open a subjectivised 

397 pam Meecham: “realism and Modernism”, in: Varieties of Modernism, ed. paul Wood. New 
haven: yale university press, 2004, 75–115.

398 Anon.: New Image Painting, ed. richard Marshall. New york: Whitney Museum of American Art, 
1979.
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perspective of representation i.e. visibility of the forms of life in a pictorial form 
(schor) or pictorial narrative (Bee). 

contrary to the great masters of American social painting (Ben Shahn, Philip 
evergood) with whom they share political interests, schor and Bee embraced 
the legacy of expressive engagement i.e. existentialist painting (early pollock, 
clyfford still, philip Guston, Karel Appel), adding a distinct feminist notion of 
deconstructing the machismo and patriarchality of the abstract expressionists 
and lyrical abstractionists. this marked an essential break within the politics of 
painting as a political practice of confronting the public and private in the realm 
of gendered body which has a capacity of gazing (Mira shor, Sexual Pleasure, 
1998), remembering and surviving contemporary life. traditional modernist 
critical painting put forward the idea of the power of painting to represent and 
communicate the “truth” of human individual and collective life. in the case 
of Mira schor and susan Bee, such claim is, true to feminism, removed from 
the model of the individual communication of the experience of universality as 
was the case with the painters of social art, into the realm of demarcation of 
singular painterly acts indexing the potentialities of the universal. this difference 
is essentially marked with a feminist stance which in an anti-transcendental way 
suggests that the universality of the human (susan Bee, Drive She Said, 2011) is an 
effect of singular processes within or beyond the social, cultural and artistic structures. 

susan Bee’s painting399 took shape from the 1970s to 2000s as she raised 
questions about the nature of critical feminine painting and deconstruction of 
the codes, clichés and iconic representations of the hybrid American vernacular 
inside the mass culture of modernism. she demonstrated how one signifier from 
the history of painting and/or design for advertising in the 1950s and 1960s 
would be introduced into the order of contemporary painting, thus becoming 
the new sign or structure of signs in the processes of cultural, feminine and political 
subjectivation. subjectivation refers to events of becoming a subject in specific 
artistic, cultural or social contexts. the visual jargon of graphic design was 
introduced into the pictorial genre of figurative painting. Bee’s paintings are 
“other” in relation to the history of modernism, albeit made up of signifiers-
as-markings of modernist representations of everyday life or the exceptional 
ruptures in its routines. susan Bee works in the domain of the book as an 
artwork together with the poet charles Bernstein. With Mira schor she edited 
the journal M/e/A/N/i/N/G, including an anthology of contributions to the 

399 Miško Šuvaković: “painting After painting: the painting of susan Bee”, in: M/E/A/N/I/N/G 18 (1995), 
46–53.
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journal which accompanied its editions.400 she is involved in projects of cultural 
activism at the New york art scene.

Mira schor401 is a New york-based artist who explores and advocates the role 
of painting in a post-media culture. she exhibited at the New york galleries 
Momenta Art, the edward thorp Gallery, the gallery cB1 in los Angeles, and 
took part in group exhibitions at the santa Monica Museum of Art, Armand 
hammer Museum, MoMA ps1, among others. she engages in practical, activist 
and theoretical402 work in the realms of feminism and its history. her research and 
activities span formalist and material fascinations with human, cultural and social 
symbolisations, i.e. affective events. her painting and artistic work in general is 
focused on the realms of representation of the body and realms of exploration of 
the relation between the painting and verbal scripture. representing the body 
and conceiving the relation between scripture and painting are associated with re-
examining and questioning gender identities, including the artistic, cultural and 
historical constructions of gender. schor has a strong interest in the borderlines 
between meaning and affect, in terms of pictorial representation and conceptual 
assumptions of self-knowledge and self-representability as the knowledge of 
the individual and collective “other”. in her work the border lines between the 
envisaged knowledge of the self and the other are shown – in expressive and 
narrative terms – in relation to the ruptures of political identity and political 
awareness in the contemporary crisis of American society.

Critical painting refers to practices of manual pictorial work which conceive 
images and “throw” them into the world as provocative and disturbing tokens 
of difference and departure from fixed constellations, social norms, unspoken 
rules, matrices of identification within the public doxa and accepted horizons of 
expectations. today, in the “time of the media”, critical painting is understood as 
a precarious subversion of the dominant production and imposition of the mass-
media meaning, i.e. of the ideological sphere of the media. Mira schor and susan 
Bee’s painting suggests that precarious subversion of the dominant production 
and imposition of the mass-media meaning stands for the politicisation of the visible 
as the construct of subjectivation in the realm of social powers, but also in the 

400 susan Bee and Mira schor (eds.): M/E/A/N/I/N/G. An Anthology of Artists’ Writings, Theory, and 
Criticism. durham: duke university press, 2000; susan Bee and Mira schor (eds.): M/E/A/N/I/
N/G 25th Anniversary Edition, online edition, 2011.

401 http://www.miraschor.com/ 
402 Mira schor: Wet: On Painting, Feminism, and Art Culture. durham: duke university press, 1997; 

Mira schor: A Decade of Negative Thinking: Essays on Art, Politics, and Daily Life and Wet: On Painting, 
Feminism, and Art Culture. durham: duke university press Books, 2010.
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realm of resistance to the recognition of gender, notably feminine identity and the 
antagonisms between private and public contemporaneity.

deriving political meaning in the history of Western art has a long record of 
transformations from apologetic painting in the service of the sovereign and the 
church to the critical realist painting conceived as “weapon” in a struggle for 
class, race or gender identity, as opposed to a concrete or abstract social order of 
power relations. in relation to the modernist paradigms of high and dominant 
abstraction, political painting is identified as instrumental, i.e. as painting in the 
service of the revolution, leftist politics, critical conf licts with the conditions 
and circumstances of the visibility of social antagonisms (susan Bee, Behind Bars, 
2009, and Arrested,403 2011). 

403 “i imagine you know the story of the image? here it is. it has an interesting personal connection. 
Arrested, 2011, which is based on a black and white news photo of my high school friend, emily 
socolov’s mother being arrested as a spy in the Mccarthy era of the 1950s. i only found out about 
this history when i read the obituary of Judith coplon socolov in the Ny times: 

 http://www.nytimes.com/2011/03/02/us/02coplon.html i used the painting tropes of the 1950s 
for framing this painting. from Wikipedia: Judith coplon socolov was an alleged KGB spy whose 
trials, convictions and successful appeals had a profound influence on espionage prosecutions 
during the Mccarthy era.  Judith coplon married one of her lawyers, my friend’s father, Albert 
socolo”; from an email writhen to me by susan Bee.

60 susan Bee: Arrested, painting, 2011
courtesy susan Bee
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to the contrary, contemporary political painting embraces deliberate attempts 
at waking the potentials of “difference” (feminism) and “antagonism” (the left) 
according to the given, individually and collectively, representable conjunctures – 
in relation to the dominant forms of life which exclude every attempt at conceptual 
and pictorial resistance. this is a struggle for the right to the political – and that 
means for the individual engagement in the constellations of neo-liberal de-
politicisation of the forms of life and conditions for perceiving the forms of life as 
a non-political economy or behavior in ordinary life. the right to the political is, 
in fact, the right to subjective confrontation with the social in all complexities of 
life. the right to critical understanding of the subjectivation of the social within 
the conf licts of contemporary America is accomplished by means of marked 
subjectivation of the pictorial composition of images and expressive inscriptions 
of traces. 

the political is not perceived as a platform for a critical meta-language that should 
replace some other political meta-language in the conf lict of different powers – 
it emerges as a practice of subjectivization. subjectivization – performance of 
singular selfhood – refers to affective events of establishing the self in the world. 
on one occasion susan Bee quite clearly traced that complex horizon of humanity 
seeking its pictorial expression: 

i’ve found, in making my art, solace from both private grief and public 
trauma. so our first question for this M/e/A/N/i/N/G forum has great 
resonance for me. still, i find my motivation for making a painting or 
artist’s book is not necessarily apparent to a viewer. i would say that my 
artworks are a kind of Vergangenheitsbewältigung (coming to terms with 
the past). this term has been used by postwar Germans to describe their 
attempt to confront their recent history, yet, perhaps oddly, i find it suits 
my search to find an emotional and intellectual balance through art.
My parents came out of the cauldron of Berlin and Nazi Germany and 
palestine to find their way as Jewish artists in America. As the child of 
immigrants, i inherited their fears and insecurities as well their pride and 
optimism in their new country. the sudden death of my father sigmund 
laufer in 2007 was followed by the unimaginable suicide of my 23-year-
old daughter emma Bee Bernstein in 2008. i found that i had to regain my
footing in the world and that through the imaginary narrative of painting 
i was able to embody my pain and transform it. But transform it into 
what? perhaps i can just say an altered world.404

404 susan Bee, in: Bee and schor (eds.), M/E/A/N/I/N/G 25th Anniversary Edition, 8–9.
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susan Bee is involved in an intricate pictorial practice of confessions, self-criticism 
and construction of a possible world of images, conduits and potentialities relating 
to the brutality of the real. in her painterly discourse, self-criticism is not some 
strictly internal occurrence: it comes as a consequence of a quite different external 
“logic” – logic of micro- and macro-political events which frame the transient 
forms of life. 

As painters, Mira schor and susan Bee problematize the non-transparent meta-
languages of power and criticism of power in the contemporary world, represented 
as the “post-political truth of the society”. they come to be politicised with the 
pictorial auto-criticism of one’s selfhood seeking for sensual regimes of expression, 
conducting the auto-criticism of the self as memory, as experience of actuality 
and as projection of figures of the future. politicisation means an open, painterly 
representable conf lict between the individual and the collective against the social 
in relation to one’s own history of identifications, memories, projections, decisions, 
traumas, portended chasms or escapes from inner conf licts. in their work, the 
individual is experienced as a self-critical provocation of the “liberal aspiration” 
to solitary heroic conquests of the West or as a provocation of the individual 
struggle for survival on the market – namely, as visualisation of survival in the 
antagonistic quotidian life. the collective is recognised either (1) as a hybrid and 
f lexible “plurality” on the market of mediated identifications – clichés – related to 
the mass consumption of late capitalism, (2) as an articulated set of individualities 
that seek a common platform in a f lexible field of plurality, or (3) as a search 
for community inside the memories, actualisations of contemporary life and 
projections of an immediate future. in such a context, the social should mean 
a discovery of “new qualities” pertaining to the individual and the collective. 
in other words, the social should mean an attempt at critical and self-critical 
articulation of human relations which exceed the “isolated individual” or the 
“mechanical sum of isolated individuals” on the global market. the social is a 
quality. “the new sociality” is the thing that redirects the political engagement 
of the painters from the pictorial as a “realistic” comment of the contemporary 
world towards the active subject who appears as a subject of social transformation 
– of the class, nation or gender, i.e. class-nation-and-gender, into the complicit, 
solidary and mutually supported community of individuals who search for their 
place self-critically in relation to the given and imposed structures between the 
phantasm and the reality. 

representation is advocacy. in an ancient sense, “representation” even means 
paying in cash or establishing equivalence in value within the life itself. Accordingly, 
representation means establishing the relation of advocacy between objects which 
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are mutually different, but through this relation they become associated in 
terms of sense, meaning and value. in the process of representing, represented and 
representation find themselves in a relation that is, most often, either interpretative 
relation or relation of anticipation of the human itself: feminine (Mira schor, Implant, 
1992) or family-related (susan Bee, Pieta, 2011).

these questions are important in methodological terms: “What does it mean to 
represent something?” or “What does it mean to describe the painted surface of 
the canvas?” i.e. “how can they understand the meanings that determine the 
pictorial composition?” – in relation with human life itself, in relation with the 
concrete lives of susan Bee and Mira shor in contemporary America, within their 
private worlds and their complex escapes from privacy into the public life.

Mira schor constructs the political space of privacy. privacy is a space – an illusion 
of inner space – which should be brought to political situation by means of self-
criticism. schor describes a space of limited privacy within the global transition. 
Mira schor indexes the positions of a woman – painter, writer, theorist and/or 
activist in a transitional world:

My relation to privacy is inf lected. No, it is completely dual. i’m like the 
British comedian pete cook who once dressed up as Greta Garbo and had 
himself driven around in an open-top car yelling at the top of his lungs, 
“i want to be alone”. i have a drive for communication — i love to teach, 
i’m a politician, preacher, actress manqué, i love conversation, and i’m a 
huge consumer of news, information, gossip, a hard copy newspaper/tV 
& webholic, an email&facebook addict — but i cannot function without 
immense amounts of privacy (according to some of my friends, more 
privacy than most people). My home is the opposite of Kryptonite for me 
and it takes hours for me to recover a productive train of thought after 
i’ve been out of the house. i usually can’t work if anyone is near me. i 
can’t screen out other people. i have to be alone to sleep and even then the 
presence of my own body breathing and thinking can be an impediment. 
My mind comes alive late at night when the city lets go of me, although 
unfortunately the need for sleep so that i won’t be a jet-lagged zombie the 
next day interferes with the sudden clarity of mind of that quiet moment 
within the urban noise and i struggle to fall asleep while scribbling notes 
into a notebook after i’ve already turned out the lights.405

What is exceptional in this confession or, better yet, auto-criticism, is the 
connection between private selfhood and artistic practice, and metaphors of 

405 Mira schor, in: ibid., 147–148.
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textual production in the contemporary urban world. Mira schor builds up 
the myth about herself as a notion of resistance to the clichés and expectations 
of ordinary “civil life”, between the authority of the private identity and the 
horizons of public clichés. she develops a similar logic of thinking in her painting 
– establishing a connection between the authority of the visible and the horizon 
of female subjectivity in relation to the “consumer society” and its quotidian 
implications: 

As a painter with a strong interest in political activism, who has worked 
with sometimes overt, always subtextual political content, i think painting 
and other traditional art objects can provide experience that is more than 
just a passive relation to commodity: a private engagement with an art 
work even if it’s not illustrationally political can transmit a renewed sense 
of the value of interiority that too has political meaning. painting has a 
material presence that can awaken the viewer to her own embodiment, 
bring her to her senses. painting is a time-based medium, not just in the 
doing but in the viewing and in the afterthought; it has a dimension of 
time that can slow the speed of commodified time. (that some painting 
operates at the speed and disposability of commodified time is another 
story for another day).406

Accordingly, watching and seeing a picture as representation – and this means 
as a visual advocate – is not merely a question of the picture in itself and by 
itself, but a question of the “picture of painting” set in specific social, cultural 
and artistic contexts. the question is of painting (Past, Present, And, 2009 and 
The Past, The Present, The Future, 2009) in the process of production, exchange and 
consumption i.e. reception by someone and for someone. that process is a social 
practice: the manner of transformation of the pictorial matter in a specific social 
context resulting in a product which, in its singularity, resists the products of 
mass production and consumption. if that is the case, then painting is an activity 
of social material practice of representation which transforms the matter of painting 
into painterly representations of the sensual world. in this process performance and 
representation constitute the subject of painting i.e. the subject of culture where 
painting plays one of the possible roles. the meaning of the painting is that verbal 
or conceptual knowledge created through interpretations of the painting as a 
painting, as a work of art or a product of historically and geographically specific 
cultural practices. the functions of meaning may be entirely different.

susan Bee and Mira schor’s painting is a critical repetition of open-ended symbolic 
self-identifications, self-criticism and confrontations with the self as the self-of-

406 ibid., 149–150.
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infraction of sociality within the materiality of painting. it refers to a dialectical 
recognition of the situation wherein human forms of life “under threat” are being 
questioned and confronted with the self-of-antagonism – whether in terms of the 
political relations of power and its repression, or in terms of private tragedies; 
whether it is about being a woman, or about one’s anxiety, insecurity, resistance 
to repression or drowning in mass clichés. the open-ended referential circulation 
between the painted and the social have been established as a recognition of the 
difference between the singular and the universal. 

61 Mira schor: Past, Present, and..., painting, 2009
courtesy Mira schor
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2000 Manifesta 3, Modern Gallery, Ljubljana
 
One of the walls invisibly moves and fills in the space.

tomo Savić Gecan

62 tomo savić Gecan: Untitled, Manifesta, Modern Gallery, ljubljana, 2000
courtesy tomo savić Gecan
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23

A clAustrophoBic eVeNt  
Bare life

in the basement of the Moderna galerija in ljubljana, as part of Manifesta 3 (2000), 
tomo savić Gecan407 exhibited an empty room painted in white. one of the walls 
almost imperceptibly slid towards the inside, gradually diminishing the space.

this work differed considerably from most of the Manifesta 3 exhibits.408 they 
mainly comprised “art works” conceived as documents or media presentations of 
cultural situations of urban life at the turn of the century. those typical409 works 
for Manifesta 3 carried a media message as a particular intervention in specific 
cultures and cultural situations.

By contrast, tomo savić Gecan addressed a situation generating primary and 
immediate experience on the part of the visitors. they came and passed through 
his ambiance. While entering Gecan’s room, a visitor would not notice anything. 
he could not notice anything. the situation in the room seemed quite static, 
void and invariant. only on the second or third, mostly accidental entry, might a 
visitor perceive the space as smaller than before. the “inner drama” of recognizing 
the event of loss of space, of the shrinking room, would then begin to unfold. 
this was no longer an invariant space, but space of loss. the visitor would become 
insecure, and doubly so: 

(1) insecure about his/her perception of space, and 
(2) insecure about his/her position in an architecture changing – losing – a 

dimension. 

But, how to perceive what tomo savić Gecan had presented? how to perceive 
this slow and inevitable disappearance of space, the shrinking of the space when 
confronted with the observer’s body? Gecan’s work demands interpretation.

407 tomo savić Gecan (Zagreb, 1967) is a croatioan visual artist who works in holland. his researches 
are connected with conceptual, sculptural and environmental research practices.

408 Anon.: Manifesta 3 – European Biennial for contemporary art (Borderline syndrome. energies of 
defence), ljubljana, 2000.

409 Schie 2.0 group, Marjetica potrč, ene-liis semper, Škart.
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perhaps the allusion of a fairly constructed narrative can be used. What would 
tomo savić Gecan’s work be like if translated into a fabricated, existentially 
motivated narrative on space shrinking as opposed to a human body in an 
indefinite life situation?

for instance: A girl woke up. she stretched, yawned and looked around the room. 
she woke up in her student dormitory, say, in Berlin. she lay on a large bed 
with dark red sheets. she was fully dressed. she wore white sneakers with thick 
black laces. she was in hyper-tight light blue jeans. she wore a white roll collar 
sports shirt without sleeves. she woke up and twitched. she never lay in bed in 
her clothes, especially not with shoes on. the light in the room was strangely 
phosphorescent white. the room was fully illuminated. she preferred natural 
light. she had no such lighting in her f lat. she frowned. she liked nature. Always, 
even in winter, she would keep a window open. And, then, she started to consider 
how she had found herself there in the first place. the last thing she remembered 
was taking a train to palermo. she sat in the first-class, smoking compartment. 
she lit a cigarette, though she normally did not smoke. she wondered where she 
had got it from. she stretched out in the seat, tried to cross her legs, but the jeans 
were too tight. she stretched her legs. she touched something with the tips of 
her sneakers… and then – cut – nothing… total darkness. the next thing she 
could remember was waking up in her Berlin apartment, in her favourite red 
linen. she lay on a shining royal purple sheet in her sooty sneakers, with traces 
of yellowish sicilian dust and dirt. Why was she in Berlin in the first place? how 
did she get there? “Bugger, what day is it anyway?” – she muttered angrily. And 
sat down. she slipped into her sneakers on the f loor. that wasn’t her f loor. her 
f loor had wooden planks: it creaked. this was a silent hard plastic f loor, but the 
same colour as the wooden f loor in her Berlin apartment. she was confused and 
overwhelmed by fear. she was in some 3d photo-material space resembling her 
Berlin room. she swore. she “had to go”. she was thirsty. didn’t know where 
to go first. she panicked. said to herself: “Get a grip, girl!” But she could not 
calm down, she walked from wall to wall. the walls were photos of her Berlin 
room. even framed photos were shot again and mounted on the wall. she was 
beating a wall with her fist but could not produce a sound. she felt the blunt 
stroke of her fist against the solid surface. she felt uncomfortable in her own 
body. everything was squeezing, scratching and pinching. she had to take a leak. 
Wondered if she was under surveillance. said: “Never mind”. Went to the corner. 
undid a button, unzipped, took off her trousers and panties. squatted and took 
a pee. for quite a long time. she smelled the urine. Got up, got dressed. pulled 
up her panties and trousers. Zipped and left the top button of her jeans undone. 
she needed more air. she wanted to breathe. she reckoned: “if i had a pee, i’m 
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not dead!” then she went to her bed, untied the laces on her sneakers and took 
them off. her feet were swollen, revealing that she’d had them on for a long 
time. she took off her red socks with little yellow f lowers. her feet stank. she 
frowned. she put the socks away with her sneakers and climbed onto the bed. she 
slanted against the wall, bent her knees and leaned her chin against them. this 
posture was relaxing for a moment. she tried to contemplate what had happened. 
she had to work on her memory. she said: “recycling memory”. she fell asleep. 
she woke up. she didn’t remember how she had found herself on that bed. she 
slept again, for a while. she woke up. she realised: “i was awoken by silence!” 
you couldn’t hear anything in this room. in her real room in Berlin you could 
always hear noise coming through the open window. you could hear silence. her 
headache stopped. the silence was overwhelming. she wondered why she had 
always pictured silence as white. White. she felt the stink of urine. she stretched. 
But, now, the room looked smaller than it had been before she fell asleep. she 
had her doubts about it. then she started to look around carefully. everything 
seemed closer, though… she doubted herself. she knew that she could not trust 
her senses. she felt she was under threat. she got up and walked from the bed to 
a photograph on the wall showing the bathroom door. she counted seven steps. 
Now she could start checking. she forged a plan. When she falls asleep again and 
when she wakes up again she will measure the distance between the bed and the 
photograph showing the bathroom door. somehow she felt safer. she was active. 
she had a goal. however, the thought of a shrinking room provoked insecurity. 
she did not know what to do. she panicked. her bare life was under threat. What is 
the bottom line of life? she was scared of suffocating. she was scared of pressure, 
of walls squeezing her body, and making a pile of raw meat out of her. in the 
room that looked like hers, but was not hers, that was the image of her room... 
the room was nevertheless shrinking: yes or no? she was scared. she looked at the 
walls and, then, at the ceiling. everything was smaller, the world was becoming 
smaller and smaller. she felt pressure. As if the ceiling was falling upon her. she 
was drinking water. she was pissing. she slept. she was irritated by the stink of 
her urine. she was sleeping. she was waking up. she had headaches. she slept 
again. she woke up. she stretched. she got up and tried to walk around the room. 
she measured the distance from the bed to the photograph of the door. it was six 
steps exactly. she repeated the measuring: one, two, five times. it was always 
six steps exactly. however, she was convinced that the room was shrinking. the 
room got smaller and smaller. she sat upon the bed. she was completely calm. she 
could not tell the time of day and what day it was. she measured the distance from 
the bed to the photograph on the wall. it was now slightly less then five steps. the 
opposite wall was approaching the bed. the light in the room was more intense. 
the breathing was more difficult. As if air was running out. she was hungry. she 
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had constipation. she wanted to run, but she had no strength left. she was out 
of space, as well. she walked, then sat down. she was hungry. her lips were dry. 
Now she was starving, exhausted, scared, appalled. A blend of fear and euphoria. 
hunger. she twitched. the light in the room was phosphorescent white. the 
room was fully illuminated. As if emanating whiteness. she frowned. the room 
was small almost like a box. she breathed heavily. she felt that her pants were 
wet. she did not know whether she had spent an hour, a week or most of her life 
here. she felt the space compressing. she became aware of loss of life. she was 
in a shrinking box. she had been packaged. she screamed. she moved her hands 
mutely. there was no one there but her. she was wondering about the engines 
moving the wall. No, she could not think about that. she was hungry, thirsty, 
in pain, wet, half-naked, trembling, scared, alone. “yes”, she muttered, “i am no 
longer related”. she bit her hands. she bit the f lesh of her hands. she felt the pain. 
she screamed: “i am in pain”. she got up. the room was so small that she could 
not get up. With her fists she struck the wall, which was now quite close to her. 
she struck the wall as hard as she could to feel the pain. only that pain justified 
her bare life and made it a life.

tomo savić Gecan has displayed a completely empty white room with 
phosphorescent lighting. A room with a sliding wall. the narrative on the 
“captured girl in a shrinking room” indicates the “feeling” of bare life, indeed, a 
form of life expiring in space which, for unknown reasons, almost imperceptibly 
runs out. What is the relationship between Gecan’s work and the narrative of the 
girl in the shrinking room?

At first sight, tomo savić Gecan’s installation and the story of the girl do not have 
much in common except for one detail: the room is shrinking. loss of space in 
both situations appears as a danger to the basic “form of life”. in the case of the 
girl – this form of life is obviously under threat. in the case of Gecan’s work, the 
form of life is merely potentially, merely in allusions, merely under scrutiny... the 
narrative of the girl discloses a behavioural, real or fictional event. tomo savić 
Gecan lacks the narrative in his ambient work. he works with the zero degree 
experience. he works with non-space, to be attributed to any narrative, even the 
story of a girl in a shrinking room. And that is the universal and basic element 
informing possibilities that a zero degree event anticipates various crisis “form of 
life” situations. for zero degree as performed by tomo savić Gecan, its features 
always anticipate sense, to a certain degree disclosing its scale in advance.410

410 Jacques lacan: “the Agency of the letter in the unconscious, or reason since freud”, in: écrits: 
A selection, 232.
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Form of life, nevertheless, poses a problem here. use of the concepts “life” and “form 
of life” owes much to analyses and discussions of differences and contradictions 
between the non-representable/mute life of nature and the representable/effable 
life of a society/culture, which can even be claimed as “art”. According to Giorgio 
Agamben,411 the ancient Greeks lacked an integral term to refer to what we 
perceive as life. they used two terms, semantically and morphologically different: 
zōē, referring to the sheer fact of common life of all living creatures (animals, 
people, or gods) and bios, referring to the form, or a particular way of life on 
the part of an individual or a group. in contemporary languages, wherein the 
distinction has gradually disappeared from the vocabulary, and where preserved, 
in terms like biology or zoology, it no longer marks a considerable difference. A 
single term – “life” – has been in use, its opaqueness proportionally growing with 
the sacralisation of its referent. “Alive” refers to a sheer common proposition, 
nearly always possible to isolate in any of the numerous forms of life. the term 
form-of-life, however, pertains to life which can never be separated from its form, 
a life wherein it is impossible to isolate anything as bare or sheer life. At this point, 
there is a fundamental difference between the theorizing of “life” as conceived 
within cultural studies and philosophical interpretations of “life” as evoked 
in biopolitical philosophy. cultural studies propose a post post-structuralist 
statement that there is no such thing as bare life – merely the textual representations 
and presentations as part of the closed circuits of culture. life appears in textual 
terms or as “un-bare life”. Biopolitical philosophy advocates an analytical-critical 
distinction between “natural” and human, political and intellectual life. life 
appears as an event with consequences. it also demonstrates that “sheer” or “bare” 
life is, so to speak, a derivative of the relationship between zōē and bios – in fact, 
an event produced by operations of power: man is thereby an engine and product 
of this process, and Agamben points to the increasingly substantial contradiction 
that man must become a machine to be able to produce a man within. 

With his installation at the Manifesta 3 exhibition – the room that loses space, 
its emptiness and utter absence of life – tomo savić Gecan points to potential 
dangers leading every “form of life” to “bare life”. this is the hub of his work 
 its hidden effect to be disclosed in one’s fear before loss of ‘life’ in an almost 
imperceptible event (the sliding of a wall).

411 Giorgio Agamben: “form-of-life”, in: Radical Thought in Italy. A Potential Politics, eds. paolo 
Virno and Michael hardt, trans. cesare casarino Minneapolis: university of Minnesota press, 
1996, 151–156; Giorgio Agamben: Homo Sacer: Sovereign Power and Bare Life, trans. daniel heller-
roazen. stanford cA: stanford university press, 1998, 4, 6.
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63 provisional salta ensemble: Broken Story-Telling: An Utterly Ordinary Evening – PETIT a, 
photo-essay, photomontage, 2014
courtesy provisional salta ensemble
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24

A NArrAtiVe  
An utterly ordinary evening – PETIT a

He was wonderful, abstract, a well-loved human creature.
He was horrible, concrete, a brutal human creature.

Who is this about? riddles of identity. the eluding of identification. is this about 
Marcel duchamp or Živko Grozdanić?412

elaborating contradictions. could he be presented in another way as well? 
could he be wonderful, abstract, in fact, an entirely loved human creature free 
of adrenalin crises, brutality, concrete particularism, or… What would he (Gera 
Grozdanić) look like as he (Marcel duchamp). let us proceed to produce an 
asymmetric narrative about him, or to/for him.

scene one

he opened the door. he stepped out of the cab. he observed the number 47. he 
started walking toward the building. he was in no hurry at all. he went up a few 
steps and found himself at the front door. there were bells sounding from inside: 
jing-jang. he went in. A tall woman wearing a black tuxedo, white shirt, and long, 
broad trousers approached him. she asked him if there was anything she could do 
for him. he answered faintly. his voice reminded one of the noise one produces 
when creasing silk: “i informed you this morning that i wanted a partner to go 
out with tonight. i would like to take a look. yes, i hope that’s oK with you?!” 
she nodded, with her curly hair. she took him, theatrically, into a large room, 
where there were about a dozen fully dressed, half-naked, and entirely naked 
girls.

scene two

they are riding in a cab. she is in the backseat, next to him. she’s nervous. her 
sandal is banging against the seat in front of her. she asks him, a bit frightened: 
“Where are you taking me?” he answers, lightly: “We’re going to Nordstrom’s! 
you need some clothes. you cannot go among people like that!” she looks at him 
suspiciously: “Who is paying for all this? is this an experiment or something? i am 

412 Živko Grozdanić (Vršac, 1957) is a postconceptual visual artist from Vojvodina (serbia). he is an 
active producer of artworlds (environmental art works, directing museum, political eccology).
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not a guinea pig, am i?” he: “of course not. it is simple. tonight i do not want to 
have dinner by myself. i need company. i’ve selected you and paid for your time. 
your screwing time has been given413 to me for this dinner”.

scene three

she was in a large fitting room. A square room with a table and a chair. Antique 
furniture, like her great-grandmother’s. she could hardly remember. A hat stand 
with coat hangers on it. A large mirror on each wall. through the curtain, 
someone handed her a dress. she held the dress in her hand. obviously, it was 
his choice. she felt cornered. it was as if she had got caught in a small-game trap. 
hunted down. An animal put in a zoo.

scene four

they were sitting at the Club. they had their own private booth. A couple of 
tall and slender stemmed glasses were resting on the table. there were candles 
burning. one could sense the mild and intoxicating smell of smoke. oriental 
smoke. fake oriental smell of candles. New Age. he was leisurely sipping his wine. 
she was munching on peanuts or something like peanuts. she noticed he was 
actually chewing his wine.
he said: This will be a long and, I hope, pleasant dinner.
she said: Is there a specific reason for that?
No, there isn’t.
Why are we here, then?
I come here for dinner from time to time.
Often?
Not really often.
What does ‘not really often’ mean?
A couple of times a year.
And why tonight?
I was in the area today.
You were in the area today? But it took us an hour to get here from the House!
I mean in the area, in this city.
For you this is ‘this city’, what does that mean?
I’m not sure. I come here, to this city, from time to time, and when I do, I usually come ‘here’ 
for dinner.
Do you hire a whore every time?

413 Jacques derrida: “Given time: the time of the King“, trans. by peggy Kamuf, in: Critiical 
Inquiry 18/2 (1992), 161–187.
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No, of course not. Tonight I didn’t want to be alone. And besides, you’re my date. I don’t 
like the word ‘whore’.
You don’t like the word! You’re crazy. But I am a... You’re crazy!
Perhaps, although – I’m perfectly functional. This evening, I was alone in this city.
You’re really bizarre! I don’t understand, what are you trying to say?
You think? Well, sometimes I’m not entirely clear even to myself.
You’ve got issues or something?
Mostly I don’t. This wine is enjoyed only in small sips. Another glass?
Yes! What kind of wine rules are those? You do everything according to the rules. Are you 
SM?
I use rules, yes, yes. SM, if you mean that kind of SM – no, I don’t like physical violence.
Neither do I! Finally a point in your favour.
Do you think I deserve it?
What do you do? You know what I do. And you?
Me, hmm: I observe, combine, appropriate, sell, move, and observe.
That’s not a profession, is it?
It could be, couldn’t it?! I’m good at what I do. Though, I’m best at observing.
What is that? What are you trying to pull? Is it a game or something?
Something like that. Actually, it’s my job. The Americans would call it ‘what you do for a 
living’.
Couldn’t you be more specific?
I’m trying! But I can’t seem to get there.
But you’re not specific!
I’m not?
What you do, is it like chess?
You’re a chess player?
Not really. I’m more like the guy who’s observing and stimulating that which he’s observing 
while others are playing, whereas I keep the score and transmit it.
Man! You’re really complicated. What are you observing? Me? But your gaze is impossible 
to pin down! You observe without focus. You’re looking everywhere at once.
That’s rather insightful of you. It’s a skill. Observing like that is not easy to achieve.
Sometimes I can’t understand your every word.
Yes, I’m complicated.
Do you expect me to confess to you? To tell you the truth. Or are you confessing to me?
No! We’re just having a conversation. A conversation and nothing else.
A conversation about what?
About this and that, here and there, there and then. Entirely indifferently.
That word, I couldn’t remember it, I didn’t understand!
Indifferently?
Yes, indifferently!
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There, another word in your vocabulary. Maybe...
What does it mean?
It depends on how you use it in the language.414

I don’t understand.
Try to say it.
Indifferently.
It’s an important word for me.
Why?
Because!
When are you not indifferent?
I’m almost always indifferent.
But when do you happen to not be indifferent?
When I’m having a migraine attack. When I stay home and spend all day in bed with 
sunglasses on my eyes and plugs in my ears.
You’re fucking with me?
I’m sorry, but one must speak politely in this restaurant.
Still, you’re not indifferent?
Still, I am.
You’re not!
I am – though sometimes I like to laugh.
Why?
I like it when people laugh, I don’t like it when they cry.
I don’t like tears either, though I cry often. I feel better after a good cry. You?
No, I haven’t cried in a long, long time, maybe since childhood.
Why did you cry that last time?
I had to do something really ugly, which I didn’t want to do.
What was it?
Stop pushing me! It was long ago. I don’t remember. Actually, I only remember one tear, 
one hot tear streaming down my face. I swallowed a tear then. It was brackish. After that I 
never cried again.
And I cried last night.
You? Why?
They beat me up.
They beat you up? Who beat you up? She did? He did? At the House?
No, no, no, a couple of morons who paid to beat me. She brought them into the room. They 
had leather jackets on and she gave them a whip. One of them started hitting me and then the 
other. Then... I still feel like crying.
for a long time he kept looking somewhere around her, occasionally through 

414 ludwig Wittgenstein: §43, Philosophical Investigations, trans. G. e. M. Anscombe. oxford: 
Blackwell, 1986, 20.
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her. they kept quiet. he was entirely calm. she was rather nervous. she was 
trembling. he offered her a cigarette.
You don’t know what to say? You’re embarrassed. I’ve ruined your mood. They don’t beat 
women in your world, do they?! Or, they don’t beat their own women, but then they go the 
House to beat me.
I don’t know. It is something like that, I suppose?
Hmm!
You’re avoiding answering.
Yes, it’s part of the strategy of being indifferent.
What’s that supposed to mean now? Come on, tell me!
A strategy is a master plan of one’s conduct over a period in one’s life.
That sounds very serious.
Yes, pretty serious. So serious that it frightens me sometimes. I’ve always had a strategy.
Me, I make no plans. With me, it’s all random. Although, they do have some kind of plan...
Who are they?
Well, she and the rest of them, at the House where you rented me. They control all of my 
time and life.
They own you?
In a way, yes. I’m paying something off. But I can’t talk about that, not even with you.
Don’t. I’ll talk.
Really?!
they eat. they remain quiet for awhile. they take wine in small sips.
It’s quite good. Enjoy it.
I’ve never enjoyed eating. You? You’re obviously enjoying it.
I enjoy observing, combining, appropriating, selling, moving, and observing.
Again, I can’t understand what you’re talking about, but you remind of someone?!
Of whom?
I don’t know. But you definitely remind me of someone.
Could be. I’m entirely transparent and sometimes resemble other people. But even then, I’m 
still indifferent, whereas they – most often – are not.
For sure.
I would prefer not to...415

Who are you?
Me? Quite indifferently ‘me’?
You’re a fag, aren’t you?
Hmm.
I’ve offended you. So you’ve got a girlfriend, wife, mistress, whore?
No, as you know, I am...

415 Gilles deleuze: “Bartleby; or, the formula”, in: Essays Critical and Clinical, trans. daniel W. 
smith and Nichael A. Greco. Minneapolis: university of Minnesota press, 1997, 68–90.
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Come on,... indifferent, total anaesthesia... I’ve learnt my lesson. I’m not that stupid.
Bravo.
I asked you, are you an artist?
You know, I... there’s nothing special inside or around me. Although some people love me. 
But there’s no big passion in that.
I know, you say “I observe, combine, appropriate, sell, move, and observe”.
Yeah, I say that!
Bollocks. Still, you haven’t answered my question? Who are you? Whom are you ‘sleeping’ 
with (ha ha)!
Right now I’m not sleeping but having dinner.
You’re kidding?
No, I’m serious. But what do you think?
I think that you like playing chess with people, rather than with wooden pieces on a marble 
board.
You think?
Yes, that hurts and you couldn’t care less for others and their pain. You don’t care for other 
people.
You think that I don’t care because I’m indifferent? Or, because I am another?
Yes... although now you’re speculating again. You’re a speculator.
Would you like a some sweets?
You’re beating about the bush, pouring ash over yourself. You’re miserable.
Come on, let’s get something sweet. I’m miserable when there’s nothing sweet around me.
I don’t want anything sweet. God, you’re awful!
Please... why are you nervous? They’ve got great cakes here, and ice-cream, if you’d prefer. 
You should try some.
But this is not about ice-cream, it’s about you.
About me? But you’re the one who’s evading action???
Yes, it’s about you!!!

scene five

he is sitting in a cab. he is alone. he is riding to y. he is slumped back in his seat. 
he is dozing. it was a long and difficult night. hardly different, though, from so 
many other long nights over the years. he’s observing, combining, appropriating, 
selling, moving, and observing. he is utterly indifferent. he resembles M.416 Just 
as he was looking at objects, he is now looking at the space in between. he is 

416 this story was built around my memories of the Marcel duchamp (1887–1968) “character”. i used 
the description of M. d. provided by Beatrice Wood (1893–1998) in her memoir I Shock Myself: 
The Autobiography of Beatrice Wood. san francisco: chronicle Books, 2006, 24–25. But this is not a 
story about M. d. either, but, in a way, about duchampian contradictions, which come to Živko 
Grozdanić too, as well as to every other post-duchampian artist.
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motionless. total anaesthesia. it is all unfolding in his head. he is enjoying his 
“autism”, although he is not quite sure of himself.

scene six

she is sitting on the bus. the bus is going to x. she is wearing a black dress with 
a single long sleeve. her left shoulder and arm are bare. she is looking good, half-
lit like that. she has taken off her sandals with high heels. her feet are bare. she 
can feel pain in her legs and back. the bus is completely empty. she is wondering 
when she will get to x. it is not certain whether she made the right choice. she is 
afraid. it is all unfolding somewhere beyond her. the fact that none of it depends 
on her terrifies her. she is scared.
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